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CHAPTER XXIX.

Affairs of the Grecian Settlements in Sicily

and Italy
;
ftom the Athenian Invasion, to

the Settlement of the Syracusan Government

under Dionysius and Hippabinus.

SECTION I.

Authorities for the Sequel of Grecian History . Sicilian

Affairs following the Athenian Invasion . Administration

and Legislation of Diocles at Syracuse.

\\7 II0 EV E R may ingage in the investiga-

’ "
tion of Grecian history among the original

authors, whether writing for others, or only reading

for himself, cannot but feel, at the period where we

are now arrived, the loss of regular guidance from

those cotemporary with the events, citizens of the

republics they describe, conversant with the politics

and warfare of the time, eyewitnesses, or generally

acquainted with eyewitnessesofthe facts they relate.

After the death ofEpameinondas,with which Xeno-

phon’s narrative ends, the only account of Grecian

affairs, aiming at connection, is that of the Sicilian

vol. vii. a Diodorus,

sect.
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chap. Diodorus, who lived above three hundred years

xxix. after> in the time ofAugustus Cecsar. In this long

interval, the establishment, first ofthe Macedonian,

and afterward of the Roman empire, had so altered

and overwhelmed the former politics of the civilized

world, that they were no more to be gathered but

from' books, in the age of Diodorus, than at this

day.

Many valuable works of elder writers were in-

deed extant, of which a few sentences only, pre-

served in quotations, are now known
.
to exist.

Very interesting portions of Sicilian history, were

published by men of eminent abilities, whosemeans

of information were not inferior to those of Xepo-

phon and Thucydides, but whose interests and

passions, according toremaining report, more tinged

their narratives. Diodorus, who had these mate-

rials before him, was a scholar of some eloquence,

and apparently a well-meaning man
;j
but very ill

qualified, either by experience in politics and war,

or by communication among statesmen and mili-

tary men, or by natural acuteness ofjudgment, to

sift the truth from the various falsehood andwophis-

tication in which party-writers would studiously

inwrap it. The circumstances of his age also led

Diodorus to prejudices.- Roman liberty, never

assured by a good constitution, was, after many

bloody struggles, then just finally crushed by a

military despotism, pervading the civilized world.

Men of letters, indignant at die event, were com-

pelled to silence about it
;
yet when none could

any longer oppose openly the gigantic tyranny,

a kind of masked war was waged against it, in

treating
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treating sometimes of early Roman, but oftener of

Grecian history. This purpose, which may be

observed extensive among the writers of both

nations, in the first ages of the Roman empire, is

conspicuous in Diodorus. Warm in the cause of

ci?il liberty, he has adopted, without discrimina-

tion, the party prejudices of those whom he sup-

posed animated in the same way ; tho their prin-

cipal object has too often been only to promote

the interest, or veil the crimes, of a faction. In

abridging then, as his extensive plan of universal

history required, often he has evidently missed the

meaningof political and military writers whom he

proposed to follow : but, far worse than this, he

has often omitted leading and connecting facts,

the most necessary toward a right understanding

of following matter. In remark, rarely deserving

attention, he is sometimes even puerile. His

honesty nevertheless gives him value
;
and even

the contradictions, into which, in collecting mate-

rials from different authors, he has fallen, tho

vexatious and disgusting to a hasty reader, yet

white, to a careful observer, they often evince his

honesty, they sometimes also show those truths

which a more ingenious writer, with the same pre-

judices, would not have afforded opportunity to

discover.

For the deficiencies of Diodorus’s generally con-

cise, and frequently broken narrative, Plutarch

offers, for detached portions of history, the most

copious supply remaining. Plutarch, living about

a century and half later than Diodorus, possessed

yet probably all the stores of former knowledge

b 2 undiminished.
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Chap, undiminished. But while, in Sicily, men versed

XXIX
-

,

in civil and military business were induced, by the

interest they felt in the wars and revolutions in

which they bore a share, to transmit accounts of

them to posterity, another description of writers

arose and flourished in various: parts of* Greege.

The numerous schools of philosophy had long

been the seminaries to prepare youth for high for-

tune through political or military eminence. They

had lately opened means for the acquisition of

great wealth, by meerly teaching eloquence and

politics. Ingenuity, incited by the desire of gain,

proceeded then to find new channels, andb|j$*e*ar

ture itself was made a trade
;
a branch of which,

perhaps the most profitable, was something very

analogous to modern news-writing. The principal

difference was, that as the news of the day could

not be circulated by writing as by the press, the

writer was’obliged to take a more extended period

;

and like our monthly and annual publishers of

news, to digest his matter with more care, whence

his work .became dignified with the title of history.

But nothing more invites the curiosity of the ihany

than the private history of eminent persons.

Panegyric will have charms for some : but satire

of eminent, living characters, managed with any

dexterity, is always highly alluring to the multi-

tude, and forces the attention even of the calum-

niated and their friends. Greece then, divided

into so many states, jealous each of its separate

jurisdiction and peculiar jurisprudence, afforded

extraordinary opportunity for safety to libellers

;

and safety not only against penalties of law, but

also
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also against that conviction of falsehood which, by

overthrowing reputation, might ruin the author’s

trade
;
because, while, ib every republic, curiosity

was alive to accounts of persons, eminent in any

other, means to Sift the truth of any account were

generally wanting; Writers of what was called

the history of the tithes, thus became very nume-

rous, and men of- great talents and acquirements

were induced to ingage in the business. As then

the general licentiousness was excessive, the false-

hood, most invidiously and wrongfully attributed

by some Roman authors to Grecian history with-

o^ rteerve, has been fairly enough charged against

those of the ages after Xenophon, who might per-

haps be more fitly called news-writers and anec-

dote-writers than historians.

With such materials abounding before him,

Plutarch, in the leisure of the Roman empire,

under the benignant government of Trajan, con-

ceived the design of showing the principal charac-

ters of Grecian history in advantageous comparison

with the most eminent of the Roman. Viewing

then with just regret the degraded state of man-
kind under the existing despotism, and from horrors

recently past, notwithstanding the advantageous

character and conduct of the reigning prince, fore-

boding the probability of a renewal of them, his

purpose appears to have been to spred, with the

fame of his own nation, a spirit of revolution and

democracy. It has been, injuriously for him, too

extensively held, among modem writers, that he

was to be considered as an historian, whose

authority might be quoted for matters of fact,

b 3 with
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chap, with the same confidence as that of Thucydides

,

XX1X
~

.

or Xenophon, or Caesar or Tacitus. Sometimes

indeed he undertakes historical discussion, or re-

lating different reports, leaves jndgfnent on them

to his reader. When truth thus appears his object,

bis matter is valuable for the historian. But gene-

rally to do justice to his great work, his Lives, it

should apparently be considered- that, next at least

to panegyric of his nation, example, political and

moral, was his purpose, and not historical infor-

mation. Indeed he has in plain terms disavowed

the office of historian : he writes lives,''he Says,

and not histories
1
. But to produce strikibg cltifc-

racters, his constant aim, he appears muchto have

sought private history. Authorities however for

this are rarely to be found of any certainty ; and

little scrupulous as he has shown himself about

transactions the most public, concerning which he

often contradicts, without reserve or apology, not

only the highest authorities, but even himself, it

can hardly be supposed that he would scrutinize,

with great solicitude, the testimonies to private

anecdotes^ if even sometimes he did not- indulge

his invention\ With the same political principles,

and

1 oSrt yip tfoflat Yfafe/ut, «Ma Bu>v{. V. Alex. init.

9 Plutarch’s deficiencies, as an historian, can escape none
who may have occasion .to examine him critically. The no-
tice taken of them by some writers has been mentioned on
former occasions. I will add here that of a learned and acute

critic, the baron dc Sainte Croix. ( Personne n’ignore que lea
‘ vies des homines illustres sont des tableaux peu corrects

;

‘ oil l’expression est superieure & t’ordonnance. Cet historien

* (Plutarch) ne rasscmble des fails que pour donner des lefons,
* & ne raconte que pour avoir l’occasion et le droit de reflechir.
‘ Un pareil plan ne peut ctre que fort nuisible k 1’exactitude.

‘ Quelle
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and prejudices and purposes as Diodorus, far more

ingenious, he has been however, in political and

military knowlege;. equally deficient. Diodorus,

tho a zealot for democracy, or what, having never

seen it, he supposed democracy to be, has some-

times described its evils in just and strong colors.

Plutarch is still more unequal and uncertain. When

led by his subject to exercise his judgment, he

could See that civil freedom can be no way secure

but through a balance of powers in a state; or

possibly he may have followed Cicero’s authority

in asserting, that a combination of democracy, riuurdi.

aristocracy and monarchy, would make the best
v ' lon‘

government ;
for at other times we find him an

£
inconsiderate and even furious advocate of the

pure democratical cause.

The partialities then of these two writers being

considered, together with the indifference of one

of them to historical truth, when illustration or

panegyric was his object, we may'generally .gather

where to trust, and where to doubt them. When
they report facts adverse to their known partia-

lities, which happens often from the honesty of

Diodorus, and sometimes from the carelessness of

Plutarch, credit will of course be given them. But

when the tale, conformed to their prejudices, bears

appearance of exaggeration, distortion, or inven-

tion, whether their own or of others from whom

they have gleaned,' we must inquire if it accords

with the course of history, With well-attested events

and

‘ Quelle confusion aussi ne trouve-t-on pas dans les diflorens

* rt'cits de cet historien !’ Examcn critique des hisloriens

d’Alexandre, pretn. sect.

B 4
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chap, and well-attested characters; if it is consistent with

-
XXIX

'
- all that the author himself has related ; and more

especially if it is in any degree either supported or

contradicted by those earlier extant writers, some

of them cotemporary with the .transactions, from

whom we gain occasional and ’sometimes large

assistance : such assistance must always be ofhigh

value.

One more writer, Justin,- may require "notice

here, only because he is commonly quoted with

the others. His general abridgment is too scanty

and imperfect to be of much use to the historian,

and his selection of more detailed matter, to^t^qsn

it, is too commonly of extravagant tales^unknown

or uncredited by other authors.

Among the deficiencies of historical materials,

not least to be regretted, is the failure of means

for tracing the causes of the wonderful prosperity

of some of the 'Sicilian cities; a prosperity so

extraordinary, that we might perhaps reasonably

deny belief to report of it, the best attested, if

monuments yet existing, which have survived,

some of them two thousand years,, the ruin of

those cities, did not afford proof incontestable.

And here strikingly appears, what before we have

had occasion to observe, how much misfortunes,

and crimes, and miseries, ingage and force the

notice of the cotemporary recorder of events,

more than blessings and*virtues, and the happiness

of nations. The sources of the calamities, for

which the Sicilian, even more than most of the

other Grecian settlements, were remarkable, are

in large proportion opened to us
;
but to account

for
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for their prosperity, more wonderful from the sect.

frequency and magnitude of interfering troubles, v
*•

we are left to conjecture, and even for conjecture

sometimes hardly find probable ground.

We have formerly observed the Grecian settle*

meats in. Sicily divided into many small republics,

and the same consequence resulting as in Greece

itself, the inability of each to maintain the in-

dependency which was the favorite object of all.

Syracuse was generally the leading state of Sicily,

as Lacedaemon of Greece. When all the Grecian

interest in the iland was threatened with .subju-

gatiod hy the imperial democracy of Athens, the

government of Syracuse was democratical, and,

perhaps as nearly as any ever was, a pure demo-

cracy. The necessity for new subordination,

arising from the pressure of the Athenian arms,

produced some improvement of so licentious a

constitution, and placed Hermocrates son of

Hermon, at the head .of affairs. But as a keen

feeling of great evil, and anxious fear of greater

impending, alone brought the soverein Many to

that temper which inabled so excellent a man to

take the lead, so, immediately as calamity and

alarm subsided, others prevailed against him. In
i. , 3 .

vain he opposed the nefarious decree for the
c' l9'

death of the Athenian generals, and for the

atrocious cruelty which followed to the captive

army. The author of that decree was Diodes,

already eminent for his favor with the multitude,

acquired by turbulent forwardness in asserting

their absolute sovereinty, and violent invective

against all in power. Success led to farther

success
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success, and Diodes quickly overthrew the go-

vernment established by Hermocrates, which

Aristotle has described by the respectable title of

polity, and restored thatturaaltuary government,

by which the Syracusan affairs had been ad-

ministered before the Athenian invasion. Under

such circumstances, a forein command would

be for Hermocrates a refuge. Accordingly he

promoted a decree for the Syracusan state to pay

its debt of gratitude to*Laced®mon, by joining in

offensive war against Athens; and the armament

was ia consequence equipped, whid^Wn have

formerly seen earning honor for its cou^ynnder

his orders in Asia.

The result however, as we have also formerly

seen, was unfortunate for himself. . In his absence

his adversaries so prevailed in Syracuse, that,

within the twelvemonth, he was superseded in his

forein command. Still parties were so balanced

that his friends presently procured his restoration.

But soon after a more violent effort of party not

only deprived him again of hia command, but

condemned him, and those most attached to him,

to banishment. The principal officers of his army

were included in the sentence, and numbers of the

citizens at home, whether by a positive decree, or

by fear of consequences, were also driven from

their country.

The power of the party adverse to Hermocrates

being thus established, and the deficiencies of the

new or restored government being abundantly

obvious, Diodes took upon himself the office of

legislator. The democratical form was retained

as
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as the basis of his constitution. Of his laws one

only remains reported, denouncing death against

any who should' enter the place of civil assembly

in arms. This law exhibits a striking feature of

democracy, and it appears to mark in the legislator

a zeal for that forin 6f government, accompanied

with a conviction of difficulty and almost impos-

sibility to cany it through in practice. Aristotle

evidently Considered the change from the constitu-

tion ofHermocrates to that of Diodes as a change

greatly for the worse
;
and Diodorus, not a pane-

gyrist
7^ Diodes himself, though a friehd to his

party, speaks of the new code as remarkable for

nothing so much as the severity with which it

was excuted. To keep order in a democracy

may require more severity than in other forms of

government; and there seems ground for believing

that the constitution of Diodes was not without

SECT.

i.

Ariitot. Po-

lit. I.5. c.4.

ability adapted to the purpose. It is evident that

he established some constitutional restraint upon

popular extravagance: it appears even that he

raised a kind of aristocratical body to great weight

in the government; and, how far it was provided

for by law, we know not, but he so managed that,

in fact, one chief held the supreme executive

authority, civil and military, and' he was himself

that chief.
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SECTION It^

Divisions among the Sicilian$, Carthaginian Invasion* under

Hannibal. Sieges of Selinusr and Himera, fietutu of

Hemiocratcs to Sicily
. ^ v

chap. But whatever may have been the merits of the

.
XXIX

. legislation of Diodes, the revolu tiotf, which^gfcve

occasion for it, produced very unfortunate conse-

quences for the whole Grecian interest in Sicily.

Under Hermocrates that interest hadbeeg united.

When the democratical party preyed^^^|ainst

him in Syracuse, tho the aristQcratij^lretdd in

other cities be shaken, yet it did noteijtfolly foil

;

Syracusan influence could no longer hold aU united,

and the Grecian cause was broken.

cii. ifl.of A war, it will be remembered, between two

little republics at the farther end of the iland, led

to that scourge of Syracuse and of Sicily, the Athe-

nian invasion. The people of Egesta, overborne

by the people of Selinus, who obtained assistance

from Syracuse, were without resource but in exter-

nal aid, which was sought and received from

Athens. While then the Athenian arms pressed

upon the Syracusans and their allies, the Egestans

were relieved
;

but, with the catastrophe of the

Athenian forces, followed by the downfol of the

influence of Hermocrates^. their situation became

even more perilous than before inasmuch as the

exasperation of their enemies was increased, the

hope of liberality from Syracuse was lessened, and

all prospect ofa protecting power anywhere among
the Grecian states \vas done away. One glimpse

of
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of safety only remained : tho all chance of Grecian

protection failed, yet it might be possible to obtain

the patronage of a barbarian power ; and this was

a resource which had not been scnipled some-

times by people of purer Grecian blood than the

Egestians, who were a mixed race. The rival city

itself, Selinus, tho boasting a population com-

pletely Grecian, had been, as we have formerly

seen, the ally of Carthage against Syracuse
;
and

it was.the resort of an expelled party from Himera,

also a Grecian city, to the same barbarian power,

that produced the formidable invasion which was

repressed by the memorable victory, obtained under

the conduct of the illustrious Gelon.

Since that victory, now above seventy years, the

Carthaginian government had made no consider-

able exertion for the recovery of its dominion in

Sicily. The protection of its suffering allies of

Egesta seems to have afforded now no unreason-

able pretext for interfering again in arms. In the

third summer after the conclusion of the fatal

expedition of the Athenians against Syracuse, a

Carthaginian army arrived, not less powerful per-

haps, than that whose defeat raised Gelon ’s mili-

tary fame. The historian Ephorus, following

apparently the more extravagant of the accounts

which passed into Greece, ventured to state the

infantry alone at two hundred thousand
; the horse

he called four thousand. But Timaeus, a Sicilian,

likely to have had means of information, without

partialities of a kind to induce him to underrate

the Carthaginian, number, reckoned the whole

force little more than one hundred thousand.

With

Ch. 5. s. a.

& Ch. 10.

a. 1. of this

Hist.

Ch. 10. a. 1.

of this lliat.
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Diod. I. 13.
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With this account Xenophon’s judgment led him

to concur, so far that, in cursoiy mention of the

expedition, he calls the Carthaginian army a hun-

dred thousand men. The commander-in-chiefwas

Hannibal, grandson, according to Diodorus, of

Hamilcar, who fell in the battle of Himere. The

force brought from Africa was labeled at the

western extitmity of the iland, near Lilybeeitm.

Hannibal was presently joined by the Egestims,

together with the Sicilian subjects of Carthage,

and he proceeded to revenge its allies by marching

against Selinus. The port, situated at themouth of

the little river Mazara, yielded to his first assault,

and siege was laid to the city.

.

What Selinus was remains to this day testi-

fied, by ruins, among the most magnificent of

human works existing, tho, two thousand years

ago, Strabo described it as a town destroyed, and

the place almost a desert. How a people com-

manding so narrow a territory, without fame for

commerce, any more than for politics or war,

acquired means to raise such works, we find no

information. But we learn that the public wealth,

which, to a large amount, whencesoever- arising,

they certainly possessed, was employed more in

public ornament and popular luxury, than in what

should have given strength to the state. Temples,

baths, processions, and festivals, consumed what

should have raised fortifications and maintained

military discipline, which might have given security

in more moderate injoyments. Aware of the insuf-

ficiency of their own means to resist the might of

Carthage, the Selinuntines had implored help from

all
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all the Grecian cities of their iland
;
urging, with sect.

evident reason, the interest of all to save them from
1L

.

the threatened ruin. But tho their solicitations

were kindly received, and the justness of their

representations acknowleged, yet the many inde-

pendent republics feared each to give its single

assistance, and to brin£ them to cooperation was

a complex business and slow. Agvigentum and

Gela, tho marked by situation for the next attack,

waited for Syracuse ; and Syracuse waited to col-

lect the force of all the towns in which it had

command or influence, as likely all to be little

enough for the occasion.

While succor was thus delayed, after a siege

ofonly nine days, the walls of Selinus w ere forced.

The greater part of the men in arms, assembling

in the agora, were overpowered, and put to the

sword. Amid rapine and every sort of violence,

an indiscriminate massacre followed, of both sexes

and all ages. On such an occasion, an army

composed, after the common method of Carthage,

of troops ingaged by hire from various barbarous

nations, was not to be readily restrained. The

humanity of the general howhver was neither

slowly nor ineffectually exerted, and yet sixteen

thousand persons are said to have been slain.

Five thousand men were nevertheless spared as Dio<i. 1. 13.

prisoners, and orders for abstaining from all vio-
*' 57 '

lence toward the multitude of women and children

who had sought refuge in the temples, were duly

respected. Between two and three thousand, of

both sexes, escaped by flight to Agrigentum.

Information
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Information of the fate of Selinus struck terror

throughout the Grecian cities of Sicily. The

Agrigentine and Syracusan governments agreed in

the resolution to try negotiation. A mission from

them, liberally received by the Carthaginian gene-

ral, failed however of its object. The subjugation

of the iland indeed seems to have been Hannibal's

purpose; in tfie prosecution of which, however,

his conduct was that of the officer of a great and

civilized state, and not of a leader of barbarians.

The Carthaginians appear to have been not stran-

gers to the generous policy, which we have seen

ordinary among the Persians, for holding a con-

quered people in subjection. There was a party

among the Selinuntines, apparently subsisting from

Gelon's age, disposed to friendly connection with

Carthage, and averse to those measures, whatever

they were, which, with the vengeance of that

powerful state, had now superinduced the ruin of

their city. Empedion, a principal man of that

party, was among those who had fled to Agrigen-

tum. Upon the failure of the mission from that

city and Syracuse, his fellow fugitives desired to

commit their interests to him. They found them-

selves then not deceived in their hope of Hannibal's

liberality. All were restored to their homes and

possessions
;
required only to pay an annual tri-

bute to Carthage, and forbidden to restore the

demolished fortifications of their city.

Among the many Grecian republics in Sicily,

claiming independency, it was seldom that some

one, either through illiberally of the government,

or
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or lawlessness of the people, was not, by some

injustice, offending the Sican and Sicel tribes,

which still held the center of the iland. Generally

therefore those unfortunate barbarians preferred a

connection with the powerful state of Carthage.

The Sicans, who held the western parts, had mostly

joined Hannibal on his arrival. His success against

Selinus brought the rest, with ma^y of the Sicels,

to solicit that they .also might be admitted to alli-

ance. Strengthened with their forces, he proceeded

to lay seige to Himera.

Tho Syracuse held at this time no decisive lead

among the Sicilian Greek cities, yet, in the pres-

sure of danger, all looked to it with a disposition to

respect its claims to authority as the most power-

ful state. Diodes, possessing the civil supremacy

there, commanded of course the means for adding

to it the military
;
and thus became general-in-

chief of the combined forces which marched to

relieve Himera. On his arrival he ventured a c. ^, 6,

battle, in which, with some slaughter of the enemy,

he was however finally unsuccessful, and forced to

seek shelter within the city walls’. Humor there

met him, that the Carthaginian fleet was gone to

Syracuse.. In vehement alarm, probably appre-

hensive

Diod. J. 13,

c. 61.

;t In this unsuccessful battle, for such it is ucknowleged to

have been, six thousand Carthaginians were asserted by
Timaeus to have fallen, and Ephorus did not scruple to say

more than twenty thousand. Diod. 1 . 13. c. 60.—We might
excuse some moderate exaggeration in Tiiriaeus as a Sicilian,

hut the extravagance of Ephorus in stating numbers, on this

and other occasions, cannot hut a little weaken his general

credit.

VOL. VIi. c
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chap, hensive of some party movement not less than of

.

XXIX
~

.

the forein enemy, he resolved to lead his forces

home. Fearing however the pursuit jof the vic-

torious Carthaginians, if he went by land, he com-

manded the attendance of the fleet, consisting of

twenty-five triremes, from different cities of the

confederacy, which lay in the harbour. In vain

the wretched Ijjmerseans solicited the continuance

of that protection which it was the purpose of the

allied cities, furnishing the fleet, to afford them.

In vain it was urged to him that the bodies of

many* Syracusans remained on the field of battle

unburied. The insufficiency only of the vessels to

receive at once his whole force, induced him to

leave half of it till the fleet could return. Some
of the wives and children of the Himeraeans how-

ever were taken aboard. He sailed himself with

the first division.

This desertion of the man charged with the

supreme care of the Grecian interest in Sicily,

seems to have produced that kind of dissolution of

military discipline and civil order among the un-

fortunate Himeraeans which made the defence of

the place impossible. On the same night on which

Diodes fled in safety by sea, numbers of the

Himeraean people ingaged in thehazardous attempt

to fly by land
;
and it appears that many succeeded.

Nevertheless the remainder defended the town

through the next day. On the following morning,

the fleet returning, after having landed Diodes,

was already in sight, when the Carthaginian

engines had made a breach in the-wall sufficient

for storming, and assault through it was successful.

The
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The same horrors insued as on the capture of sect.

Selinus, only less extensive, as the town was smaller,

and the population lessened by flight.

The authority of Hannibal, however, again ge-

nerously exerted, stopped the slaughter. Too

often we find the Greek not less than the Roman

writers venting*most illiberal invective against the

Carthaginians, and especially imputing atrocious

cruelty. In loose imputation Diodorus is as vehe-

ment as any; but his honesty in narrative, correct-

ing the injustice of his declamation, shows eulogy

due where he directs his invective. What he pro-

ceeds to relate, how’ever, may be not unfounded.

Hannibal, he-says, diligently inquired for the spot

where his grandfather, Hamilcar, fell in the battle

with Gelon
;
and with solemn ceremony he sacri-

ficed there three thousand prisoners. Exaggera-

tion may be suspected in the number
;
but the

principle, we are well assured, was familiar, not

only with the Carthaginians, but with the early

Greeks, and something very like it with the Ro-

mans even in their highest civilization. Establish-

ing garrisons for the security of the country he

had subdued, and of the people who had ingaged

in alliance with him, Hannibal then returned to

Carthage.

It was in these critical circumstances that Her-

mocrates, furnished by the generous satrap Phar-

nabazus with money for the express purpose,

according to Xenophon, of procuring a naval and Xc». ijh.

military force that might reestablish him in his s i-i-

country, arrived at Messena, where the govern-

ment was friendly to him
;
and it appears probable

c 2 that
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that intelligence of this had contributed to decide

Diodes to his hasty and uncreditable flight from

Himera. The name of Hermocrates, alarming to

Diodes, and his immediate partizans, gave new

hope to numbers, before despairing of the Grecian

cause in Sicily. Those llimerseans who had suc-

ceeded in the hazardous measure of«flying by land,

instead of going to Syracuse, whither the fugitives,

favored by Diodes with the passage by sea were

conveyed, preferred putting themselves under the

protection and command of Hermocrates at

Messena.

So far the uncommon virtue of this party leader

has been rewarded with uncommon .good fortune,

that writers of all parties have borne testimony to

his merit, and not one has imputed to him an evil

action. The troops who served under him in

Asia were ready to go all lengths with him against

the party in Syracuse which had driven him into

banishment
;
but he declared to them his resolu-

tion to use no violence against the existing govern-

ment of his country, however unjustly he and his

adherents might have suffered from it. Not only

Xenophon, who esteemed him highly, bears this

testimony expressly, but Diodorus, whose pre-

judices were strong in favor of the opposite party,

shows that a resolution so becoming a virtuous

statesman of inlarged views, and so singular among
Grecian patriots, controled the measures of Her-

mocrates. At Massena favored by its government,

he built five triremes and ingaged about a thou-

sand soldiers for pay. About an equal number
of fugitive Himetteans resolved, without pay, to

follow
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follow his fortune, lie hoped that the meer re-

putation of this force might have the effect of

inabling his numerous friends, in Syracuse, to

regain the ascendancy in the general assembly
;

but, that hope failing, he turned his views another

way, still with the same purpose of enabling his

friends tq prevail against his adversaries, in legal

course, through the interest that he might acquire

by essential service 1q his city against its forein

enemies, without violence against itself.

This view was opened to him through his antient

interest, among the Grecian cities, among the

Sicels, and, in general, throughout the iland.

Hannibal, in returning with his victorious army

to Africa, left the town of Selinus to those of its

citizens, with Empedion at their head, who had

shown a disposition to the Carthaginian connec-

tion. The more eminent and active of the opposite

party were in exile; the fortifications in ruin. We
have seen it a common policy of the Athenians,

for holding conquered places in subjection, to

demolish their walls
;

and such seems on this

occasion to have been the policy of the Cartha-

ginians. The need of Carthaginian protection,

would make those who held Selinus, a faithful,

tho a weak garrison for Carthage.

On a knowlege of these circumstances, Ilcrmo-

crates formed his plan. While it was yet winter

he marched by the less practised inland road, and

coming upon the town unexpectedly, entered it

unresisted. The exiles were of course restored.

No violence appears to have followed to Empe-

dion s party, except that, of course, the pow ers of

< 3 government
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of Hermocrates. For security against the Cartha-

ginians, fortifications would now be indispensable.

But the numbers that could be trusted were un-

.
equal to the defence of the wide extent of the old

city. A convenient part only therefore was refor-

tified, and thus a strong hold was provided for the

friends of the Grecian cause, on the. verge of the

Carthaginian part of the iland.

Hermocrates proceeded then to carry hostility

against the general enemies of the Greeks. He
plundered successivelythe Motyene and thePanor-

mitan territories
;
and the people of each risking

action with him separately, he defeated both.

After this, no force venturing beyond the protec-

tion of walls to oppose him, he plundered and

ravaged the whole of the country acknowleging

the sovereinty or alliance of Carthage. Laden

thus with spoil, he led back his troops highly

gratified, both those who ingaged gratuitously in

adventure with him, and those to whom he was

bound for pay, to injoy themselves for the rest of

the winter in Selinus.

It appeared, to the Sicilian people of all descrip-

tions, an interesting phenomenon, that the united

Grecian interest, with the powerful Syracuse at its

head, should have been unable to* prevent the

overthrow of two principal Grecian cities by a

forein power, and that, immediately after, an

exile from Syracuse should not only recover one

of those cities, but carry wrar successfully through

the enemy's country. An impression strongly in

favor of Hermocrates followed, throughout the

Grecian
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Grecian states and in Syracuse itself, lie resolved

to improve the impression, especially in Syracuse.

Early in spring, he went to Himera, and inquir-

ing diligently for the spot where the Syracusan

troops under Diodes had fallen, he caused the

bones to be carefully collected. Placing them on

carriages splendidly decorated, in funereal style,

he conducted them, with a strong escort, to the

Syracusan border. With ostentatious respect then

for the laws of his country, avoiding to go himself

any farther, he committed the procession to others

not involved in the degree of banishment.

The arrival of this extraordinary funeral pomp

at the gate of Syracuse excited strong feelings in

the city. The people assembled. Diodes ende-

vored to evince the absurdity of paying honors to

relics sent by an unhallowed exile, which might

be those, he said, of other exiles, or of any rather

than of loyal Syracusans. He could not however

overcome the popular sentiment, which was so

excited, that not only a public burial was given to

the relics, the whole people attending, but Diodes

was obliged to abscond. An effort was then made

by the friends of Hermocrates to procure a decree

for his restoration; but’ the artful eloquence of the

partizans of Diodes prevented. The merit of

Hermocrates they did not deny; but a great supe-

riority, even of merit, they affirmed was dangerous

in a democracy. If, while an exile, by his single

authority and influence, he could raise a force to

do more against the Carthaginians than all the

Sicilian cities together, what could oppose him in

Syracuse, were he once readmitted there? It

c 4 was
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and to secure himself, perhaps must, they said,

assume the tyranny.

Again thus disappointed, Hermocrates perse-

vered in the resolution to avoid all violence, and

withdrew quietly to Selinus. But it is unlikely

that his friends in Syracuse, after what had passed,

could rest in quiet there. It is unlikely that his

opponents would remain satisfied with their civil

victory, so hardly gained, and not follow it up

with measures against their adversaries, which

might secure their tottering power. The friends

of Hermocrates therefore urgently claimed that

assistance and protection which the force at his

command inabled him to give. Their intreaties

and remonstrances at length induced him to march

three thousand men through the Geloan territory

to the Syracusan border. Still however he would

not enter the Syracusan territory with any appear-

ance of hostility
;
but leaving his troops on the

frontier, he went, attended by a few friends only,

to Syracuse: His friends there had taken care to

secure his entrance by the gate of Achradina
;
but

it seems to have been his own resolution still to

avoid force, and trust himself to the assembled

people. That he had not miscalculated his interest

with the people, appears from the mode of oppo-

sition used by his adversaries. In defiance of the

law of Diodes, an armed body entered the agora,

and Hermocrates was killed. Many of his friends

fell with him, and the rest saved themselves only

by flight or concealment. An assembly of the

people, such as might be where an armed force

commanded.
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commanclccl, was then held, and decrees of death

or banishment were issued, as the authors of the

successful violence directed.

Whether Diodes was personally concerned in

these transactions, we have no direct information,

nor does any mention occur of him after the death

of Hermocrates. We can only on conjecture

therefore attribute to this time the remarkable

account given of his death by Diodorus, in treat-

ing of his legislation. Diodes was leading the

Syracusan forces out of the city, says the historian,

not mentioning against what enemy, when infor-

mation was brought him of tumult in the agora,

with indications of sedition. In alarm he hastened

thither, armed as he was, thoughtless of his own

law, by which the penalty of death was decreed

against those who should enter the agora with

arms. Some one observing to him^hat he seemed

to scorn his own statute, he was so stung with the

reproach, that, with an oath' averring he would

show the force of his law, he drew his sword, and

killed himself. * This story is such as, with or

without ground, his friends would be likely to

propagate, if he fell, as seems not improbable, in

the tumult which" deprived Syracuse and Sicily of

the invaluable life of Hermocrates.

Nevertheless, gathering as we best may from

the uncertain light afforded by Diodorus, Diodes

seems to have been a man of more honest zeal in

the cause of democracy than was often found

among leading men in the Grecian.republics
;
and

thence perhaps the party-writers of the times,

whom Diodorus and Plutarch followed, have
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than those of some others professing the same

principles, who, with less real deference to them,

promoted more the private interest of their sup-

porters. His political successes however appear

to have been more owing to a forward, active, un-

daunted and indefatigable boldness, than to any

great talents
;
and as a military commander he was

clearly deficient. Very unequal to the lead of the

affairs of Syracuse and of Sicily, in the existing

crisis, yet of a temper incapable of acting under a

superior, his death seems to have been rather a

relief than a loss, perhaps even to his own party.

SECTION III.

Second Expedition of Hannibal into Sicily. Prosperity of

Agrigentum. Siege of Agrigentum.

By the death of HermocrateS, the fair hope of

union among the Sicilian Greek cities, which,

with peace within might have given strength

against enemies without, was instantly dissipated,

and all the advantages which his exertions had

gained to the Grecian cause were presently lost.

Selinus and Himera fell again under the dominion.

oi-OTV or *nto the Interest of Carthage. Report came of
Diod.1.13. new preparations in Africa. Alarm arose every-

where, and nowhere was found a man on whose

talents and character there was any public dispo-

sition to rely. The Syracusans sent a deputation

to Carthage, to deprecate war. Prayers are not

commonly efficacious for such a purpose. The
Carthaginian government dismissed the deputies

with
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with a dubious answer, and the preparations went sect
on. Presently after a multitute from Africa was ui.

landed on the Sicilian coast, at a place called,

' *

from some springs of hot water, Thelma, within

the Selinuntine territory, now subject to Carthage,

but on the border of the Agrigentine. No hostility

ivas committed, but it was alarming enough to the

Greeks, and especially the Agrigentines, to find

that this multitude was to establish itself there as

a Carthaginian colony .

Soon however it became manifest that the

purpose of the Carthaginian government was not

limited to this peaceful way of extending empire.

Information arrived of a vast army collecting, in

the common way of Carthaginian armies, from the

various shores to which the Carthaginian commerce

extended, of Africa, Spain, Gaul, Italy, the Bale-

aric ilands, and perhaps Sardinia and Corsica, tho

of the danders, the Balearians only were of fame.

A large fleet was at the same time prepared, and
the whole armament was committed to the orders

of Hannibal, who had commanded the late expe-

dition into Sicily. Age and growing infirmities, it Died. 1.

1

3

is said, induced that general to desire excuse, but
c' 88-

he obtained indulgence only so far that his kinsman
Imilcon s

,
son of Hanno, was appointed his second

in

4 Probably the Carthaginians had another name for their
colony. The Grecian appellation 0ifpa iiarx, was rather a
description, till the first word came to.be, for colloquial con-
venience, used alone, as a name. • We read of another Thcrma
near Himera.

We find this name Imilcon variously written in our
ropres of Diodorus, where the same person is unquestionably
intended. It is first Imilcon, then Imilcas, then Amilcas, then

it
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chap, in the command. We are however too much

.

XXIX
~

,

without information, equally of the state of- politics

and parties, as of the interests of individuals at this

time at Carthage, to know how to appreciate the

little remaining from Diodorus about them. What

became notorious to the Greeks was the destination

of this great armament for Sicily.

Among the Grecian cities of that iland, political

.
connection was far too defective for any adequate

oi. 93 ;
preparations against the threatened storm. Mea-

B.c.406. sures 0f precaution indeed were not totally neg-

lected, but they appear to have been taken under

Diod. !. 13. no clear ordigested plan. A fleet of observation
c 80

was sent out, chiefly of Syracusan ships. Off the

headland of Eryx it fell in with a Carthaginian

fleet of nearly equal force. A battle insued
; the

Syracusans were victorious, and took fifteen ships;

and yet this event; as a decided beginning of war,

seems to have diffused more alarm than incourage-

ment among the Sicilian Greeks.

Impelled by the pressure of circumstances, the

Syracusan government now assumed a lead in the

direction of the political and military concerns of

the

it becomes again Imilcas, and finally resumes the first form
Imilcon. Diodorus has probably, in gathering his narrative

from different writers, copied the different attempts of Grecian
pens to represent one and the same Phcnician name, which
the Romans wrote Amilcar or Hamilcar, differing only in the
use or omission of the prefixed aspirate. All these forms
appear to have, for their root, the Hebrew word A/r/e/i, now
in Arabic Mclk, or Mnlk

,
signifying King. The name which,

from Carthaginian pronuntiation, the Greeks wrote ’Amt*, and
the Romans Hanno, seems to be the same with that which
from Hebrew pronuntiation they w rote ’laamis, and Johannes,
John. Bal, Baal, or Bolus, was an added title of dignity, signi-

fying lord
;
so that Hannibal was equivalent to Johannes domi-

mis, lordJohn, and Asdiubal to Ksdras.dominus, ford Esdni.s.
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tlie iland. This was facilitated by the prevalence

of the deinocratical cause in most of the cities as

in Syracuse, and by a sense of the same pressure

in all. Ministers were dispatched to every one, to

exhort, says the historian, and incourage the mul-

titude
6

. Embassies were sent also to the Italian

states and to Lacedaemon
;
urging the former as

implicated in the’ danger, the latter as the patron

state of the (ireek, and especially of the Dorian

name. These measures appear to have been, in

a general view, what the circumstances required ;

but the able mind, capable of conciliating adverse

interests, arranging and simplifying complex and

divided businesses, ingaging confidence, and in-

citing energy, was wanting, and so the elfect was

small. Meanwhile the naval victory gained by the

Ci reeks had, according to intelligence, not at all

checked the Carthaginian preparations
; which

were of a magnitude indicating that the purpose

could not be meerly to support the new colony,

and defend the present possessions of Cartilage in

Sicily, but rather to make the conquest of the

whole iland sure.

Numerous circumstances marked Agrigentum

as the city likely lirst to feel the coming storm.

Agrigentum was among those phenomena of po-

litical prosperity, concerning which we should most

desire, and least possess information. Tar more
known to historical fame than Selinus, yet the

wonderful relics of its ancient magnificence are not

needless testimonies to the truth of what history,

silent, or little better than silent, about its means

sec r.

in.

Ui.ul 1 ij.

i. Hi.

of
E'fl’iriAtafr ruY irufb{>fjiT>?x)iTxs t ilt wArdr,.
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of acquiring, has told of its wealth and splendor 7
,

Diod. 1.

1

3 . The fertility of its soil, and the good management

of its oliveyards and vineyards, are mentioned,

without being described. More however certainly

was wanting
;
there must have been commerce oi

some other kind, to draw the concourse of freemen

resident in Agrigentum, who were not Agrigentine

citizens. If we may trust Diodorus, the free

inhabitants were two hundred thousand
;
ofwhom

the citizens were only a tenth part. If the slaves

then were only four hundred thousand, the pro-

portion would be lower than in many other Grecian

republics ; but we are given to believe it was higher

than in most. Such then was the public wealth,

that the public buildings, not even now wholly

destroyed, exceeded all that had to that time been

Diod. 1. 13. seen in Grecian cities. The pillars of the temple

of Jupiter were so vast that a man might stand

in the flutings. This was esteemed the most mag-

nificent of the edifices of Agrigentum, tho wanting

a roof, which the insuing misfortunes of the city,

Diod. 1. 11 prevented its ever receiving. An artificial lake

without the walls, as a luxury singular in its kind,

had particular celebrity. It was six furlongs in

circuit and thirty feet deep
;

fed by aqueducts

with perpetual springs
;

stocked with fish, and

aquatic birds, especially swans. While thus it

contributed largely to the public banquets, it was

for the exercise of swimming, and for the amuse-

ment of walking on its banks, a favorite place of

public

7 Arduus inde Agragas ostentat maxima longe

Mania, magnaminum quondam generator equoruni.

[Virg. .En. 3. 704.
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public resort. Agrigenturn was also remarkable sf.ct.

for a kind of building of most important use in .

111
.

great cities, which yet seems to have been little u««i

'

common in Greece. Not however the novelty
J

only, but the magnitude, and excellent construction

of its sewers, brought fame to the architect Pharax,

so that*his name became the common Grecian

term for a sewer.

While the public wealth of the city was thus

advantageously employed, the magnificence of in-

dividuals among the citizens furnished anecdotes,

not only to incite panegyric in their own day, but

to ingage the notice even of those who lived amid

all the extravagance of public splendor and private

luxury in the last days of the Homan republic and

the first of the empire. The hospitality of Gellias

was celebrated by poets and historians. Ills house Diod. i 13

had numerous apartments, appropriated to the re-
‘ 83

ception of strangers, and servants were employed

to inquire for those who were not fortunate enough

to bring a recommendation to the magnificent

owner. Where hospitality was so extensive, men
011 military service w ould not fail of attention. A
body of five hundred horse arriving once frftm Dimi m

Gela, in a violent storm, Gellias not only enter-
*"

1
''

tained all, but supplied every man with a change
of clothing*. This anecdote Diodorus has related

on the authority of Timseus, a Sicilian writer nearly

cotemporary. Another quoted by him, Poly-
detus, had personally profited from the hospitality

of

I ho this may appeal' to the modern reader a most extra-
vacant wardiotie, u was, according to Horace, far Wow that
ol Lurulluc.
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chap, of Gellias, on being called by military duty to

:— Agrigentum. In a history of his time, which he

afterward wrote, he described the extraordinary

extent of his magnificent host’s cellars, excavated

in the rock on which the town was built, and the

prodigious quantity of wine stored in them 9
.

Gellias seems to have been unrivalled in the

permanent splendor of his establishment
;
but in-

stances are recorded' of extraordinary occasional

magnificence in others. Antisthenes, at his daugh-

ter’s wedding, entertained all the Agrigentine

citizens, and invited besides the persons of higher

rank from the neighbouring cities. More than

eight hundred carriages went in the nuptial proces-

sion. The time, as usual, was evening twilight.

In the moment of the bride's moving, attended by

Diod. 1. 13. innumerable torches, at a signal given, all the altars
8 2

in all the temples, and those, which were numerous,

in the streets, fraught with the supper for the mul-

titude, blazed at once, producing a splendor as

gratifying as it was uncommon. The return of

Exmnetus, victor in the chariot-race of the ninety-

second Olympiad, six years only before the Car-

thaginian invasion, was celebrated in a manner

showing rather extensive wealth among the Agri-

gentines than bis own magnificence. Of very nu-

merous carriages in the procession, jio less than

three hundred were drawn by white horses; a

color particularly esteemed for parade, and there-

fore sought at high prices.

There seems indeed to have been, within the

. narrow

* According to Polycietus, three hundred cisterns, cut in the

rock, were commonly kept lull of wine.
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narrow bounds of the Agrigentine state, as for- sect.

merly in Holland, an excess of private wealth, .

111

beyond reasonable objects of expenditure
; and

the indications of it were not of a passing kind, like

the Dutch tulip-gardens, but, in the spirit of the

Greek passion for lasting fame, calculated to bear

testimotiy for centuries. The public magnificence,

guided by that just taste which was, in this age,

national among the Greeks, raised those monu-

ments, of which ruins, sufficient to mark what they

once were, yet exist. But architects and statuaries

derived also great iucouragement from the wealth

and taste, and in one remarkable instance, from Diod.i. 13.

the capricious fancy of individuals. It became
L 9°'

common to raise splendid monuments in the

public burying places, to the memory of favorite

brutes; not only horses, which might have ac-

quired a renown, with the reputation of something

sacred, by victory in the public games, but birds

and various domestic animals.

In an independent state, consisting of a vast

city, commanding a territory scarcely equal to one

of our smallest counties ; with a public so wealthy

and individuals so extravagant, twenty thousand

citizens soverein over a hundred and eighty thou-

sand free subjects, sovereins and subjects both

having individually under them slaves unnum-

bered
;
what was the government, how property

was secured, howrjustice administered, how faction

and civil disturbance obviated, we inquire among

ancient writers in vain. In the endevor to gain

some idea from analogy, if we look to Athens we

find many resembling circumstances, but many

vol. vn. d character-
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chap. characteri9tical differences also. That Agrigen-
XX1X

~
, turn however had wise institutions, ably adapted

to circumstances, cannot be doubted. The amount

of its prosperity may alone prove it to have long

injoyed civil quiet, rare of any duration .among

Grecian cities. Hence a philosopher-poet of the

age, celebrating the splendid hospitality of Gellias,

called his house ‘ the respected resort of strangers,

‘ which evil had never reached “V

But, in a state where the citizens were so

wealthy, and, compared with the whole population,

so few
;
where the distinction between a citizen and

a free inhabitant not a citizen, involved, in regard

to some important points, a total separation and

even opposition of interests
; where citizens, and

free inhabitants not citizens, were equally served

by slaves more numerous than both; how was

public defence to be provided for P How were the

wealthy citizens to be made soldiers, or those not

citizens, or not wealthy, to be trusted with arms ?

The expediency or necessity, for the wealthy to

be guardians of their oh n property, was obvious

and generally admitted; and in the pressure of

war they might be brave and diligent : but to bear,

or to be liable continually to the requisition for

bearing, the fatigue and restraint and privations

incident to a soldier’s duty, they might as well

not be rich. Accordingly, on being put to trial,

the inconvenience arising to the service from the

indulgences which the Agrigentines on military

duty would provide for themselves, was such as to

make

* Siiui aihiei Aifihif, netKOTtiTof ajritfti.

Emped. ap. Diod. 1. 13, e, 83.
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make a law necessary specially to restrain it. It seci.

was decreed that no soldier, on night duty, should ,

IIf ‘

have a bed more furnished than with one mattress,

a holster and pillow, a blanket, and a curtain".

This, says Diodorus, being reckoned the hardest

manner of resting to be required of a private

soldier on duty, it may be guessed what was the

attention to ease, and the refinement of luxury,

where not so limited.

Such, as far as may be gathered from accounts

remaining, was the internal state of Agrigcntum.

In regard to external politics the Agrigentines

appear to have stood at this time much insulated

among the Sicilian Greeks. Their government

had maintained close connection with the Syra-

cusan, while Syracuse was under the administration

of Hermocratcs and both cities were connected

with Lucedirmon. Hut when Hermocratcs was

banished, the connection between the Syracusan

government and the Lacedaemonian seems nearly

to have ceased. At the time of which we arc

treating, Dexippus, a Lacedaemonian, charged

with the care of the Lacedaemonian interests in

Sicily, was residing at Gela From the same

period

11 Pwhaps a mosquito or gnatnet.

li Diodorus says K«r»r«Si(f wr» Zvf&uivf'un, 1 . 13. e. 93.
‘ stationed at Gela by the Syracusans.’ This he has gained
probably from bis partial guide Titmeus, whom he before

quotes for an account of Dexippus, c. 85.* Beside the impro-

bability that the Syracusan government, in its circumstances

at lh<‘ time, could direct the residence of the Laocd<cmoniaii

commissioner in Sicily, all that precedes and all that follows,

in his own history .combine to show that the fact wa» otherwise.

It is obserable that Weeeeling, in his Latin translation, has

passed

)> 2
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chap, period the Agrigentine government had no cordial

^
XXIX

. connection with Syracuse
;
but its connection with

Lacedtemon remained unimpaired, and its com-

munication with the Lacedaemonian minister in

Sicily, uninterrupted. When therefore the Agri-

gentines found themselves particularly threatened

by the preparations at Carthage, they applied to

Dexippus, who gave readily his personal services.

He accepted a commission for raising. a force of

mercenaries, for which the Lacedaemonian name
would at that time afford great advantage, and

with a body of fifteen hundred he passed to Agri-

nio.i. wr. gentum. We find, in this age, Italians, under the

name of Campanians, commonly adventuring for

hire in the Sicilian wars. Eight hundred, who
had been in the Carthaginian service, were now
ingaged by the Agrigentines for their defence

against the Carthaginians.

nio,i. 1.

,

3 . The army under Hannibal and Imilcon at length

01. 93. *. landed on the Sicilian shore, entered the Agrigen-
U ( ’ 4°0- tine territory unopposed, and incamped near the

city. The historian Ephorus did not scruple to

report it three hundred thousand men
; but the

dm. 1. .3. Sicilian Timasus; with more respect for probability,

reckoned it only a hundred and twenty thousand.
The first measure of the Carthaginian generals,

however, was not of hostility ; they sent a deputa-
tion to the Agrigentine government with the liberal

proposition of alliance and society in arms
; or,

that being unacceptable, peace and neutrality.

How

passed by the phrase whirl, he has nevertheless
noticed m a note, and yet has not a word to account for his
omission ol it hi transiting.
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How far a magnanimous and provident policy, or sect.

liow far party interest decided the Agrigentines, .

in
-

.

we have no means to discover, hut both the

proposals were rejected.

Improvement in the art of attacking fortifica-

tions was much restrained among the Greeks by

the general public poverty of their numerous little

states. The Carthaginians were not so limited.

A principal species of that artillery, which the

Greeks afterward improved, and the Romans

perfected, was, according to Diodorus, already

familiar with them. Moving wooden towers, and

battering-engines, were accordingly prepared to

force the walls of Agrigentum
;
but the garrisou,

in one successful sally, destroyed them all. Mea-

sures were immediately taken for replacing them

;

but a pestilential sickness arising in the besieging 13-

army checked exertion and destroyed numbers.

Hannibal himself fell under it
;
but Imilcon never-

theless, as. far as the weakened state of his army

would allow', continued to press the siege.

Tho between the Agrigentine government, and

those who, since the expulsion of Hermocrates,

1l^lil ruled Syracuse, there was no cordiality, yet

the storm which was falling on Agrigentum too

nearly threatened Syracuse to be observed with

indifference there ; nor probably could the Syra-

cusan administration avoid censure among the

Syracusan people, if they wholly omitted, in the

existing crisis, to support the antient pretension

of their city to be the head and protectress of

Sicily. Communication was therefore held with

all the Sicilian and Italian cities, which had been

n .5 accustomed
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chap, accustomed to act in subordination, or were dis-

Jtxix.
p0sed to act in concert, with Syracuse. Auxilia-

'

nes came from Messena, and from some of the

Italian states. Reinforced by these, the Syracusan

army marched under the orders of Daphnseus.

The Camarinaean and Geloan troops arranged

themselves under him as he passed their towns.

And with a force thus altogether, it is said, of

about thirty thousand foot and five thousand horse,

Daphnaeus hastened to relieve Agrigentum.

Diod 1. 13. The Carthaginian army was, after all the loss

e‘ 87 ‘

by sickness, if we may trust the historian, still so

strong, that, without any interruption of the siege,

Imilcon could send a force outnumbering the

Greeks to meet them. A battle insued at the

passage of the river Himera, on the border of

the Geloan territory. The Greeks, completely

victorious, pursued the Carthaginians to their own

camp, through which they fled for refuge within

the besieging division’s lines. Daphnaeus occupied

the camp thus deserted by the enemy, and thence

commanded communication with the city.

For the deliverance of Agrigentum now, a pause

of civil strife only, and some military subordi-

nation seem to have been wanting. But the

Agrigentine constitution, adapted to the sunshine

in which it had been nurtured, was unfit for a season

of storms. The triumphant arrival of the relieving

army, under democratical leaders, incouraged the

party in opposition to that which actually held

the government ; and the popular mind, impatient

under the evils of the siege, was prepared for

irritation. When the flight of the enemy’s defeated

army
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army was observed from the walls, the exulting

multitude was impatient to. be led out to share in

the honor of victory. Admonition of danger from

the superior force of the besieging army, watch-

ing opportunities from within its lines, was heard

with indignation. Even the authority of Dexippus,

supported as it was by his military reputation,

with the added dignity of the Lacedaemonian

name, could hardly inable their generals to restrain

them. Repressed at length for the occasion, in

the first intercourse with the relieving army, this

temper (how far instigated by party 'art we arc

uninformed) broke out again with violence. Cor-

ruption was imputed to the generals. Dexippus

supporting them, his character was reviled with

theirs, and such tumult followed, that civil rule and

military command failed together. At length,

whether from the habit of attending to debate, or

through influence of the democratical leaders, w ho
n

might see opportunity for directing the tempest,

the riotous crowd took some regularity of form as

a popular assembly. A stranger, Menes, com-

mander of the Camarinanan forces, was the prin-

cipal speaker. In a violent invective lie accused

the Agrigentine generals of treachery. In vain

they desired to be heard in their defence
;
clamor

overbore their voices ;
noise presently led to

action
;
four were massacred on the spot, and the

fifth was spared, it is said, only in pity of his

youth.

After this infuriate act of popular despotism,

the multitude were not readily to be brought again

to the moderation which their instigators now

d 4 desired.
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desired. Elated at the same time with the success

of the relieving army against the forein enemy,

and with their own triumph over their unfortunate

generals, and jealous of all superiors, they would

submit to no restraint. If there were any public

stores, they were spent without economy; and

what individuals possessed, none ventured with

any authority to inquire. Nor does there appear

to have been any combination in effort with the

relieving army, which, under the orders of Daph-
najus, was active and sometimes successful, in

harrassing the besiegers. Imilcon, nevertheless,

within his lines, which the Greeks dared not attack,

prosecuted his works regularly and steddily; so

that, in the eighth month of the siege, winter being

already set in, they were completed.

Thus, suddenly, want came upon the city, when
means of supply by land were stopped. The sea

however was yet open, and the Syracusan govern -

ment did not neglect allies whom, more particu-

larly since the massacre of the generals, they

considered as their partizans. A large convoy of

provisions was sent
; supposed in security under

escort of the Syracusan fleet, because it was un-

derstood that the Carthaginian fleet was laid up
in the harbours of Motya and Panormus for the
winter. But Imilcon, watchful of events, had
ordered his fleet round. The Greeks, as they
approached Agrigentum, were attacked by a supe-
rior force : eight of their ships of war were sunk,
the rest forced ashore, and the whole convoy was
taken.

The besieging army, before suffering from

scarcity
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scarcity, was relieved by the prizes made, and the sect.

state of the besieged was rendered hopeless .

U1 -

Neither the mercenaries, nor the Italian auxiliaries,

together no inconsiderable portion of the military

force in the place, appear to have had either share

or interest in the massacre of the generals and

the revolution insuing. Of course they reckoned

themselves not bound to bear famine for those

with whom they were little satisfied, in a cause

now become forlorn. Accordingly the Campa-

nians deserted to the Carthaginians, with whofn

they had formerly served. The Italian Greeks,

observing opportunity for retreat yet open, marched

to their several homes. Dexippus at the same-

time withdrew. The retreat of the Italian Greeks

is said, and not improbably, to have been con-

certed with him; but report was farther circulated

that he took a bribe of fifteen talents (about three-

thousand pounds) from the Carthaginians, for this

service. But the circulation of such a report was

a mode of party warfare so easy, and, among the

Greeks, so ordinary, that the mecr circumstance

of its circulation cannot intitle it to credit, and

other motives for the conduct of Dexippus are

obvious. After the assassination of the Agrigentine

generals, not only his situation as an individual

must have been uneasy, but in just consideration

of his public character, it might be necessary for

him to quit Agrigentum.

The force however still in the place was equal

to

13 Thn we may reddily believe there was some scarcity in

the Carthaginian camp, yet Diodorus's account of it is evi-

dently evaggerated, for the sea was always open to Imilcon's

fleet, a« the land was also to he armv.
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chap, to the defence of the walls, and more easily to be

•
-

.

‘

< subsisted and more at the disposal of those who
had obtained the lead, for the absence of those

who had quitted it. The scarcity however being

notoriously such as to threaten famine, the popular

will no longer opposed inquiry about the remain-

ing stock, and it was found insufficient for the

support of the remaining numbers for many days.

Favorable terms of capitulation, little usual, were

unthought of. Flight, however, under cover of a

midwinter night, appeared practicable. It was

resolved upon by the leading men, and seems to

have been ably conducted. Obviating opportu-

nity for public debate, with necessity for their plea,

and fear for their instrument, “they announced, in

the day, that the city must be evacuated that very

Diud.i. 13. evening. The desire of saving life, tho with the
L ' 09

’ loss of all besides, operated upon the multitude

;

and the greater part of the citizens, with their

families, those able to bear arms forming a strong

escort, arrived in safety at Gela. Some, however,

inlirm through age or sickness, were unavoidably

left behind
;
and some refused to move

;
prefer-

ring death, according to the historian, from their

own or friendly hands, with all the comforts of

their former state yet about them, to a precarious

life in exile and indigence. Most of these seem
to have been of the higher ranks, and of the party

of the massacred generals
;

little hopeful of just

measure, had they joined in the emigration, either

from the ruling party of their own fellowcitizens,

or from the democratical republics to which the

flight was directed. Possibly indeed participation

in
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in the flight was denied to them. The wealthy sect,

and worthy Gellias
,+ was among those who could .

m
-

.

not or would not fly. With some friends he re-

paired to a temple of Minerva, not without hope

which might be founded on experience at Selinus

and Uimera, that its sanctity, or rather the humane

consideration of the Carthaginian general for un-

armed suppliants, would protect them. Violence

however being threatened, possibly from the unruli-

ness of Spanish, Gallic, or Numidian troops, in

the first moments of victory, they themselves se*

fire to the place, and perished with it.

The honesty of Diodorus, amid his prejudices,

shows Imilcon as little in any other quality as in

cruelty, that barbarian which the illiberally ot the

Roman writers would represent all the Carthagi-

nians. All valuables, of any considerable bulk or

weight, had been necessarily left by the fugitives.

Statues and pictures, by the best Grecian artists,

abounded in Agrigentum. The most esteemed of

these were selected by Imilcon to adorn Carthage.

'The town he carefully preserved for winter quarters

for his army.

SECTION IV.

Consternation of the Sicilians. Hist of Dionysius. Change SECT.

of the Administration of Syracuse. ^

Intelligence of the fate of Agrigentum spread im. 1. 13.

terror through the Grecian towns of Sicily. The
1

9

'

second of the Hand having fallen, it was generally

apprehended that there could he security nowhere,

unless

” r .>.>,>»>, to, T., 7ro>.i7., irWr? X** , .4A#xooya (j («

.

Diui]. 1. n. n. t|'i.
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chap, unless perhaps in the first, and hardly there.

XX1X
. Many sent their families and moveable property

to Syracuse, and many, for surer safety, to the

Grecian towns of Italy. Fear then being more

apt to be impatient than wise, there
#
«appeared

everywhere a disposition to criminate past conduct

of public affairs, but nowhere any just measures,

or hardly proposals for a better course. The

Agrigentine refugees had been removed from Gela

to Syracuse
;

where, amid their wants and de-

pendency, they were vehement in invective against

their leaders, for whom they had massacred those

under whose guidance they had prospered. Mean-

while the Syracusans were everywhere courted and

everywhere unpopular ; all concurring in blame of

the Syracusan administration, while all, through

consciousness of inability to defend themselves,

were anxious for Syracusan.protection.

Nor was Syracuse itself more united or more
•/

satisfied. So were those at the head of affairs

aware of their own insufficiency for the existing

crisis, that all avoided a leading part in popular

debate. They waited the orders of the soverein

people, and the people, unadvised by any in whom
there was general confidence, could give none.

Nor perhaps should this be considered as marking

any great deficiency, either of ability or courage,

in the individuals
;

for in the actual state of par-

ties it would be difficult for them, even with very

considerable abilities, to hold that leading influence

among the Sicilian cities, that commanding situ-

ation with regard to the common politics, without

which, to conduct the common concerns of the

Grecian
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Grecian interest advantageously, must be impos-

sible. Hermocrates was on the point of uniting

Sicily, when, by his death, his party lost an in-

fluence which their opponents did not gain, and

the Grecian interest through the iland remained

like limbs without a head.

Fortunately the Carthaginians thought it neces-

sary for their mercenary troops, not less than the

G reeks usually for their citizens, to rest from war-

fare during winter. While then, observing the

hesitation and indecision of those accustomed to

hold the lead, all sober men in the Grecian cities

looked forward with much anxiety for the events

of the coming spring, a youth of Syracuse, named

Dionysius, by the boldness and fluency of his

eloquence, drew attention and acquired considera-

tion in the assembly there. Born in the middle

rank of citizens, Dionysius had been very well

educated At the age of only twenty-two, he

had attended Hermocrates on the unfortunate oc-

casion when he lost his life, and had himself been

then so severely wounded as to be left on the spot

for dead. Possibly this circumstance saved him

from the general proscription of the friends of Her-

mocrates, and consideration for his youth may

have
14 Bonis parentibus atque honcsto loro nalus, etsi id quidcm

alius alio niodo tradidit, Cic. Tusc. 1 . r>- c. ao. Aiowuc,
bXTiorof v* Yvfctxouatur, xai ru yivi «, xal t») kxI To*f

Isorr. ep. ad Philipp, p. 3,50. t. i. ed. Auger. So Oliver
( roiuwell might be described as voAAorof. Demosthenes,
disposed to re\ile Dionysius, calls him ypappaTiin. Or. in

1 -eptin. p. 50fi. ed Rciske. Diodorus describes him i« ypapp*-
TUtf T ot/ TV%6fT0 { ihtfTOV. 1. lfl. C. ^6. It SGeillS OCjUltlly

improbable 'that his birth was eitln r very high or very low;
but that bi< education was of the best, and bis introduction
early to the society of the first men of Syracuse, appears un-
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Diod. 1 . i

c. 92.

c. 91.

Diod. ut

suj».
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3. have assisted toward his complete pardon. In the

following year he served in the Syracusan army

under Daphnaeus against the Carthaginians, and

distinguished himself by his activity, courage, and

military skill.. Among the friends of his earliest

youth was Philistus, a youth nearly of his own

age ' 6
,
ofone of the wealthiest families of Syracuse.

Philistus was indowed with talents military, poli-

tical, and literary, but not with powers of elo-

quence to command a popular assembly. Diony-

sius, through his ability for supplying this defi-

ciency, was inabled, at the age of twenty-four, to

stand forward almost at once as leader of a party,

in opposition to those actually at the head of affairs.

Neither the common practice of the Grecian

republics, nor the example of the opponents of

Hermocrates, nor the usual temper of his years,

would lead Dionysius to moderation in his oppo-

sition. He daringly imputed to the Syracusan

generals corruption from the enemy; and with ad-

vantage, and probably with truth, he turned against

them the accusation which they or their party had

been wont to urge against Hermocrates. ‘ As for

‘ the cause ofthe many, ’he said, ‘it is but a pretence

‘ for acquiring power, and they had long abandoned
‘ it. Power, and the advantages of military and
‘ civil eminence, are their objects. These attained,

‘ democracy, oligarchy, monarchy, all are equal to

‘ them ;
they will scruple nothing that may pro-

‘ mote their individual interests.’ Such invective,

assisted by the general acknowlegement of neces-

sity

" The age of Philistus may be nearly gathered from that of

Dionysius, whom he outlived several years.
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sity for new and improved measures, made an

impression on the public mind, which incouraged

the young orator to a very bold attempt :
‘ lm-

‘ minent,’ he said, ‘ as the ruin is which threatens

‘ Syracuse and all Sicily, while Sicily is looking to

1 Syracuse for preservation, the regular expiration

‘ of office and command ought not to be waited

1

for. Not a moment longer should the welfare

‘ anti existence of the state be trusted to weak and

‘ corrupt hands. If Syracuse and Sicily are to be

‘ saved, the people must exert their unquestioned

1 power, and the present generals must be dis-

1 placed. Their successors then should be chosen,

‘ not among those, or the friends of those, already

* tried, and found unable or false ;
they should be

• known friends of the people, taken from among

‘ the people
* 7 .’

Against this violent proposal the generals and

magistrates exclaimed, as not only, in its tenor,

seditious, but a direct, breach of a positive law.

A prosecution was accordingly instituted against

Dionysius, and he was condemned to pay the line

which the law imposed lor the offence, lie was

however so supported by his party, that not only

die

o
It has been supposed, by sonic modern writers, that

Dionysius, who confessedly began life in tbc party of Ilernio-

r rates, changed sides when lie came forward ns an orator,

because he professed himself advocate for the power of the

many, against the men in administration, llul for this

there seems no antient authority, nor is the conjecture at all

warranted by the circumstances known to us. Dionysius, for

himself and his partisans together, sought popularity against

a party which had risen by popularity; just as with us,

in the two first Georges’ days, the Tories, i» opposition,

asserted Whig principles, while the Whigs, in power, were

accused of Tory measures ;
the parties remaining still the

same
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chap, the fine was immediately paid for him, but he was

xxix. incouraged to repeat his invective in the next as-

sembly, and even to renew the offensive motion.

His party gained strength : the generals were com-

pelled to yield their situation, and Dionysius, the

leading orator of the assembly, was appointed

among their successors.

Such is the amount of information, all derived

from writers adverse to Dionysius, of a revolution,

by which that party in Syracuse was overthrown,

which had been powerful enough to drive Hermo-

crates into banishment, to give a new constitution

to the republic, and to hold the government now

for live years. In this partial information however

is fully implied what honorably distinguishes this

among Grecian revolutions, that neither bloodshed

attended it, nor expulsions, nor any violence upon

the constitution ,8
. The just, humane, generous*

and truly-patriotic spirit of Hermoerates appears

to have survived among his friends, and to have

influenced all their measures. The next transaction

of which we have notice, was a measure of bene-

ficence adapted to strengthen their new power, so

as to obviate the necessity for severities so usual'

among the contests of Grecian faction. Numbers

of the party of Hermoerates were yet living,

in

18 The worst irregularity that the defeated party could im-

pute, was that Dionysius repeatedly incurred the penalty for

proposing the removal of the generals before the expiration

of tbeir term, and that Philistus had tbe insolence to declare

himself ready to pay it as often as it might be incurred.

That Philistus would be so imprudent seems unlikely enough ;

and that such a course would produce, as the simple Diodorus

affirms, the abandonment of the prosecution by tiring tbe

prosecutors, cannot appear very likely.
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in exile. To move their recall in the general sect.

assembly, where their opponents had so lately •— —»

borne the sway, was undertaken by Dionysius.

‘ Those unhappy men,’ he said, speaking of it as

a known fact, ‘ had evinced the sincerity of their

* patriotism, by refusing very advantageous offers

‘ from the Carthaginians. How' much then their

‘ assistance in the existing crisis was wanted to

‘ oppose the danger impending from the enemy
‘ of the (irecian name, was too strongly and uni-

‘ versailv ielt to need that he should inlarge upon

it. The very fact, that the aid of all the (irecian

‘ states around, as far as Italy and Peloponnesus,

* had been importuned, would alone suffice for

‘ proot. It could not therefore but be most irn-

‘ jMilitic to deny to citizens of approved merit their

* anxious wish to join in the tlefence of their

‘ country and of the (irecian cause.’ The argu-

ments of Dionysius prevailed, and the measure

was regularly and quietly carried.

If indeed we might believe Diodorus for the

character of the recalled exiles, they were worth-

less vagabonds, the lowest of mankind. But the

tenor of his own narrative sufficiently shows that

this description, copied from Tinneus and others,

deeply interested, and therefore violent in oppo-

sition to the party of Dionysius, is utterly unjust.

Such persons could have been introduced to the

rights of Syracusan citizens only to support vio-

lences, which are not imputed, or to produce a

change in the constitution, which evidently was

not made. The popular constitution, and the

jurisprudence adapted to such a constitution, by

vol. vn. e Diodes,
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chap. Diodes, after the expulsion of Hermocrates, re-

'—.—
• mained, as far as any accounts tell, unaltered. We
cannot but regret the want of the history of Phi-

listus, tho it would probably have its partialities,

to confront with these accounts. In collating

however all* that remains to us, even from the

opposite party, we find it satisfactorily shown, that

the principal supporters of Dionysius wrerc the

principal persons of the party of Hermocrates.

and that the exiles restored by him, were all or

mostly banished for their attachment to that parly,

and for some eminence in it

SECTION V.

Faction at Gela: Lacedaemonian Authority then: superseded hu

Syracusan. Violence of the Opposition Party in Syracuse.

Dionysius and Ilipparinus elected Autocrator-G cnrrals of

Syracuse.

The new administration having thus attained some

stability, it was among their most pressing duties,

and indeed the very pretence and purpose of the

change, to look around Sicily, and, using with

diligence and prudence the state of parties in the

Grecian cities, to form a confederacy under the

lead of Syracuse, that might suffice to prevent the

further progress of the arms of Carthage. On the

Agrigcntine, the last conquered territory, bordered

oi. 93. 3. the Geloan. At Gela, on retiring from Agrigen-

Di(^. t°i3.
turn, the Lacedaemonian minister, Dexippus, had

c 93- resumed his station. But his authority did not

suffice to still the storm of faction there. He seems

indeed

” Diodorus himself relates the banishment of the friends of
Hermocrates, and we have no account of any other exiles.
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indeed not to have been a man of talents equal to sr.c r.

his situation. The mercenary force he commanded, v
'

instead of preserving peace, was a principal cause

of disturbances. The failure of pay, due from the

late Agrigentine government, was the ground of

uneasiness and pretence for tumult ; while, not

only to prevent disorder, but to have that force, it

possible, jealous in the Grecian cause, was highly

important; for Gela, next in course for attack,

could ill hope, with its own strength, to withstand

the Carthaginian arms. Dexippus urged to the

G violin government the pressure of circumstances,

which required the liquidation of the debt, con-

fessedly just in the demand, tiro not precisely due

from them. One party among the Geloiin people

admitted the reasoning ; but their opponents per-

suaded a majority of the sliort-sighted multitude

to disregard the policy, and considering the naked

right only, to reject the demand.

The situation of Gela now became most critical.

Threatened bv a lbrein foe, of such preponderant

power that successful resistance could hardly be

hoped from the best united efforts of its people,

not only they were divided among themselves, but

bad, within their walls, a body of mercenaries

readier to join the enemy than assist them. In

these distressing circumstances some of the prin-

cipal men addressed the Syracusan government,

as the old and natural head of the Sicilian Greek
interest, soliciting its exertion for the preservation

of a city so important to the Grecian cause.

Tho unnoticed by the historian, yet it appears

probable that the Syracusa*i government was

t. 2 already
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chap, already prepared for the event. Dionysius was
XXIX

~
, appointed commissioner to assist in settling the

affairs of Gela, and a force of two thousand foot,

and four hundred horse, was placed under his com-

mand for the purpose. On his arrival at Gela

an assembly of the people was summoned. Both

Dionysius and Dexippus attended, but we have

no information how far either interfered, while

apparently in all constitutional form, a number of

Geloan citizens were accused, condemned, and

executed. The party which had supported Dex-

ippus in his requisition for the arrears due to the

mercenaries was thus clearly established in power,

and a decree of the people followed, directing that

the property of the seditious, who had been exe-

cuted, should be confiscated for the purpose.

The business of tire commissioner of Syracuse,

as head of the Grecian interest in Sicily, on such

an occasion, would be of great difficulty and deli-

cacy. It was most important to court popularity.

If he could obviate violence by soothing, it were

well
;
but he must not directly and openly thwart

the popular inclination. lie had then another

difficulty, to reconcile his authority with that of

the Lacedaemonian commissioner, Dexippus, who
was sent by his state to assume a superiority over

every other stranger, in every republic of the iland.

In this alone he was unsuccessful. The proud

Spartan, vexed apparently at his own experienced

inability to carry his own important purpose, so

connected with the safety of Gela, and of the

whole Grecian interest in Sicily, vexed at his obli-

gation to a Syracusan, whose superiority, however

disclaimed,
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disclaimed, was too unavoidably apparent, but espe-

cially vexed at the gratitude demonstrated by his

own mercenaries, for justice obtained through the

interference of the Syracusan, which he, a Spartan,

had insisted upon for them in vain, returned all

civilities with coldness, and even with indication of

disgust. The Gelofin people, or at least the party

which obtained the rule in Gela, carried far their

demonstrations of satisfaction with the conduct

of Dionysius. After having decreed him great

honors in their own city, and transmitted to Syra-

cuse testimonies of their approbation, the most

unqualified and most flattering, they proceeded to

evince their confidence in him, by requesting that

he would himself stay among them, to direct the

defence of their city against the formidable attack

expected. Circumstances in Syracuse, would ill

allow this ;
but he assured them of his ruddiness

to return in the first moment of their danger, and

of his hope that it might be with a force sufficient

to give them security.

Of the collogues of Dionysius, remaining vested

with the supreme executive power in Scyracusc, a

majority were not his friends. The failure of

extant antient writers to name any of them, tends

to indicate that none were of great eminence.

Their actions are equally unnoticed, and remain

indicated only by what is reported of the conduct

of Dionysius on his return. His invectives were

vehement, imputing to them at the same time

weakness and treachery
; and he went so far as to

declare that he could no longer hold community
of councils and responsibility with them ; either

£ 3 they

SECT.

01. 93. §.

H.C.40O.
Diod. I. 13.

c. 93. 94-
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they must be removed, or he must resign his situ-

ation. In an assembly of the people, held for

debate on these important questions, the contest

of oratory was so long and so equally maintained,

that decision was referred to the morrow. The

superiority of the party of Dionysius at length

becoming manifest, some of his adherents ex-

claimed, ‘ that the dismissal of the other generals

1 ought not to satisfy the people
;
they should be

• prosecuted for their misdeeds.’ Dionysius him-

self however and his more intimate friends, holding

the principles of liberality and moderation which

had always characterized the party of Hermocratcs,

objected to this: * Hasty prosecutions,' they said,

‘ were apt to involve injustice. Nor was the pre-

‘ sent a season for inquiries which wanted leisure.

‘ when an enemy, powerful as the Carthaginians,

‘ might be daily expected at their gates. A temedy
1
for existing evils

j
which experience recommended.

‘ was in their power
; it was no more than to

‘ appoint one efficient general, with full authority

;

‘ not to be thwarted in his measures for the public

‘ good by perverse or corrupt collegues. So it was

‘ that their forefathers, under the illustrious Gelon,

‘ had defeated the countless host of Carthage at

* Himeru.’

This motion was received with acclamation.

Indeed for example of a single person at the head

of the Syracusan affairs, civil and military, it were

needless to seek back so far as Gelon, had not the

popularity and glory of his name invited
; for a

complete precedent seems afforded in the admi-

nistration of Diodes. The existing board of

generals
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generals Mas abolished ; l>ut, whether the authority

of others checked the popular extravagance and

his ambition, or his own prudence, weighing the

objections to his youth and mediocrity of birth,

and the adtantage to be derived from an associate

superior in years and family consideration, Diony-

sius was not raised alone to the first magistracy ;

flipparinus, first in rank and property among tin*

Syracusans, was appointed his collegue. To them

together the supreme power, civil and military,

was committed, with the title of autocrator-

generals
;

a title and power, which we have seen

not uncommon among the Grecian republics, and

especially in arduous apd threatening circum-

stances

The state of parlies at Syracuse now appears to

have been nearly this. The friends of Ilcrmo-

cratc*, some with more, some with less favor

low art I

OjntlniiiN makes Dionysius sale autocrator-general, under
the circumstances of popular election related in the text,

without any mention of Uipparinus. We owe to Plutarch
l he positive information that Mipparimis was his collegue,
without which the mention ol their political connection by
\i i^totlc would be less certainly intelligible. Tbe appear-
ance of negative evidence, in the account of Diodorus, will be
enough known, by tho^e who may have compared his narra-
tive with those of Thucydides or Xenophon, to be of no
weight. Indeed it is little likely that Plutarch, wlm has so
labored his panegyric of Dion, son of Ilipparinus, and his

invective against Dionysius, would have reported so close a
political connection between his favorite hero's father and
the object of his obloquy, unless the authority for it not only
was good, but generally known, and not to be discredited.
This ray from the biographer, incidentally thrown on a dark,
ve i interesting portion of Grecian history, is indeed of high
value, as it assists our judgment not a little in proceeding
among shapes often of uncouth anel often of uncertain appear-
ance, in the narrative of the only remaining historian.

L 4

Dioil ut

ant.

Plutarch,

\it. l)ion.

P- Mi-
ni. fol.

Par 1 6*4.

A list. J’oiil

I
ft.

«- 6.
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StxrV*
toward a youth of five-and-twenty, who had so

'—v—•' extraordinarily risen to the head of them, sup-

ported the new government. The party of Diocles,

of whom Daphnacus, the late general in chief, was

among the most eminent, submitted <0 it, with

minds most hostile. Dionysius had won from

them the favor of a large majority of the many,

whom Diocles had so successfully courted **. It

became of course their imputation against the

new government, that it was supported only by a

worthless or infatuated multitude. Calumny, so

ordinary a mode of civil warfare now throughout

the republics, would tinge the reports of Sicilian

affairs passing to Greece, the exact state and cha-

racter of which would be little likely to be very

well known anywhere. Nor have we means to

a™™, ut appreciate the intimation of Aristotle, that Ilippa-

rinus was led by the embarrassment of private

affairs, produced by extravagance, to associate

himself in political situation with Dionysius.

But the Sicilian historian, honest amid his pre-

judices, shows, in his narrative of facts, that a

generous and mild spirit, becoming the successors

of Hermocrates, guided the measures of the new
administration. Severity against opponents was
avoided. None were even driven to flight. It

appears to have been the purpose, on the contrary,

by extensive conciliation of friends, to obviate the

necessity

”, TmX« wMZ,, Smrif ititetn,, in' r) ytipn fiwinui,
Aimwmc uwtou^n rfttrvy'of avTtxfaTUf. c. 94. This foul slur
upon democracy, provoked from a zealous partizan of demo-
cracy, strengthens the evidence to the fact, if corroboration
indeed could be wanted, that Dionysius now was supported
by the great body of the Syracusan citizens, which formerly
supported Diocles.
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necessity for violent repression of even the most

determined enemies. In the general assembly Diod.i. 13 .

Dionysius proposed an increase, Diodorus says
c 95 '

a duplication, of the ordinary pay to citizens for

military service. The measure, gratifying to the

many, was readily carried. This indeed Was

a kind of extensive bribery. Cut it had many

examples among republics wealthy enough to have

means for it, and by no statesman perhaps had

been carried farther than the great Pericles
;
nor

can we be at id! certain whether it was more

calculated to produce political evil, or rather, in

the existing circumstances, whether it might not

be beneficial, and even necessaiy.

Such measures having been taken for quiet

within Syracuse, the administration proceeded in

those begun for establishing such order throughout

the Grecian towns, as might best give them means

to oppose the forein enemy. The Lcontinc ter-

ritory was held by a mixed Grecian population, of

which the unfortunate refugees from Agrigenlum

were now perhaps the largest part. It formed a

separate republic, under that uncertain kind of

subordination to Syracuse, which we have seen so

common among the smaller Grecian states. Its

affairs requiring the interference of the super-

intending government, Dionysius marched from

Syracuse with an escort, and incampcd midway

for the night. Before morning 11
he was attacked

by

M Diodorus relates the story of the nightly attack, as if lie

had found it told so as not quite to suit the purpose of the

enemies of Dionysius. Apparently in the desire to improve

it, he has made his detail very incoherent and indistinct, and,

in some pai ls where it is intelligible, very improbable.
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chap, by a force from which he was compelled to fly,

-
XX1X

'
- and being pursued, he took refuge in the castle

of Leontini. Intelligence of his danger quickly

reaching Syracuse, a powerful body arrived next

day, and his assailants dispersed. The enemies

of Dionysius afterward asserted that this nightly

attack was a meer fiction. The story altogether

is the very counterpart of that of the similar at-

tempt against Peisistratus at Athens, and the result

was the same. The Syracusan people believed

the assault to have been real, with the purpose of

assassination and revolution
;
anti to give security

to their commander-in-chief against future at-

tempts, they voted him, in general assembly, a

guard for his persop, to the amount, it is said, of

six hundred men. This mode of security to men
in the first situations in the commonwealth, tho

affected to be considered, by writers of the op-

|>osite party, as marking Dionysius thenceforth

decidedly a tyrant, was however neither then new,

nor afterward considered, as we shall have occa-

sion very particularly to see, an example unlit to

be followed, or involving in any discredit the most

zealous assertors of freedom. The late attempt

then being considered as proof that the liberality

of the new government had gone beyond prudence,

and that stronger measures were necessary to

obviate the plots of the disaffected, some officers,

who had been of the adverse party, were removed

from their commands in the Syracusan troops 11
,

and

M Diodorus says all were removed who were not of known
attachment to the ruling party; hut in the sequel he shows,
as we shall sec, that it was not so.
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and a

Gela.

These measures of precaution being taken, a niod.i. 13,

capital prosecution was instituted against the two
'

'

9h'

principal men of the opposition, Daphnaeus and

Dcmarchus. What specific crime was alledged

against them, the account coining only from the

friends of their party, is not indicated, but, from

that partial account, it appears to have been in all

constitutional from that they were tried, con-

demned, and executed. According to the same

account, they were the first who suffered for their

political conduct after Dionysius came into power;

and they suffered now
,
not in consequence of the

revolution, but for measures directed to the over-

throw of the new government, already legally and

without any violence established.

It was discovered that Dexippus, the Lacedae-

monian minister, had taken part in the plot of

Daphmrus and Dcmarchus. That his connection

with them was new is evident from his conduct in

the Agrigen tine war, anil it appears to have been

unauthorized by his government. The Syracusan

government required him immediately to quit

Sicily; und this strong measure, far from pro-

ducing resentment, seems to have led to a re-

newal of the old connection of Lacedaimon with

the party of Hcrmocrates. The alliance of the

Laceda nionian government with the Syracusan

under Dionysius we shall find lasting.

At the early age of four or live and twenty,

Dionysius had now shown himself, in eloquence

and in political business, the first man of Sicily,

and

body of mercenaries was brought from sect.
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chap, and perhaps of the time; and he had given pro-

raising hope of those military talents, of which the

war impending from Carthage would pressing^

want the exertion. To his party he was, no doubt,

necessary, as his party was necessary to him. It

seems therefore to have been not without the

purpose of binding them more closely together,

that two weddings, at any rate very creditable to

him, were about this time concluded. He him-

1
self named Arete, daughter of Hermocrates, and

jea he gave his sister to Polyxenus, brother of the

widow of that revered patriot
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CHAPTER XXX.

Affairs oftheGREEKS inSiciLYand Italy; from

the Settlement of the Syracusan Government,

under Dionysius and IIipparinus, to the

Restoration of the Syracusan Supremacy

over the. Sicilian, and its extension over the

Italian, Greek Cities.

SECTION I.

Siege of Gela by the Carthaginians
;
Evacuation of Gcla and

Camarina. Atrocious Violence of the Opposition at Syra-

cuse. Peace with Carthage .

C CAltCELY was the government of Syracuse

brought to some consistency under the admi-

nistration of Dionysius and IIipparinus, and a

rallying point thus provided for the Grecian in-

terest in Sicily, when the movement of the Car-

thaginian army from Agrigentum spred alarm

throughout the iland. Imilcon, if we should be-

lieve Diodorus, in quitting Agrigentum, increased

the general terror by a measure apparently

adapted to that only purpose, and little consistent

either with the common policy of the Carthagi-

nians, or with his own previous conduct. He is

said to have completely destroyed the city. The
direction of his march, not deceiving the appre-

hension long entertained, was to Gela.

The fortifications of this city were probably

sufficient for its defence against any ordinary

Grecian

SECT.
1 .

B.C.4O5.
01. !>:j,
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chap. Grecian power; but its government was aware

,

xxx.
that they were not equally to be trusted against

the force under Imilcon, provided with an artillery

far superior to what was common among the

Greeks. It had therefore been resolved that the

women and children should be sent, for better

security, to Syracuse ;
and as soon as the move-

ment of the Carthaginian army and the direction

of its march were ascertained, measures were

taken for their removal. But the apprehension of

separation from the male part of their families, to

be committed to the care of strangers, operated

upon the minds of the women so much more

• forcibly than the fear of sharing their fate, that

they resisted with vehemence and even with tu-

mult. Assembling in the agora, clinging about tin-

altars, and urging intreaty with w ailing and tears,

the feeling excited, and a just aversion to the use

ofviolence, prevailed against a resolution dictated

apparently by a just prudence, and they were

allowed to remain.

nioii. 1. 13, The Syracusans meanwhile had not neglected

* preparation for the common defence of themselves

and the Grecian interest in Sicily
;
and it appeared

that the estimation of their government abroad

was not diminished by the revolution of the pre-

ceding winter. Auxiliary forces were obtained

not only from all the Sicilian, but from several of

the Italian Greek cities, and the army which

marched under Dionysius to relieve Gela was,

according to some writers, fifty thousand strong.

We may however, on this occasion, perhaps bet-

ter believe the enemy of his fame, Timaeus, who

reported
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reported the foot thirty thousand, and the horse sect.

one thousand. A fleet of fifty ships of wav at- ^ v—
tended the movements of the army.

Such however was the force under Dionysius,

and such the known superiority of the Grecian

heavy-armed, that the Carthaginian general with

his less regular troops, tho numerous and brave,

would not meet them in the field, but, secure

within his lines, continued to press the siege.

During twenty days, Dionysius* with the patient

prudence of a veteran, abstaining from attack,

directed his measures to intercept supplies, while

he watched opportunities. The temper of a part

of his army then compelled him to change his

plan. For arms seem to have been denied to no

Syracusan citizen ; the new administration appa-

rently hoping that, however experience had shown

the inconvenience of their first lenity and liberality,

the recent execution of the chiefs, Daphnaiu.s and

Demarchus, might suffice to deter farther sedition.

Hut the quiet watching of an enemy’s motions \vc

have often seen borne by the troops of the Gre-

cian republics with an impatience subversive of

discipline, and the chiefs of the opposition were

sedulous in using the opportunity for fomenting

the ready discontent.

Dionysius was thus driven to the necessity of

quick decision against the enemy, to obviate op*

portunity for sedition and mutiny among his own
people. Having determined then upon the hazard-

ous measure of attacking the superior numbers

of the Carthaginians within their lines, his dis-

position for it seems to have been able. Three

assaults
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Dioil. I

r. mo.

64

13 assaults were to be made at once by the infantry

of the army, and a fourth by the crews of the fleet,

while the cavalry was to protect retreat, should it

become necessary. But either through mistake,

or rather, as the sequel shows probable, through

treachery, concert was not duly kept. The Italian

Greeks, faithful to their iugagement, forced the

Carthaginian lines on the side next the sea. Fail-

ing however of expected support, they were over-

powered and driven out again
; more than a thou-

sand were slain, and, but for relief from the fleet,

all would have been cut off. A body of Sicilian

Greeks, attacking on the land side, was equally

overpowered, and, after losing six hundred, com-
pelled to withdraw into the town. The cavalry

stood, looking on, till the enemy approached them,

and then they also withdrew within the walls
I+

.

Dionysius, with the body under his more imme-
diate orders, when all opportunity of advantage
was clearly gone, was the last who retired.

Tho his attack was really defeated, yet the

state of his own army, rather than any amount of
advantage the enemy had gained, made his cir-

cumstances now highly critical. Avoiding there-

fore to notice any misconduct, Dionysius assem-
bled his confidential officers, together with those
principal men of Gela, in whose fidelity he trusted,

aud it was unanimously agreed to be inexpedient

to persevere in defending the town. Capitulations,

in any degree favorable to a besieged place, were

then

** Comparing Diodorus’s account of the conduct of the
cavalry in the battle and after it, there seems no room to
doubt But their inaction on the former occasion arose from the
same motive as their exertion afterward.
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then little known
;

but it seems to have been held sect.

a part of the law of nations, among the Carthagi- —.—

•

nians, not less than among the Greeks, to grant a

truce, upon solicitation from the enemy, for burial

of their slain. On this was founded a plan for

evacuating the city. In the evening a truce for

the next day was applied for, to which Imilcon

consented : in the same night the whole Geloan

people moved under escort of the army, and, while

two thousand light-armed, remaining in the town,

deceived the enemy by lighting fires and indus-

triously keeping up the appearance of population,

they reached Syracuse unmolested : Dionysius

marched to Camarina. Thither at morning dawn

the troops left in Gcla followed, leaving the un-

peopled town to the Carthaginians. Staying only

to see Camarina evacuated, which, under terror

of the Carthaginians, was done in zealous haste,

Dionysius proceeded, with the people under his

escort, for Syracuse.

Ihe calamity thus befalling two Grecian cities,

which Dionysius was sent to protect, afforded

opportunities, industriously used, for exciting Di«i. t >3

discontent in the army. Misery, among both sexes

and all ages, abundantly occurring to observation,

was attributed to the ambition, or the negligence,

or the corruption of Dionysius. There was a set c - 1,2

of men among the cavalry, as the historian, friend

of their cause, avows, who proposed to assassinate

Dionysius on the march ;
but, tho he avoided

any show of precaution, yet the attachment and

attention of a large majority of the army deterred

the attempt.

VOL. VII. F It
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chap. It seems to have been his humane care of the

.

xxx
. unfortunate Camarinaeans, which afforded oppor-

tunity for enormities not to be foreseen or suspected,

niod.ut Disappointed in their purpose against his person,

vH^Dion" the conspirators hastened to Syracuse, and finding

nothing prepared to resist them, went directly to

his house, forced their way in, and directed their

worse than brutal vengeance against his wife, the

unfortunate daughter of Hermocrates, to whom
calumny itself has left no ill imputed. The insult

with which they abused her was so shocking,

(historians have avoided the disgusting report of

piut.vii. particulars) that, unable to bear the thought of

again meeting her husband and friends, according

to Plutarch, she destroyed herself : Diodorus only

Diud i 14 Says, that she was destroyed. It is remarkable

that such an abominable tale comes to us from the

revilers of Dionysius, advocates for his enemies,

advocates, even for the detestable authors of the

horrid atrocity, as friends of liberty and patriots.

When Dionysius was informed of the secession

of certain persons from the army, whom he had
occasion to suppose unfriendly, he collected in-

stantly a select body, and proceeded to Syracuse,

a distance of nearly fifty miles, it is said, without

halting. About midnight, arriving at the gate of

that quarter of Syracuse called Achradina, he
found it shut against him. Hostility was thus

enough indicated, but there appeared no sufficient

guard to oppose his entrance if he could force

the bars. At hand was a large pile of dry
reeds, collected for burning lime, and with these

he made a fire against the gate, which destroyed it.

Meanwhile
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Meanwhile the infantry of his detachment arriving, sect.

he entered the town with a force which, added to .. ,

that of his friends within, sufficed to overbear what

his enemies had been able to collect. The tragedy

within his own house however was already ‘com-

plete. The conspirators were endeavoring, in va-

rious parts of the extehsffre city, to gain the people

to their party. Information that he had made

his way in, spread alarm among them, and they

hastened to assemble in the agora. There, after

an ineffectual resistance, the greater part of them

was put to the sword. Some snialler parties,

found in arms in other parts of the town, met the

same fate. When opposition ceased, the most

eminent and active of the survivors were sought in

their own housed, or wherever they might be found,

and some were put to death. But, in the tumult -

unavoidable, and amid passions, so provoked, the

bitterest enemies of the successful party (and it is

still from their enemies only that we have the

account) seem to have found no ground for im-

puting to them any cruelty or excess ofvengeance.

It was only then, at length, that they, who had so

long had a majority in the general assembly, re-

taliated, even in a constitutional way, upon such

virulent opponents, by procuring a decree of

banishment against the more eminent of those who

had escaped the swords, which they had so incited

to vengeance.

This mad effort of the defeated party, so wild

in plan, so abominable in fact, that, if it did not

come reported by their decided friends, we might

perhaps reasonably withhold our belief of it, seems

v a to
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chap, to have been singularly calculated for putting all

Sicily at the mercy of Carthage. Even the talents

of Dionysius might have been unable to maintain

the Grecian cause, had not a pestilential sickness

broken out in the Carthaginian army, so rapidly

Diod. 1. 13. fatal that Imilcon was induced to make overtures
c. 1 14.

7

to the Syracusan government for an accommoda-

tion. Dionysius gladly met the proposal
;
and a

treaty of peace was concluded, embracing all the

interests of the iland. Selinus, Agrigentum, and

Himera, remained under the Carthaginian do-

minion
; Camarina and Gela were restored to

their former possessors, to hold under their own
laws and government, but paying a tribute to Car-

thage, and forbidden to restore their fortifications

;

the Sicans were to remain under the protection of

the Carthaginian government
; neither Greeks nor

Carthaginians were to control the Sicels
; the

Leontines, as well as the Messenians, were to be

independent
; Syracuse was to remain subject to

Dionysius. The last article is expressed evidently

in the phrase of faction
;
the historian’s own nar-

rative abundantly showing that Dionysius’s power
in Syracuse never depended in any degree upon
any support from Carthage, but, on the contrary,

was always the greatest obstacle to the extension

of the Carthaginian dominion in Sicily. For the
rest the treaty went to establish nothing but what
circumstances had produced. Selinus, Agrigen-
tum, aud Himera, would of course remain subject

to Carthage, because the Greeks were too much
divided immediately to reclaim them. The return

of the Camarimeans and Geloans to their towns,

situate
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situate at a distance from the other Carthaginian

possessions, could not be prevented without a force

constantly employed for the purpose, such that

the stipulation for tribute, as the price of their

future safety, was a more advantageous bargain

for Carthage. The civil strife in Syracuse best

secured the independency of Lcontini, Messcna,

and the Sicels
1
*.

SECTION II.

lot tifieatwn of the Port, and huproument of the Nauil

Arsenal at Syracuse. Division of Lands. ExUnsue Cumin -

nation against the Administration of Dionysius. Sicgi uf

the citadel of Syracuse. Defeat of the Insurgents. Cata.s-

trojihc of Entclla.

The deliverance of Sicily being thus, to a degree

beyond recent hope, cilected, two pressing cares

remained for the Syracusan administration. While

they were to provide means for resisting future

attempts of the forein enemy, the urgency was

still greater for them to secure themselves against

the measures of the defeated faction, and obviate

the repetition of enormities, which as the care of

civil, social, and moral order, and the peace of their

own families and of those of their fellow-citizens,

were

One must live among republics, or at least in a free

country, to understand the language of party among repub-

licans. Diodorus did not understand it. Formerly tin 1

republican Greek political dialect was unintelligible through

the tar greater part of Europe; best understood in England,

and little generally even there. France, in her late revolutions,

has dom much towaid illustration of it.

F J
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chap, were their duty, it was incumbent upon them to

xxx
-

. the utmost of their power to prevent. Diodorus,

•following Timffius and other party-writers, has

imputed to Dionysius the formed design to render

himself tyrant of his country, from the moment of

his appointment to be general; and the actual

exercise of monarchal authority and assumption

of royal state, from the dismissal of his first col-

lcgucs and his elevation to the dignity of gencral-

autocrator
; or, at least, from the decree of the

people for a guard for his person. This imputa-

tion, with every added calumny that party could

invent and propagate, suited the purpose of

Plutarch, when, wanting the character ofa Grecian
hero and patriot to compare with the celebrated

Marcus Brutus, he selected that of Dion, son of

Hipparinus, who became the principal opponent
of the family of Dionysius. But hitherto, in the

strange mixture of narrative so candid, with invec-

tive so illiberal, as those of Diodorus, we do not

discover one evil action fixed upon Dionysius,

while on the contrary there appears in his conduct
and that of his party, a liberality and clemency,

unheard of in contest of faction among the Greeks,
since the time of the magnanimous Pericles. It

will be still the business of the modern investigator

of antient history not to be led by declamation,

but to pursue facts and unfold them, so that thence
a just estimate may be formed of characters.

The naval force of Syracuse had formerly been
very considerable, and to give any security to

Sicily against an enemy so powerful by sea as

Carthage, a naval force was now absolutely neces-

sary.
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sary. To this point therefore the administration B.C.404.

diligently directed their attention. The great port ,‘

4 .

of Syracuse, even for modern navies, is one of the
*• 7

most commodious in the world. For fleets of the

antient construction, the galley kind, drawing little

water, and moved by oars, the little harbour, with

all its circumstances, especially when the object

was defence against an enemy of overbearing

power, had singular advantages. Separated from

the great harbour by the iland, the site of the

original city, it might be entered by two passages,

but both so narrow that they might be defended

by a small force against the greatest, and it was

capable of containing sixty of the largest men of

war of the age. The iland itself had singular ad-

vantages for the site of a citadel, to protect the

naval arsenal and both the ports.

To improve these natural advantages, art was

diligently and ably employed. In the iland a

strong citadel was built, provided with whatever

might best inable a garrison to sustain a protracted

blockade. Barracks, sufficient to lodge a large

force, were particularly admired for their porti-

coes or covered galleries
;
highly important io a

hot climate, for the health of numbers in confined

space. From the citadel, a bridge or dam was

thrown across the inner entrance of the little har-

bour, by which it communicated with the great

port. The entrance from the sea was secured by

gates, admitting one vessel only at a time ; and a

wall was carried from one entrance to the other,

on the mainland side, so that the vessels in the

r 4 port
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port were in fact within the garrison. The navy,

while measures were thus taken for its security,

was itself diligently increased by the building of

new ships.

These measures the writers under the Roman

empire, to whom we owe all account of them, have

mentioned as singularly calculated to rivet the

chains of the Syracusans, and sufficient of them-

selves to mark the tyranny of Dionysius. But we

have abundant assurance, from the far belter au-

thority of those who lived among the republics,

that the just inference is directly the reverse.

At Athens, at Corinth, at Argos, everywhere in

Proper Greece, the democratical party always

desired to make the state a maritime power, and

would, with great expence and labor, connect the

city with its port, generally’at some distance, by

fortifications. The oligarchal party, on the con-

trary, always, and tyrants, unless the tyrant were

a demagogue, endevored to withhold their people

from maritime affairs, and were highly averse to

long walls, as they were commonly called, for

connecting the city with its port. At Syracuse

therefore, a residence, not in the iland in the midst

of the seafaring multitude, which was the place

appointed for the generals, but rather in Epipolec,

or on the height of Euryelus, would have been

their choice. A navy, on its own account, they

would have dreaded
;
but still more, as its expence

would necessarily* very much lessen their means

for maintaining a great land-force, of assured

fidelity, which alone coukl«give security to tyran-

nical power.

The
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The next measure of Dionysius and his party, Diod. 1. 14.

was a division of lands among the people. This
c' 7'

has been generally a favorite measure of demo-

cracy, tho involving the grossest violation of pro-

perty, and of every principle on which civil freedom

can have any secure foundation. Whether pro-

perty was taken from any, on occasion of the

division of lands at Syracuse, is not said : the

historian’s expression is simply, that much land

was given. Confiscated estates perhaps there

were, of Daphmeus and Dcmarchus, who had

been executed, and others, slain or banished, in

consequence of the sedition through which the

unfortunate Arete perished. Probably also there

were lands distant from the city, unoccupied

because occupation would have been too insecure,

till now, by a better administration, security was

provided. This measure took place a little be-

fore Critias divided the lends of Attica, under that

scheme of atrocious and narrow policy, of which

we have seen the overthrow and punishment.

Far from any similar project, the party of Diony-

sius persevered yet in avoiding even that extent of

banishment most ordinary in civil contest among

the Grecian republics
;
pursuing still their former

purpose of obviating the necessity for extensive

severity by the better policy of conciliating friends

enough to overbear disaffection, and by creating an

extensive interest in supporting the existing govern-

ment. The lands were given to citizens, to domi-

ciliated strangers, and to manumitted slaves
;
to

citizens evidently of all parties
;
for even the partial

writers,
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chap, writers, from whom Diodorus drew his materials,

v

xxx
.. appear to have furnished him with no other

ground for invective against Dionysius on the

occasion, than that hisefriends obtained the fairest

portions. * Nevertheless, after having assigned

several periods for the beginning of the tyranny,

he finishes with this democratical measure of the

distribution of lands. Thenceforth, he says, Dio-

nysius was supported only by a mercenary army

;

but, with his usual honesty, he proceeds imme-

diately to show' that it was otherwise, and that

the liberality of the Syracusan administration still

overstepped its policy.

An interest in the contest between the parties

of Hcrmocrates and Diodes had been extended,

as we have seen, widely among the Grecian cities

of Sicily. The revived contest in which Dio-

nysius, Hipparinus, and Philistus, were opposed to

Daphnaeus and Dcmarchus, had hitherto shown

itself almost only in Syracuse. But the party of

the latter had meanwhile been neither inactive nor

unsuccessful among the other cities of the iland.

The focus of the strength of the party however

seems to have been the city of Rhegium in Italy.

OkxL l. 14. It was probably through measures taken there

that the neighbouring Sicilian city of Messena,

where formerly a party so warm in the interest

of Hermocrates prevailed, was gained to their

cause. Nor was it, apparently, without support

from these two states, that the Syracusans, who

fled on occasion of the sedition in which the un-

fortunate daughter of Hermocrates suffered, had

established
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established themselves in the town of /Etna, on the

southern side of the vast mountain of that name.

Thence they held communication with the neigh-

boring Sicel tribes, and maintained correspondence

with those of their party remaining in Syracuse.

These measures w'ere so little suspected by the

Syracusan government, that when some inroads

of the Sicels for plunder produced the resolution

to send an army against them, no selection w'as

used in inrolling citizens for the service. Ordi-

nary as it was among the Grecian republics to

deny arms to a defeated party, the liberal admi-

nistration of Syracuse admitted all citizens, with-

out distinction. The army marched, and, on

approaching the Sicel territory, the generals were

assassinated. Through previous concert the re-

fugees of iEtna were at hand. Those loyal to

the existing government not put to death were

completely awed
;
new generals wrcre elected, and

the army turned its march directly back to Syra-

cuse. So well had matters been concerted, or so

fortunate was the coincidence, that, just on their

arrival, a Ueet of eighty triremes from Mcssena

and Rhegium entered the great harbour. The

land-force, proceeding immediately against Epi-

polrn, the strongest and most commanding, but

least populous quarter of the city, took it with

little opposition. The surprize was such that

Dionysius, and the principal men of his party,

uncertain how far the spirit of disaffection might

have been prepared among the large and various

population of Tyche and Achradina, withdrew

within
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chap, within the strong fortifications of the iland, where

.

xxx '

they were presently blockaded by land and sea*
6
.

Of the population remaining in the three large

mainland quarters of Syracuse, a great part, and

perhaps the greatest, was unfavorable to the party

of the insurgents. Strong and rapid measures were

therefore necessary for the completion of that suc-

cess which their able conduct and good fortune

had already carried far. While therefore they

prepared to press the siege of the iland, they pro-

claimed rewards for the assassination of Dionysius

and the chiefs, of his party, with assurances of kind

treatment to all others who would desert him.

This nefarious mode of warfare however, seems to

have been as ineffectual as it deserved to be. On
the other hand, what Dionysius and those with him

wanted, was time to look about them, and means

to communicate with those well disposed toward

them. Proposing capitulation, their proposal was

attended to, whether with any fair purpose by

those whose advocates have avowed their in-

couragement

** Pursuing and arranging, not without difficulty, the facts

which Diodorus appears to have honestly recorded, and dis-

missing his observations, we get a tolerably consistent ac-

count of this sudden overthrow of a triumphant administration,

which, on a first view of his narrative, is apt to appear utterly

unintelligible. In the course of the narrative however we
find remarkable proof of the inconsistency, so usual with
him, which seems to have arisen from no dishonest intention,

hut from deficiency of judgement in collecting and assorting

his materials. He attributes the war against the Siccls to

Dionysius, and assigns, as the cause of it, that they cooperated

with the Carthaginians
; and yet we find him frequently at-

tributing the power of Dionysius in Syracuse to the support

of the Carthaginians. The absurdity of the latter imputa-

tion is obvious.
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couragement to assassination, may perhaps not sect.

unreasonably be doubted* 7
. The purpose of .

“
,

Dionysius probably was only to gain time. It is

said, he asked permission to quit Sicily with his

friends
18

, and it was granted that he should go in

safety with persons and effects, as far as five tri-

remes might carry. During the negotiation, oppor-

tunities were gained for communication, while,

among the besiegers, not a regular army, but a riod i

collection of volunteers, relaxation of effort, and
c 9

remission of watchfulness grew. Meanwhile a

body of Campanian horse, to the number of twelve

hundred, which had been trained to war in the

Carthaginian

The expression of Diodorus would rather imply that the
treaty was concluded; hut the sequel of his narrative more
clearly implies the contrary.

m

2
* Who were the confidential advisers of Dionysius, and what

iheir characters, might he known, tho what each said, on cri-

tical emergencies, would he little likely to come very exactly
reported to the 'public. Thucydides and Xenophon, who had
opportunities superior to most men for information, rarely
undertake to report any hut public orations of their cotem-
poraries; buf writers, Greek and Roman, who lived three,
four, or five centuries after, have not scrupled to give words
spoken in private, as it they had taken them in wiiting on the
spot. Diodorus attributes to a poet, Melons, on this distress

of Dionysius, what we find, by a much earlier and more au-
thoritative writer, ascribed to an unnamed person on a later

occasion. It was consulted among the friends of Dionysius,
whether safety should not he sought either by llight, or by a
composition with the enemy, lleloris, or some other, ob-
served, that

4
a royal station was a noble sepulcher and

Dionysius was confirmed in his resolution to maintain his post.
It seems likely that the saying originated rather among the
enemies than the friends of Dionysius, in conversing on the
obstinacy of his defence ; that the Btory, whatever may have
been its foundation, wa^improved in Greece to become such
as, in the next age, it was reported by Isocrates; and that,
three centuries after, when Diodorus took it up, it had received
the farther ornament of a speaker

1

s name, Uic poet Heloris,
and the siege of the iland had been preferred as the fittest

season for it.
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chap. Carthaginian service, passed to Agyrium, a Sicel

xxx
, town near the Syracusan border, whose chief,

Agyris, was friendly to Dionysius. Opportunity

being then taken for proceeding by a rapid march

to Syracuse, the town was entered by surprize, and

the way forced (not without slaughter of some

who attempted opposition), clear through into the

iland, the gate of whose fortification was opened

to receive the welcome strangers. Soon after,

three hundred foot ingaged by Dionysius, found

means to reach him by sea.

These reinforcements, especially the cavalry,

were important ; less as increase of garrison to

the iland, than as they would give means to carry

war out of it
;
and especially as the knowlege of

the acquisition would afford incouragement to

numerous friends yet living in the quarter of the

city possessed by the enemy. Some of these be-

gan now to venture the expression of. sentiments,

not of attachment to the party of Dionysius, but

of dissatisfaction with the conduct of "those who

ruled them. The siege of the iland, they said,

was vain and ruinous. Treaty should be opened

again with those who held it, and more liberal

terms offered. The spirit of discussion, put in

motion, quickly pervaded the people, and contrary

opinions were contested with heat. The popular

disposition being thus tried, and the strength of

parties nearly ascertained, information of the state

of things was communicated to the iland. Diony-

sius then led out his forces, in time and circum-

stances so well chosen, that, with little resistance,

he became master of the city. The slaughter on

the
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the occasion, says the historian, as candid in sect.

relating facts as illiberal in vilifying characters, was
U

not great
;

for Dionysius rode about forbidding it.

More than seven thousand thus escaped unhurt

to iEtna.

After this rapid and great success, it was among

the first cares of Dionysius to have all the slain,

without distinction of friends and enemies, buried

with due funeral pomp, as fellowcitizens. The

piety of this act was what Grecian minds would

be very generally ready to acknowlege : its gene-

rosity, uncommon, as we have had too much
occasion to see, could not but be striking, and its

policy is obvious. Singularly adapted to soothe

Grecian prejudices, and not less wanted perhaps

to soften the vindictive spirit of the party friendly

to him than to allay the apprehensions of their

adversaries, it was a most advantageous prepa-

rative for conciliation, inabling him to extend to

the living the generosity which had been shown to

the dead. All the fugitives were invited to return

to Syracuse, with assurance of pardon. Most of

those who had families and possessions, accepted

the offered boon
;
and none, says the historian,

found occasion to repent of their confidence in the

faith of their opponents. Nevertheless some in

the bitterness of party spirit, and some in the

spirit of adventure, adverse to settlement under a

regular government, rejected it, and replied to the

arguments of those commissioned to press their

acceptance of it, with indecent insult.
4 The favor/

they said, c which Dionysius had shown to their
4

slain comrades, in granting them burial, was
4

precisely
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chap. * precisely that which they desired he should re-

.

xxx
,

1
ceive; and they prayed the gods it might be

c
soon.’ Whether this passed exactly as related,

or, not without some improvement, became a

popular story, its circulation tends to mark the

temper of those with whom Dionysius had to

deal, and 1 from whom almost alone any account

of him has reached posterity. Yet even from those

who cherished such a story, we learn that he had

magnanimity enough still not to shut the door of

mercy against the scorners : on the contrary he

continued, not indeed directly, but obliquely, to

invite their repentance
*9

.

Matters being composed, the Campanian cavalry

were to be dismissed
; and they left Syracuse well

satisfied with the reward they received. Accus-

tomed however to adventure, and probably to

waste, they seem to have had no mind to return

home to subsist on their scanty savings. Possibly

therefore hoping to be received again into Cartha-

ginian pay, they returned toward the Carthaginian

settlements at the western end of Sicily. On their

way

We have no intimation from Diodorus that he ever fol-

lowed Philistus, or any writer friendly to Dionysius. Never-
theless his narrative, throughout his Sicilian history, from the
Athenian invasion to the death of Timoleon, is so at variance
with his remarks, whether he eulogizes, or whether he de-
tracts, that they can hardly have been collected from the same
sources. The narrative has evidently been taken, for the most
part, tho from a party-writer, yet from one of considerable
candor ; but the remarks seem to have been drawn from a
declaimer, intent only on good stories and strong expressions,
and regardless of foundation for his invective. The declaimer,
nevertheless, has probably been eloquent, and his work in

esteem for that merit ; and thence probably, for it is difficult

to account for it otherwise, the obloquy of Dionysius, in the
works of Cicero, Seneca, and other Latin writers.
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way they were received, as friends, into quarters in Diod.i. n.

the Sicel town of Entella. Whether then quarrel
c ' 9 ‘

arising with the unfortunate people, or the simple

desire of possessing what belonged to others, insti-

gated, they slew all the men, took the women for

their wives, divided the slaves and other booty,

and settled themselves in the place.

SECTION III.

Ministers'from Lacedaemon and Corinth at Syracuse. Sedition SECT.
at Syracuse. Measures for the Security and Prosperity of HI.

Syracuse. Refugees expelledfrom JEtna.

It was in the same year in which these great and c 404.

rapid turns of fortune in the contest of parties
94 1

occurred in Sicily, that in Greece the Pelopon-

nesian war wras concluded by the surrender of

Athens to the Lacedaemonian arms. The Lace-

daemonian government then extended its inter-

ference, with the purpose of extending command

or influence to every member of the Greek nation.

Aristus was sent as its minister to Syracuse. The

assumption of authority, such as Lacedaemon

exercised among the smaller Grecian states, was

not there attempted
;
no title of harmost was

assumed : the business of Aristus seems to have

been precisely that of a modern forein minister, to

cultivate a good understanding with Dionysius and

his party, which was the party of old connected

with Lacedaemon, and to which a good under-

standing now with the Lacedaemonian government,

the proud head of the Greek nation, could not but

be flattering and advantageous.

vol. vir. a But,
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chap. Sat, in the moment when all those republics

.

xxx
~

J which had formerly been adverse to Lacedaemon

were brought under its supremacy, a disposition to

ch. ai.s. 3. enmity and resistance began, as we have observed

s. a. of tiii* in its proper place, to grow among those which
H,,tl

had formerly been most attached to it, and espe-

cially in Corinth. That respect which the people

of Syracuse had always a disposition to pay to

Corinth, as their parent city, we have also formerly

had occasion to notice. In Corinth then, under all

the existing circumstances, some jealousy of the

interference of Lacedaemon at Syracuse could not

fail
;
and in Syracuse the party adverse to that

which was connected with Lacedaemon would of

course become the Corinthian party. Accordingly,

B.C.403. in the year following that in which the Pelopon-

MudVi* nesian war was concluded, we find Nicoteles, a
*• l0

- Corinthian, residing in Syracuse, apparently not

without some public character. He ingaged deeply

in the politics of the city, and he endevored to

gain Aristus to the party in opposition to the

existing government. Aristus thus obtained infor-

mation of sedition, which he communicated to

those in administration, and, whatever privilege

Nicoteles might claim, whether as a minister, or

simply a Corinthian citizen, he was condemned
to death and executed.

Hitherto a scrupulous respect for all the forms
of a free constitution, according even to the ac-

counts of the most adverse writers, and a lenity

singular among Grecian governments, had marked
the administration of Dionysius. After such
repeated experience of the inefficacy of a generous

forbearance
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forbearance to conciliate the disaffected, or induce

them to rest, measures more coercive were judged

indispensable; but still the extensive executions,

and even the extensive banishments, so ordinary

among the Grecian republics, were avoided. To

obviate necessity for these it was resolved to disarm

the disaffected. For this strong measure the season

of harvest was chosen. It was usual for the great

mass of the population then to leave the city,

and live, for the time, in the fields. In some of

the southern parts of Europe the harvest manage-

ment is nearly the same at this day. Farm-houses,

as in England, are not seen
; even villages are

rare. In a good soil and favoring climate few

hands do the business of a very imperfect, and yet

not unproductive husbandry, till harvest. Then
the towns pour forth their inhabitants

;
the corn

is cut, and the grain, immediately trodden out by

cattle in the field, is alone brought in. This

opportunity then being taken, a general search *“

for arms was made through the city, and all found

were carried to the public armory, to be given out

in future for use, only under the direction of the

government.

It was so usual, among the Greeks, for every

party in a state to assume exclusively the title of

the people, and to stigmatize as tyranny every-

thing adverse to their own power, that, without

adverting to these circumstances, no just estimate

can be formed of the value of such expressions as

those

SECT.
IIL

M Diodorus says that all the Syracusans were deprived of

anm.; but he soon after shows that it was not so.

G 2
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chap, those with which Diodorus and Plutarch would

-

x*x
'

. characterize the administration of Dionysius.

Looking to the facts related by them, and espe-

cially by Diodorus, the systems of law and of

magistracy, established by Diodes, appear to

have remained little if at all altered
;
nor is any

essential difference marked between . the power of

Dionysius in Syracuse and that which Pericles held

so long in Athens. One material change indeed

had been growing among the Grecian republics, but

not at all peculiar to Syracuse, or the government

of Dionysius, the employment of mercenary troops,

instead of trusting military service to citizens only.

This change was indeed threatening enough to . the

freedom of all Greece
; and yet advantages at-

tended it, wherever the government was liberally

administered, so satisfactory to individuals on the

score of present ease, that danger in distant and

uncertain prospect was disregarded. A force of

mercenaries at the disposal of the administration

of a republic, inabled them to avoid pressing upon
their friends for military duty, and it enabled them
also to be lenient to their foes. For where parties

were nearly balanced in a republic, the govern-

ment could hardly go on. Those who held the

administration must be watchful, as if a forein

enemy was within their walls, and thence the

frequent resort to those extensive banishments
which we have seen so ordinary. But if a mer-
cenary force was maintained, always reddy at

the orders of government, the adverse might be
deterred from moving, tho the friendly citizens

rested. In consonance then to the practice of

all
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all the republics, the mercenary troops in the sect

Syracusan service were increased, and perhaps not '

unnecessarily, for the purpose of resisting the

attack threatened from Carthage. The power of

the ruling party would of course, by the sarpe

measure, be rendered more secure, and the double

purpose was farther promoted by the addition of a

second wall to the fortifications of the citadel.

The attention of the government meanwhile was

directed, and it seems to have been urgently

required, toward those most implacable enemies,

the refugees in .'F.tna ; formidable apparently not

by their own numbers, but by their connection

with Messcnaand Ilhcgium, and by their situation

overhanging the Syracusan territory. They had,

however, ill measured their means altogether,

when they added contumely to scorn of their

adversary’s clemency. Their fortress was besieged
(

U|"L 1 ‘

and taken. What betel themselves the historian,

their friend, has not said, and we may thence

safely conclude that it was no way uncreditable to

Dionysius. From the sequel it appears probable

that, upon surrendering the place, they were

allowed to withdraw, and that they were mostly the

same persons who will recur to historical notice

as Syracusan refugees, settled in Ilhcgium.

.1
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SECTION IV.

Farther Extension of the Authority of Syracuse in Sicily . War

of Rhegium and Messena against Syracuse. Establishment

the Syracusan Empire among the Sicilian and Italian

Cities.

The distinctionoftheDorian and Ionianbranches

of the Greek nation, as we have formerly seen, was

maintained in Sicily; and in Sicily, as in Greece,

a superintending power to lead in war, to arbitrate

in peace, among so many little independent govern-

ments of one people, was found, with whatever

inconveniences and dangers attended, to be often

necessary. Accordingly, the Dorian cities, Cama-

rina excepted, were generally reddy to concede

the supremacy to Syracuse, as the most powerful

of the Dorian name; but the Ionian, called also

commonly Chalcidian, as having originated mostly

from Chalcis in Euboea, were generally jealous of

this, and often adverse to it. None, however, of

the Ionian cities was eminent enough to pretend

itself to any supremacy; whence, for the common
defence of the Grecian interest against an enemy

powerful as Carthage, if circumstances appeared

at all threatening, and the Syracusan government

at the time was of a character to command respect

and confidence, they were reddier to 'acquiesce.

Circumstances afforded leisure now for the Syra-

cusan government to attend to this point, with

which domestic troubles had hitherto greatly in-

terfered.

Of the Ionian cities Leontini was nearest

to Syracuse, bordering on its territory. The

government
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government favored the Syracusan opposition sect

and the refugees, but there was an opposing .

IV
'

.

party friendly to the Syracusan administration.

Dioaysiusled an army to the Leontine border, in B.C.4.03.

the hope that his appearance only would suffice Diolu
.*’4.

to inable the friendly to acquire the superiority in
c> l4 '

the popular assembly. Being howeverdisappointed,

he proceeded to the Sicel town of Enna, where

a strong party was adverse to Aeimnestus, whom
Diodorus calls tyrant of Enna, and through their

disputes he became master of the place. He put

the popular party in possession of the government,

and delivered the- tyrant to their mercy, and then,

to their great surprize, led his army away without

requiring a contribution, which they concluded to

have been, as usual with the Greeks, the principal

object of his expedition.

The temper of the writers from whom Diodorus

drew the materials of his Sicilian history, for he

seems to have had little original opinion, may be

gathered from his observations on these transac-

tions. The merit of the conduct of Dionysius, in

deposing a tyrant, restoring a free government

and forbearing to use the power in his hands for

taking, after the common practice of the Greeks,

his own reward, he could not but acknowlege
;
yet

he denies all merit to the man
;
because, he says,

his conduct was founded on no regard for justice,

but meerly on a view to future advantage, from

the credit to be acquired, and the confidence that

would accrue. It is obvious that virtuous motive

might on the same pretence be denied to all the

virtuous deeds of men ; nor should it escape

g 4 observation,
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chap, observation, that deposing a tyrant to establish a

.
xxx

~
. popular government could hardly be a tyrant’s

policy, but rather marks the popular leader of a

popular government.

This liberality, likely to extend the reputation

and influence of Syracuse, appears immediately to

have produced its just reward. Dionysius pro-

posed terms to the town of Erbita. Archonidas,

Diod. U4. its cjjiief, opposed the reception of them, but they
*’ ,5’ '

’ were grateful to a majority of the people. Archo-

nidas migrated with those particularly attached

to him, and founded a new state at Alesa, which,

from him, took the name of Archonidium. The

terms proposed by Dionysius were then acceded

to by the Erbitaeans, and they were numbered

among the allies of Syracuse **.

Catana and Naxus, the two principal cities in

Sicily of the Ionian name, were the next objects

of the Syracusan general. He succeeded in nego-

tiation with both, Diodorus says, through corrup-

tion of their generals. Here first we find reported

of him measures of rigor which might give some

countenance to the invective, with which his fame

has been sullied. The adverse party of the Cata-

naean and Naxian people were sold to slayery.

The town of Naxus was destroyed, and its territory

given to the neighboring Sicels. In Catana a

colony of Campanians was established
; the town

and territory probably being given them as pay-

ment for military service, to hold under the

supremacy

" Diodorus says that Dionysius made peace with the

Erbitaeans, after an unsuccessful attempt against them ; but in

a few sentences after he shews that Dionysius’s purpose was
fully answered, as related in the text.
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supremacy ofSyracuse. The historian has omitted seci.
to say what became of that party among the .

IV
~

.

Catanians and Naxians who^had supported their

generals in acceding to the Syracusan terms, but

it may apparently be gathered from what he pro-

ceeds to relate of the Leontines. *The reputation

and the power accruing to Dionysius from his late

successes, and his liberal conduct amid them, seem

to have inablcd the friendly in Lcontini to gain

proselytes to their party, so as to obtain a majority

in the general assembly. The policy of Dionysius

then was the same which wc have seen formerly

practised by Gclon. He abolished the Lcontinc

government, and admitted the people to the rights

of citizens of Syracuse. Excessive virulence of

faction, which appears to have been the common
ground of this policy, may have produced the cir-

cumstances concealed by the historian, or rather

perhaps by those from whom he drew, which

occasioned the rigorous treatment of the adverse

Catanians and Naxians. In a small city, with

contending parties of nearly equal strength, no
man could sleep secure. The removal of the

whole population to such a town as Syracuse,

would remove in a great degree the objects con-

tended for, and a powerful superintending govern-

ment might repress the ebullitions of ordinary

virulence. But Grecian history will give reddily

to conceive a spirit of party so violent, and provo-
cations so immoderate, that nothing less than se-

parating the parties completely could prevent fatal

consequences
; and the general spirit of the policy

of Dionysius, as appears even in the accounts of

writers
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chap, writers so adverse to his fame as those from whom

.
xxx

~
. alone we have report of it, would not lead him to

useless severities
11

.

B.C.40S. To the same adverse pens also we owe all ac-

Dbiu% countof theunexampled prosperity which Syracuse,

<=. >3. under the administration of Dionysius, about this

time attained
;
a prosperity which, even in their

account, sufficiently marks that his administration

must have been, not only able, but liberal, bene-

ficent, and such as altogether clearly infused a

general confidence, both among those living under

it, and among forein states. Nothing, indeed,

among the deficiencies of Sicilian history seems so

much to be regretted as the failure of information

of the measures that produced this prosperity;

which, in the loss of memorials from the parly

friendly to Dionysius, might have remained wholly

hidden from us, but for the evils following from

the revived ambition of Carthage. In relating the

effects of that ambition, and the resistance to it,

some display of the power and resources of Syra-

cuse was unavoidable. It was generally believed,

among the Sicilian Greeks, that a pestilential sick-

ness, desolating Africa, had occasioned the delay

of attack upon them, long ago threatened'. The

Syracusans, alreddy injoying a prosperity which

was the envy of surrounding people, were aware

that,

Diodorus speaks of the selling of the Catanians and
Naxians, as if the whole of both people were sold ; but, as we
have alreddy had frequent occasion to observe, the people, in

the language of party-writers, whom he followed, was a title

' only for those of their own party. That it was so on this

occasion the historian himself shows, for he mentions the

friends of the generals, who were Catanians and Naxians of

the opposite party.
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that, as they had most to lose, so it behoved them

to exert themselves most in guarding against the

impending evil. Powerful as they were among

Grecian states, their inferiority to 'the force of

Carthage was such that defensive war must obvi-

ously be their business, and even the means of

maintaining a siege should be among their first

cares. Pressed by these considerations, they

very generally looked to Dionysius as the only

man who had shown himself qualified, by his ta-

lents and energy, to direct public measures in such

threatening circumstances. Accordingly the au-

thority of general-autocrator, which had been

committed to him for the purpose of quelling

sedition at home, and giving peace to Syracuse

against Grecian enemies, was now continued to

him for the purpose of providing defence against

the formidable forein foe. At what time he lost

his collegue Hipparinus we find no mention ; but

this we gather with certainty that his friendly

connection with the family of Hipparinus remained

uninterrupted, and that, within his party, there

was no schism.

The works that were executed, under his direc-

tion, at the expence of the Syracusan common-

wealth, were of a magnitude before unknown

among Grecian states. Provision had been made,

as we have alreddy seen, for the security of the

iland, with its port, naval arsenal, and citadel, the

last resource in misfortune. It remained to give

safety to the population occupying the three large

quarters of the town on the mainland, which ex-

perience had shown to be very insecure. Dionysius

had

SECT.
IV.
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cha p. had observed that the craggy hill of Epipol®, over-

i
XXX

- hanging the town on the northern side, might either

give the greatest advantage t® a besieging army,

or most effectually prevent a complete blockade.

Toward the country its height was hardly acces-

sible. Its less precipitous parts wanted fortification,

and security for its communication with the rest

of the town was an important point. .The best

military architects of the age, wherever to be

found among Grecian states, were ingaged to de-

sign the plan, and direct the execution. Sixty

thousand Syracusan citizens, if Diodorus might

be credited for the number, gave their voluntary

labor to the business of building only, while another

multitude wrought the stone, and attended six thou-

sand yoke of oxen employed in drawing it. Dio-

nysius, laying aside the severity of manner and

tone of dignity which, in the office of general he

usually assumed, was indefatigable in the difficult

task of directing just arrangement, and preserving

regularity in the distribution of work among such

numbers
;

present wherever difficulty occurred,

careful to provide reddy relief for the tired, and

bearing, together with his friends and associates

in the administration, every hardship, whether

of fatigue or weather, incident to the business

of ordinary overseers. Such zeal altogether was

excited for the accomplishment of the work, that

many of the labourers would not cease with day-

light, but continued their toil through a part of

the night. Thus in twenty days a wall of squared

stones, sufficiently lofty, and of thickness to defv

battering engines, with towers at short intervals,

wa<
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was carried the length of thirty stadia (between sect.

three and four English miles, and then the city was '

—

supposed impregnable. If there is here some

exaggeration of the hands and of the dispatch, the

testimony however to the ability, and still more

to the popularity of Dionysius, is liable to no sus-

picion
r

flie quiet of Syracuse and of Sicily was now so B.C.401

far established, that, for the year following that of
01 94

the fortification of Epipohe, distinguished by the

expedition of the younger Cyrus against his brother

the

31 The* fortifying of Kpipola* having been not only popular,

hut a work effected only through an uncommon amount of'po-

pularity, it is obvious that the previous fortifying of the iland

could not have been the result of tyranny, or any indication of

it. Diodorus has had no purpose of deception, or lie would
have reversed the order of his story

; for had lie related that

Dionysius, having acquired an undeserving popularity, first led

the people to approve and promote zealously the fortifying of

hpipolae, and then, throwing oil' the mask, had fortified the

iland to seeme the tyranny, it would have been so far notin-
consistent

;
but the incongruity of the contrary course is such,

that it seems to he accounted ior only hy the probable suppo-

sition, that Diodorus followed one writer for one transaction,

and another writer for the other.

Rollin has been exceedingly puzzled by the utter discordance
of numerous facts, repotted by Diodorus and Plutarch, with
the invective against Dionysius, in which those writers abound.
To make his own narrative consistent, it was necessary to

chuse between them, or it would be impossible not to contra-

dict the character he lias given of the. tyrant by report of his

actions. Whether tragical effect then allured, or he was in

any degree biassed by a disposition to decry monarchy, which
long ago began to infect men of letters in France’ he has
adopted all the invective and omitted most of the good actions

reported of Dionysius
; but he could not omit all without

leaving his narrative offensively bare, so that he has not at last

avoided greater inconsistency. Indeed, in this part of his work
we no longer see the faithful and even judicious historian,
which he has shown himself in his account of the earlier times
of the republics.
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chap, the king of Persia, we find no transaction within

,

xxx
-

. the iland recorded
;
and for the year after again,

only a work of peace and prosperity, the founding

of a town by Dionysius, at the foot of mount

iEtna, which, from a temple of some previous

fame there, was called Adranum. That prospe-

rity, which afterward became remarkable among

the Sicilian Greek cities in general, alreddy thus

overflowing in Syracuse, seems to have been, in

this season of leisure, extending itself, with the

popularity and consequent power of Dionysius, tho

in progress, as commonly happens, it escaped the

notice of historians. The extent of his power,

and of his popularity, to which he owed his

power, is marked by Diodorus in the title which

he attributes to him where he reports the extraor-

dinary works which confessedly his popularity in

Syracuse inabled him to accomplish there. He
calls him not simply tyrant of Syracuse, but tyrant

of the Sicilian G reeks 3+
.

Nevertheless those violent partizans of the ad-

ministration of Diodes and Daphnaeus, now in

exile, whom no invitation could conciliate, no

generosity soften, had been, with the merit, at

least, of courage, zeal, and activity, not wholly

unsuccessful

94 *0 T«r EtKiXitiTMP Tupawo;. Diod. 1 . 14. c. 11. The Greeks
distinguished between IjxiTuutik and EtxiXof, the former mean-
ing always a Greek, and the latter the old Sicel inhabitants of

the iland, who were not Greeks; a distinction in which the

Latin language failed. Diodorus seems to have given titles

as he found them in the works from which he gathered,

where they would vary according to the author's party. His
most common description of Dionysius is ‘ tyrant of the Syra-

cusans/ but sometimes he substitutes the title of dynast,

Evfmwrfai hi&rm. 1. 14. c. 103. & 107.
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unsuccessful in exciting enemies to the now florish-

ing government of Syracuse. The ruling party in

Rhegium, one of the most powerful of the Italian

Greek towns, appears always to have favored their

cause. The Rhegians were a mixed people,

Dorian and Ionian; and, as by their Dorian

blood they esteemed themselves allied to the

Syracusans, so by their Ionian, derived from

Chalcidians of Euboea, they held as kinsmen the

expelled Naxians and Catanians. Common mis-

fortune then uniting the Dorian exiles from Syra-

cuse, and the Ionian from Naxus and Catana,

their joint influence decided the Rhegian people

to assert their common cause against the existing

Syracusan government, and especially against

Dionysius, as a tyrant, whose growing power it

behoved them, for their own security, to check

before it became irresistible. In the neighboring

city of Messena a large majority were satisfied

w ith the Syracusan alliance
;
but some men who

held leading situations undertook, througli what

appears to have been really a conspiracy, to bring

their state to connection with Rhegium against

Syracuse.

Matters being concerted, the Rhegian army

crossed the strait into Sicily, to the amount, accord-

ing to Diodorus, of six thousand foot and six hun-

dred horse, a fleet of fifty triremes attending. The

Messenian leaders, aware of the unpopularity of

war with Syracuse, and fearing, even now, to pro-

pose it in the general assembly, ventured, with the

authority of office alone, to order the people under

arms.

SECT.
iv.

Cli. 5. s.

of this Iliit.
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chap. arms. The order was obeyed; about four thou-

J^X
' sand foot and four hundred horse marched, and

thirty triremes joined the Rhegian fleet.

On the march, however, before they reached

the Messenian border, opportunity occurring for

communication, the dissatisfaction generally felt

at the arbitrary conduct of their generals and

magistrates was made known from one to another,

and at length the army assumed to itself to be the

popular assembly, whose authority the generals

and magistrates had taken upon themselves to

supersede. Laomedon, the principal speaker on

the occasion, urged so impressively both the ille-

gality of the order for their assembling and march-

ing, and the inexpediency of the proposed war,

that the resolution was taken to refuse obedience

to the generals, and to return home. The mea-

sure was executed as soon as resolved upon. The

Rhegian chiefs, disappointed thus of their expected

support, no longer hoped to prevail against the

power of Syracuse, and ministers from both cities

were sent to treat of accommodation. Dionysius,

following still a wise and liberal policy, reddily

forgave, and persuaded the Syracusan people to

forgive, the injurious conduct of the Rhegian

Many and the Messenian Few. The historian's

silence implies that no severity was insisted on,

even against the refugees, those inveterate enemies

who excited the mischief. His whole account of

the treaty is comprized in three words of large

expression, ‘ Peace was made.’ The result ap-

pears to have been that the influence of the

Syracusan
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Syracusan government, under the administration

of Dionysius, or in the phrase which has been

commonly used to express a similar influence of

the Athenian and Lacedemonian governments, the

Syracusan empire, was extended very generally

over the Grecian towns of Italy; and thence

Dionysius, in his capacity of autocrator-general of

Syracuse, has been called sometimes tyrant, and

sometimes king of Sicily and Italy.

SECT.
iv.

VOL. VII. H
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CHAPTER XXXI.

Affairs of the Sicilian and Italian Greek
Critics, from the Establishment of the Syra-

cusan Empire to the Death of Dionysius.

SECTION I.

Motives and Preparations for War with Carthage. Marriage

of Dionysius with the Daughter of Xcnctus of Locri. In-

jurious Treatment of the Carthaginian Subjects in the

Grecian Towns. Successful beginning of the War .

T II E whole Grecian interest in Sicily being

thus placed in circumstances of tranquility

and prosperity, each city holding its separate

popular government under the superintendency of

the Syracusan administration, and the confederacy

strengthened by extension to the Italian cities,

alarm nevertheless remained and was increasing

from the power and the policy, the liberal and

seducing policy, of Carthage. For tho it appears

that the advantages were great, and among the

Greeks uncommon, which the administration of

Dionysius provided for the Sicilian towns within

the Grecian line, yet numbers of Greeks were

induced by greater advantages, or more flattering

hopes, offering in the towns under the Cartha-

ginian dominion, to establish themselves there.

It is interesting to find from a prejudiced adver-

sary, for such Diodorus was, to the Carthaginians

as w’ell as to Dionysius, this substantial and

unsuspicious
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unsuspicious testimony to the liberality and (rood skct.

faith of a great people, whose fair fame, not pro- ]' »

bably exempt from real stain, has however suffered

singularly from invidious and base detraction.

llad the history of Philistus remained to us,

we should probably have gained information of

other circumstances which induced or impelled

Dionysius to disturb the tranquility, to check the?

prosperity, and to risk the utter overthrow of the

Grecian interest in Sicily by beginning war with

Carthage. In the want of this there might appear

some wildness of unjustifiable ambition in the

measure, if the omission of Diodorus, and all

other writers, to impute any blame to him on the

occasion, did not carry with it strong implication

that they had nowhere found any imputed, and

that none was imputable.

Carthage, according to Diodorus, was still weak, w«i. t u.

frorrt the pestilence which had widely desolated
( V

Africa; and there has, throughout the Sicilian

Creek towns, a strong disposition to ingage in the

war, with a desire that Syracuse should take the 1 -h

lead in it, and that Dionysius, who was universally

popular, should command the forces. Thus, in

the avowal of his enemies, there appears to have

been enough to invite ambition. Put there was

probably farther cause. The power of Carthage,

growing abroad by policy, even during its weak-

ness at home, could not but hold out incourage-

ment to ambition for those who obtained the

direction of it. Meanwhile the Greek cities, the

more they florished, were, under popular govern-

ment, the more difficult to be kept in order. If

n 2 then
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chap, then popular discontent grew, as the historian’s

'—v—> account indicates, at the migrations to the Car-

thaginian towns, war might have followed from

the indiscretion of some one state, which must in

the end have involved all, or left the Grecian

interest weakened by the loss of one or more

members, which would have indangered all.

But whatever were the aggregate considerations,

Dionysius resolved to use the concurring oppor-

tunities of the weakened state of Carthage and his

own popularity in Sicily, with the general dispo-

sition of the Sicilian Greeks toward the measure,

for attacking rather than await 'attack. He did

not however involve his country in a measure of

so much hazard, without the most careful circum-

spection, and the most diligent exertion of his

own uncommon abilities in preparation. From all

Oiod i 14. parts of Sicily, Italy, Greece, and even from the

Carthaginian dominions, were invited men of sci-

ence to devise and direct, and artizans to execute,

whatever might give superiority to the Syracusan

armies and fleets. All the porticoes or public

galleries, all the gymnasia or places of exercise,

and even the vestibules and opisthodomes of the

temples, were filled w ith such men and their works.

Two great improvements in the antient art of war,

one for the land service and one for the sea,

according to Diodorus, had hence their origin.

That artillery which afterward so much promoted

the victories of the Roman armies, machinery for

shooting darts and stones of size far beyond the

strength of man’s arm to throw (Diodorus calls it

the catapeltic) was now either invented, or first

perfected.
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perfected, so as to be valuable for practice. Diony-

sius is said bin>self to have devised the last great

improvement of the antient marine. Holding to

the principle of the trieris or trireme, hitherto the

most powerful vessel of war, against which no

other could stand in contest, by an improved

application of it, he added still two benches or

oars on each side of the galley. Thenceforw ard

the trireme could no longer resist the impulse,

superior both by w eight and swiftness, of the pen-

teris or quinquereinc. Timber was brought from

./Etna, whose sides, at this day nearly bare, then

abounded with pine ;
and from Italy, a country

vet all’ording in plenty the finest oak, of which

France, partly owing to greater population, partly

to its colder winters, requiring larger supply of

fewcl, has been long exhausted. Syracuse pos-

sessed a hundred and ten ships of war. These

were put under repair, and the construction of

two hundred more, some of the superior rate, was

at once undertaken. Alreddy a hundred and fifty

receptacles, for securing the ships of the republic

from injuries of weather, a sort of larger boat-

houses, were among the conveniencies of the

naval arsenal. To make the increased strength

of the navy lasting, a hundred and fifty of superior

construction, and mostly capable each of con-

taining two ships, were now added. Syracusun

citizens were appointed to make half the com-

plement of this great fleet ;
the other half it was

proposed to supply by mercenaries.

While these things, under favor of a most extra-

ordinary zeal among the Syracusan people, were

h 3 proceeding

SECT.
l.

B.C. 398.
<41 95 f-
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chap, proceeding rapidly, Dionysius directed his view

diligently to all the Greek towns of Sicily and

Italy, and was generally successful in cultivating

their friendship”. His greatest anxiety, as his

greatest difficulty, was to secure the fidelity of

Messena and llhegium to the common cause of

the Greeks
;
having great reason to suspect that

the party in those towns, connected with the

Syracusan refugees, would not scruple to join the

Carthaginians 36
. lie succeeded with the Mcs-

senians by giving them a considerable tract of

land (from whom acquired the historian hath not

said) as an addition to their territory. No similar

opportunity being open for cultivating popularity

among the Rhegians, he proposed to form a

connection

1

35 Diodorus, in liis account of preparation for war with
Carthage, drops many strong expressions, showing the popu-
larity of Dionysius in Syracuse and throughout the Greek
towns of Sicily, and the general zeal to act under his orders ;

Attuvtuv <mv$opTuv rthtaui to reruypiyov woMw pip eptg

iymro roffaim (nrcihj Tof? heTFETTruxn
,

]. 14. c. l8.
'Lv[A.frpo^v^tjVfA.tvuv tup 'Zvpaxovawy rij rov Aiovvaiov vgoaipsrti,
7roX\r)v avv&aivt yencrQou rw p*AoTipiap, C. 41. Tvyxaraivovq

rovg XvpccKoua-toi^ C. 45 - Tu7g xara rw vriaov vroXicri

(p^av^purrug wgocritpipiTo, ryv tvmnav, airup Uxahovptpog, C. 44.
Svnrpat'TBvovTQ yap airu vpoQv/ji.us clwamg, c. 47. 'These sen-
timents, if they were his own, or these expressions, whence-
soever borrowed, arc evidently of a different source from
the obloquy with which he abounds against Dionysius. It

seems as it he hud quite forgotten his loregoing assertion that
the Syracusans showed themselves reddy to bear anything
rather than obey the tyrant.

We cannot but give credit to Diodoms lor so honestly
confessing that his favorite party was guilty of that very
crime which he so repeatedly and so inconsistently imputes
to Dionysius. The confession is explicit enough : Tot'j cU
Vriyivovi te xat Meo-o-ijvicic opup Iko.v\j ttvvafjnv t^turaq aiyrtrayf/.it^v,,
«foft&iTo fftj vort rSw KapXr&yim fu&uplu, E f5 Z^stiap, ixifroif

VfoaOmrui.
.

A K May ayvnui 0 Aigi&tio;, 101; Mot-jogi; e^ke
ttoMw t r,i 'jfxipoi x*f

uv, i^iovg atWc KaiaaKtvatup %a7g titp-
} T • r _

* r
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connection of interest with tlicm in a very different

way.

We have already hail occasion to notice that

republican jealousy which restrained social com-

munication among the Greeks, and, especially by

the interdiction of marriage between those of dif-

ferent republics, insulated the people of each, and

made all more than is common between great

nations, even of different languages, foreiners to

each other. Such illiberal jealousy, and every

prejudice tending to produce it, could not but

operate to the hindrance of the political union

necessary to maintain a nation in independency,

and especially necessary now to support the

Grecian interest in Sicily against the threatening

superiority of Carthage. It seems to have been

with a view to prepare for. a union of the Sicilian

and Italian Greek cities, that Dionysius proposed

to set an example for diffusing family connections

among them. Whether the Olynthians, in their

yet infant confederacy, gave the example, or

whether they owed it to Dionysius, is a question

involved in the same obscurity with many much

more important, which occur to reasonable cu-

riosity, about both the Olynthian and Syracusan

governments. Nearly twenty years however before

that war which produced the overthrow of the

Olynthian confederacy, and gave occasion to all

the information remaining to us concerning it,

Dionysius made a formal application to the Rhegian i)i«d. i.

people for permission for himself to marry the sin3>. i. 6.

7

daughter of a Rhegian citizen. Without having

observed how unusual the thing was among the B,on -

h 4 Greeks,
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chap. Greeks, it might appear to us equally strange that
XXXI.

8ucjj application should have beep, necessary, and

that it should have met, as we are assured it did,

with a denial. But tho it was in Rhegium that he

particularly desired to cultivate an interest, yet he

might promote his general purpose by taking a

wife from any of the principal Italian Greek cities.

Applying therefore at Locri, he found more libe-

rality. Nevertheless there, equally as at Rhegium,

the people were to be assembled, and their decree

was to authorize the permission. This being

obtained, Xenetus, the most illustrious of the

Locrians, reddily betrothed his daughter, Doris,

to Dionysius. While all the writers from whom we

have mention of these remarkable transactions

call Dionysius tyrant of Syracuse, every circum-

stance in their report indicates a studied deference

to popular government.

Dionysius also married Aristomache daughter

of Hipparinus, the most illustrious, wealthy, and

powerful of the Syracusans, his collegue in the

high office of captain-general. The story seems

to have been some ages after popular, that he mar-

ried both these ladies on the same day
;
but tho

adopted both by Diodorus and Plutarch, whose

prejudices it suited, it appears highly improbable.

The marriage with the daughter of his collegue,

the first man of Syracuse in family dignity, if

no prejudices were shocked, if offence of no kind

were given by peculiar circumstances attending it,

would of course carry those advantages which one

in the situation of Dionysius would seek. The

extension of nuptial connection, to other cities

also.
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also, tho against the general habits and prejudices sect.

of the Greeks of his own day, was but a revival of -—^

what was enough known to have been the practice

of their forefathers of the heroic ages ; and a great

and liberal policy is obvious in it, such as, accord-

ing to all accounts, would be likely to be the

policy of Dionysius. The writers who report this

bigamy mention no violence attending it, no

offence taken at it. On the contrary, we learn

from them that the families of both the ladies con-

tinued to be always upon good terms with Dio-

nysius; that by one match he actually strength-

ened his interest in Syracuse, and by the other, in

Italy. We learn from them also that children

followed immediately his marriage with the Lo-

crian lady, and, not till after some years, another

family came by the daughter of Ilipparinus. It

seems then altogether every way probable that

Doris, the mother of the younger Dionysius, was

dead before the nuptials took place with Aristo-

mache, mother of the younger Ilipparinus; and

that the story of the bigamy originated, from some-

thing perhaps at lirst loosely said, in the violence

of the party heat which we shall see, some years

alter the death of the elder Dionysius, afflicted

Syracuse, and through Syracuse, all the Grecian

interest in Sicily 17
.

Another imputation against Dionysius seems

better

.17 Should it be reckoned that a supposition howsoever sup-

ported by probabilities, ought not to he maintained against

the positive assertions of Diodorus and Plutarch, with what-

ever improbabilities embarrassed, unless some warrant ol

antient authority can he found, I would refer to C ornelius

Xepos. whose account of Dionysius appears clearly to involve

a viitual contradiction of the bigamy.
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chap, better founded, being in some degree confirmed by
XXXI

'
1 the venerable Athenian rhetorician his cotempo-

rary, Isocrates. Like Themistocles, a love of

splendor was the weakness of his great mind.

Probably however this has been exaggerated ; tho

the gilt galley which is said to have brought one

bride from Locri, and the chariot with four white

horses, which conducted the other from the house

of her own family in Syracuse, imply nothing that

will appear to the modern reader either very in-

vidious or very extraordinary. We might therefore

excuse the writers, who dwell on these matters,

their omission of all information about the sources

of private income which could supply the magni-

ficence, if they would have given us some account

of the public revenue which afforded means for

the vast preparations, naval and military, at the

same time made, and incouragement to undertake

the various expences of the arduous war to insue.

But on this interesting subject also the information

remaining is unfortunately defective. Such as it

is, it may be best reserved for future notice.

According to the explicit declaration of Dio-

dorus himself, Dionysius was, at this time, in no

shape or degree tyrant, in the antient, any more

than in the modern sense of the word. The guard

for his person, formerly decreed by the people,

was evidently but a temporary resource, usual

among the Grecian democracies, and which the

Diod.i. 14- necessity of the moment justified. As general of
t18.41.45-

repUi)lic, now without a guard, and without

any pomp, he superintended the business of the

fortifications, the dockyards, and the armories,

conversing
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conversing familiarly with the artizans, receiving sec i

those of superior merit at his table, inciting thus a [' .

zeal and diligence of which even his enemies spoke

with wonder, commanding general respect through

meer superiority of character, and establishing a

popularity such as Grecian history nowhere else

exhibits, not even in the great Pericles. In cir- B.c.398.

cumstances thus favorable, preparations being

sufficiently forward, by virtue of his office he sum- c 45 *

rnoned the people to assemble, and proposed war

with Carthage :

4
It was a war,

1

he said,
4 not of

4 ambition, but truly of self-defence, to which the

4
critically advantageous opportunities of the ino-

k ment invited. For that ambitious republic was
4

yet weak through the ravages of the pestilence,

4 and its command over the conquered Grecian
4

cities, loosely held, might, by a vigorous effort,

4 be snatched from it. But its purposes of con-
4

quest, necessarily intermitted, were not aban-
4 doned, and the means of opposing them, which
4

the present moment offered, if now neglected,

4 might never recur.’ The Syracusan people, pre-

disposed to the sentiments of their general, assented

with zeal, and the decree for war was voted*
8

.

On

TvfjLirpoQvfAoVfiEvvv kccI to/> Zvfaxovffivv tv) tou AiGWfftoy

jrpoanpsVn, x. t. a. C. \\,

The incongruity into which Diodorus has here been led,

apparently in collecting narrative of fact from one writer and

invective against Dionysius from others, is often curious, and

not least so here. After declaring that the government. <>l

Syracuse, under Dionysius, was perfectly mild and highly

popular, ATrmGtTo yap% to irittpov rvq typam^o?, xai, ^ETa£aA-

Ao/xsko? 1 i; tTUiiy.nocVj (J)&stifQguiroTi£OV vnuTiret’/iAituii.

Tot,yy crt-yxaTa* vovq Toy? Lvgax 0-4/5 1

k
h:'l tile

gcncial y.cal to obey his directions and gratify his wishes was

e\traf »'liiiai y, c. 1

8

; that the mildno^ oj government was

extended
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chap. On the dismissal of the assembly then, after

l

XXXL
, having thus exercised their soverein authority in

legal form, the ill-thinking many, feeling their

power above law, with heated minds, would exer-

cise it in their own way. Many Carthaginian

traders, residing in Syracuse, had large property in

their warehouses, and many Carthaginian vessels

richly laden, were in the harbour. Warehouses were

forced, vessels were boarded, and Carthaginian

property, wherever found, was the prey of un-

principled rapacity. This violence of the Syra-

cusans was as a signal for the other Grecian towns

of Sicily
;
and in many places the people, not

confining themselves to robbery, treated the per-

sons of the Carthaginian traders and residents

with wanton and extreme cruelty. It was not

indeed

extended to all, without distinction of party ;
that all the

citizens were armed ; that Dionysius avoided to use the au-

thority of his office for ingaging mercenary troops, till the mo-

ment when they were wanted against the forein enemy; and,

finally, that the great object of all his preparations was war

with Carthage; after all this the historian proceeds to tell us,

that Dionysius owed his power in Syracuse to liis army of

mercenaries and the support of Carthage ; that the Syracusans

acceded to the proposal made by him for war with Carthage,

because they hated the Carthaginians for supporting him, and

because they hoped that, as Dionysius allowed them amis, the

chance of war would furnish opportunity for recovering their

liberty.

The inconsistencies of Diodorus, where the thread of his-

tory depends upon his narrative, are often very vexatiously

perplexing, and, in liis general business of abridging, he rarely

avoids some confusion ; but still more, whenever he undertakes

to compound, a mass of incongruity is apt to result. Never-

theless as in copying he seems always to have been faithful,

not only he shows often plainly what a more artful writer,

with his prejudices, would have concealed, but sometimes he

furnishes a thread’s end, discoverable on careful examination,

to help toward some unravelling of his incongruities. Such

a th read’s
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indeed the proper soverein that did this
;

for then

only the people, in a regular democracy, were

properly soverein, when they were assembled ac-

cording to law, and voted according to law ; but

it was so large a portion of those in whom the

soverein power was, without limitation by the

constitution vested, that restraint upon them was

impossible. Diodorus, who, with the too com-

monly illiberal spirit of both Greek and Homan
patriotism, seems rather to have approved the

villany, allows Dionysius credit for a share in it

no farther than that he took no effectual measures

of prevention.

This gross violation of the law of nations and

of common honesty did not immediately lead to

actual war. Probably some negotiation followed,

and

SECT.
1.

a thread's end appears in his observation, that the Syracusans
hoped, willi the possession :>f arms, to lind, among the chances
of war, opportunity for recovering their liberty : "HXtrifo*

iavrovq, KvgitvrarTas 0ir'Kav* lot* rj xattgo*, u*Tt\rnj/tQcu r*tf

Applied to the Syracusans generally, there is no
guessing what this can mean in any connection with what has
preceded : it is as incongruous as the notion that Dionysius
depended upon Carthage for his power in Syracuse, while he
was taking measures for war with Carthage, and that he would
quarrel with his supporteis to give opportunity for resistance

to his dominion. llut if we take the term Syracusans to mean
only the relics of that party in Syracuse which had been so

obstinately and bitterly opposing him, who, in the way of

party, would call ihemsehes eminently the Syracusans; and if

we Lake the term liberty to mean, as it so generally did, the

power and prevalence of the party
; then the observation will

be found probably just ; and the inference will be that num-
bers of the adverse party were yet living in Syracuse, and that

all w'ere trusted with arms. Combining it then with what
precedes, we gather, that while all joined in pretending union

in political sentiment with the majority of their felluwcitizens,

and satisfaction with the government administered by Diony-
sius, the gall of party remained in their minds, and they were

still always reddy for sedition.
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chat and some apology was made by the government

'

xxxt
. for the lawless violence of the populace, tho

Diodorus says no more than that Dionysius con-

sidered of sending ministers to Carthage. In the

B.C. 397. next spring a herald was sent formally to announce

uiod
5

i

3
l 4 .

to the Carthaginian government the decree of the

*• 47 - Syracusan people for war
;
proposing, as the only

condition on which it might be avoided, the re-

nuntiation of all claim over Grecian towns in

Sicily. This minister, notwithslandingthe atrocious

conduct of the Greeks, was received by the Car-

thaginian government as became the government

of a civilized and great people. He was allowed

to deliver the writing he bore to the executive

magistrates, who regularly communicated the con-

tents to the senate and the popular assembly.

Deliberation was held on the contents: the proposal

was rejected, and the herald was dismissed.

«. 47 On the return of the herald to Syracuse, regular

war began. The forces of all the Greek cities,

of the eastern part of the iland, were assembled

under Dionysius, as commander-in-chief, and

marched by the southern coast; a fleet of two

hundred ships of war and five hundred store-

vessels attending. The measure had been pre-

pared for by well-conducted negotiation among

the towns over which the authority or influence of

Carthage had been extended, so that all were

prepared to concur in the Grecian cause. The

strength of Camarina, Gela, and Agrigentum,

joined Dionysius as he passed
;
that of Himera

crossed the iland to meet him. Even Selinus was

gained, and the Sieels seem to have contributed

largely

53
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largely to swell his numbers, which are said to sect.

have amounted to eighty thousand foot, with more <.

than three thousand horse. The purpose was evi-

dently no less than to drive out the Carthaginians,

and make Sicily completely a Grecian iland. At

the approach of so formidable a force, no succour

appearing at hand, all the Sican tribes hastened

to make submission, and the town of Eryx sur-

rendered on the first summons. Motya, however,

prepared for firm resistance. This town, singu-

larly well built, strong by situation on a small

iland, connected with the main by a causeway six

furlongs in length, was the principal residence of

the wealthy traders of Carthage in Sicily. Diony-

sius, having disposed everything for the siege, left

the prosecution of it, with a sufficient landforce, to

his brother Leptincs, commander-in-chief of the

fleet, while, with the main body of his army, he

marched to collect plunder; which, to his owrn

day, from those of Homer, had continued to be

generally not less a measure of necessity for main-

taining an invading army, than of policy for dis-

tressing the enemy. Having overrun, without

resistance, the territories of Ancyne, Solus, Egesta,

Panormus, and Entella, he returned to press the

siege of Motya.

It appears that Dionysius had not less well i>iod. i. m-

chosen his time than well arranged his measures.
' 4/

Carthage was not yet prepared to meet his extra-

ordinary exertions. But Imilcon, again appointed

commander-in-chief for the Sicilian war, showed

no small degree of spirit and ability in the con-

duct of an inferior force against him. Instead of

pressing
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pressing to the point attacked, while he could give

no effectual relief, he sent ten ships to surprize the

Diod. 1. 14. harbour of Syracuse itself, while the fleet was

absent, and the bold attempt succeeded. Much

shipping was destroyed, and the assailing squadron

withdrew little injured. Probably he hoped for

greater effect from his success. But Dionysius

was too well assured of the people at home, too

well prepared with his plans abroad, and alto-

gether too firm to his purpose to be diverted

from it, as Diodes had formerly been from the

relief of Ilimera. Imilcon then, having collected

a hundred ships, resolved to attempt- the relief of

Motya. But for this also management and sur-

prize were necessary; he could not yet face the

Grecian fleet at sea. But he found opportunity

to fall upon a detached division of it at anchor, of

which he destroyed a part, and disabled most of

the rest. Seizing then the favoring moment, he

boldly pushed into the harbour, where, according

to the usual way of the antients, the rest of the

gallies of war were hauled upon the beach. All

the ability of Dionysius was wanted, so complete

was the surprize, to repel this well-conducted

attack upon a very superior fleet, within reddy

reach of support, from a powerful landforce. His

resource, instead of risking to launch his gallies,

and get his crews aboard amid the tumult of

action, was to bring his landforce, supported by

his new engine, the catapelt, down to the shore

;

and under cover of these to drag his vessels to

the other side of the causeway, where his crews

might be collected and naval action prepared for,

in
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in some leisure. His engine is said to have been 8$ct.

ofgreat service, by the execution it did, and still .

* r

more by the alarm of the enemy at a power so

new to them. Imilcon, disappointed in his daring

attack by the effect of this new implement of war,

and by the mode of retreat adopted by Dionysius,

and justly judging it imprudent to wait till so

superior a naval force could be brought round

against him, withdrew, and returned to Africa.

The Motyenes, thus left to their own strength,

defended the place through the summer. Toward

winter, through the improved art of Dionysius,

seconded by abundant force, it was carried by D ’"
' 1 1 '•»

assault. The cruelty of the Sicilian Greeks then
C ‘>J

spared neither age nor sex. By the confession of

their fellowcountryman and panegyrist Diodorus,

it was enormous. Dionysius exerted himself to

restrain it, but every attempt to interfere, directly

by authority, proved vain. Nevertheless, not aban-

doning his humane purpose, he sent heralds around,

proclaiming to the troops, that the plunder of tlie

town, from which their rage for blood had hitherto

diverted their attention, was theirs, and at the same

time directing the wretched suppliants and fugi-

tives to the temples which the Greeks were most

likely tq respect. Thus a miserable remnant of the

Motyenes was saved from slaughter, but only to

be sold to slavery. Some Greeks, found bearing

arms for the Carthaginians, were crucified.

Dionysius seems to have had little credit with

his fellowcountrymen for his humanity toward their

enemies, but his liberality and judgement in re-

warding merit, wherever it had been conspicuous
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<4H ap. in his own army, were acknowleged. Having

'—1—-< arranged otlier matters, lie trusted the care of

Motya to a garrison composed mostly of Sicels,

but under a Syracusan commander. A hundred

and twenty ships of war were left under the orders

of his brother Leptines, with a landforce-for the

blockade of Entella and Egesta. With the rest

of the army and fleet he returned home for the

winter.

SECTION II.
*

Great Prr]>arations of Carthage. Campain in Sicily.

Destruction of Mcsscna.

If Dionysius, in beginning the war under no more

pressure of immediate necessity than Diodorus

has stated, may appear to have miscalculated the

resources of Carthage, w e ought not perhaps there-

fore to think lightly of his abilities or foresight.

Political arithmetic then had not the grounds

which the circumstances of modern Europe afford,

and even in modern Europe events have often

B.C.396. baffled all previous calculation. In the spring
01 gi 4

1 1
.

^
following the taking of Motya, the Carthaginian

government had collected a force greater than was

Dio,i. 1 . 14. probably supposed within their means. Diodorus

has been desirous of credit for the report, which
’ made the troops for the Sicilian war three hun-

dred thousand foot and four thousand horse; tho

he confesses that the cotemporary Sicilian writer,

Timseus, reckoned the army which passed from

Africa only one hundred thousand, strengthened

however afterward by thirty thousand Sicilians.

Imilcon, still the commander, was raised on the

e- 54

occasion
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occasion to a dighity fitoiliar to the Carthaginian sect.

constitution, which the Greeks often expressed by ^

n
' -

their term which corresponds with their title of

King”.

While this great armament was yet preparing,

Dionysius opened the campain by marching again

to the western end of the iland, and repeating or

extending piun^?and waste of the territories yet

holding for'Carriage. The Halicya;ans obviated i>io<i.i. 14.

the evil by offers of submission, which were ac-
* 54

cepted. The collection of booty having been

carried as far as conveniently might ffe, he sat

down before Egesta, of which it was much his

object to become master. But the garrison w'as

determined, and the operations of the siege were

greatly checked by a well-conducted sally, in

which lire was SO spred about the station of the

cavalry of the besieging army, that most of the

horses perished by the flames 40
.

Meanwhile the passage of the Carthaginians to
Ci 55 -

Sicily had difficulties peculiar to the antient naval

system. Th^ships of war and the ships of burden,

from the wide difference in their construction,

were ill qualified to keep company. The former,

long ships, as they were called, all row-gallies,

• could

* Isocrates says, that in Carthage, as in Lacedaemon, the

civil government was oligarchal, the military kingly. Ni-

cocles, p. 118, t. i.

44 T3» imrSat Si Tali cricv'z'f ovy*aTmavinvut. Rho-

doman lias ventured to render yrwitit, by the word equorum

.

Wesseling has ill altered this by substituting tquitum. The

difficulty of saving horses from fire surrounding them is well

known ; and it seems little doubtful but the copy of the origi-

nal, and not the translation, wanted correction.
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hap. could go any way at pleasuteiaa calm; but %
wind the most direct in their course, unless very

moderate, was formidable. On the contraiy the

latter, round ships, as the Greeks termed them, in

form approaching our vessels for ocean naviga-

tion, wanted wind, and could bear it. Imilcon

sailed with a favoring breeze, suiting both his long

ships and his round ships, and'it, was the more

necessary for them to hold company on account

of the extreme deficiency of bunlen of the long

ships, which denied room for almost the smallest

quantity ofstores. But the wind shortly,$ncreased,

so that the ships of war could no longer safelv

keep their course. The fleet therefore separated.

The ships of war, bending eastward, ranged the

African shore
;
which, with shelter from the blast,

gave them also smooth water. The ships of bur-

den, meanwhile, profited from the gale to cross

the deep. But, to reach the Carthaginian harbours

of Sicily, all on the northern coast, they must pass

Motya, now the station of the Grecian fleet; and

in the want of the compass it was hazardous not

to assure themselves of their course by sight of

the western promontory, before they turned east-

ward for Panormus, their appointed port. To
see they must of course risk being s'een, and

Dionysius, watchful, at all points, obtained intel-

ligence that they were approaching, unprotected

by ships of war. Leptines, with a reddy squadron,

hastened to intercept them. Had the weather

fallen calm, he might* probably have given an
important check to the Carthaginian expedition.

Adverse as the roughness of the sea was to his

operations,
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operations, he sunk#f$p of theahips by the stroke s E c t.

of the beak, bute||#gBeater part sailed from him >

—

with ease. On h§» j&rst abatement of the wind,

Imilcon followed with a force too great for the

Greeks to meet, and he joined his transports and

storeships in the harbour of Panormus.

The very fame of the arrival; of such a force

made a great change in Sicily. The fidelity of

the Sicans to their new ingagements with the Sy-

racusans was at once stiaken; the Halicyacans

hastened to, atone for their recent defection by

demonstration of zeal to renew their aonnection

with C^hage.- These advantages having thus

accrued without effort, Imilcon directed his first

measures to the recovery of Motya, critically

situated for communication with the African shore,

or, in an enemy’s hands, to prevent communica-

tionbetween that shore and all the Carthaginian

possessions in Sicily. Dionysius was still pressing

the siege of Egesta. ImUcon passing almost in

sight of that place, in. marching to Motya, gave

him no disturbance. Hasty decision by battle

was not necessary to either general, as commonly

amongthfhtde republics of Greece; and Imilcon,

not lefts thanBionysius, seems to have been aware

of a superior modeof warfare.

• Bat the verysuperior force of the Carthaginians,

by'sea and by toad; while the people of the west-

ern end of Sicily, always disposed to a preference

of the Carthaginiap to the Grecian connection,

, wanted only* such incouffigement to declare it, at

once reduced .Dionysius t<v§reat- difficulties. .He

could not relieve Motya without a battle, in a

r , country
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CHAP, country now, to^great ^pt bostile, against a

force which he could not |jp%*ly attack. The

reduction of Egesta,' if he mjgjf Hope for it, would

no longer answer his former views. The Sicans

having universally declared for the Carthaginians,

some of the Sicel tribes would be likely to join

the rising power,, and, in ell the Grecian towns,

the party adverse to the existing administration,

a party which, as we have seen, in some places,

held communication with the Carthaginians, would

be moving. Under these and probably still other

considerations, Dionysius resolved to raise the

siege of Egesta ;
and leaving Motya to its fate, in

whose garrifon. pf Sicels perhaps hejiad no perfect

confidence, to di^ct his more immediate care to

the eastern parts of the iland. Motya then%oon

yielded to the Carthaginian arms ;
nor is any

retaliation for the cruelties exercised there by the

Greeks, imputed by the Greek historians.

Diod.i. 14. Frje communication witli Carthage being thus

*
restored, Imilcon resolved to proceed, as imme-

diately as conveniently might be, against Syracuse

itself, whose fall would involve that of all the rest

of Sicily. The situation of the Cardia^^ pos-

sessions led him to take the road of^henOrlhern

coast, on which they extended near half the length

of the Hand. His vast fleeV attemled thepotion^,

of his army. Th* submission ofJlimera, offered

on his approach, was favorably received. Cepha-

ledion, Solus, and some other small places, were

little capable of resistance.^. All the northern coast

„

of the iland fell to him^almost without a blow, and

the Messenians at its extremity, debated whether

to
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to follow the exaindMf Hitaafc After warm srct.

contest,the resoltrtiipS^feresist pfevailed.
^

J—

'

This resolution KtjUfer seems to have been

founded on no just consideration of means. Long

Jll-gbverned, and distracted by party, Messenawas

Vety deficiently fortified. • On the westdi side

indeed, by which the Carthaginians approached,

themountain’ ridge of Peloris formed a very

advantageous rampart, leaving only one practicable

pass, another Thermopyte/against the sea. . That

pass was occupied, but to little purposepfor Tmil- ra«u ,4.

coil, halting his armyj sent his fleet forwafidj which
c S/ '

entered thellUrbour of Messena unopposed, . The

previous removal of families and effects fortunately

had made the defence of the town^Of less import-

ance. In the vain attempt a few only of the

remfiining garrison fell. The greater part escaped

by flight to the neighboring mountain fastnesses.

Above two hundred, whose retreat by land was

intercepted, threw' themselves into the sea, with

the purpose of swimming to the Italian shore.

About fifty succeeded
;
the rest were drowned.

The superiority of the Carthaginians being thus c. 4*.

substantially demonstrated, the Sicels hastened to

follow the example, already set not only by the

Sicant but by so many even of the Greeks, to

make terms for, themselves ;
the Assarine tribe

alone hbldmg feithfully their ipgagements with the

Syracusans. Three-fourths of the iland might

now be considered as subdSed. The possession

of the harbour of Messena gave great opportunity

for intercepting succour the remaining Greek

possessions, not only from Italy, but, according to

1 4 the
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# chap. the ordinary ccferse of @Ht£&ian navigation, also
^xxxi.^

fr0Da^j>ei0pQnne8^g> of Syracuse for

deftsnCfewere thus so nawdwed, that its foil Seemed

nefiJfy assured.

Bfbhysius meanwhile ; had been diligOnt in.

arran|ftg the meads yet retooling in his powCf.

The policy of Pericles, in the Pefo^onnesian war,

voluntarily to obahdon the country, add 'Confine

all treasures of defence to the wallsof $yra£u?e,

could hot be his policy. However thpwalls might

resisfliSsaalt, the superiority of tMfe
1

Carthaginian

fleet, eluding supplies by sea, would make such

resistance finally ineffectual. But the Syracusan

territory, tlrgil;? 'ftian that of most of the.states of

Proper GreecC,. was not open, like many of them,

and without refuge for its people but Unthin the

walls of the capital : it abounded with castles'"for

the protection of its fields
; each capable of strong

resistance, with a very small garrison, against great

numbers UBing the antient manner of attack.

These he Supplied largely with* provisions. The

Syracusan territory, including the subject lands of

- MeOntini, Catana, and Naxus, was also advantage-

ously bounded for*defence. Dionysius therefore

gave his-particular attention to 1$ra northern hbr*

der, where the’ mountalhjof JEfiaa divided it from

the hlessenian, whence attache was expected. He
carefully strengthened die citadel of UContini, as

a centred post, and made it amagazhife whence

Othbr places might &e Supplied. He persuaded

the Campanians, whom he had established in

Catana-, place Hl-fd^ified, and, as a post, less

important, to remove to the town of ^Etna, lately

the
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the strong %ld of the Syracusantexiles. He was sect.

not equally fortunate i%%aintaiding his influence » -

withtheSfdfils, to whofbbe had given the town of

Naxus, critically situated hear the point where the

northern root of the'great*tnountahl meets the sea.

Fotj aS Imilconfopower was alarming, so his

fibOtOlity^as affoiing
;
and, at his invitation they

broke feith .wifh Dionysius, and, moving- from

Najfh^ a place of little strungfli, they fortified for

themselves a post on the neighboring height of

Taurus. Hence originated the town affefward

callediTauromenium, now Taormina. To^obviatc

then, as far as might be,, the evils of this defection,

Dionysius took his own station at Nexus, with an

army said to have been of thirty thousand foot and

three thousand horse*; and ‘the fleet,- of a hundred

and eighty ships of war, attended to cooperate

with him.

Imilcon, pursuing his purpose’against Syracuse; Diou. i. M .

moved his fleet and army at the same time from
c ' 59 '

Messena southward. But, before he reached the

Naxian territory, an eruption happened from

/Etna,- and the fiery matter pouring toward the

sea, completely stopped the march of his troops.

He was thus reduced to the necessity of parting

company with. his fleet, to make a long circuit

round the mountain’s base, whose complete cir-

cumference is estimated One hundred miles.

In choice of d'angers, an opportunity was thus

offered to Dionysius, beyond his hope,tho yet

little affording any faif prospect of success. He
nevertheless resolved tfifatke the advantage, such

as it might be, for ingaging the enemy’s very

superior
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Diod. 1. 14. superior fleet daring the army’s absenc§. Leptines,

commanding, led the charge with a courage that

earned the eulogy of those bitterest*of enemies*

party-enemies; but the unfortunate result gave

ground for blaming his conduct. He was defeated,

with the loss, it is said, pf nodess than a hundred

ships, and twOlhousand men. OStena was imme-

diately occupied by the'conquerors,*audtoade'their

naval station, whence, more conveniently thawfrom

the greater distance of Messena, operations might

be cRrriediOn against Syracuse. Messena, whether

to punish any ill-faith of the people, and hdld out

an example df terror, or with what other view we

little ‘gather from remaining accounts, was, with

•58- singular accuracy of destruction, according to

Diodorus, levelled with the ground *.

SECTION III.

Siege of Syracuse. Retrttit of the Carthaginians.

niod. 1. 14. i N addition npw to contention with a force very

superior by land, and completely victorious by sea,

all the difficulties incident to federal armies, vo-

luntary service, and popular governments, pressed

,
. . upon

41 In the narrative of Diodorus occurs freqaently what may
indicate that, after gathering iadiscriogylnately from different

authors, teHing this dame story often ‘ with different views and
different prejudices^he never revised lutf wojk. He says
lmilcon was anxious to take Messena/or Urn singular conve-
nienciTof its port and its situation for

^

purposes ofimportance
to*hisviews ; and then proceeds to tell that, assoon as he was
master of it, he would not let oqe stone stand upon anothfsr,

lest it tfiigbt be of future use to die Greeks. It is more finely

that this destruction took plafio' after, than before possession

was taken of Catana : and it seems very unlikely that Imikon
then apprehended that Greeks or others could make any use

of Messena which he should disapprove.
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upon Dionysius, A part qf thp#s under him,

dreading the waste of tb^r Jlnds and the certain <—,,—

>

evils and incalculably df^rj^ff a siege, were

earnest for trying ^|qj$une .of the field against

Imilcons very superior
f
number8. Mut JDionysius,

considering the hazard that would hang over

Syracuse fropr the enemy's %et, even while a

victory, might be gaining by the army, and the

certainty of its fall, should the event of a battle be

less, than.victory, resolved to risk aU the incon-

veniences of withdrawing within those fortifica-

tions' which, with so much Spence and labor, he

had made, in common opinion, and he hoped well*

founded opinion, impregnable. The result probably

he in some degree foresaw, jjnmodiately his com-

mand over a considerable part of his army ceased.

Some hastened to their several cities : some threw

themselves into the forts of the Syracusan territory,

for the better chance, which they hoped for there,

of means to chuse their farther measures, than

if they went to Syracuse? where they expected

immediate blockade. He prudently avoided to

attempt any violence upon their inclinations.

Confident in the attachment of sufficient numbers,

through their own clear interest, for the garrison

of the city, he had taken .hostages only from the

Campanians who held iEtna, a select body of

whose best soldiers he also required to march with

him to reinforce the garrison of Syracuse.

Meanwhhf the general conduct of Imilcon was

not-that of a merciless barbarian, but of a mild

and pdlitiy conqueror. Having ofade the circuit of

.Tuna
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ch ap. ./Etna with his, whale army, on arriving near the

towfrof the name, lfe sent proposal of very liberal

tCfblsio the‘Campaniwts In ganiaoti there, and

refeWnd them to thek fehowocamtrymen settled in

Entdlaj'sfw testhnony W>the good faith of the

Carthaginian government^ and,,.the advantages

injoyed under it9*protection. The Campanians,

well disposed to accept his offers,' were restrained

by cbBfeiderfttion for their hostages in the hands of

the Syracosatis. -
' "rf '

ni.
;

d. 1. 14-
•
^Avoiding to waste time cm small objects, Imilcon

left the Campanians In their strong hold, pursued

hi».haafjb’tb Sytacuse, and incamped with his

nukterous army about two miles from the city.

His fleet, entering the great harbonr unresisted,

seemed td fill its ample space. He had hopes that

Dionysius might be rash enough, or that" the

people’s impatience, would force him, to coffle but

and venture a battle. But the Syfacusansappenr to

have been; under the administration’ of Dionysius,

not subject
4
to passiohate counsels, as when the

Athenians first invadedthfeir country. The patience

of a people under reverses is indeed the best test

of the popularity of a government. Not even the

actual ravage of their territory, which Imilcon gave

up ftk phmder^o^is- army during thirty days,

overt!an^thrir ^)r^iimt folhCerance. The siege

xvas rl^Sa^yfoimed, and, before long, the

division ofAthiadinawas tafcee by *$|ault.

“We want ihe history of llhhst&fe do justice

to the cofl8uc| of Dio^sius hi thdte fjgjfoous

^rcunfsiXiflS^ ;
fiat evettin this accotufi^rf’D^frus

we
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we sec much foundation for that eulogy of it by

the great. Scipio Africanus, which. Polybius 1ms

reported. Early in the pressure of his affaift,

under the overbearing force of the Carthaginian

armament, he had sent his kinsmanPolyxenus

through the Italian Greek cities, and on to Corinth

;ind'Lacedoefrton, to solicit assistance; urging them,-

for -their own sake, to exertion for preventing the

threatened overthrow of the Grecian interest in

Sicily by a barbarian power. Polyxenus succeeded

so far ouly as to collect about thirty triremes from

different states, bift with the advantage ofa Lacedie-

monian of rank, Pharacidas, for the commander

;

and he was fortunate enough to avoid opposition

from the Carthaginian fleet) while he conducted

them into the small harbour.

Tho. Achradina was lost, the fortifications of

the other parts of the city seemed capable of in-

sisting the combined force and art of the besiegers,

so that famirfe was the evil principally to be

guarded against. This was a point of so much

importance, and at the same time of so much diffi-

culty, as to induce Dionysius to leave the charge

of the city to others, while he went himself with

Leptincs to bring in a convoy. In their absence,

a vessel, laden with corn for the enemy, being

five triremes pushed 6ut from the little harbour,

and took possession of hew; but before they could

recover their port with their prize, they were

attacked by a superior force. Further assistance

however, hastening to them, while none was equally

reddy
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chap, reddy for the enCrny, thev were finally victorious,

XXXI
, and brought in their prize in triumph 4*. •

“Under the privations, hardships, and alarms

inseparable from a siege, uneasiness among the

people, suSh as produced a temporary disgrace

for the great Pericles in the beginning of the

Peloponnesian war, tho Athens was not actually

besieged, could not fail to press upon Dionysius.

His adversaries endeavored, in his absence, fo

profit from the late naval success for party pur-

poses :
* The pretence," they said, ‘ that his talents

* were necessary for the repitbflc’s service, was

‘ now demonstrated to be unfounded.' His per-

‘ manfence in the dffice of general-autocrator.was

‘ not only unconstitutional, but evidently disad-

‘ vantageous to the conduct of public affairs, and

‘ injurious to better men." The same opportunity

of, his absence was taken to excite dissatisfaction

and alarm at the employment of some gold taken

from the temples for the public exigencies. ‘ How
‘ could thffdivine favor,’ it was asked, ‘ be expected

•
•

‘ for

« Such are the probable circumstances in the wild account

of Diodorus, which has evidently been gathered from some

most unconscionable party-writer and puffer of the Greeks.

Tho a considerable part of the half-ruined fleet of Syracuse,

in its best state very unequal to the Carthaginian, was absent

with Dionysius and Leptines, yetThe small remainder, accord-

ing to Diodorus, not only took Carthaginian admiral's

ship, and destroyed or took twenty-four more, but, unsatisfied

with this reasonable 'good success, they went into the great

harbour, and provoked the vas^ fleet there to battle ; and, so

were the Carthaginians astonished at the herqjpsm of which

they had just been witnesses, that they feared to stir ; and all

* this heroism was owing to the absence of Dionysia^I We
shall see presently the testimony of the same author to jrhat

his presence could do.
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“

‘
for the republic’s arms, under the conduct of an

‘ impious man, notoriously guilty of sacrilege r

‘ The force of united Sicily flying from an enemy;

‘ Motva, Himera, Messena, taken ; tjje Sicanand

‘ Sicel alliances lost
;
the fleet^ defeated^ Syracuse

‘ itself besieged, all these cleurly indicated the

‘ indignation of the gods against the individual

‘ commander, while the victory just obtained, under

‘ others, by so small a force against so vast an

‘ armament, satisfactorily proved their kind dispo-

* sition to the commonwealth, if separated from

‘ the individual.’ Pericles, we liave^ seen, gave his

sanction to the application of the gold of the

statue of Minerva, to public purposes, and bad the

good fortune to escape, probably not the invective

of faction at the time, yet all censure from pos-

terity. Dionysius, not fortunate enough to find

equal candor in posterity, was happy however it

appears, in a popularity which inabled him to

overbear the invective of the day. On his return,

learning what had passed, he summoned, in virtue

of his office of general, the people to assembly.

In addressing them, he liberally praised those who,

in his absence, bad restored the oppressed glory

of their country's arms. He commended all for

their patience under the unavoidable evils of the

siege
;
a patience which had saved the city, and

of which the advantage w ould soon be better seen

;

for he had alreddy knowledge of circumstances,

and a view to measures, which, he was confident,

would shortly give them complete relief.
*

The reply made to him by the leader of the

injjnical party, Theodoras, reported by the Sicilian

historian,

SECT.
III.

Tlmriil.

1. •». c. i;y

Cli. 14. S. 1.

of this lliit.

Cir. tie Xi»l.

Door. I. 15.

». b3:b4 .
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chap, historian marks very satisfactorily the state of the
XXXI. * f J J

'— Syracusan government at the time
;
showing com-

pletely that, far indeed from being tyranny, in the

hands pf Diqpysius, it was on the contrary a popu-

lar government, open to all the licence of A,thens

in the age of Perales. Theodorus did not fear

to use the n)pst illiberal -invective, or to make the

most hostile propositions, against the general-auto-

cratoj; he called him the wickedest ofcitizens, the

bitterest of tyrants^ the most cowardly of generals;

and, in conclusion,^gp.^ed for his banishment, and

that of his principal, supporters. The popularity

of. Dionysius, it appeals, inabled him to consider

foul words against hip as vain breath. His revenge,

and the whole consequence of the transaction, is

reported by Diodorus himself thus : ‘ After this,

‘ Dionysius made himself familiar with the people

‘ in easy and obliging conversation, and some ho.

‘ honored with presents, and some he invited to

‘ his table' -n.

Meanwhile

i9 Diodorus has reported Theodorus’s speech at some length,

and it is an ingenious and wellwritten piece of party-oratory.

Hut the story altogether is among the most inconsistent of the

many inconsistent ones of that historian. The tyrant himself,

as he always calls Dionysius, summoned the assembly, in

which such licence might be used, and such propositions made.
If the people was soverein, and Dionysius constitutional ge-

neral, this was in course ;
but-a tyrant who could, as Diodorus

often -says, tho he is continually showing it was otherwise,

command all by his mercenaries, would surely have done no
such thing. Theodorus then, amid abundant invective against

his conduct could call Dionysius votim* jiu voing

it rfetTuyip it irctnuf ayuvipaTo»,
;
-fmd proceed to

propose his banishment and that of all life principal associates

in the administration. Dionysius could overbear thistbrough

the fear in which his mercenaries held an armed and high'

spirited people, irritated by the pressure of the war, and wthe
same
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Meanwhile Imilcon, master of Achradina, found Wad. J. »*.

die skill of his engineers unavailing against the
^ b3

strength of the other quarters of the city, and the

vigilance of its defenders. Dionysius harassed

him with frequent and often successful’ sallies, and

the fortifying of Epipolae had made a complete

blockade difficult, if, for his numbers, it was not

impossible. Nevertheless the introduction of pro-

visions, sufficient for the numerous population

within, could hardly be effected by land, while a

superior army was watchful without. To prevent

supply by sea, was what principally required the

attention of the besieging army. The same views

therefore led Imilcon to fix his camp and fortify

posts on the unwholesome ground along live bank

of the Anapus and the shore of the great harbour,

which had directed Nicius to the same measure

seventeen years before. The samp calamity fob

lowed ; an .epidemical sickness, produced by the

slternacy of the suffocating mid -day heat and

/•hilling nightly damps

;

but its violence far ex-

ceeded what the Athenians had experienced. The

historian describes it beginning generally with a •

•.atarrh and a swelling of the throat. An eruptive

lever followed, often attended with dysentery, The

agony

fume time flushed \vitli recent success, and yet t.c i;a way

revenged himself against tlijs virulent opponent and his sup-

porters hut by the opposite kind of conduct related in the

(ext: MtTfi ii ravra, xuthuiXti

ru srXijtii, xai nuetf fur oWfiatf irlfia, Tirif fi ivi t» irvreiTiit

9r*fiXa^fan, Diod. 1 . 14. C. 70.
44 n

f
£ro» fiit, ijsjo* dtariiXai, iia. rx» ,l'^X^rriTX Tt ' ''

Tsv fi.iTX viaTk t, pf'ncTi xcxTiiy^i T* ffwjjta : a, K&ru oi ‘ x*

i iwtiyi. 70.

VOt. VII. K
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agony was extreme, and the patient commonly

died on the fifth or sixth day. The supposed ma-

lignity of the disorder soon deterred both at-

tendance upon the sick and burial of the dead

;

for either of which the general’s orders, among

hired troops of various nations, might, in such

circumstances, be difficult to inforce. The putri

lying corpses thus, tainting the air, not a little in-

lianccd the evil, and the mortality was very great.

Perhaps Dionysius foresaw this calamity, or

possibly had intelligence that it was alreddy begun,

w hen he ventured to promise theSyracusans'spcedy

relief from the siege. Informed however now how

the besieging army was weakened, and what dis-

content anti despondency pervaded the part yet

healthy, he formed a plan of complex attack, that

seems worthy to have been described by Xenophon

or Thucydides, and, even in the account of Dio-

dorus, marks in no small degree the able com-

mander. The fleet, now amounting to only eighty

ships of war (we may gather how little competent

it could have been to brave the unimpaired strength

of the Carthaginian fleet in the absence of Dio-

nysius) was committed to Lcptines conjointly

with the Laceda*monian Pharacidas. Dionysius

look himself the command of the landforce. A
dark night was chosen. He marched out by the

gate farthest from the Carthaginian camp, and,

dividing his forces by the w ay, his infantry reached

the enemy’s lines about daybreak, nearly at the

same time in two important points, considerably

distant from each other. The surprize was com-
plete, and the cavalry keeping the Carthaginians
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in check in the intermediate space, the attack was sect.

successful in both places. Cooperation had been IIt-
.

so well concerted, that, in the critical moment

when unexpected assault, on the landside, had

ingaged all the attention of the enemy, the fleet,

from the little harbour, had alreddy enteral the

great harbour, and, raising the shout of battle,

attacked the Carthaginian fleet in its station.

Success in this point being the great object of Dimi.i m

Dionysius, he had taken upon himself the dircc-
* ,3 "

tion of that division of the army which was more

immediately to cooperate with the fleet. While

then Leptincs and Pharacidas were effectually as-

sailing many of the ships at anchor with the stroke

of the beak, his troops set fire to a division of forty,

hauled on the shore. In vain a Carthaginian force,

ample to have defended that division, was quickly

assembled, and exerted itself to extinguish the

flames; for the conflagration, favored by the wind,

spred to the ships at anchor, and a large part of

the fleet was destroyed. The success, at the same

time, against the debilitated landforcc, sufficed to

incourage Dionysius, instead of withdrawing again

within the city walls, to incamp overagainst the

enemy, near Olympicium.

Such altogether were the effects of this well-

concerted action, that the Carthaginian general's

hope to take Syracuse was gone, and it became

a pressing consideration how' to avoid, for himself

and those under him, the calamitous fate of the

Athenians under Nicias and Demosthenes. His

fleet was no longer sufficient to convey his land-

force, nor could it any longer command the sea, but

k 2 must
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* hap. must make its way either by flight or by doubtful

contest. To reach the Carthaginian settlements

by land, there was choice between a mountainous

way through tho wild country of the Sicels and

Sicans, and a circuitous way by either coast
;
the

shortest of considerable length, the easiest of va-

rious difficulty, and both of abundant hazard.

Under all these considerations, Imilcon resolved

to propose treaty. Dionysius gladly listened to

him
;
but the Corinthian party in Syracuse, now

the principal party in opposition, stimulating the

reddy propensity of the popular mind to pass from

despondency to presumption, made negotiation

difficult. Nevertheless a treaty was concluded, in

pursuance of which Imilcon paid three hundred

talents, (about sixty thousand pounds sterling) for

permission for his armament to withdraw, ingaging

to quit intirely tho Grecian part of Sicily. The

conditions appear such as prudence should have

rejoiced in. But the leaders of opposition in-

citing, such became the fury of the multitude to

destroy the Carthaginians, as they had formerly

destroyed the Athenians, that Dionysius was un-

able to provide for the exact performance. For-

tunately the fleet remaining to Imilcon sufficed to

carry all the Africans, the first objects of Syra-

cusan vengeance45 . Imilcon, cautiously conceal-

ing, as far as might be, the intended timy of his

departure, imbarked by night
; and yet the inflamed

Syracusans, watchful of his motions, without

any

« The historian’s account proves that the Africans were

the principal objects of vengeance, tho the party-writers,

guides of his faith, have led him to insinuate the contrary.
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ftny regular authority, launched some triremes,

pursued him, and damaged some of his vessels.

In the same night the Sicels and Sicans profited

from their knowlege of the country to outstrip or

elude pursuit. But a large remainder of the army

was at a loss which way to fly. The Spaniards

declared firmly their determination not to quit

their arms while they had life
;

but they were

willing, they said, with their arms, to serve the

Syracusans. This proposal was accepted, and

they were taken into Syracusan pay. The various

other troops surrendered themselves to Dionysius;

who, tho unable wholly to restrain the usually

greater licentiousness of the Grecian marine, had

kept order in his army : and, as nothing is saiil

farther of their fate, it was probably, for the cha-

racter of the times, not severe *6
.

16 The treaty with l mi Icon was an event apparently consi-

dered by the enemies of Dionysius ;is allbrding very favorable

opportunities, which they did not fail to use against him.

Diodorus, following the writers of the paity, says, that Dio-

nysius received a bribe of three hundred talents from Imilcou;

and has undertaken to know what Dionysius answered to tho

proposal, privately made, and when and how the money was

conveyed ; but he has totally omitted to say where he got

information so little probably authenticated. A remark which

follows, strengthens the indication, which the story hears

within itself, of having been a party fabrication. Dionysius,

says the historian, desired to prevent the complete overthrow

of the Carthaginian power in Sicily, that the Syracusans, in

continual fear of it, might not hate leisure to recover thcii

liberty. It appears meanwhile, from his own honest narra-

tive of facts, that licentiousness was the great enemy to free-

dom in Syracuse ; that the regular government, even under

the administration of Dionysius, was not always strong enough

to prevent great disorder
;

that the mob was the real tyrant

of Syracuse, and Dionysius the steddiest enemy of Carthage.

Nevertheless it seems likely that the outline of the story may
have been true, tho with a shadowing and coloring wholly

false. That Imilcou would desire to treat rather with one
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CHAP.
XXXL SECTION IV.

Difficulties of the Syracusan Administration. Mercenaries

settled in Leontini. Peloponnesian Messcnians settled in

Sicily. Messena restored. War of Rliegium with Syracuse.

Defeat of Dionysius at Tauromenium.

B.C.396. When Syracuse, and the Grecian interest

01.

9

6 .

1.
t|ir0Ugh0ut Sicily were thus fortunately delivered

from subjugation or extermination, at one time

seeming their only alternative, no small difficulties

remained for those at the head of the government.

The first and most pressing business was to satisfy

and discharge the large body of mercenary troops,

whose valour and discipline had contributed greatly

to the happy result. Diodorus states their number

at ten thousand. Many of them were Grecian

citizens from the mother-country, and a Lacedae-

monian, Aristotcles, commanded them. There is

perhaps no one point for which we should more

desire and less can gather information, than the

revenue, which inabled die Syracusan govern-

ment,

able man, like Dionysius, at the head of affairs, than with

the wild,assembly of the Syracusan people, is perfectly pro-

bable; and that lie would propose to pay for quiet retreat

is not impossible. But that the treaty was public, and that

Dionysius communicated with the general assembly of the

Syracusan people and their allies before anything was con-

cluded, Diodorus has himself clearly shown; for he says,

• Dionysius informed Imilcon that the Syracusans and their

1
allies would not consent to permission for the quiet retreat

• of the whole army, but for the Carthaginian citizens it

4 would be allowed/ c. 75* This sentence of his own suffices

to show that all he has said of the tyranny of Dionysius, and

the slavery of the Syracusans under his administration, has

been nothing more than the party language of the day, which

lie has adopted. It we want farther evidence, we find it in his

account of the lawless pursuit of the Carthaginian fleet, which

Dionysius could not prevent
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ment, under Dionysius, to do move than the sect.

Athenian under Pericles, when Athens commanded >— —

<

tribute from every iland of the iligean, and almost

every town of its surrounding shores
;

anil the

want of such information is the more to be re-

gretted, because strong presumption of the merit

of the financial management arises from the failure

of censure of it, among writers eager to seize

every pretence for calumniating Dionysius. The

mercenaries would of course rate their services

high, in some proportion to the final success; and

they might also have some view to their own

strength in forming the computation. Aristoteles, i m-

with apparently somewhat of that arrogance which

we have seen common at this time among Lace-

daemonians in forein command, incouraged them

in extravagant pretensions, and menaced the Sy-

racusan administration. Dionysius checked the

mischief by the bold measure of sending away

Aristoteles to Lacedremon, to account for his

conduct. The mercenaries at fiist showed some

indignation, and threatened violence. Hut it was

much to have deprived them of a Lacedemonian

leader. There remained none equally supported

by the reputation of the government whence he

derived his authority, nor any who could fill the

large void by his personal reputation. Dionysius

therefore soon found means not only to pacify but

to conciliate them. The town of Lconlini, with

its rich territory, wanting inhabitants and cultiva-

tors, was given them for a settlement. Thus much

and no more the historian tells us. Hut it is oh

vious that such a present could he little adviinlu-

k 4 "cou>
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fc H A T. geous for military rtien, without the addition of

. tnedhS to use it; slaves and cattle must have beert

given'; of money which might purchase them u.

'Dlis difficult and hazardous business however

being successfully adjusted, the Syracusan admi-

nistration had leisure to direct their attention to

external concerns, which, for the security both of

Syracuse itself, and Of the general welfare of the

Grecian interest in Sicily, prcssingly required it.

A great change in the state of politics everywhere

had inSUed from the Carthaginian invasion. In

those towns of the northern coast, which yielded

to the Carthaginians, the party most adverse to

Syracuse Would of course be most favored by the

conquerors. In the more populous and powerful

cities of the southern shore, the extreme suffering

and expected ruin of Syracuse would give great

advantage to the same party. When, Oh the

retreat of the Carthaginians, Syracuse, without

any change of administration, was restored to a

condition

47 Diodorus Rays, that, after disbanding these mercenaries,

io the amount of ten thousand, Dionysius immediately ingaged

others, in sufficient number to hold the Syracusan people in

unwilling subjection to himself as their tyrant. But, having

told us before that the whole Syrafcusan people were armed, lie

should have informed us how Dionysius held his authority

when the mercenaries were mutinous, and what gave him
means to send tlieir powerful commander out of the iland. It

is evident that the practice of arms and discipline, which be
had introduced among the Syracusan citizens, together with

his sure popularity, alone could give security to them or him
against such a force as that said to have been under the com-
mand of Aristoteles, and that, when that force was disbanded,

it was impossible for him to raise such another without the

approbation of the armed Syracusan people. But writers of

Lite day would call their freest armed fellowcilizens, of an
adverse party, mercenaries ; and this would suffice for Die*

Worus.
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Condition to aspire again to the lead of the sect

Grecian interest, this party was not insulated in .

every town, but connected through all. It seems

however to have been least proportionably strong

in the cities of the southern coast. Of these there-

fore, on account of the weakness of the party, and

of those on the northern coast, on account of the

inferiority of the cities, none could pretend to a

general supremacy. But Rhegium in Italy, which,

hot having suffered, had perhaps profited from the

Carthaginian expedition, became the head of the

interest adverse to the Syracusan supremacy.

Under this consideration, among others, it was

u great object for the Syratusan government to

restore Messena; a work of charity which, had any

common charity for one another prevailed among

the Grecian cities, or any just consideration of the

opposition of Grecian to barbarian interest, could

not hut have had also the advantage of popularity..

13iit the Messenian people, as we have seen, were

themselves much divided in politics, and a large

part was inimical to Syracuse, and closely con-

nected with Rhegium. The Syracusan admini-

stration then, adhering still to their liberal principle

of avoiding the extensive proscriptions, so common

among the Grecian republics, would nevertheless,

in restoring the Mcssenians generally, provide for

the preponderance of their friends. On the recent

conclusion of the Peloponnesian war, six hundred Diod.i.u

families of descendants of the antient Pelopon-
c 78

nesian Messenians had been expelled, by the

Lacedaemonians, from their settlements at Nau-

pactus and in Zacynthus. These unfortunate

wanderers
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chap, wanderers Dionysius collected, and established

,

XXXI
-

. them, as a valuable accession of population and

strength, in the Sicilian Messena.

Had the Rhegians alone objected to this cha-

ritable measure, some reasonable ground for their

jealousy of it would be obvious. But the efficacious

persecutors of the miserable vagabond Messenians

were still the Lacedaemonians, at this time lords

of Greece. They objected to the establishment

of only six hundred homeless families, in a place

so distant from them, because its port was of

uncommon excellence, and because, for the sake

of their antient country, an influence might attach

to them, which, it was apprehended, they would

use against the interest of Lacedaemon. Dionysius

conceded so far to the wishes of the Lacedae-

monians, his powerful and steddy allies, as to

remove those Messenians from Messena. But he

gave them a territory to themselves, on the northern

coast of Sicily, overagainst the Liparean ilands,

where they founded a new city, which, with some

reference apparently to some antient tradition

concerning their original Peloponnesian country,

they called Tyndaris, or Tyndarium.

Adversity, it appears, had not depressed, but,

on tire contrary, stimulated the vigor of mind, while

it chastened the manners, of these unfortunate

people. With superior military knowledge and

practice, gained in long service with the Athenians

against the Lacedaemonians, they appear to have

brought a spirit of civil order and a habit of regu-

lar administration, far above what was common

in the Sicilian Greek cities. The advantages of

that
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that order, which made at the same time their

strength and their happiness, inabled them to in-

crease their strength by extending the same hap-

piness to others. They were not afraid to admit

numbers, who desired association, to the rights of

citizens of Tyndarium, and shortly they had more

than five thousand able to bear arms. But, with

this military force, possibly their justice toward

their Sicel neighbors, whomf they called barbarians,

may not have equalled their liberality and punctu-

ality among Greeks. They made frequent inroads

upon the Sicel lands, and they took the Sicel

towns of Smeneum and Morgantinum. With

some of the Sicel tribes, however, they made

treaties and kept faith. Enna, one of the principal

towns of the Sicel nation, was put under their

dominion by a party among its people, induced

by the joint consideration of their general fair

conduct, and of aversion to their own actual rulers.

The Greek towns of Cephaledion and Solus, which

had yielded to Imilcon, and perhaps were still

governed by a party in the Carthaginian interest,

passed to them in the same way. This account

of the Messenians of Tyndarium, not unworthy at

any rate of place in a history of the Grecian

republics, becomes the more valuable from the

extreme deficiency of remaining information con-

cerning the other measures, by which Dionysius

proceeded to restore empire to Syracuse, and

prosperity among the Grecian towns of Sicily.

SECT.
IV.

The year next after the retreat of the Carthaginians » C'-.w/j.

appears to have been employed, without material nLa ’i. V,.

interruption
c 78,
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fe.C.394. interruption from forein or domestic enemies, lit

DiodVi4.
preparing that prosperity. In the year follow-

*• e7 ' ing we find his influence extended as far as

Agrigcntum.

But the restoration of Messena, notwithstanding

the removal of the Peloponnesians, gave great

uneasiness in lihegium. The return of the people

to repossess their lands and rebuild their town,

was not a matter of avowed dissatisfaction : the

Rhegian government might hoj>e to establish its

own authority over its weak neighbor, and thus

profit from its future convalescence, as well as his

past misfortune. But the measures taken, under

the patronage of Syracuse, to make Messena

florishing, and especially the restoration of its

fortifications, gave them great offence. Nor was

this a sentiment of party only : it was popular

umong the Rhegians. Often, indeed, we find

difficulty to decide how far blame should attach

to the appearance ofenvy and narrow spirit among
people so uneasily situated as the Greeks in their

little republics. Messena had often been a trou-

blesome neighbor to Rhegium
; sometimes a dan-

gerous rival. The great superiority of its port

gave it advantages which its proximity made
annoying

;
and altogether its fall could not but be

relieving to the Rhegian people, and its restora-

tion alarming. The liberality therefore of the

government of Syracuse, under the administration

of Dionysius, not only far above that of the

Rhegian, but superior to what we have seen

ordinary in the Athenian and Lacedaemonian, in

promoting
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promoting the refortification of a city possessing sect.

the second port of the iland, if indeed their own ,

1V
-

.

was the first, cannot but earn our esteem.

The leaders of the party in Rhegium, then, find-

ing incouragement in the state of things around,

resolved to use the spirit of resentment toward

Syracuse for ingaging their people in measures,

not immediately of avowed hostility, but which

could scarcely fail to bring on war. It was pro-

bably expected, that the might of Carthage would

not long acquiesce under its late heavy disappoint-

ment ; or perhaps it was known that preparations

were alreddy making for revenging it. Meanwhile

the arms of Syracuse were ingaged in a little but

troublesome war, in which they had been baffled

beyond all expectation. The Sicels who had (li s°
|

s -*

received the fair settlement of Naxus from the Ch.31. s.».

bounty of the Syracusan government, and then,

deserting to the Carthaginians, had seized the

strong and commanding post of Tauromenium,

refused still, after the retreat of Imilcon, to quit

that post. Probably they were not without in-

couragement both from the Carthaginian oflicers

in Sicily and from the Rhegian government. The

Ilhegians, however, resolved to profit from the

circumstances, and professing the purpose of rival-

ling the Syracusan government in generosity ami

charity, they assembled the dispersed Cataniuns

and Naxians, whom Dionysius had expelled, and

established them at Mylse, on the western verge

of the Messenian territory, in a situation to inter-

cept the communication of Messena with the

new colony of Tyndarium. This measure being

executed
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chap, executed without opposition, and the Sicels resisting

xxxi^ stiu successfully in Tauromenium, the Rhegians
v

'
judged the season favorable for proceeding to

open and offensive war, in which they invited, by

proclamation, all banished Syracusans to join

them. To demonstrate then how much they meant

to make common cause with the Syracusans ad-

verse to the existing government of their own city,

they elected a Syracusan, Ileloris, distinguished

for the vehemence of his animosity against that

government, to command their forces. Without

loss of time they crossed the strait, with all the

strength they could raise, and laid siege to the yet

incompletely fortified Messena.

But Dionysius, notwithstanding the trouble

which the Sicels gave, did not neglect to send

assistance to the Messenians. The besieged, thus

reinforced, attacked the besiegers, and put them

completely to rout. Marching then to Mylae,

and offering at once liberal terms to the new

settlers, who were yet ill-prepared to resist them,

they recovered the place. T.hus the ill-concerted

hostilities of the Rhegians only served to extend

and confirm the influence of Syracuse in all that

part of Sicily next the strait.

Diod.i. M- Nevertheless the obstinate defence of the Sicels

c 88
'

in Tauromenium disappointed, and in some degree

distressed, the Syracusan government. It had

been expected that men bred in the warm tem-

perature of the Sicilian plains would be unable to

persevere long through the winter season, ill-

provided as they w ere, in a station occupied in

haste on a bleak mountain summit. Midwinter

however
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however came, and no disposition to surrender sect.

appeared. Dionysius then, to relieve his troops .

from the pressure of a winter campain, resolved

himself to lead an attempt to surprize and storm

the place. He chose a dark tempestuous night,

with snow falling. The first outwork on the hill-

side was carried
;

but such was the change of

atmosphere in ascending, and so violent the storm,

that, in proceeding up the steep, not only his peo-

ple suifered, but his own eyes received lasting

injury from the chilling assault of the driving sleet.

Nevertheless lie persevered in his purpose, till,

leading an attack upon the enemy, he received a

blow which felled him. I Iis armour turned the

weapon, so that the wound was itself unimportant,

but lie narrowly escaped being made prisoner.

Compelled then to retreat, under the complicated

disadvantages of craggy ways, snow lying, storm

beating, and an enemy occupying commanding

eminences, more than six hundred men were lost,

and the rest, for easier llight, mostly abandoned

their arms. Himself saved only his cuirass. Re-

port of this discomfiture, spred with exaggeration,

excited everywhere the hopes and the industry of

the party adverse to the Syracusan administra-

tion
;
and in Agrigentum that industry was so

successful that a revolution was effected 4*.

Iii our copies of Diodorus, Messcna is added ; but we find,

in the sequel of his narrative, strong reason to believe that

the name has been corrupted in transcription ; for, in the

repeated mention of Messena, soon following, we find it

always indicated that the government was in the hands of the

party friends to Dionysius, and nowhere that any change had

taken place.
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CHAP.
XXXI.

SECTION V.

War renewed by Carthage against Syracuse . Insubordination

in the Syracusan Army. Able Conduct of Dionysius ; and

Peace with Carthage . Reduction of the Sicels of Tanro-

meimm. Settlement of Mercenaries,

Diod. 1.
1 4. Since the retreat of Imilcon from Syracuse, the

energy of the Carthaginians in Sicily had been

checked by troubles in Africa. Hut Magon, to

whom the chief command was left, appears to

have been well qualified for his difficult situation.

Humane and liberal, as well as politic (for to so

much even Diodorus, vehement generally in undis-

tinguishing invective against the Carthaginians,

gives testimony) Magon preserved the attachment

of the greater part of the Sicels. Inabled, with

their assistance, to raise a sufficient army, he

B C.S93. marched into the Messenian territory, ravaged it,

01 ')'> i- an(j withdrew with the booty. Dionysius, having

collected the Syracusan forces, followed him into

the territory of the Abaccne Sicels, where a battle

insued, in which the Greeks were completely \ic-

torious. Present security being thus given to the

allies of Syracuse in Sicily, Dionysius sailed with

a hundred ships against the Rhegians, his implaea.-

ble enemies. Failing in an attempt upon the city,

he however irjriched his armament with the plunder

of the territory, collected without resistance

Wants on both sides then produced a truce for a

year, and Dionysius returned to Syracuse*9 .

4#
It is little among the inconsistencies of honest Diodorus

that he accuses Dionysius ot’ connection with the Carthagi-

nians, while he shows it to have been really the great object

nf his politics to oppose the Carthaginians, and that to him
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In the next spring, the Carthaginian govern-

ment sent such large reinforcement to Magon, as

to put. the Grecian interest in Sicily again in

danger. But Dionysius had ably profited from

the delay of this measure tbr preparing obstacles

to its success. In giving liberal assistance toward

the restoration of the Grecian towns, which had

suffered in the invasion under Imilcon, he had so

extended the influence of Syracuse, that the

Grecian interest was now more united than ever

before, perhaps, since the time of Gclon; and,

not confining the liberality of his polic y to those of

the Grecian name, lie had succeeded against the

ability and liberality of Magon in conciliating the

greater part of the Sieels.

Against this policy, now with more powerful

means, Magon directed his first measures. In-

stead of making his way toward Syracuse, as

Hannibal and Imilcon formerly, by the line of

Grecian towns on either coast, lie proposed first

to gain to his interest or under his authority the

whole miuland country, whence he might cliuse

how he would direct operations against any of the

Grecian settlements around. The allurement of

his promises, assisted by the fear of his power,

succeeded with most of the western Siccls, but lie

was not equally successful it li the eastern, lie

resolved therefore to carry his arms against Agyris,

chief

in truth was owing that Sicily was not subdued by the Car-

thaginians. In the sequel wo find him imputing war with the

Carthaginians to the ambition of Dionysius. 'I hat the Khe-

gians, the irreconcilable enemies of Dionysius, had ronnesetson

with the Carthaginians, is fully implied in his narrative.

VOL. VII. I.

B.C.3*j
01- ft*.
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chap, chief of Agyrium, the principal potentate of the

.

XXXL
, eastern hills, whom he found immoveable in his

ingagemcnts with Dionysius.

B.C.392. The Syracusan general hastened to support so

Diod.1.14. steddy an ally, in whose uprightness he had so

* 9 mud) confidence that he did not tear to trust him-

selt] with a. very few attendants
,
within his garrison,

for the purpose of concerting measures*0
. It was

resolved between them to avoid a buttle, and direct

all their operations to cutting olf the enemy’s sup-

plies. In both purposes they succeeded, and

Magon was reduced to distress. 15ut the same

difficulties which had often pressed upon Ilcr-

mocrates when in the same office, still bore upon

Dionysius; the sovcrcin people in arms would not

always obey their general. The apparent want of

energy in his conduct, the real wisdom of which

they could not see, afforded opportunity for the

adverse party to excite and spied discontent.

The outcry became extensive against this tedious

and inglorious warfare; ‘ they would he led to

1
battle/ they said, * and conquer and go homed

Dionysius tirmly refusing to yield to their rash

requisition, a large body actually seceded, and

returned to Syracuse. Dionysius, avoiding all

violence

*" Diodoius describes Ag vris as a tyrant, who amassed

wealth hy the murder of the richest men of his little dominion.

Probably he had authority for this from writers of the oppo-

site party, .and he marks, in some decree, that the imputation

is slanderous, and at the same time abates its venom, by
showing the confidence <»f such a person as Dionysius in the

integrity of Agvvis, and the zeal of his own people in his

service. If these facts were true, the color given tu them in

the report of partizans of Agyris would he, that disturbers of

the public peace were justly executed, and their property

justly conliscated.
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violence against the mutineers, employed his dili- sect.

gerice to iucourage the sound remainder, to increase v

its real strength, as far as circumstances would

allow, and, to obviate as tar ns might be, the evils

of deficiency by keeping up appearances, which

might assist to hold the enemy in check. He

armed a number of slaves, according to Diodorus,

those of the seceders, promising them the rank

of citizens as the reward of good conduct. Hie

measure very completely answered his purpose.

Magon, fearing to force an action on disadvan-

tageous ground, and unable to procuic supplies

for his army, sent proposals for peace ;
and thus

Dionysius, without any effusion of blood, obtained

the effect of victory. A treaty was concluded,

by which it was stipulated that Carthage should in-

terfere no more among the Sicels, and tor the rest

things remained nearly as before the war”.

The

•I ’Hs-ar Si ffttbmm git *k>.a ireijasWmu

X.K i*oi'{ Si SiTt Aicnain T«T«x6<*t. 'those Irani "horn

Diodorus took tliis account, it they used the phiase vtrt

r.rax6*‘> C;U1 llilvc m, 'i,nl "" " ,l '0r 's' 1 *

’!>
,

Sicels to Dionysius than such as that of the ( orinthi.ins and

other allies to I .oeeda-mon, the head ol ilu-ir eonfederaev.

With relat'd to former treaties, to which the lust member ol

the sentence may refer, two have been alr.adv notn.d : one

with Hannibal, after the taking ol (.elaaml ( amann.i. and

the other with Imilcon, previous to Ins retreat I,wi Sc .arose.

The former, according to Diodorus, lett the iceK to the

Grecian alliance ; of the other he has not given the terms

Diodorus calls the seceders from the army at Agyrimn Ihr

Syracusans, as if they were all the Syracusans of the army

If so, the success of Dionysius against the Carthaginian-

would have been indeed extraordinary. But, in the mean

time, if Dionysius was the hated tyrant, as Diodorus seems to

have been persuaded to believe, what prevented a ir\«.ution

in Syracuse he lias totally omitted to show. It i- i\n<n

that a large majority of the Syracusan' supported Dionysius,

and the historian has used the Jammagc ni tin- niininily.
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chap. The immediate danger from the forein enemy'

being thus obviated, Dionysius returned to Syra-

cuse, and seems to have been not less successful

in repressing the movements of faction, without

violence and without severity. lie not only

avoided all harsh measures against those who had

so irregularly withdrawn from the army at Agy-

riurn, but, according to Diodorus, he restored

them their slaves
;
how consistently with his pro-

mises to those unfortunate men is not said by the

historian, who nevertheless has not imputed to

him the blame of a breach of ingagement. The

quiet of Syracuse, however, appears to have been

completely preserved, so that the government

having leisure to direct all its energy against Tau-

romcnium, the Sicels there, deprived of assistance

and hope from Carthage, were reduced before the

end of the same summer. A grant of the place,

with the surrounding lands, rewarded the servin'

of the mercenaries in the Syracusan army, who

seem well to have earned it by the share which

their courage, discipline, and fidelity, had contri-

buted to the successes of the war.

SECTION VI.

/Yarr throughout Sicily. Confederacy of the l.ueamans against

the Italian G reels. Ilfconstituted CoujaUruaj of the

Italian Greeks. Ifar of T/ruriiun with the lateunions.

Thurium gained to the Syracusan Confederacy . JJ'ar of

Ithegiuin and Crotona 1xith Syracuse. Generosity of Diony-

sius. Siege of Ilhcgium.

01 g
'
3
?

1 During theyear follow ing the treaty of Agyrium

and the taking of Tauroinenium, the quiet of Syra-

cuse and of the Grecian interest throughout Sicily,

under
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under the administration of Dionysius, seems to B.C.ugo.

have denied materials to the historian of wars and
01 ' 97

troubles. In the next year, allairs in Italy called

the attention of the Syracusan government. The:

Creek settlements, both in Italy and Sicily, had

been made, as we have formerly seen, by forcible

intrusion upon the former inhabitants. These, in

Sicily, surrounded by forein establishments, Creek

or Carthaginian, had been reduced to an impotence

from which they had no means to emerge. Hut

in Italy they had larger range : and while every

Creek city, in captious jealousy, even of fellow-

countrymen, insulating its political existence, would

be an independent state, the Lucanians, robbed of

their coast, and confined to their mountains, but

improved in policy by the necessities of their

circumstances, and in military art by practice

against the intruders, had instituted a confederacy

such that no single Grecian city of Italy was any

longer able to contend with them.

Polybius attributes the first example of confe- iHvl
\

1 1 -

derate government among the Grecian republics,
*’

not such as that of Lacedaunon, Athens, and

Thebes, where one was supreme and the others

subordinate, but confederacy upon equal terms, to

the Achaians of Peloponnesus. In imitation of

these, and borrowing their law s of union, he says,

the Crotoniats, Sybarites, and Caulonians of Italy

formed a confederacy, and for the place of their

assembly dedicated a piece of ground with a

temple to Ilomorian Jupiter, the Jupiter ot those

who lived within one common boundary. Whe-

ther the historian speaks of the antient Sybaris,

j, 3 destroyed
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destroyed by the Crotoniats, or of a remnant of

its people of a faction friendly to the Crotoniats,

and settled elsewhere under their protection, is not

clear; but from Diodorus it appears that after-

ward other confederacies were instituted, of the

most powerful of which Rhegium was a principal

member. Here, however, we find nothing of the

wisdom of the Achaian constitutions. Widely

and variously as the governments of the Grecian

republics differed, they seem to have had this

almost universally in common, that, in time of

war, the commander-in-chief was first-magistrate.

Among the Italian republics then, a very extraor-

dinary responsibility was imposed upon those

military lirst-magistrates : if any republic of the

confederacy was attacked by the Lucanians, the

generals of all the others were to answer with their

lives for the omission, or even delay, of assistance.

The strange confusion of powers, here indicated,

is perhaps less to be attributed to deficient pene-

tration or deficient judgement in the leading men
than to the inherent and irremediable inconve-

niences of the Greek republican system.

Rhegium we have seen always vehemently

adverse to Dionysius. The Grecian confederacy

in Italy next in power was that of which Locri

was the head, and there Dionysius had always

maintained friendly connection. Among these

circumstances arose causes, not explained to us,

which induced Dionysius to lead an armament

against Rhegium. He debarked and plundered

the territory, but a storm so injured his fleet as to

disable him for besieging the town. The expedition

nevertheless
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nevertheless was not fruitless. Withdrawing to sect.

Messena, he entered into negotiation with the

Lucaniuns, who, it appears, were not altogether

averse to friendly connection with C> reeks, and an

alliance resulted.

It was about the time of this transaction that I)1uJ | m-
C. 101.

the Lucanians invaded and ravaged a part of the

Thurian territory, perhaps esteeming the whole

properly their own. Thutium was a member of

the Rhegian confederacy, but, being able to lake

the held, it is said, with fourteen thousand foot

and a thousand horse, the people, impatient, for

revenge, would pursue the Lucanians without

waiting for their allies. Entering the Eucaniau

country, they took a fastness, where they found

considerable booty. Not however thus satisfied,

but rather incited, they resolved to proceed to the

enemy's principal hold among the mountains,

where they expected great plunder. Entering

incautiously a narrow valley, they were at once <•• ">-

opposed in front, and attacked in think from every

height that commanded the way. More than ten

thousand are said to have been killed, either on

the spot, or in their flight, which was directed

toward the epast. The remainder reaching advan-

tageous ground near the sea, were incouraged to

vigorous resistance by the sight of a fleet at hand,

supposed to be of their Rhegian friends. A small

number, by a bold effort, gaining the shore, swam

aboard, but, to their utter consternation, found it the

Syracusan fleet, under the command of Loptinc.-.

That gallant officer, however, presently calmed

their fears. Not only he received them with

* kindness.
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•chap, kindness, but immediately interposed his friendly

^XX1
’

> offices with the Lucanians, in favor of their

comrades, who were yet defending themselves, but

without hope of sustaining the contest much longer.

The Lucanians consented to their redemption as

prisoners, at a mina a head, and Leptines gene-

rously ingaging for the payment, the Lucanians

were satisfied, and the prisoners were set at liberty.

The opportunity thus afforded by a very extraor-

dinary and most unexpected emergency, to extend

the credit and influence of the Syracusan govern-

ment, Leptines, with equal reddiness.of ability

and liberality, seems to have profited from, to the

utmost. Mediating between the Lucanians and

theThurians, he established peace between them s\

Thurium thus was gained to the Syracusan alliance;

niud.1.14. but Rhcgium not the less persevered in enmity, in
*"

which it was seconded by Crotona, the most popu-

lous and powerful of the Italian Greek cities* 5
.

Of the state and view s of parties in those cities,

and

52 Diodorus says Dionysius was so dissatisfied with his

brother for this liberal and truly politic conduct, that he
removed him from the command of the fleet, which was
committed to another brother, Thearides. It was the desire
of Dionysius, he adds, for the purpose of holding the Italian

Greeks at his devotion, to have unceasing enmity between
them and the Lucanians. But all this* is sufficiently contra-
dicted by the sequel of his own narrative. We shall find

Dionysius presently following up the every way excellent
policy of Leptines, and we shall see Leptines again in high
command under his brother. That the fleet, or a division of
it, was committed to another brother, as we shall see it was,
for a particular expedition, is no proof of any quarrel with
Leptines.

53 Rhegium was in the territory called by the Roman writers
Brutium or Bruttium. Diodorus extends the Lucanian name
over that country, tho, in the sequel of his history, (1. 16. c. 15.)
he relates the origin of the name Bruttium.
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and how party-connection extended thence through sect.

the Grecian cities of Sicily, some idea may be ga- ,

thered from the circumstance that the governments

of Rhcgium and Crotona concurred in appointing

to the chiefcommand of their united forces, not one

of their own citizens, nqt an Italian Greek, not

even one whom former success could recommend,

hut the Syracusan Heloris, who had alreddy been

defeated in the attempt against Messena, and

whose merit seems, in the account of Diodorus,

to have consisted wholly in the vehemence of his

animosity against the existing administration of

Syracuse. But the specific objects of the Rhegian

and Crotoniat governments the defective narrative

of Diodorus does not unfold. It is however evi-
M

dent that the friends of Syracuse in Italy were

threatened, when, in the spring of the year follow- B.C.389.

ing the defeat of the Thurians by the Lucanians, SS"«d7j\
* 4.

Dionysius led a powerful armament lor their pro- J^°
3, It>4 '

tection. Stopping at Messena, he detached his

brother Thearides to the Liparean ilands in quest

of a Rhegian squadron of ten ships, which were

all taken, with their crews. Passing with his

army then into Italy, he laid siege to Caulonia, a

town on the coast, between Locri and Scyllacium,

Heloris marched to its relief with superior num-

bers. Dionysius, well provided with intelligence,

attacked him on the way, with such circumstances

of advantage that Heloris was killed, and his army

put to flight. A large body gained an eminence

where it could not easily be forced. Dionysius

disposed his troops in blockade around, and so

rested. The llhegians and Crotoniats, destitute

of
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chap, of both food and water, sent next day to treat for

v
XXXI

-

,

their surrender. Dionysius required that it should

be unconditional. At this they hesitated
;
but

toward evening, worn with hunger, and still more

with thirst, they submitted themselves to his

mercy. Being commanded to march in regular

order down the hill, their numbers were ascer-

• tained, as they passed, to be more than ten thou-

sand. When all were assembled at the bottom,

Dionysius addressed them, and to their surprize

scarcely less than to their joy, told them ‘ that he

‘ should neither detain them prisoners, nor require

1 ransom
;
they were all free.’

This generosity, so superior to any thing heard

of in his own, or reported of any former age,

procured him at the time the credit its just due.

Dio<i. i. M- Thanks the most cordial and panegyric the most

sincere w ere profusely poured
;
and golden crowns,

often given, as it became popular to remark, to

other conquerors by those for whom they con-

quered, were presented to Dionysius, with grateful

hearts, by the conquered themselves. His gene-

rosity to individuals he proceeded to follow up by

liberality to their several cities, granting favorable

terms of peace, without an attempt to press upon

their independency. But this humane and mag-

nanimous policy, so much above the common

temper of his age, is not all that we have to admire

on this occasion in Dionysius. We want informa-

tion how he found means to exert virtues which

perhaps others in eminent stations possessed,

unable equally to show them. We have seen

Athenian generals cruelly called to account by the

soverein
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soverein people for very inferior generosity, and sect.

we have seen the Syracusans perhaps exceeding v

—

VJ—

-

the Athenians in illiberality, and even Hermocrates

unable to lead them to a better temper r+
.

The generosity of Dionysius seems to have iv»><u. w.

subdued the enmity of all the Italian Greeks,

except the llhegians. Closely connected with the

Syracusan exiles, they persevered in hostility till

threatened with a siege. Aware then, as the

historian their partisan confesses for them, that,

should they persevere farther, and finally be

overcome, no pretence to ask for mercy would

remain, they resolved to endevor to use what

opportunity might yet be open. Even now they

did not hope that a proposal for negotiation upon

any equal terms could claim attention. They

addressed therefore an humble petition to Dio-

nysius, invoking his humanity, and leaving the

conditions for him to name. He required all their

ships, with three hundred talents, (about sixty

thousand pounds) for theexpences of the war, and

a hundred hostages.

Dionysius staid the winter in Italy, to make the <=

various

Diodorus, tho often before candidly reporting the gene-

rous, humane, and popular conduct of Dionysius, while he

was calling him a cruel and detested tyrant, seems neverthe-

less here astonished at what he had to report, and laboring

for expression that might obviate the appearance of gross in-

consistency, while ho honestly related facts, without retracting

his opinion of character, which they so directly coulradicl:

Kfltl 7TUVTVV CtUTOV t/JFOVTTBVOfTUf TO SuPtSjl(, X. T. t. C. 10
tj.

ways before giving Dionysius the title of tyrant, lie lias avoided

it here, and concludes the account with coldly remarking, that

‘ this was esteemed altogether the finest action ol Dionysius s

‘
life.' Indeed I believes parallel to it is not to be found among

all Plutarch’s worthies.
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chap, various arrangements likely to be wanting toward
XXXI

0
#

J 0

the permanence of civil order and political union

among so many independent cities, with two parties

in every one, each holding communication through

Diud.i. 14. all. lie removed the people of the two small
*" 1 ’ '°7

' towns of Caulonia and Hipponium to Syracuse,

and gave their territory to the Locrians. We have

observed many similar instances of removals, and

we have yet no more than ground for some con-

jecture about the general policy of them. No
severity has on this occasion been intended to the

people removed, for they received not only the

rights of Syracusan citizens, but the privilege of

exemption from taxes for live years
;
a privilege

of which, not less than of the policy of the re-

moval, we should desire an explanation, which the

antient writers have not given.

But the measures of Dionysius for insuring the

peaceful conduct of the Rhegians apparently did

not suffice. Diodorus, copying his traducers, says

that he made peace with them only with a view to

break it, when through the possession of their

ships and hostages, he could make war on them

more advantageously. But all the facts, which

he proceeds honestly to report, continue to mark

good faith and liberality in Dionysius, and to

throw every suspicion of ill faith on those who led

the Rhegians. Diodorus avows that against com-

pact they refused a market for the Syracusan

troops, while the peace was yet unbroken
;
and,

on the contrary, Dionysius, when he resolved

upon renewing hostilities against them, not only

showed
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showed himself anxious that his measures should sect.

appear just and dignified in the public eye ”, but .

gave a new instance of uncommon generosity, in

restoring to them all their hostages.

The lihegians meanwhile had so provided them-

selves that they seem not to have been without,

ground for some reasonable confidence of being

able to resist successfully the siege of their town,

which was presently formed. In one of their

many vigorous sallies, Dionysius was so severely

wounded in the groin with a spear, that his re-

covery was slow, and for some time doubtful. His

perseverance however was firm
;

anil about the

eleventh month provisions began to fail in the

place. A bushel of wheat had been sold for live B.C.3R.5.

mines, (about fifteen guineas) and was now no
01 f,H

'

longer to be bought. The horses and all domestic

animals were consumed. The despair, neverthe-

less, arising from consciousness of having forfeited

all claim to mercy, still incited to resistance, while

leather was sodden for food, and all herbage

within the place failing, men would occasionally

venture out, at the risk of their lives, to snatch

the grass and weeds on the outer foot of the walls.

This however was no sooner observed than the

besiegers destroyed the resource by turning cattle

under the walls at night. Thus at length worn out,

the besieged surrendered to the mercy of the

conqueror. In number more than six thousand,

they were sent prisoners to Syracuse; but not.

as former prisoners, condemned to perish by slow

torments

Tfopxcn, tuXoy.r, it tv TS. TT> tilatt

AvxiMti Tif rwQvKa?.
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chap, torments in the stonequarries, all were allowed to

,
xxxr

, redeem themselves at the price of a rnina (scarcely

three guineas) each. Those unable to raise so

small a sum, little able of course to find an honest

livelihood in freedom, where hire for labor was

rare, were sold to slavery s6
. Phyton, who com-

manded during the siege, was alone reserved for a

severer fate. If Diodorus might be believed, he

was put to death under the immediate direction of

Dionysius, with circumstances of cruelty, not only

the most illiberal, but the most impolitic
;

for it

was such that his own soldiers were shocked at it.

What cruelty may not have been retorted, on

such an occasion, by a democratical army or a

deinocratical assembly of the people, the tenor of

Grecian history, and especially of Syracusan his-

tory, will make difficult for satisfactory conjecture;

but the tenor of the conduct of Dionysius, and

the result of his conduct, as reported by, unfor-

tunately for his fame, his only remaining historian,

show it very improbable that, any cruelty, but

especially such impolitic cruelty, could be fairly

imputed to him s:
.

w We find mention ofthe sale of the Uhcgians, by Aristotle,

with the addition that it was against his word given. Aristol.

Citron. 1.
l2 . p. (188. t. 3 . cd. Paris. 'That such report might

pass to (ireecc Irum (lie enemies of Dionysius is quite likely,

but the Sicilian historian's account appears ample refutation

of it.

57
It is remarkable enough, in the account of Diodorus, that

the first instance of cruelty in Dionysius, which, in following

the writers adverse to him, he has been able to -specify, is the

destruction of the vegetables under the townwall of Rhcgium ;

and the manner in which that historian has noticed the fact,

especially if we observe what has preceded and what follows,

is truly curious :

1 So far,’ he says, * was Dionysius from

* pitying those, whose su tiering* drove them to such resources,

that
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SECTION VII.

Ytaee throughout the Grecian Settlement* of HieUu ami huh.

Piracy of the Tuneam repressed. Invasion of Sieih and

Italy hi/ the Carthaginians. 1 real}/ with ( arthage

.

By the reduction of Rhegium, the power ot the

party which banished llermocratcs and murdered i>J l
',

5

his daughter was suppressed «*, and the result was
L h -

° peace,

. t |]al ]|0 sen t cuttle to consume tlicir last remaining relict.

‘ Tims, overborne bv distress, they surrendered themselves

• and tlicir ciu to the tyrant's merev.’ He proceeds then,

with simple honesty, to show that the tyrant had mercy, which

not only the Syracusan but the Athenian democracy too often

wanted, as he'had before shown how little those with whom

the tv-rant had to deal often desen ed mercy. I or this honesty

we. cannot but give him credit, even while we recollect that

he has related the horrid treatment ol the daughter nl Hcinio-

crates without expressing any disapprobation, and the massacre

of the Carthaginians of both sexes and all ages m lot) a as

lliatKM* ol Jilors
.

,
. . .

Wlion after lilt* death ol' Dionysius, it became the ohjoct ol

a powerful and at length trinmpiiant party to vilify lm. ianv,

excessive animosity against the Khegnms was ascribed to him,

and attributed to a viy puerile cause. When be applied to

the lthegiau people tor leave to take a wile among them, it is

said, lie received for answer, in pursuance of a vote ol their

asscml.lv, that he might have their hangman s daughter. -I be

stoiv perhaps is as little creditable to the Rliogiaii people as

to Dionysius ; but beside its inherent improbability, the omis-

sion of all notice of it bv Diodorus in its proper place, and the

insertion of it afteiward, seems to mark that he had not found

it in any regular history, hut among some popular anecdotes

only 'Nevertheless it may have been not wholly groundless.

A passionate speech of a violent partymam in the assembly

or out of the assembly, at the time or long after, lepoited

from mouth to mouth, may have been gradually, am y
perhaps rapidly, improved into the story which lias been

transmitted to us. The real object ol the lthegiau war ap-

pears in the result, fairly enough, tho defectively, reported by

Diodorus.
•JM The murder of the daughter was the iiuinydiiito aci ol

only a few, but tho manner in which it is nientwmw »> i

writers friendly to the party, t»>o >tronpl\ a ^'ne,A
1 ronourrenn
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peace, internal and external, fur all the Grecian

cities of Sicily and Italy. It was about the same

time that the treaty of Antalcidas gave a short

and imperfect repose to Greece 59
. Prosperity

attended the better tranquillity of "the Italian and

Sicilian cities. liven Rhegium, however the his-

torian’s account of its capture may appear to imply

its desolation, florished, as we learn from the

sequel of his narrative, under the administra-

tion of that party among its citizens which was

friendly to Dionysius. The extensive popularity

of the Syracusan administration meanwhile is

evinced by the effects which it produced. Formerly

the advantages of living under the Carthaginian

government was alluring even to Greeks. Now,

on the contrary, even old allies and subjects of

Carthage showed a preference for the Grecian

connection, and some actually entered into nego-

tiation for ingaging in it.

How far Dionysius was honest or how far politic

in the incouragement which he is said to have

given to this disposition among the allies of

Carthage, which would scarcely fail to superinduce

a new rupture with that preponderant power, the

very defective account of Diodorus will not inable

11s to judge. Rut as it was scarcely possible but

rupture

concurrence of that parly in the disposition and principles

which led to it.

59 Diodorus places the peace of Antalcidas and the taking

of Rhegium in the same year. Dodwell, in his Xenophontcau

chronology, ascribes the negotiation of Antalcidas at the Per-

sian court to the year to which Diodorus gives the taking of

Rhegium, and the establishment of the peace in Greece to the

following year. Diodorus adds to the remarkable events of

this year the sack of Rome by the Gauls.
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rupture with that power, whatever caution were sect.

used to avoid it, would sooner or later come, .

v n~

Syracuse and the whole Grecian interest of Sicily

and Italy seem to have owed much to the ability,

the diligence, the provident circumspection, with

which he sought and used every opportunity for

providing means of effectual resistance. Among
these the most important by far was that which

also most contributed to the prosperity and hap-

piness of the Greeks among themselves, namely,

the concord produced and maintained among all

their establishments throughout Sicily and Italy,

which brought that high eulogy remaining to us

from the cotemporary Athenian, the patriotic

Isocrates, contained in the proposal of Dionysius

as an example for Philip king of Macedonia to i**. Or

follow for the benefit of Greece. After this, what
“dPhll,r,p

appear most prominent, in remaining accounts,

are his measures for raising the Sicilian navy to a

force unknown before among the Greeks. To

promote -this he had established a colony at

Lissus, on the Italian shpre, where naval stores

abounded. He cultivated alliance with the Illy- Di#d. 1. 15

rians of the opposite shore of the Adriatic, whose
c
-

' 3

country was fruitful in similar productions, and he

extended still the Syracusan interest, on that con-

tinent, by cooperating in the restoration of Alcetas,

the expelled prince of the Molossians.

Meanw hile the relics "of the party of Diodes,

active still in slander, when impotent for other

exercise of enmity, endeyored to excite alarm by

representing it as the purpose of Dionysius to c 13.

gain access for a large army wliich he would send

from Sicily to plunder the temple of Delphi. The

VOL. vii. >1 simple
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r li a p. simple historian, who believed this absurd calumny,

y- ,
'

» proceeds fairly to show what the real purpose

was, by relating what was really done, and what

afterward follow ed, marking the just policy which

directed the measures. The advantages derived

from the colony of Lissus, gave means for building

two hundred shiphouses, around the Syracusan

harbour, and ships to occupy them, while the co-

lonies and connections in Italy, and on the opposite

shores of Epirus and Illyria, commanded the com-

munication with Greece
;
which, in any case of

pressure from Carthage, provided the temple of

Delphi were respected, and public faith maintained

with the principal Grecian republics, might be ofc

incalculable advantage.

Ch.io. s.i. We have had occasion formerly to observe that

° the Tuscans were principal pirates of the western

parts of the Mediterranean. As the trade of

Syracuse increased, their depredations becoming

D'n’ii. 1. 15. more annoying, Dionysius undertook himself an

expedition to suppress them, lie was successful,

and, after the ordinary manner of anticnt war,

much booty was taken. In the course of the ex-

i).oil.ui sup. pedition a temple, of some fame for its wealth,

was plundered by his troops. Hence occasion

Arintot. was taken, by the enemies of his fame, to spred
co, ‘‘ ’ 1

report in Sicily and in Greece, that the sacrilegious

robbery, meditated against Apollo at Delphi, had

been actually executed against the rich temple of

Leucothea in Tuscany. That the man who had

united under his command the Sicilian and Italian

Greeks, repressed the might of Carthage, made

Syracuse the first city of the Grecian name, and

prepared the way for the very uncommon political

tranquility
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tranquility which we shall see follow, would leave

to others the care of his great interests at home, for

the little, uncreditable, and perhaps impolitic pur-

pose of plundering a temple on the Tuscan shore,

seems too little probable to need refutation
6o

. The

pillage, which wc may believe to have been sacri-

legiously taken by a licentious part of his army, his

command over the sound, we are told, inabled him

to make them surrender
;
but whether his farther

disposal of it was honorable or otherwise, remain-

ing accounts will hardly warrant any judgement 6l
.

. In the scarcely avoidable clashing of the Grecian

and Carthaginian interests in Sicily, a new rupture

with Carthage was now impending. Diodorus

attributes this to the incouragement given, by the

Syracusan government, for the allies and subjects

of Carthage in Sicily to desert the Carthaginian

for the Grecian connection
;
which implies that the

Syracusan government bore at least the character

of

SECT.
VII.

n. c.383.
01. 99. 2.

Diod. I. if,.

c. 15.

The passage, coming from such a reviler of Dionysius’

who had just before staled robbery and sacrilege as the only

purpose of the colonization cm the Adriatic shore, is, in its own
language, very remarkable :

Ovto; (0 Aiom/?io() unroixiar eiir it; Tor Atyiatt ov woXX

wgoTegor eTia’ii-, ixTiKw; y\ » xnr troXir T*j» iro/xa^opum Ataaov, Ex

Tatlruc o5r oj^jUiro? AtoiiVtof, ayur, xaTicrxitacri

Jiaxoinai? Tgwfuri, x«* tei^o? TiptiCaAi tS toXii tjjXmovto to /xi-

yiGo?, wr« t r, iro\ti yin'Gai Tor mgiCjyor pjyiror ruv

TroXiwr, xaTiPXi'i'aci $ xett yy/xr«o,

t a /x£y*Xa 7rat^« Tor "Avoenror

trora/x«», Sswr ti raou? xaTnm'uari, xat taXXa tf’orrrirorTa 7rp#s

woXiwf xat 3o£ai.

It is sometimes the unfortunate fancy of learned men to

show their talents by maintaining absurdities: the very learned

Cellarius would have it that this description relates to Lissus,

a new colony in a wild country. Wesseling lias well observed

that Syracuse alone can be, and most clearly is, intende d.

Farther notice of the passage of Aristotle, mentioning

this sacrilege, will be found in a note shortly to follow.

M 2
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CH kv. of mildness and beneficence. A requisition was
xxxt.

made by Carthage, with which the Syracusans

refused to comply, and war was declared. Magon,

who had succeeded Imilcon in that high rank

which the Greeks described by the title of king,

took the command of a very large force, with

which Sicily and Italy were at the same time

invaded. Dionysius provided effectual resistance

in both countries. He himself opposed Magon
in Sicily, and, the armies coming to a general

action at Cabala, he gained a complete victory.

Magon was one of ten thousand said to have been

killed ; and five thousand are reported to have

been made prisoners. Nevertheless the power of

Carthage inabled the son of Magon, in the same

l)k>d. 1. 15. summer, according to the historian, to revenge
c' ' ‘ * 7

' his father’s death. He met the Greeks at Cronium,

and directing his great effort against the wing

commanded by Leptines, brother of Dionysius,

he overpowered it, and Leptines himself fell.

Dionysius, unable either to protect the defeated

part of his army, or to oppose effectual resistance

to the conquerors, retreated, and the Carthaginians

giving no quarter, the Sicilian slain are said to

have been fourteen thousand. The loss of Leptines,

whose great and good qualities seem to have been
universally acknowleged, would alone have been
heavy to the Grecian cause in Sicily, and especially

to Dionysius, in whose confidence none equalled

lbu. him, unless perhaps Philistus. It seems however
probable that the battle was very obstinately

fought, and that the loss of the conquerors also

was great ; for, instead of pursuing success, the.

Carthaginian general withdrew to Panormus, and

sent
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sent proposals of peace. These Dionysius reddily

met, and a treaty was soon concluded. If we may

trust Diodorus for the terms, Selinus, and that

part of the Agrigentine territory which lay west-

ward of the river Halycus, were yielded to

Carthage : the Grecian interest was confirmed

where else it had before extended
; but a thousand

talents (about two hundred thousand pound) were

paid to the Carthaginians for the expences of the

war.

SECTION VIII.

Peace of Sixteen Years. Syracuse inlarged and embt Hisited.

Syracusan Revenue. Littcrature incovraged. Assistance

from Syracuse to Lacedaemon against Thebes. ICar renewed

between Syracuse and Carthage. Truce. Death of Dionysius.

Two the historian s account of what led to this

treaty of peace is very defective, yet his report of

the terms, as an outline, carries the appearance

of being reasonable and correct, and we derive

from him testimony of very high value for what

followed. The Grecian cities of Sicily and Italy,

united under the superintending administration erf

Syracuse, injoyed, during the long period of sixteen

years, such quiet, that a perfect void in the

military and political history of those countries

insues : for their prosperity only w e find them

noticed by antient writers. The circumstances

are unparalleled in Grecian history, and, for the

tranquility alone, had we no evidence of the

prosperity, might be esteemed a phenomenon of

the rarest and most worthy of admiration. In

the loss of all accounts from the party friendly

to Dionysius, we owe to the method only of

m 3 Diodorus,
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chap. Diodorus, arranging his narrative in the way of
XXXI o j

>—v—' annals, the unsuspicious information that a period

so fortunate, and ofsuch a length, existed. Without

this sort of negative history, the allusions to such

a golden age, found among other writers, and

especially the cotemporary Athenian Isocrates,

would have appeared inexplicable.

But able, active, and intrepid as Dionysius,

according to all accounts, was in war, it is yet

not lightly indicated that he had a stronger in-

clination for the arts' of peace. Among all the

troubles of his preceding administration, we find

him executing great works for the improvement of

the town of Syracuse. But hitherto file principal

object necessarily was to give it strength : now he

could attend to its embellishment. Florishing

in peace, it acquired that exteut which vestiges

even at this day show, and that population which

made it the w onder of those and of aftertimes.

Under the direction of Dionysius, temples were

built, and whatever else, in the historian’s ex-

Diud. 1. 1&. pression, for convenience or for splendor, became
' * 3

the greatness of the city, w as done. Nor did the

wide circuit of the walls suffice for the public edi-

fices : magnificent places of exercise, of the kind

called by the Greeks gymnasia, were raised without

it, on the bank of the Anapus. In extent altogether

of buildings, in extent of fortifications, in popu-

lation, in number of ships of war, and in every

convenience of ports and naval arsenals, Syracuse,

under the administration of Dionysius, was un-

equalled throughout the countries occupied by the

Greeks.

The
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The revenue, through which such mighty things sect.

were done, in peace and war, by a state of very
v

VIIL

narrow empire, is much an object of curiosity, for

which remaining means of gratification arc very

scanty. Xenophon’s treatise on the Athenian

revenue, whence best a general idea of the finan-

cial systems of the republics may be gathered, CI1.21.S. 1.

has been formerly noticed. The little work on
° "* M ‘

public revenue, remaining from Aristotle, not a Arutot.

treatise, but rather notes for a treatise, principally

of expedients used in emergencies by many differ-

ent governments, contains some of Dionysius of

Syracuse. Of the ordinary revenue of the Syra-

cusan state unfortunately no mention is made.

When public purposes required money, beyond

what the ordinary revenue supplied, recourse, it

appears, was had to the general assembly. Thus

it is fully indicated that the government, under

Dionysius, was democrutical We have alredrly

seen largely, in the history of Athens, and the

sequel will yet largely show, how difficult was the

task of the minister of a democracy, when public

exigencies required that money should be raised

from the people; how hardly consent could be

obtained for any burden upon the people at large
;

what heartburnings arose in consequence between

the rich and the poor
;
what evasions were prac-

tised by some of the wealthy
;
what frequent and

violent

,J

2

Aumno; Xtffiut&Jo-io;, /3ot>Xoixi»o$ ^Kf^etTec ffttOLyuyit'v^

irofycra^ ipyo’tt Tfiifttf txviryyyfftiv yoih "jTl

h*Uroit* xfr.fjLOLTvv. Exxhrtffla.v ovv trvvoiyjtyutj spy Ot/it

iWopuv ufyvgloUy tof4.icrfji.of. txo^s xoufTCfTifiofJy xu.i ffivciyacyut*

ixxKyrta*, jreXXA tgv KSKOfjc^ttov tofiiapLcn^ vwsfsW 01 «

*^r,p\7xi>T9. Atistnt. Q'.con. 1. ‘2. p. t>88. t. 3- » ,(t Paris.

M 4
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chap, violent oppression fell upon others. With this we
XXX1

-
. have seen also another inconvenience; how rarely

the secrecy could be preserved, in communication

with friendly states, or in purposes against the

hostile, which, for any reasonable hope of success,

was often indispensable. The measures reported

by Aristotle of Dionysius, as worthy the notice of

future politicians, are all of a tendency to obviate

these inherent evils of democracy, without trench-

ing upon democracy itself.

A poll-tax appears to have been a common

expedient of the Syracusan government in emer-

gencies. This concurs with other circumstances

to mark that, tho the form was democratical, the

higher orders had considerable weight in the

Syracusan government; for a poll-tax is compara-

tively light on the rich, and heavy on the poor

;

but it brings, money immediately, and in amount

nearly certain. Dionysius therefore wanting,

apparently for the Carthaginian war 6i
, some com-

mand of such a resource for emergencies, had

recourse to an artifice. Assembling the people,

he told them that opportunity offered of most

important advantage for the state, no less than to

gain a considerable city to the Syracusan con-

federacy, if the treasury mig^it be sufficiently

supplied for the purpose
;

and he accordingly

desired a contribution of two staters (perhaps two

pounds sterling) from every citizen. His argu-

ments and his character prevailed : the decree for

the contribution passed, and the money was paid.

A few

" Tfiifuf ixvwnyinn piMw, is the want assigned by

Aristotle.
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A few days after, assembling the people again, he sect.

told them that adverse circumstances, not to be .
* 111 ~

foreseen, had defeated the project, but every con-

tributor should immediately have his money

returned ;
and this was done punctually. None

could tell what had been really in view
;
but the

consequence was a general confidence in Diony-

sius 6+
,
such that, in following emergpnciesj^vithout

disclosing the secrets of administration, a poll-tax

could always be obtained.

But, in a republic, to obtain from the wealthy

their reasonable share, without resorting to the

violences practised at Athens, artifice seems to

have been necessary. • At a time therefore when

money was much wanted for public purposes,

Dionysius declared, in the general assembly, that

he had seen the goddess Ceres, who required that

the women should deposit all their jewels and

golden ornaments in lier temple. The women of

his family, he said, had alreddy obeyed the divine

behest, and those who failed would assuredly incur

the goddess's anger. General obedience to the

injunction being thus obtained1

,
he made a solemn

sacrifice, at the conclusion of which he declared

that the goddess had kindly consented to lend the

dedicated valuables for the use of the republic.

The ground thus gained then he proceeded to use

as foundation for a permanent tax, in its kind cer-

tainly the least possibly oppressive, inacting that

women

“ 'Aiurwaro roit r»Xir«t. A stronger phrase, to express

general popularity, the Greek language itself would hardly

furnish.
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c h a p. women, who would wear costly ornaments, should
XXXI

~

,

pay to the goddess a sum equal to their value.

Free gifts also, as at Athens, were in use at

Syracuse. But it was the misfortune of this mode

of taxation, especially in a government less arbi-

trary than the Athenian, that while real patriots

paid, the disaffected avoided payment. Free gifts

being proposed, many, of supposed wealth, pleaded

poverty. Dionysius gave out that he also was

poor, but he would nevertheless find means to

contribute to the support of the commonwealth.

Accordingly directing the most valuable of his

moveable effects to be put to auction, the pre-

tenders to poverty were found to be among the

purchasers. It was then ordered that the price

paid should go to the public treasury, and tne

goods back to Dionysius’s house

In

It is obvious that such a measure, as applicable gene-

rally to the citizens, if at all practicable, could not be within

the policy of the man to whom public confidence was so great

an object, and so successfully attained, as is indicated in the

preceding example. But used against a disaffected or disin-

genuous few only, it woftd obtain reddy confirmation from the

decrees of a majority in the general assembly. So it may be

observed also of a measure of military discipline, afterward

reported by Aristotle of Dionysius, on occasion of the plunder

of a temple in Tuscany, by his troops, alreddy noticed in the

text. He commanded that every man should deliver up one

half of what he had so irregularly taken. The plunderers,

hoping, from the terms of the order, that they should not only

escape punishment, but be allowed to retain the other half,

with more or less exactness obeyed the requisition. But

Dionysius, having thus gained a considerable amount of the

information he wanted, then issued a second order for the

other half to be brought in. For the writer’s purpose, in a

collection of notes, it sufficed to mention the soldiers or sailors

generally. But such a measure, calling a whole armament

to account, would evidently have been impracticable. Of
course
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In a time when a real scarcity of money pre- sect.

vented the necessary exertions of government, he ^ via

proposed a coinage of pewter, to pass at the value

of silver. Much argument was necessary to pre-

vail upon the assembly to ratify this measure : the

people, says Aristotle, chose rather to have silver

than pewter ;
but nevertheless Dionysius at length

obtained the decree he desired. Perhaps in no

other way, that the circumstances of the age

admitted, could he equally have attained, for the

Syracusan state, the modern advantage of paper

money. If, on another occasion, to pay a public

debt, he used the more exceptionable method of

requiring the current coin to be taken at twice its

former value, it should be' considered what the

difficulties of administration must have been in

the pressure of a Carthaginian war.

A tax on cattle, which of course would excite

uneasiness among the landowners, appears, in the

philosopher's account, to have carried more im-

policy than any of the others. Several successive

regulations became necessary to obviate great in-

conveniences, and even to make it productive

;

but, in the end, it should seem that Dionysius

succeeded. Such a tax, levied in the way of tithe,

and bearing the name, seems to have been, ordi-

narily among the Greeks, imposed only on con-

quered counties
66

. • Possibly this tax, however

regularly

course thei^fore the words must be taken as applying only to

a dissolute part of an armament, whose general good discipline

anil good disposition alone could give means for carrying such

a measure into execution against any part.

Aristotle reckons this tax in that class which lie distin-

guishes by the title of Olxon^a aatTooMriKvi, of which is i «ir«

twi' B&rxtyMkTw, ivixapvim, xai AEKATH
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chap, regularly laid by a decree of the general assembly,

«-

XXX1
. and*however necessary toward preserving all the

lands of the Sicilian Greeks from such an impost

under the arbitrary order of a Carthaginian general,

may have contributed largely to extend the title

of tyrant, as a common addition to the name of

Dionysius.

Among the reports which passed to Greece

from the adverse party, it was said that distress

only, arising from waste of private fortune, induced

Hipparinus to connect his political interest with

Arist. Poiit. that of Dionysius. It is not improbable that the

rA Park pride of Hipparinus may have been hurt at find-

ing it expedient, whether from private or political

necessities, to become in a manner dependent upon

the abilities and popularity of one so inferior in

years and in family importance. Nevertheless,

the silence of the adverse historian, and the still

more adverse biographer, not lightly implies that

no discord between the autocrator-generals inter-

rupted public business. The marriage of Diony-

sius with the daughter of Hipparinus, unless his

consent to that also should be attributed to private

necessities, which other accounts, especially Plu-

tarch's,- tend to contradict, would mark rather

private esteem, as well as political concord. When
Hipparinus died we do not learn

;
but it seems

likely to have been before his son ®ion was of an

age to warrant any pretension immediately to

offer himself for popular choice, to succeed to the

first civil and military office of the republic.

Former precedents were rather in favor of one

than two together in that high situation ; those

especially
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especially of Gelon and Hieron formerly, and sect.

lately of Diodes and Daphnaeus. Dionysius, v—
however, after the death of Hipparinus, remained

without a collegue in the supreme magistracy.

If in this invidious situation he had cause to fear

the interfering pretensions of any, Dion apparently

would be the foremost object of his jealousy.

Nevertheless that lie remained the friend of the

family of Ilipparinus, that he was kind to Dion,

that, whatever may have been the derangement of

the father's affairs, the son inherited and injoyed

a very large patrimony, and was put forward, by

the surviving general-autocrator, in civil and in

military office, is allowed by the most adverse

writers and denied by none.

Dionysius had a strong propensity to litterature,

and the busiest life commonly affords portions of

leisure, ill which an active mind will still he em-

ployed, and the change of employment serves lor

relaxation and rest. He delighted particularly in

poetry, and w as himself a poet. The weakness of

his character seems to have been, like that of the*

great Themistocles, vanity and ostentatiousness.

Like his predecessor in command, Ilieron, he

would send his chariots to the Olympian games.

If we might believe Strabo, the power of his arms strui>. 1.5

by sea and land so commanded the Adriatic sea
p

and its shores, that he had his principal breeding

stud in the Venetian territory. But this, in itself

improbable enough, is rendered more so by what

the geographer also relates, that Ancona ivas a v . 241

colony of Syracusans who withdrew from his

tyranny; unless indeed they withdrew with his

consent.
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consent. But Ancona, like Lissus, on the same

coast, was settled under the protection of the

Syracusan government.

But he is said to have been most anxious to

shine as a poet ;
and probably his poetical talents

were considerable
;
for Isocrates mentions that a

tragedy of his composition won* the prize in the

great field of contention for poetical fame, the

theater of Athens. At Olympia he was less for-

tunate, having apparently sent both his verses and

his horses thither in untoward season, when

politics would be likely to interfere with the deci-

sion on poetical merit
;
for those who then held

the Eleian government, and swayed the Eleian

people, were, with the greatest part of Pelopon-

nesus, highly hostile to Laced asmon, then in close

alliance with Syracuse. If besides litterary fame,

and the simple glory of a victor in the games, he

had a political purpose, which is probable, he was

not in that either successful ; for an invective

against him, composed by Lysias, the celebrated

rhetorician, and pronounced before the meeting,

falling in more with the political sentiments of the

majority, he was abused as a tyrant, and his poetry

was reviled.

Fond however of the conversation of lettered

men, he gathered about him all the principal lit-

terary characters of the time
;
who were drawn

perhaps less by his munificence than by the supe-

rior quiet and security of the residence of Syracuse

in that troubled age. A most improbable story

is told of his treatment of Plato, who was among

the visitors he most honored. In consequence of

offence
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offence puerilely taken, it is said lie caused the sect.

philosopher to he exposed in the common slave- v — v—
market, and actually sold. But the accounts of

the same writers show that the society of lilterary

men remained in Syracuse, and about Dionysius ;

and that, as far as the influence of his administra-

tion extended in Italy as well as in Sicily, the

towns were seats of learning, more, w ith exception

for Athens only, than any others of the Greek

nation. The tale, indeed, involves its own con-

tradiction ;
proceeding to say that Plato was re-

deemed by a subscription ol philosophers residing

in the Sicilian and Italian cities ;
of course under

the protection of that superintending government,

by the chief administrator of which it is pretended

the injurious violence was committed 6 '.

1.7 Tlic story »f tbe sale of Plato, as given by Diodorus, lias

sueli confirmation as it may derive from the letters attributed

U, Plato himself, and printed with his dialogues, lhose let-

tors seem to have boon acknowledged by Plutarch, and thence

probably have obtained credit among the modern learned.

Piiirthelemi has admitted them implicitly, note, p. 54#- i cd.

fcvo Their authenticity, so supported, it cannot but be hazard-

ous 'to question ;
and yet, the character of spunonsness they

< \hibit being to my mind convincing, I should be wanting in

the duty l have undertaken, if I attributed any authority to

them, and perhaps if 1 wholly declined saying why I retuse it.

Not however to enter into long argument, it should seem, that

to Diodorus, tho he tells the same story of the sale of 1 lato,

they were cither unknown, or known to he spurious : for they

tell of three voyages made by Plato to Sicily, and Diodorus be-

lieved in only one. Rut the very inanity of those letters seems

enough to mark them for supposititious. Considering the per-

son pretended writing, the persons addressed, the subjects of

the letters, and the circumstances of the times, it is surely im-

possible to read them without the utmost disappointment. s

it imaginable that such letters could have been written by

Plato, not containing one syllabic of information that migh

not have been written as well four hundred years alter, by
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c^hap. It is for these sixteen years of settled peace and

'—y—1 prosperity, which the malice of disappointed fac-

tion seems to have resented more than actual

injury, that we especially want the history of

Philistus. Of political and military occurrences

within Sicily or Italy, during the term, no informa-

tion remains. In Greece the pause of arms,

produced by the peace of Antalcidas, immediately

preceded it. That pause of hardly three years,

tho there was not settled peace throughout the

republics, was, for that country of troubles, an

uncommon period of quiet. Soon after the set-

tlement of the peace of Sicily, it was partially

interrupted by the war which Lacedaemon carried

against Olynthus; and presently all was embroiled

again, through the seizure of the citadel of Thebes

by the Lacedaemonians, producing, in a long series

of complicated hostilities, the fatal consequences,

•which we have seen, to Lacedaemon itself.

B-C. 373- Sicily and the Grecian settlements in Italy, had
01. 100.4. , . . , . r ... , ,

alreddy injoyed six years ot tranquility, when the

Lacedaemonians, pressed by the united arms of

Thebes and Athens, and fearful of the preponder-

ance of the Athenian navy, and the extension of

the

any sophist the most ignorant, not only of the private affairs

of the individuals concerned, but of the public circumstances

of Sicily and Greece in their time? Between the ages of

Diodorus and Plutarch, to arrain arbitrary power directly, we
know was necessarily to be avoided ; hut oblique attack, a
kind of velitatio, under the mask of Grecian story, was much
in vogue. The letters then are in consonance with Plutarch’s

purpose, in his life of Dion, and with Barthelemi's, in his

Anacharsis. But the whole story of the sale of Plato, and

*his redemption by the philosophers, unmentioned by the

cotemporaries Xenophon, Aristotle,, or Demosthenes, and

virtually contradicted by Isocrates, seems toe* absurd almost

to deserve even the notice that has here been taken of it.
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the Athenian influence among the ilands of die

western sea, applied to Syracuse for assistance to

prevent them
;
urging not only the claim of an

allied power, but the clear interest of the Sicilian

Greeks as requiring it. Ten ships were accord-

ingly sent to reinforce the Lacedaemonian fleet

at Corcyra, nine of which were intercepted, im-

mediately on reaching the Hand, by the able

Athenian commander Iphicrates. Soon after this

the Athenians renounced the Theban alliance, and

ingaged in confederacy with Lacedaemon against

Thebes. Then Syracuse also seems to have be-

come the ally of Athens. Dionysius was so

received into favor by the Athenian people, tho

we are uninformed on what precise occasion, that

the privileges of an Athenian citizen were given

to himself and all his posterity. Of any farther

auxiliary force, sent from Syracuse, no notice

occurs till about eight years after, in the heavy

pressure upon Lacedaemon, after the fatal battle

of Leuctra, apd its sequel, the invasion of Laconia,

when Jvptfminondas a second time entered Pe-

loponnesus, with the assembled strength of the

Theban confederacy. Faithful then to its antient

ally in distress, the Syracusan government sent

twenty triremes and a body of foot and horse;

the foot Spaniards and Gauls, possibly those which

had been received into the Syracusan service on

the retreat of the Carthaginian besieging army

;

the horse probably native Syracusans, who com-

pensated the smallness of their number by their

activity and the superiority of their discipline.

About two years after, when Greece was in that

vol. vu. n confusion

('ll. 40 . s. fl.

of this Hut.

Fp. Philipp,

ad Atlien.

ap. Dcmost.

B.C.3G8.
Ai 10 % 4-

01 - tot* t*
Cli. 27.S. 4
of tliii Hi»C

B.c.366.
01. IOJ. f.
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chap, confusion of war and politics which preceded the

\
/
_L- embassy of Pelopidas to the Persian court, war

broke out again between the Sicilians and Car-

piod. 1. 15. thaginians. Diodorus and Plutarch impute the

Plutarch, calamity to the ambition of Dionysius; careless

p.693. of reconciling this with their imputations against

him of dependency upon Carthage. Diodorus

however acknowleg^s the pretence at least of a

just cause, in the incursions from Carthaginian

settlements upon Grecian lands; and Plutarch

proceeds to assert, what cannot but be considered

as involving eulogy of the Syracusan administra-

tion, that the Grecian forces, which it could now

assemble and carry into action, amounted to a

hundred thousand foot, ten thousand horse, and

five hundred ships of war. Diodorus states the

armament, which actually moved under the orders

of Dionysius, to have consisted of thirty thousand

foot, three thousand horse, and three hundred

ships of war, which may perhaps be no great

exaggeration. Selinus, Eryx, and even Entella,

which had formerly baffled his efforts, now yielded

to him. In an attempt upon Lilybajum he failed
;

and the stormy season then approaching, its dan-

gers for the antient vessels of war induced him to

remand the greater part of his fleet to Syracuse.

The Carthaginians, in an unexpected attack upon

the squadroh left in the port of Eryx, took several

ships. In the course of the winter negotiation

was opened, which produced a truce
;
soon after

which Dionysius was seized with a disorder, of

which he died;
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APPENDIX TO THE THIRTY-FIRST CHAPTER.

Of the Character of the elder Dionysius, and of hut

Government.

Tho it has been carefully endevored, in the apit.n-

three last chapters, to give the fairest account, that , »

could be elicited from antient memorials, of an

interesting portion of the Grecian republics, during

an interesting period, yet it may not be wholly

unnecessary, both toward establishing the faith of

the foregoing, and clearing the way for the coming

narrative, to take some farther notice of obscu-

rities left, and extravagancies warranted by writers

of high authority, through which this part of

history has been singularly clouded and disguised.

We have alreddy seen much, and in the sequel

much more will appear, of the origin of those

odious pictures of Dionysius which have been

transmitted, incidentally however only, and with-

out historical connection, by most respectable

antient authors. It must be observed, and occa-

sion will occur to repeat the remark, that, even

under the republics, while history was scanty, and

books altogether rare, the numerous philosophers,

and even the greatest, wanting a statement of

facts, for ground, or for illustration of an argu-

ment, took ordinarily any popular report, without

care of its authenticity. When books afterward

multiplied, the despotism, first of the successors

of Alexander, and then much more that of the

Roman empire, stopping the political career which

was before open, the busy-minded, educated for
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chap, that career under the philosophers, turned their
XXXI.

1 1 7

1— talents and their ingenuity to idle disputation.

Stories invented by party malignity, offering the

highest-colored pictures, seem, without regard for

their origin, generally to have been preferred

;

and, for this merit, those disseminated by the

enemies of Dionysius appear to have earned

Cic.dcOrat. singular favor. Even Cicero, we find, gave into

De'ciar.Or. this practice of the philosophers, with whom he

ijf liiviii. was fond of associating himself, and example of
1. '.c.ao.

jt remajns from him not a little remarkable.

Philistus, the friend, the assistant in peace and

war, and the historian of Dionysius, is mentioned,

in his didactic and critical works, as among the

first historical writers
;
not only admirable for his

style and manner, byt worthy of confidence for

his ability, diligence, and means of acquaintance

with the facts he related
68

. Nevertheless, when,

among his philosophical questions, he wanted an

example of a horrid tyrant, setting aside Philistus,

he gives, from the opposite party-writers, with all

the deformity of their coloring, the odious pictures

that his immediate purpose required. He does

not indeed profess to write history; he meeriy

draws example, such as he found to his immediate

purpose among historical writers, and not with-

out acknowlegement that different representations

existed.

“ Syracusius Philistus, qui, cum Dionysii tyranni familia-

rissimns esset, otium 6uum consumpsit in historia scribenda,

maxiineque Thucididem est, sicut mihi videtur, imitatus.

Cic. de Orat. 1.2. c. 13. Philistum, doctum hominem et

diligentem, et tequalem temporum illorum. DeDivin. 1 . 1.

c. 20. Catonem cum Philisto et Thucydide comparares ?

uuos enim ne e Grtecis quisquam imitari potest. De
Clar. Or. c. Sr,.
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existed. These stories, thus related by Cicero,

afford very satisfactory evidence that they were

in his time extant, in works of litterary merit

enough to have fame, but none that he gave

them credit against the contrary testimonies also

extant.

APPEN-
DIX.

Plutarch’s account however must certainly be

otherwise considered. Not professing to write

connected history, he professes nevertheless to

extract from it the lives of eminent men, and

represent their characters fairly. Of the public

conduct of Dionysius, how he acquired his power,

how he administered the complex affairs ofa state

or confederacy composed of all the Sicilian and

Italian Greek cities, how he managed its revenue,

how he combined and directed its force, so as to

excite the admiration of the great Scipio Africanus

at his success in the wars with Carthage, and to Pol.yKl. 15.

draw' confession, even from Plutarch, of the sin-
p’ /l, ‘

gularly florishing state of Syracuse ' under him,

Plutarch appears to have thought himself not at

all bound to show'. But he has entered into the

private life, the domestic affairs and the closest

conversations of this extraordinary tyrant, 'which

he has undertaken to knowr

,
without at all saying

how they became known. The man whom Scipio

professed to admire as one of the greatest men,

not only of hie own but of any age, who, in the

testimony of Cicero, governed Syracuse eight-ami* c«. t<.k.

thirty years, who, having defended his country in
15 t ao ’

arms against the most formidable power then

upon earth, maintained it in a peace and tran-

quility unknown elsewhere among the Greeks, and

n 3 provided
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chap, provided so that this happy period should extend

xxxt.
far beyond bis own life, this man Plutarch repre-

sents as a compound of the foulest vices and

riut.vii. basest weaknesses. ‘So suspicious,’ he says,

‘ and fearful of all men, was the first Dionysius,

‘ that he would not allow scissars to be used

Ariifot.Fol.

1. 5. c. 5 .

Sophocl.

(Kd. tyr.

y 55°-

1 about his head, but his hair was kept in form
4 with a burning coal. No person, not his bro-

4
thcr, not his son, was allowed to come into his

k presence, without first stripping himself before

4
the guard, for assurance against secreted weapons.

4 His brother Leptines, for taking a spear from
4 an attending guardsman, to point - out the

4
situation of places in a country which was the

4 subject of conversation, incurred his heavy dis-

4
pleasure, and the guardsman \vas put to death

4
for parting with his spear. Marsyas, whom he

4 had raised to a high military command, relating

4
that he had dreamed of having killed Diony-

4
sius, was executed for the evil disposition so

4 indicated.’

To refute such tales it is hardly necessary to

refer to the account of Diodorus, confirmed by

Aristotle, of the popularity by which Dionysius

acquired his power, and of his free and confidential

communication with all ranks of people w hen in

full possession of it : the poet’s reason, formerly

noticed, might suffice against the philosopher's

extravagancies, 4
Is it not absurd to aim at

4 sovereinty without friends and without popu-
4

larity?’ What little circumstances may have

assisted invention for such tales, it were waste

of lime to inquire. One onlv, reported by Cicero,

for
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for its intrinsic merit, through which it has ac- appen-

quired a just celebrity, may deserve notice, that .

DIX ‘

of the feast of Damocles. If, in conversation at

table, Dionysius only said, ‘ Could you, Damocles,
( injoy the most delicious feast, in the most in-

* gaging company, with a sword suspended over

‘ your head by a single horsehair?’ the foundation

would be abundant for the ingenious story which

has been transmitted to posterity.

From the earlier and more impartial Roman

biographer, we have not a life, but a character of

Dionysius, which may deserve to be reported, as

nearly as may be in his own words— ‘ Dionysius,’ c«r. Ncp.

he says, ‘ was among the princes known to history
dc nfi,bu,‘

4 most eminent for the glory of their actions;
,

‘ a brave soldier, an able general, and, what is

‘ rarely found’in a tyrant, above the temptations

‘ of lust, luxury, avarice, and every other vice,

‘ except the thirst of soverein power, which led

‘ him to cruelty. In his constant purpose of

‘ strengthening his authority, he spared the life

4 of none whom he suspected of. plotting against

‘ him. Nevertheless the tyranny which he ac-

‘ quired by his virtue and bravery, he retained

* with extraordinary felicity, and, dying at the age

‘ of more than sixty years, he left behind him a

4 florishing kingdom.’

Here we find a man described, who might

defend Sicily against Carthage, and gain the

admiration of a great Roman. Yet it seems due

to the character of Dionysius to observe, that, in

the whole detail of the Sicilian historian, often

imputing cruelty in general terms, and showing

j, 4 demcncy,
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chap, clemency, liberality, and generosity in specific

3XXL . instances, no instance of cruelty is specified, but

in the very doubtful case of Phyton, general of

the Rhegians, where exaggeration is evident. If

then we add the total failure of all notice of the

cruelty of Dionysius by the very eminent cotem-

porary writers, by whom we find him mentioned,

Xenophon, Isocrates, Demosthenes, and Aristotle,

and to this negative testimony join that which is

PhiiVp

“d
‘ rat^er positive, so strongly implied in the recom-

mendation of his example by Isocrates for the

common benefit of Greece, the inference seems

but reasonable that the tales of that excavation

among the quarries of Syracuse, still called the

* ear of Dionysius, and all those which Cicero, and

Plutarch, and Seneca, and philo$)phical fablers

of later ages have reported, of the singularly tyran-

nical character of his government, however become

popular and almost proverbial, have originated

only in the malice of party-spirit.

It is obvious that there would be always, among
the Sicilian and Italian Greeks, a party desirous

of propagating opinions of Dionysius, such as

Plutarch has transmitted, and that party we shall

see becoming the ruling party
; but how the dis-

position passed, as in a certain degree evidently

it did, to Athens, and extensively over Greece,

is not so obvious. There remains, however, from
a most respectable cotemporary writer, what will

not only throw light on this subject, but assist

toward a just general view of the politics of the

age, and a just estimation of the accounts trans-

mitted by later authors. The discourse of

Isocrates,
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Isocrates, known by the name of the Panegyrical appf.n.

Oration, veiilly a political parflflet, was written '

—

when the conduct of the Lacedaemonians in the

punishment of Mantineia, in the seizure of the cu.96.s.i.

citadel of Thebes, and in the wars, which presently iiut."

followed, with Phlius and Olynthus, excited just

indignation and alarm among thinking men

throughout Greece
;
and hence it was an object

of general patriotism to excite opposition to their

ambitious views and oppressive measures. Syra-

cuse, the antient ally of Lacedaemon, continued

to be such while Dionysius directed its govern-

ment; and, of course, throughout the extensive

party among the Grecian republics adverse to

Lacedaemon, there would be some fellowfeeling

with the party in Italy and Sicily adverse to

Dionysius. Of this temper Isocrates endevored

to avail himself in that oration. Among a labored

collection of reproaches against Laceda:mon, de-

duced from earliest history, he asserts it to

have been through the cordial cooperation of the

Lacedaemonian government that Dionysius made

himself tyrant of Sicily. But when the Theban

democracy, after having successfully resisted

oppression, aspired to a tyrannical command over

other states, friendly connection being then formed

betw'een Athens and Lacedaemon, Dionysius,

alreddy the ally of Lacedaemon, apparently became

also the ally of Athens; for the freedom of the K|>. Philipp,

city, as alreddy mentioned, was given to him for

himself and all his posterity. Then an Athenian
ed- Re,,ke*

Blight eulogize Dionysius, tho a tyrant. ‘ He iaocr.Ni-

‘ found the rest of Sicily,’ says a cotemporary

rhetorician.
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chap, rhetorician, ‘ desolated, and Syracuse severely

.

XXXL
. ‘ pressed by war. Every danger he met and

‘ averted, and made Syracuse the greatest of

fdPMHpp
‘ Grecian cities

69 ;’ Isocrates did not scruple to

p.360. t.i. avow correspondence with Dionysius,
‘ when he

p. 35°. ‘ held the tyranny 70 ;’ and must surely have

depended, not merely upon his own opinion, but

upon some extensive estimation of the beneficial

conduct of the tyrant, when he ventured to pro-

pose it among examples to be followed for the

common good of Greece. Nevertheless, wherever

the Theban interest prevailed, the name of Diony-

sius, as the friend of Lacedaemon, would be still

unpopular, and all the prejudices and all the

calumnies of the party adverse to him, in Sicily

and Italy, would find reddy reception.

It might be much an object to know what that

government really was, evidently superior, at least

in point of administration, to anything common

with the Greeks, which, among so many cities,

habituated each to its separate republican in-

dependency, and much habituated to political

contest and sedition, could maintain concord

during sixteen years, and still hold all so reddy

and zealous to cooperate in war, as to form a

sufficient balance to the power, and an effectual

check to the ambition of Carthage. In Proper

Greece, since the Trojan times at least, such

union had not been seen, nor had any influence

been

® The tract called Nicodes, transmitted among the works

of Isocrates, if it should not carry the authority of his name,

seems, however, intitled to that of his age.

"* Awiritt r« rvfanlf* xTri7afiiri>.
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been able to collect and direct such a force as

that which inabled the Sicilian Greeks to with-

stand the Carthaginian invasion. Should Plutarch

be believed, a mercenary army held the Sicilian

Greeks in absolute subjection. But how a mer-

cenary army could be maintained, sufficient at the

same time to hold the Greeks in subjection and

to defend them against the Carthaginians, was, in

his plan of history, needless to explain. The less

artful Sicilian compiler Diodorus, however, suffi-

ciently shows that the fact was otherwise. The

citizens in arms, and especially the Syracusans, it

is evident from his account, formed the great body

of the armies that opposed the forein enemy.

Indeed the very amount of the military force of

Syracuse, stated by Plutarch himself, may be

esteemed no small degree of evidence that the

citizens must have borne arms. Mercenaries

were beside entertained, as they were by the

Athenian and almost every other principal re-

public of the age. .
But, as we have had occasion

often to observe, among the Greeks a naval force

was always held highly adverse to the security of

either oligarchy, or tyrannical monarchy. When

Critias proposed to make himself lord of Athens

he renounced maritime power. Among all the

maritime republics it was the constant object of

the democratical party to hold the city connected

with the fleet ; of the oligarchal to keep them

separate. The Lacedaemonian government, often

compelled to mix in maritime war, and even to

take a lead in it, never persevered in any effort

for raising a Lacedaemonian navy; and among

the
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the reasons for this, gathering from what we see

common in Grecian politics, probably not the

lowest was that they saw danger in it to their

oligarchy. But Dionysius evidently lived in no

fear of what Thucydides calls the nautic multi-

tude ; a description of men far different from the

British seaman, whose home is on the ocean : the

Greek seaman, if he ought to be called so, fed

and slept ashore, and went aboard almost only

for action. But in the midst of that generally

troublesome multitude, in the iland, which sepa-

rated the two harbours of Syracuse, Dionysius

chose his residence. At one time we have seen

a part of that multitude breaking loose from just

authority to act as in the impulse of the moment

they thought the good of their country required

:

at another time we have seen a part of the Syra-

cusan people in the land-service more directly and

more perseveringly disobeying the commander-

in-chief. But as far as Dionysius ruled, legally, or

with authority more than legal, it seems to have

been always through the support of the great body

of Syracusan citizens, who composed the fleets

and armies of the republic. In Syracuse he

assembled a vast population, removing thither the

people of other towns of Sicily and of Italy. To

govern by a force of mercenaries, he should rather

have divided them. For keeping order in the

mixed multitude, the mercenaries might some-

times be useful
;
and to relieve the friendly party

in restraining the adverse, they would probably

be sometimes employed
; but not to hold in sub-

jection that party, by which Dionysius acquired,

and
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and without which he could not maintain his apfen-

power. For it appears on numerous occasions, .

m
'

,

that not only all the forms of republican govern-

ment were constantly maintained, but that the

exercise of soverein authority by the general as-

sembly gave continual opportunity for opposition

to the administration of Dionysius.

The whole executive government however, with

powers not likely to have been very accurately

defined, was apparently directed by the general-

autocrator. He was regularly accountable to the

assembly of the people
;
but that assembly must

have been a most unwieldly body, little lit to

execute the powers, either of legislation, or of

control over an executive government, extending

over numerous cities, holding each its separate

legislative power. One man therefore, at the

same time first civil magistrate and commander-

in-chief of army and navy, for all those cities,

popular and politic, the greatest general, and the

greatest orator of his age, in such a government

would and must hold the effectual exercise of

absolute power; and thus Dionysius seems to

have been not untruly called, in the original sense ,

of the term, Tyrant of Syracuse and of Sicily

and Italy.
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CHAPTER XXXII.

Affairs of the Grecian Settlements of Sicily

and Italy, from the Death of the first

Dionysius to the Restoration. of the Second

Dionysius.

SECTION I.

Election of the second Dionysius to the Dignity of General-

Autocrator. Peace of Eleven Years. Parties in Opposition

under Dion m

and Hcracleides. Banishment of Dion and

Heracleides.

CIIAP.
XXXII. THE discussion of the character of the elder

Dionysius and of his government, longer

perhaps and more particular than would generally

become historical composition, seemed warranted

and even required by the importance of the por-

tion of history, and by the obscurity and contra-

dictions in which that portion of history hath been

inwrapped
;
nor may it be less necessary toward

exhibiting in just light an important sequel.

On the death of a man who had presided over

the government so many years, with uncommon

ability, and perhaps yet more uncommon success,

it was matter of most serious consideration for

all the Sicilian and Italian Greeks, but especially

the Syracusans, and most especially those who

had been his principal supporters, how and by

whom the administration should be in future di-

rected. To preserve peace and union, and means

for common exertion against a threatening common
enemy,
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enemy, among so many portions of the little sect.

empire, long habituated to discord within each .
1

and among all, it seems to have been extensively

felt that one chief, with some permanence of

power, was necessary, ami that, for such a chief,

eminence of birth was an important qualification, .

With these views the family of the late general-

autocrator would stand among the foremost

for public notice. Dionysius had left by Doris,

daughter of Xenctus of Locri, a son also named

Dionysius, alreddy advanced in manhood, and by

Aristomachc, daughter of Hipparinus, his late

collegue in the office of gcneral-autocrator, two

sons, Hipparinus and Narsajus, yet under age.

Ilut the elder Hipparinus had also left a son,

Dion
;
and the family of Hipparinus was the first,

or among the first of Syracuse. Dion then was

some years older than the younger Dionysius

;

with considerable talents, cultivated under the

first philosophers of the age, and especially Plato; Diodor,

he had the farther advantage, derived from his

late brother-in-law’s favor, of having been versed

in high employments military and civil, and to

these he added that of possessing the largest

patrimonial fortune of the Sicilian Greeks. Thus

eminent, he aspired to the first eminence, and, c«m.Nep.

before the death of the elder Dionysius, he had
v ' Ulun '

begun the secret practices to prepare the way for

stepping into his plaCe.

The younger Dionysius was not his equal,

either in ability or in ambition. But Dion had

made himself obnoxious by a morose and haughty

temper. Dionysius was more popular among the

many
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chap, many by his father’s popularity, and more agi^e-

able to the principal men for his pleasanter man-

ners. Philistus especially supported him 7 '. But

the important election was to be made, as in a

dembcracy, by the voice of the soverein people.

The general assembly was convened. Young

SiodA 15 .
Dionysius, addressing the multitude, solicited that

c - 74- goodwill, which he said he hoped, little as he had

yet had opportunity to earn it, would attach to

him for his father’s merits, and pass to him as an

inheritance. Of any opposition, on the occasion,

we have no account.

The silence of the adverse writers concerning

transactions in Sicily, during eleven years after

the accession of the younger Dionysius to the

supreme power in Syracuse, forms no small eulogy

of his administration, and reflects very great credit

on that of his predecessor, who had established

the advantageous order of things, which gave

means for such a phenomenon in Grecian his-

tory. While the mild temper of the government

provoked no enemies, the naval and military

force, reddy at its command, deterred aggression.

Respected

71 The story told by Plutarch of Dionysius having given

the tyranny of Syracuse and Sicily by a testamentary devise,

is so little consonant with what was either usual among tlie

Greeks, or likely to have happened in his particular circum-

stances, that the clear testimony of Diodorus to a more pro-

bable and ordinal) course of things, is hardly necessary to its

refutation. Plutarch's idea seems to have been drawn from
Roman times, or Greek, after the conquest of the Persian

empire. For the age of Dionysius, he should still have at-

tended to the tragic poet's information of what tyranny was,

and how to be acquired, with which the account of Diodorus

- perfectly accords. The phrase npSrov r* wXijOu mayayw,
but indeed the whole account of Diodorus, show that not only

the form, but the reality of popular sovereinty remained.
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Respected abroad, and cherished at home, the

only murmurs, noticed even by the adverse writers,

were of restless spirits, who reprobated that want

of energy, as they called it, which allowed the

Carthaginians to bold their Sicilian possessions;

while sober men could not but consider the

maintenance of peace with that preponderant

power, unsullied by any degrading concession, as

indicating political conduct the most beneficial

and praiseworthy. In the uncommon peace thus

injoyed, the Sicilian towns, and especially Syracuse,

florished beyond example
; and the benefits ap-

pear to have been in no small degree extended

to the Italian cities, which acquiesced under the

superintending authority of the younger, as before

of the elder Dionysius. The many self-governed

cities, thus united under one executive adminis-

tration, in the manner nearly of the Athenian

confederacy under Pericles, formed a state al-

together the most powerful at that time existing

in Europe 71
. The peace of Sicily appears to

have remained wholly undisturbed. In Italy

hostilities occurred only with the Lucanians. The

Syracusan government undertook the conduct of

the war, and Dionysius has the credit of having

commanded in some successful actions, which

brought the enemy to submission. The modera-

tion and generosity which restrained ambition

and rapacity, and gave easy terms to the con-

quered, were taken, by the ill-affected, as ground,

apparently

’* Miyirn rut Kara rv Zvfuwnt eutartiut J. lG.

c. 5* Tv/anih rrarut twifanrarart) *«» Plul. vit,

Timol. p. «42.

VOI-. VII. o
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chav, apparently in the scarcity of other ground, for

t

xxxii. invective against the administration. Except in

this little war, the growth of piracy, in the Adriatic,

alone gave occasion for any use of arms. That

evil was repressed by the Syracusan fleets
;
and to

prevent more effectually the renewal of maritime

depredations in those seas, two towns were

founded, in places commodious for naval stations,

on the coast of Apulia.

The advantages however of the administration

of the younger Dionysius appear to have been

little owing to his own character, but much to the

able men who had been his father's friends and

assistants, and especially the venerable Philistus.

If Dionysius had himself talents for business, he

had little disposition to use them. He seems

indeed to have had all his father’s passion for

litterature, but with an excessive propensity, which,

if his father ever had, his great mind overbore

it
7
’, for pleasure and dissipation. That he had

some quickness of judgement as well as of wit,

much good humor, and a temper not easily ruffled,

appears from anecdotes of his later life, preserved

with a purpose very wide of flattery. Easiness

and generosity arc also marked in him in the

course of the narrative of Diodorus, and remain

attested even by his cotemporary enemy Timaeus.

Aria. Poiit. But his dissipation, and especially his drunkenness,
' J ' Q‘

‘ made him contemptible.

With such a character at the head of a govern-

ment, whether tyranny, aristocracy, or democracy

(tho

73 Miniiue libtdinosus. non luxuriosus, non avarus. Com.
Nep. de reu.
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(tho the government of Syracuse seems clearly to sect.

have been compounded of the three, with the * ,

addition, from the Sicilian and Italian cities, of a

large portion of what has been called federalism)

it may well be wondered that quiet could be

maintained so long, but not that troubles should

at length arise. Philistus, who seems chiefly to

have directed things, would be sometimes ill-

supported, and always envied. Two principal

men opposed him, Dion and Hcradeides. The

former, maternal unde of Dionysius, was, in

character, the reverse of his nephew, ambitious,

active, austere, singularly austere, and haughty.

He had some popular virtues; and, for the sake

of power he cultivated popularity
;
but his political Pint.

principles were aristocratical, and his temper,

perhaps yet more than his political principles,

were adverse to the acquisition of any extensive

and dangerous popularity. Ileraclcides was more

of tb^ courtier. With much ambition, much

\ "JUl 3, much activity, he had a temper that could

accommodate itself to acquire the favor equally

of prince and people. Through the favor of the

general autocrator, he was next in military com-

mand under him : through the favor of the people

he was the most dangerous man in Syracuse to

his government.

Of Heracleides we have very little account;

and of Dion, in some respects, too little, in

other, more than enough; for much from Plutarch

is evidently fable. Nevertheless, by comparing

Plutarch with the honest tho prejudiced Diodorus,

and both, as means offer, with other writers, we

O 2 cU'C
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CHAP- fire inabled in a great degree to appreciate what

xxxiij
jg related by all* It seems probable that the elder

Dionysius had taken measures for securing to his

son the succession to the high rank which himselt

held, by the favor both of the principal men and

Com. Ntp. of the multitude.. We owe to the Roman bio-

v' Dion
' grapher, less a party-writer than either Diodorus

or Plutarch, the information that Dion, even be-

fore his brother-in-law's death, ingaged in secret

measures for supplanting his nephew. Tho this

was discovered, yet the easy liberality of the

younger Dionysius forgave it, and Dion was not

only still admitted to his society and counsels, but

was among the most respected and favored in

both. It was at the instance of Dion, it is said,

that Plato was invited to revisit Syracuse, and

assist in improving the laws and constitution.

However doubtful the accounts of Plato's voyages

to Sicily, and of the circumstances of his residence

there, yet this may deserve notice concerning

them : if they are true, it follows that the govern-

ment of Syracuse remained in a great degree

popular under each Dionysius
;
for the very pur-

pose for which the philosopher is said to have

been invited was to arrange a free government.

But if the accounts are fictitious, they show that

the author of a fiction which has obtained so

much credit, either was aware that the govern-

ment of Syracuse was free, or considered it as

general opinion, which, to make his fiction popular,

it would be necessary to respect.

It is likely nevertheless that Dion had reason

to be dissatisfied with his nephew's conduct, as it

tended
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tended to weaken and expose to ruin the well-

combined system of government, under which

Sicily had so long florished ;
and it is likely that

his haughty and austere manner in remonstrance

might make his counsels daily less acceptable to

the general-autocrator. Philistus then injoying

the greatest favor w'ith the first magistrate, and

Heracleides with the people, Dion with much

uneasiness found himself in an inferior situation,

where he reckoned he ought to have held the

first. Thus disappointed and soured, lie was led

to a line of conduct which nothing could justify :

he ingaged in secret correspondence with the go-

vernor of the Carthaginian settlements in Sicily.

Some of his letters were intercepted and delivered *•

to Dionysius. From these it was discovered that, p.Q«3.

while formal communication was carried on by

the Carthaginian governor with the Syracusan

administration, as a blind, secret negotiation was

goinv forward with Dion. Of the tenor of this Pint. &
®

. . . , . , . e Corn. Nep.

negotiation antient writers have omitted to inform v . Dion,

us, but that the purpose was the advancement of

Dion’s power in Syracuse, to the overthrow' of

that of Dionysius and his immediate friends, is

clearly implied. Dionysius, before aware, as the

Roman biographer says, that Dion excelled him

in talents, and was gaining upon him in popularity,

now saw that it was no longer possible for both to

live in Sicily.

' We have heretofore observed it to have been

too much the way of writers of the ages of Diodo-

rus and Plutarch, deficient in their accounts of

public affairs, to relate secret transactions and

o 3 private

Dioti. I. j6.
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private conversation, the most unlikely to become

known, with as much confidence as if they had

been present at them. Plutarch has undertaken

to say what passed between Dion and Philistus

concerning the intercepted letters, and he has

reported, in still more detail, a conversation be-

tween Dion and Dionysius on the same occasion.

What might be known and concurrent testimonies

speak to it, is that Dion was detected in a con-

spiracy for overthrowing the existing administra-

tion of Syracuse, and establishing himself in the

chief authority
;

that he was in consequence

banished, and that Ileracleides was banished

about the same time. It seems probable that the

sentence against both was given, with all con-

stitutional formality, by a decree of the people

;

the interest of the administration, directed more

by the able and active Philistus than by the dis-

sipated general-autocrator, overbearing the divided

causes of the leaders of opposing parties.

The generosity of Dionysius, on this occasion,

remains authenticated by the unsuspicious testi-

mony of a cotemporary historian of the adverse

party. To soften the fate of his uncle, as far as

might be consistently with his own safety, he

ordered a trireme for his accommodation, to carry

him to Greece ; and Corinth, the mother-city of

Syracuse, was the place he chose for his residence.

Thither his large income was regularly remitted

to him, and he is said to have lived in a style

of princely splendor, new' in Peloponnesus.

Meanwhile his wife and children, remaining in

Syracuse, were taken by Dionysius into his own

house.
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house, and treated with the kindness and respect

becoming such near relations.

SECTION II.

Measures of Dinn for ll iir against Dionysius. New Settle-

went of Kaxus under Andromachus . Return of Dion to

Sicily in Anns. Return of Hcracleides in Anns. Dionysius

besieged in the Citadel. Death of Rhilistus.

S E C T.

11 .

The gratitude of Dion, even according to his

panegyrist, did not at all correspond with the

liberal generosity of Dionysius. Proposing to

use the means, which he owed to it, for raising

troops to make war against his benefactor, it is i>i„ t .

said he consulted Plato on the subject, whose

scholar and friend it was his boast to have been.

Plato strongly dissuaded, but Dion nevertheless

persevered. At this time more than a thousand

Sicilian exiles were living in Greece. It seems

probable that the greater number, or perhaps all,

were a relic of the party in the several cities of

the iland, which we have seen so virulent and

inflexible in animosity against the elder Dionysius.

Scarcely thirty could be ingaged to follow Dion,

who had been so many years a principal person

of the opposite party. Many of them seem to

have been of those expelled from Naxus
;
and

’

these, holding’ together under an eminent man

of their own city, Andromachus, whose wealth

inabled, as his talents qualified him, to be a chief

in adventure, drew’ many others with them. The

colony established in the Naxian territory, after

the expulsion of the rebellious Sicels, seems, in

the neglect of the Syracusan government, distracted

o 4 through
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Chap, through the dissipated character of the general*

Jcxxlt ~

.

autocrator, to have been at this time in decay.

Andromachus, using a favorable opportunity, and

well seconded by the zeal of his followers, pos-

sessed himself of the height of Taurus, where the

Sicels so long resisted the elder Dionysius
;
and,

from that commanding situation, he vindicated for

his followers in a great degree the possession and

injoyment of the whole Naxian territory. His

circumstances made the lofty fastness preferable

to the otherwise far more convenient situation of

the old town of Naxus below it, and under his

able direction, his settlement, retaining the name
of Tauromenium, quickly became a flourishing

republic. Timu-us, whose Sicilian history, now

unfortunately known only by the quotations of

other writers, has alreddy occurred for notice,

was a son of the founder of the republic of

Tauromenium.

Meanwhile both Dion and Heracleides had

been levying forces in Peloponnesus, for the pur-

pose of reestablishing themselves in Syracuse;

and as the deranged state of the government there

had alforded incouragement and opportunity for

Andromachus, so his success would afford in-

• couragement and promote opportunity for the

Syracusan exiles. Intelligence of" their prepara-

tions, and of the actual seizure of Tauromenium

by Andromachus, alarmed the Syracusan adminis-

tration. The direct passage from Peloponnesus

across the Ionian sea to Sicily, was rarely ven-

tured by the antient ships of war : they commonly,

as we have had occasion formerly to observe,

ranged
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ranged the coast of Epirus, till opposite the sect.

Iapygian promontory, and then proceeded by the >— >

Italian headlands to the Sicilian shore. The oc-

cupation of Tauromenium, if its occupiers were in

concert, as might reasonably be apprehended, with

Dion and Heracleides, would give facility to inva-

sion on that side, and perhaps might afford oppor-

tunity also to detach some of the Italian cities

from the Syracusan alliance. The danger appeared

so threatening, that Dionysius and Philistus went

together to Italy to provide against it.

Meanwhile Dion, far less successful than B.C.358.

Heracleides in ingaging Sicilian refugees, yet
01,05 *'

having collected some mercenary troops, and

holding intelligence in Sicily, resolved upon a

measure which has been celebrated for its novelty

and boldness. The direct passage, very hazardous

for the antient ships of war, was far from being j>| llt . Tir

equally so for the ships of burthen. Dion there-
, l6

fore imbarked his troops in merchant-vessels, and c -9-

steered to the south of Sicily
;
but, avoiding the «».

Grecian towns, he held on his course to Africa,

forced thither, as his friends gave out, by the

wind. Thence however he proceeded, not to any

Grecian settlement, but to Minoa, a Carthaginian

garrison in' the Agrigentine territory. There he

was received as a friend by the Carthaginian go-

vernor, who gave, him important assistance for

the prosecution of his purpose. Dion hastened

his march, with his small force, toward Syra-

cuse, and the Carthaginian governor meanwhile

managed for him the conveyance of arms, which

he had brought to distribute among his partizans

in
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in the iland. The friendship of Carthage more-

over would procure him the friendly aid of all the

Sicans, and probably some of the Sicels, and

perhaps even some of the Greeks; for few of the

Grecian towns, especially of the west ofthe iland,

were without a Carthaginian party 75
. But every-

where all who were adverse to the ruling party,

and all who apprehended that the administration

of Dionysius was tottering, would be half pre-

pared to join him. In a proclamation adapted to

the general temper, or to the temper of a large

part of the Sicilian Greeks, Dion declared that

his purpose was to give liberty to all
; and before

he reached Syracuse, he had collected an army, it

is said, of twenty thousand men.

Probable as it is that with all the advantage

which Dionysius had, in the able advice of

Philistus, there would be considerable errors in

his administration, it is remarkable enough that

none regarding public measures arc specified by

the adverse historians. They pry into his house

and his family for accusation against him. When

Dion’s purpose of bringing war against his coun-

try was ascertained by open preparation, in re-

venge for his ingratitude and perfidy, they say,

Dionysius compelled his sister, Dion’s wife, to

repudiate her husband and take another. The

credit

Ta It seems probable that if the history of Philistus had

remained to us, we should have seen that the Carthaginian

connection was the popular topic, urged by the party of

Dionysius, that pressed most against Dion ; and it seems to

have been to counterwork this that the accusation was re-

torted, evidently enough without foundation, and yet ingeni-

ously enough to have perhaps some effect upon the popular

mind at the time, against the elder Dionysius.
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credit due to such an account from an adverse

faction, whether for the manner and circumstances,

or for the fact itself, is very difficult to estimate.

But the administration, in the absence of Diony-

sius and Philistus, remained certainly in hands

either weak or faithless. Dion became master ot

the city without a blow, the iland only excepted.

The numerous population, some part always d is- i)i<><i. 1 . 10.

posed to Dion, a greater part indisposed to the
c

existing administration, and expecting the desired

arrival of Heraclcides, some swayed by the alarm

of the moment, and some by the incouragement,

all flocked out to meet, and earn the favor or

allay the resentment of the rising power. Dion,

in a sort of royal, or as it would be called by an rim. vit.

adverse party, tyrannical state, conspicuous for

his fine armour, and surrounded by a body-guard

of foreiners, addressed the obsequious multitude,

and recommended the immediate election ot com-

manders, fit, he said, in the style commonly used

for alluring the multitude, to lead them to the

overthrow of tyranny and the establishment of

freedom. The choice, under the existing circum-

stances, could not be dubious
;
universal acclama- rim. vit.

tion raised Dion and his brother Megacles to the e.

high office of autocrator-generals, and a body-

guard was allowed them, as appurtenant to that

dignitv. No symptom of opposition appearing,

they led the way, in a kind of triumph, through

Achradina to the agora. Sacrifices, thanksgivings, Di-.d i.i6,

festivals, whatever might incourage among the

people the hope and imagination of great advan-

tages in the revolution, followed; and while the

informed
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chap, informed and serious looked with anxious appre-

.
xxxlI~. hension to the future, the thoughtless multitude

injoyed for the moment a real happiness, for

which they paid Dion with the grossest flattery,

equalling him with the gods.

But that government which had made Syracuse

the greatest city of the Greek nation, the capital

of the florishing settlements of Sicily and Italy,

and had been able to maintain it so many years

in so uncommon a tranquillity, tho thus violently

interrupted, and put in imminent danger, was not

so to be in a moment overthrown and annihilated.

Dionysius and Philistus, returning not till seven

days after Dion had been in possession of the

city, found themselves nevertheless, by the com-

mand of the strong fortress of the iland, by the

attachment of the fleet, and by an interest yet

among those who had submitted to Dion, in cir-

cumstances to propose an accommodation by

which civil war might have been avoided. But

Dion, haughty and unbending, for so much even

his panegyrists allow, would accede to no equal

terms, and yet feared the unpopularity likely to

be incurred by the refusal of them. To obviate

this, his partisans imputed insincerity to their

adversaries in proposing negotiation. Arms then

being resorted to, and Dion, while his troops were

roughly handled, being himself severely wounded,
Diod. 1. 16. his partizaus reproached Dionysius for breach of

faith, as if a treaty had been going forward or

even concluded. Nevertheless Dionysius again

c. 13. invited negotiations, which Dion persevered in

avoiding, while he diligently prosecuted works for

blockading
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blockading the fortress. Composition, even his sect..

encomiasts avow, was not his purpose ; he would »—

,

compel Dionysius either to surrender at discretion

or quit Sicily.

The rapidity and the amount of Dion's first

success had brought unexpected credit to his

cause
;
but when the extent of his design became

more manifest, and men had leisure to reflect a

little upon the probable and even necessary con-

sequences of a revolution, his progress was pre-

sently checked, and it appeared that an adverse

party, or even more than one adverse party

remained, capable ot contending with him toi

superiority. The fleet continued faithful to the Diud.i.

old government, and Philistus, passing again to

Italy, where also its interest was yet good, he

procured from Khegium alone, florishing under

the party established in power by the elder Diony-

sius, five hundred horse. He -did not fear then

to return to Syracuse by Jand
;

and Leontini

having declared for Dion, he made a vigorous

assault upon it. lie was repelled, but he pro-

ceeded without any check to his march, and

joined Dionysius in the citadel.

Meanwhile in the city things had taken a new

face. Dion had quickly ceased to be the god

who could command the minds of all men.

Alreddy symptoms of dissatisfaction had appeared

among the multitude, when Heracleides arrived

from Peloponnesus, and was received with exten-

sive satisfaction. He pretended the same zeal

with Dion for what they called the popular cause,

a^ain^t Dionvsius ; but with little disposition to

‘ coalesce
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.chap, coalesce with Dion, and none to act under his

.

XXX11,
. orders. He had found among the Sicilian exiles,

and in the Peloponnesian states, a favor which

Dion could not obtain. He brought a force with

him considerably greater
;
and the popularity of

his character seems to have produced shortly

some desertion in the Syracusan fleet, which Dion

had vainly tempted. Nor was Heracleides sup-

ported only by the multitude. Those of higher

rank, either disgusted with the haughty manner,

vit

r

i)ion
P or f°ar'no ^le imperious temper of Dion, con-

piur. vit. curred in the policy of supporting a rival. Dion

p
.' 97a. was compelled to concede, so far that, the com-

mand in chief of the land force remaining to him,

Heracleides was appointed, by a popular degree,

Corn-Nep. to the independent command of the fleet. • Dion

had assumed a guard for his person, and a similar

guard was, by a vote of the people, allowed to

Heracleides. Jointly they seem to have been

deficient in nothing that might give them, equally

at least with either Dionysius, a claim to the title

of tyrants of Syracuse.

Heracleides soon collected a fleet such that he

could offer battle, and he gained a decisive victory.

The veteran Philistus, who commanded against

him, fell. Plutarch has related his fate as re-

ported by Timonides, an associate in arms of

Dion, to his friend the philosopher Speusippus in

Italy. According to his account, Philistus was

made prisoner in the ship in which, now in his

piut.Ht. eightieth year, he had bravely fought. Neither

p- 975. 976- his age, nor the courage which at that age he had

demonstrated, nor the universally-acknowlcged

merit
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merit of fidelity to principle and steddiness in

friendship through so long and active a life, moved

any spark of generosity in his illiberal victors, the

friends of the reporter. Stript naked, his body,

shrunk and shrivelled with years, while his mind,

remained so vigorous, was exhibited to the de-

rision of the thoughtless multitude, and, not till

they were sated with the abominable joke, he was

deliberately put to death. Boys were then in-

couraged to drag the corpse about the city, and

the odious scene was concluded by tumbling it,

denied the rites of burial, into the stonequarries.

It marks a strong slain in the character of the

times, perhaps even more than of the man, that

such a person as Tima*us, son of the respectable

chief of Naxus, giving a similar account of this

base revenge, testified a malignant satisfaction in

it, which lias drawn censure even from Plutarch.

The historian Ephorus, also a cotemporary, seems

to have been unwilling to allow that Philistus,

whose character he admired, anti whose fate he

lamented, would submit to be taken alive. Dio-

dorus, apparently following his account, says that

Philistus, seeing resistance useless, and escape

impossible, to avoid the indignities expected from

such rancorous enemies, destroyed himself. Con-

cerning the scandalous insults to the dead body,

avowed as matter of triumph by the victorious

party, all have agreed. The superiority of cha-

racter of the venerable sufferer seems to have

SECT.
it.

Plul. nt.

iillt.

Diod. 1. 1

6

.

c. 1 6.

been hardly less generally acknowleged. flic

cause indeed, in which his talents were exerted,

would of course bring on him reprobation from

its
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chap, its opponents
;
yet his high merit with the party

xxxii.
through a long life he acted, has been

admitted by all
74

. The loss therefore of his

history of Sicilian affairs, which Cicero esteemed

highly, for style and manner, as well as for the

matter, will be esteemed among the greatest

that we have suffered from the barbarism of the

middle ages 75
.

S E C T l O N 111 .

Declining popularity of Dion
; advancing Influence of Hera-

chides. Retreat of Dion from Syracuse. Ill-Success of

Heracleides. Recall of Dion
,
and Failure again of Popu-

larity. Interference of the Lacedemonians. Surrender of

the Litadd to Dion.

Bv the defeat of the fleet, and the loss of the

man who, equally for politics and war, was his

ablest and most faithful adviser, Dionysius was

reduced to a situation of extreme peril and diffi-

culty. Immediately he again tried negotiation

;

founding perhaps some hope in the know lege of

dissension among his enemies. Dion, pressed by

the popularity of Heracleides, was now disposed

to moderation toward Dionysius. Claiming to

be the deliverer of Syracuse, he had demanded
public pay for more than three thousand merce-

naries ingaged in his service; but, thwarted by

the

” nxitr*( par K«I prj-i'r«» j-fiia? MfKrjpspiro* roT( mpuiHH,
mroT*To« rut pfaut tok ivtareif ytyttuf. Diod. L 16.

c. 16.

” Philistum, doctum liominem et diligentem. De Divin.
1. 1. c. 20. Ciitonem cum Pbilisto & Tbucydide conipa-
rare»?—Quo* enim ne t Gincis <|ui$quam imitari potent.

Dc Clar. or. c. 85.
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the influence of Ileracleides, he could not obtain

the necessary sanction of a popular vote. His

situation, in consequence, pledged as he was to

the troops, became highly distressing. In this

state of things Dionysius offered a sum equal to

five months pay for the mercenaries, and to sur-

render the iland and citadel upon condition of

being allowed to pass to Italy, and injoy there,

under security of the Syracusan government, the

SECT.
III.

Diod. I. 1 6.

c. 16.

Plut. vit.

Dion.

revenue of his lands in Sicily. Dion exerted his

influence to have the proposal accepted ; but, in

the debate on the question in the general assem-

bly, free vent was given to the harshest invective

against him and his forein troops, to which the

people so listened that he was unable to carry

his proposal. The tricks to which democratical

government is peculiarly liable, were, if his

panegyrist may be trusted, resorted to for bring-

ing farther discredit upon him. A man named p;u< »fc.

'i
°

- i
,

r
Dion.

bosis, m the course ot a bitter harangue, accused 97*.

him of aiming at the tyranny. The next day the

same man came bloody into the agora, asserting

that he had been wounded by Dion’s forein sol-

diers, and hardly escaped assassination. Freedom

of speech, he said, and all freedom would shortly

be banished from Syracuse, if such crimes went

unpunished. Inquiry being immediately insti-

tuted, the falsehood of the story was fully proved,

and Sosis, in due course of -law, was condemned

to death for the attempted imposture, and exe-

cuted. Whether, however, we suppose Sosis false,

or Plutach prejudiced or misguided, the story

assists to mark the state of Syracuse at the time.

ItsVOL. VII. Y
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chap. Its happy days were gone by; and the time was

.

XXXII
~

,

come for citizens to be liable to insult and violence

from forein troops, and for the soverein assembly

to he misled by impostors.

Diod
Vlt ^ut P°Pu *ar suspicion of Dion, and dislike

p-973-F. of his forein troops, did not die with Sosis.

While he was in vain endevoring to obtain an

allowance from the public that might inable him

to discharge his ingagements, a measure was pro-

posed, which might straiten his private means.

Citizens, it was said in the general assembly, who

had deserved well and were in want, should be

provided with the necessary, before forein mer-

cenaries were rewarded. A division of lands

was accordingly decreed, how far to the injury of

legal property, and how far to the particular in-

jury of Dion, who seems to have been the greatest

landed proprietor among the Syracusans, we have

no information. A measure followed, however,

which deprived Dion of all official authority : it

was decreed that there should be a new election

of generals, and that instead of one, or two, there

should be no less than twenty-five. Heracleides

was chosen of this numerous board, but Dion
was omitted.

Dion’s situation was now highly critical. For-

tunately for him, while the favor of the Syracusan

citizens so failed, the conduct of his adversaries

but rendered it the .more necessary for his mer-

cenary army to make common cause with him
Diod.1.16. Confident in the superiority which discipline am
Plat, m .up. practice in war would give to their small numbe

over the Syracusan multitude, habituated to

relaxe
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relaxed military system in an uncommon length sect.

of peace, they proposed to right themselves and
,

m
-

.

their commander by force. But Dion would not,

with a band of foreiners, begin hostilities against

his country, whose deliverer it had been his boast

to be. He persuaded his little army to abstain

from violence, and march under his orders to

Leontini, where he could insure it a - favorable

reception; Probably Heracleides was unable to

keep equal order among the Syracusans ; taught

by himself to believe that they had a right to

exercise soverein authority under no rule but their

fancy. Under no regular command accordingly

they pursued Dion
;
and treating with scorn his

admonition to forbear violence, they made it

necessary for his troops to chastize their injurious

aggression. lie interfered, with politic humanity,

to check the slaughter, while they directed their

precipitate flight to Syracuse, and he pursued his

march to Leontini.

The dissension among those who claimed to be

assertors of the liberties of Syracuse, had afforded

some relief to Dionysius and his friends in the

iland. The blockade indeed was continued, so Diod. i.i«.

that a failure of provisions threatened
;
but not-

withstanding the enemy’s decided naval superiority

since the battle in which Philistus fell, opportunity

was found for Dionysius himself to go, in quest

of supplies, to Italy, where his interest was yet

good. The command of the garrison meanwhile

was committed to his son Apollocratcs ;
and its

numbers and fidelity, with the natural and arti-

ficial strength of the place, sufficed to make assault

P 2 vain.
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chap. vain. Want however became pressing, and a

.

xxx11
, negotiation for its surrender, was going forward,

when a -convoy from Locri came in sight. The

Syracusans launched and manned their triremes,

and proceeded against it as to a sure prey. But

Nypsius, a man of approved valor and talent, who

commanded it, conducted the contest so ably,

against a very superior force, that, tho he lost four

triremes, he carried in his whole convoy-.

lleracleides is said to have been supported by

a considerable number of principal men 75
,
but all

accounts indicate that the power which inabled

him at the same time to contend with Dionysius

and drive Dion from Syracuse, was acquired

principally by excessive indulgence and flattery to

the multitude. The people, in consequence, be-

came utterly unruly; they would consider- the

destruction or capture of four triremes, in the late

action, as a victory important enough to be cele-

brated by a public festival.; and their generals,

wdiether accommodating themselves to the popular

'J

6 ' fancy, or following their own inclination, are said

Sion*'*'
t0 *mve J(,ined in dle dissolution of moral order

p-974.5.6. and military discipline, so as to have disabled

themselves by inebriety. Nypsius, watchful, and
supplied with intelligence, sallying in a critical

moment w ith his whole garrison, became master
of the two quarters of the city adjoining to the
harbour

The
Nequc is minus valebat apud optimates, quorum consensu

prserat classi. Corn. Nep. v. Dion.

" Plutarch, who commonly paints with a broad brush, re-
gardless of nice distinctions, mid often indulges in a very

indiscriminate
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The friends of Dion who had remained in sect.

Syracuse, incouraged by this misfortune to the .

government of Heracleides, now ventured again,

in conversation and in debate, to push the interest

of their party through that of its chief. It was

become evident, they said, that there was but one

man capable of averting from Syracuse the horror

of returning under the odious tyranny of Diony-

sius. Another indeed in his circumstances might

think only of revenge for the gross ill-usage he

had received ; but Dion s magnanimity and pa-

triotism, it need not be doubted, would forgive

the offence of the Syracusan people, and receive

them as repentant children. The defect of the

policy of Heracleides, just before experienced in

prosperity, now equally showed itself in adversity,

lie was obliged to concur in an invitation, in the

name of the people, for Dion to return to Syra-
.

cuse. There could indeed be no reasonable

doubt of Dion's readiness to grant the request,

which was, with the restoration of his property,

to raise him again to the first situation in the

commonwealth 77
. To obtain such advantages

his proud mind did not disdain a compromise

with Heracleides. The board of twenty-five

generals

indiscriminate use of hard names and foul language, calls

NypBius’s troops altogether barbarians. But Diodorus's nar-

rative, and the tenor even of Plutarch's account, marks them

to have been mostly Sicilian and Italian Greeks ;
tlio possibly,

with the Locrian troops, there may have been some Lucanians,

and possibly a few Gauls or Spaniards.

77 Plutarch describes much good acting on the occasion,

with considerable stage effect ; but the story is not lit for

serious history.

r 3
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chap, generals was dissolved of course ;
Dion was elected

xxxu.
(reneral-autocrator, with Heracleides, as the elder

Dionysius had formerly been with Hipparinus,

and it was settled that the landforce should be

under Dion’s orders, and that Heracleides, still

the popular character, especially with the seamen,

should have the independent command of the

fleet. Dion immediately proceeded to use the

wTell-disciplined troops which had returned with

him against Dionysius, and with such effect that

Nypsius vvas soon compelled to abandon his con-

quest, and withdraw again within the iland
78

.

The zeal of Dion s friends, on his return, but

still more on this success, broke out in gross

extravagancies. They paid him divine honors;

Diodorus says as a hero, or demigod : Plutarch,

to whom, under the Roman empire, the absurd

profaneness was familiar, says they called him a

god. Such extravagance could not but maintain

and

? Plutarch pretends that Dion’s return was opposed by

Heracleides, who was made prisoner by him, and owed life

and liberty to his generosity. His own account of trans-

actions, confused and sometimes contradictory as it is, how-

ever, show3 this very little likely ;
and from Diodorus and

Nopos it appears clearly untrue. But without such im-

provement of the genuine accounts of Dion’s life, Plutarch

would have wanted ground for some fine declamation, which

he has introduced, on clemency and magnanimity. Yet
however admirable such declamation may be, to found it on

the demolition of the truth and even probability of history, is

a practice surely not without inconvenience
;
and the invective

which we find against Heracleides, as a popular leader on

one hand, and against cither Dionysius, as tyrants, on the

other, is so marked with malignity, and, as not only Diodorus

and Nepos, but more respectable writers also, Isocrates and

Polybius, sbow, so unsupported by fact, that even the moral

tendency altogether of the tale seems at best very quesj‘

tionable*
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and increase jealousy among the friends of He-

racleides. It was indeed an ill-fated city whose

internal peace depended upon the agreement of

rival chiefs, supported by parties old in mutual

animosity. Dion was still bent upon that scheme ^n

vlt

of an improved constitution, said to have been p- 9® 1 -

concerted with Plato. For whatever cause this

was disapproved by the first Dionysius, under

whom it seems to have been conceived, or by the

second, to whom Dion, according to his panegy-

rist, would allow no rest for his urgency to carry

it into execution, it was not a plan for increasing,

but for checking the popular power. After his Piui. ibid,

master, Plato, Dion called democracy not a

government, but a market for governors, or, if a

cant phrase, the only apposite one our lauguage

affords, might be allowed, a jobmarket. But the

power, and of course the safety of Heracleides

and his principal supporters depended upon their

influence among the great body of the people.

Any check therefore upon the authority of the

general assembly, they were led by the most

pressing interest to oppose. Dion, supported by

his mercenary army, resisted the execution of the )) 979.r.

decree which had actually passed, for the par-

tition of lands and distribution of houses. Perhaps

his end was just and patriotic, but his measure

appears to have been violent and tyrannical. He

could not conceal his dissatisfaction with the

appointment of Heracleides to the m e

^
n

(
.om N

command of the fleet. A phrase of Home
, ^ Dio„.

much noticed in antient and in modern times,

was frequently in his mouth, which lope has.
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chap, well, tho strongly turned, ‘ That worst of tyrants,

'—v—1« ‘ an usurping crowd :

’ and this with the comment

which ingenious opponents could add, did him

great injury in popular estimation.

With two parties, thus only not at open war

within the city, and a third, against which both

Carried arms, in the citadel, Syracuse could not

be the florishing and commanding state which it

had been under either Dionysius
;
and yet among

the Sicilian cities Syracuse was still powerful.

Among all those cities there was yet a relic of the

|>arty of Dionysius. This being what had always

been the Lacedaemonian party, seems in its ex-

isting distress, to have ingaged the attention of

the Lacedaemonian government, to which it had

piut. vit. been accustomed to afford assistance. Pliarax, a

p'wu- e. Lacedaemonian, as we learn from Plutarch (in our

copies of Diodorus, there occurs here an inter-

mission of all notice of Sicilian affairs for near

four years) charged with the interests of his

government in Sicily, was in the Agrigcntine

territory with some troops under his command.

This was considered by the Syracusan govern-

ment as highly threatening to their interest. Plu-

tarch, commonly careless of coherency, and here

more than commonly defective and confused,

assigns no cause for their alarm, but proceeds to

relate that, ceasing to press the siege of the iland,

they sent the greatest part of their force, the army

under Dion, the fleet under Heracleides, to oppose

Pharax. Between such rivals however as Dion

and Heracleides, just cooperation was little to be

expected. Dion, compelled by the impatience of

his
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his licentious army to light at disadvantage, was

defeated. Heracleides, presently after, without

communicating his purpose to the commander

of the landforce, sailed Eastward. Dion, appre-

hending he was gone for Syracuse, in extreme

jealousy so hastened thither with his cavalry, that

tho it was night before he moved, he arrived, by

a march of eighty miles, at the third hour of the

next day.

This appears to have been esteemed by Dion’s

partizans a very meritorious exploit. Whether it

was on any fair ’ground to be justified, we are

without means to judge, but it was clearly a great

party stroke, for Heracleides, and his principal

friends, were excluded from the city. Neverthe-

less it was far from placing Dion and his party

in any easy circumstances there
;

deprived of

all cooperation from the fleet, which remained

strongly attached to Heracleides. But the fleet

felt the want of the city, not less than the city

of the fleet. The inducements to accommodation

being mutual, and a Lacedaemonian, Gavsylus,

becoming mediator, a reconciliation, for the pre-

sent, between the rival chiefs, was effected.

What was the policy of the Lacedaemonian go-

vernment at this time, in regard to Sicilian affairs,

or what the views of either Pharax or Gaesylus,

its officers and ministers, does not appear. No
consequences of the victory obtained by Pharax

against Dion are mentioned. The conduct of

Gaesylus however shows that the old connection

of Lacedaemon with the party of Dionysius no

longer subsisted, and that, on the contrary its

weight

sect.
hi.
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chap weight was rather given to the opposite scale.

XXX11
, Pressed then by sea and land, with former friends

become adverse, and means no . longer occurring

to avert threatened famine, Appollocrates nego-

tiated with Dion in preference to Heracleides for

a capitulation. Surrendering then the iland and

citadel, he was allowed to withdraw with his

followers to his father in Italy.

SECTION IV.

Power of Dion. Measures for reforming the Constitution.

Assassination of Heracleides. Tyranny and Assassination

of Dion.

The reconciliation of Dion and Heracleides hav-

ing been produced meerly by political necessity,

their contest for superiority began again when the

piut vit. necessity ceased. Dion represented to the people

£*980. A. that the expence of the fleet, which pressed heavily

upon them, might now be spared. The fleet was

laid up, and its commander reduced to a private

station, while Dion remained general-autocrator,

without any other in a situation to balance his

authority 79
.

Dion

79 In Plutarch’s account, the reduction of the fleet is stated

first, and the surrender of the iland afterward; but he is

always careless of any other order in his narrative than what

may set a particular fact in a striking point of view. He
wanted to pass at once from the surrender of the iland to a

display of Dion’s greatness and glory, and for this advantage

he would dispense with any explanation to his reader on

Wfiat ground his hero could pretend to the people, or even

with a view to his own interest, desire them to believe that

the fleet was no longer wanted, while the close blockade of

the iland was so great an object for all, and without the fleet

iimpossible'
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Dion was now, as far as may be gathered from sect.

antient writers, not less than either Dionysius had .

IV
.

been, king or tyrant of Syracuse, differing prin-

cipally in the want of that popularity through

which the first Dionysius had executed such great

things in peace and in war, at home and abroad,

and extended the supremacy of Syracuse over the

whole Grecian interest in Sicily and in Italy, to

the great advantage of all; a popularity which,

passing as a kind of inheritance to his son, and

adhering to him even under great deficiences of

conduct, maintained him so long, and long so

peacefully, in his high situation. Plutarch, amid Vit. Diou.

the most extravagant panegyric of Dion, has
p-975 '

avowed, in plain terms, that the Syracusans hated

him 80
. Dion was aware of his own unpopularity, p.980. f.

and yet he could persevere in, what can only be

well done through the highest popularity, a re-

formation of the constitution. So bent he was

upon his project, that seeing his party weak, he

endevored to strengthen himself by forein aid.

He sought assistance from Corinth, where the

title of parent-city might soften the prejudice that

would attach against any other forein power.

What may have been really the merit or de-

merit of his plan, we have no information. It

may however be not unreasonable to believe that

a man, as he was, of acknowleged talents, who

had studied under one of the greatest philosophers,

and acted many years under one of the greatest

politicians

1(0

’EfAirov* to v Aiwa, p. 975. A. On other occaaion*

Plutarch K generally a preacher uf democratical doctrine,

hut here, re venge his hero, he is severe upon democracy.
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• chap, politicians of his own or any age, would, in alter-

.

xxm
. ing, considerably improve a constitution, such

as was then the Syracusan
;
which, through in-

terested flattery and indulgence to the multitude,

seems to have been sunk to a state not better than

that in which we saw it on the first rise of Her-

Corn. Nej>.

vit. Dion.

Ibid.

Plut. vit.

Dion,

p. 981. D.

mocrates, at the time of the Athenian invasion.

But in carrying his plan into execution he was

evidently indiscreet
;

highly indiscreet and highly

arbitrary. He seems clearly not to have profited

from that admonition of the tragic poet, to which

we have alreddy more than once adverted. When
alarm and indignation at his conduct were mani-

fested among the people, instead of endevoring

to appease he would overbear. Ileraeleides, re-

duced as he was to a private situation, found

means to profit from Dion’s indiscretion, so as to

be still formidable by his popularity, which in-

creased as Dion’s waned. Whatever the general-

autocrator proposed in the assembly was thwarted

by the favorite of the people. Dion’s proud spirit

could ill brook this revived opposition from a

fallen rival, and his philosophy was weak against

the alluring proposal, to still the annoyance by

the base crime of assassination. Heracleides w as

murdered in his own house, by persons commis-

sioned by Dion for the purpose.

This atrocious deed, as even Plutarch has been

fair enough to acknowlege, excited great and

general indignation in Syracuse. Yet in the

existing lawlessness, unless it should be rather

called the existing tyranny, no judicial inquiry

seems to have followed. Dion, known as he was

for
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for the murderer, proposed to allay the popular

anger by a show of respect for the dead body.

It was buried with great pomp under his direction,

himself attending. But his panegyrist, to whom
we owe this curious particular, has been true

enough to a better morality to avow, that con-

science of the wickedness imbittered all Dion's

following days* 1
.

It has been apparently in tenderness for his

hero’s reputation that Plutarch has omitted all

account of transactions in Syracuse, from the

death of lleracleides to the completion of the

tragedy by the death of Dion
;
a short but in-

teresting period, reported succinctly by the more

impartial Roman biographer thus :
‘ No man any

‘ longer now thought himself safe in Syracuse,

‘ when Dion, after the removal of his opponent,
1

in a still more arbitrary manner than before,

‘ seized and divided among his soldiers the pro-

‘ perty of any whom he supposed bis adversaries.

‘ Nevertheless, with all the confiscations, the ex-

‘ pences of this arbitrary government so exceeded

‘ the income, that be was driven to press upon
1 the purses of his friends

;
and thus dissatisfaction

‘ was extended among the wealthy and powerful.'

Information,

SECT.
IV.

"» Barthelemi, in his learned romance of Anacharsis, has

taken up Dion as a favorite hero, and even outstripped Plu-

tarch in extravagance of panegyric, concealiug many of the

disadvantageous truths which Plutarch * has revealed. Thus
far, were romance only his purpose and not history, he might

be excused. But he admits the consent of Dion to the assas-

sination of Hcracleides for t lie purpose of justifying it. Mis

unfortunate nephew has probably seen and felt enough not to

be so fond of those principles, which the uncle, and his

great patron the duke of Choiseuil, contributed to spred in

France
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chap. Information, much to be desired, fails us. what
xxxii.

77
'—

v

—1 was become of the revenue, with which the first

Dionysius had done such mighty things. ‘ But
‘ Dion,’ continues the biographer, ‘ irritated more
‘ than admonished by the appearance of ill humor
‘ among all ranks, inveyed most impatiently against

‘
the unsteddiness of men, now thwarting his best

* purposes, who a little before were promising him

‘ every support, and equalling him with the gods.

‘ Such reproaches gained him no party; and,

* when the dissatisfaction of the most powerful

‘ men became generally known, while the discon-

‘ tent of the military was made public by petulant

‘ clamors for pay long in arrear, the body of the

‘ people freely vented their sentiments, calling

* Dion a tyrant no longer to be borne.’

Plutarch, desirous of softening the tyrannical

character of his hero, which he knew not how

intirely to conceal, says that, mistrusting and

scorning his feHowcitizens, he sent for Corinthians

to be his associates in council and in authority 85
.

The reality and the character of his tyranny are,

even thus, largely shown. Yet the association of

Dorians, in the government of a Dorian state,

would be less generally offensive than the admis-

sion of Ionians
;

and a Corinthian, as of the

mother-city of Syracuse, would be more accept-

Com. Nep. abJe that any other Dorian. But from Plutarch
.it Dion. /
piut. .it. equally as from Nepos, we learn that Dion s most

p/pBa. confidential assistant, in civil and in military busi-

ness, was Callippus, an Athenian. His popularity

was

u Miratri/ttrirat f it Kopt.Dtv aiftiovXouc x«i ert>«p;<;onat

,

T»it ro*iT»f. Plut. v. Dion. p. 981. C.
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was so completely gone, and his mistrust of his

fellowcitizens such, that he employed this man as

a spy among them, to discover and report their

sentiments and their purposes. To inable a

foreiner, and one so known to have been in his

confidence, to execute effectually such an office,

a plan of dissimulation was agreed upon between

them : Callippus was to pretend concurrence with

those most dissatisfied with Dion, who was equally

to profess dissatisfaction with him. But, in the

course of this employment, Callippus seems to

have found that, if he remained faithful to Dion,

he must probably fall with him, whereas by be-

traying him, he might rise on his ruin. Daring,

cunning, and unprincipled (if we may trust the

panegyrists of Dion, from whom alone report of

his character and actions hath reached us) he

resolved upon the latter. Example for assassina-

tion, a crime to which the Syracusans were per-

haps before but too prone, had been given by

Dion himself. A plot was formed against him,

and there seems to have been a very large number

of persons so far ingaged as to give it their ap-

probation. Rumor of it got abroad, and reached

Dion’s family. Confiding in his supposed friend,

or at a loss for another in whom he might confide,

he would himself take no measures of prevention:

but his wife and sister, it is said, communicated

their suspicions to Callippus
;
nor would be satis-

fied with his assurances of fidelity, till he had

sworn it before them in the temple of Proserpine,

with every ceremony supposed to give firmest

sanction to an oath, covered with the goddess’s

purple

SECT.
iv.
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Diod. 1 . 16.

c. 31.

Corn. Nep.

vit. Dion.

purple robe, and bearing a flaming torch in his

hand.

But as Callippus was already too far advanced

to retreat with any safety, the discovery that he

was suspected served but as admonition to hasten

the execution of the plot. A day of public fes-

tivity was chosen, when the people would be

collected where, it was known, Dion would avoid

attending. For security against commotion, com-

manding points in the city were occupied by

troops in the confidence of the conspirators, and

a trireme was prepared in the harbour for ready

flight, if it should become desirable. Matters

being thus arranged, some Zacynthian soldiers

went without arms to Dion’s house, and pretend-

ing an errand to speak with him, on business of

the mercenary troops, pushed into the room where

he was, and immediately shut the door. His

very guards, according to Nepos, had they had

any disposition to it, might easily have saved

him
;
for the tumult was heard, while Dion for

some time resisted his unarmed assailants
;
but

none moved to his relief. The business of murder

was at length completed with a sword, which

Lycon, a Syracusan, handed tp the forein assassins,

through a window. Thus, with his life, ended the

administration of Dion, about four years after his

return from Peloponnesus, and about the fifty-fifth

of his age
;
a man whose eulogy among antient

writers has far exceeded what any remaining

account of his actions will justify.



AFFAIRS OF SYRACUSE,

SECTION V.

The Athenian Callippus General-Autocrator of Syracuse,

llipparinus General-Autocrator. Ill-Condition of the

Grecian Cities of Sicily. Quiet of the Italian Cities.

Restoration of Dionysius in Syracuse.

Still as we proceed with Sicilian history, much

as we feel the want of such guidance as that of

Thucydides or Xenophon, nevertheless, for facts

of a public nature, we find accounts, tho ill con-

nected, and often defective, yet consistent and

probable, with little important variation from one

another. Secret history, in which the writers on

Sicilian affairs are more ample, of course should

be received with caution, and their panegyric and

their invective those who seek truth will equally

disregard. The Syracusan constitution is very

little known to us, as it existed under either Diony-

sius, or Dion, but the character of the administra-

tion, under each, may be in a great degree gathered

from the circumstances of the death of each, and

what immediately followed. Dionysius, as wo

have seen, died in j>eacc, at a mature age, sur-

rounded by his friends, respected by his enemies,

leaving his family florishing, and his country by

far the most florishing of Grecian states. The

first following public measure was to assemble the

people, and commit to them the choice of a first

magistrate. The accounts come only from the

enemies of the family, and yet no violence upon

the public voice is pretended : the general favor,

which had attached so many years to the father,

vol. vij. q. passed
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chap, passed as an inheritance to the son; so that a

v*™ 1
-

.

youth, of uncertain merit, was, for the father’s

sake, raised to the first situation in the common-

wealth, and with circumstances so advantageous

as to retain it peaceably, notwithstanding great

disadvantages of character and conduct, during

eleven years. When, on the contrary, Dion,

after having held the administration four years,

was cut off by sedition, the circumstances of the

state were far from florishing
;
empire gone, re-

venue gone, population diminished, faction raging.

Instead then of an assembly of citizens, an army

of mercenaries decided the succession to the first

magistracy
;
and Callippus, a foreincr of Ionian

race, an Athenian, of character stained with im-

putation of the murder of Dion, ruled with soverein

power during thirteen months s +. Callippus was,

no doubt, a man of talents, which he is said to

Atiien.i. u. have improved in the school of Flato
;
and what

«! 50ft?*

0
was his real guilt, seems ill ascertained. The
family of Dion continued under his government to

live in Syracuse, and apparently might have lived

secure, had they avoided plots against it. But

the relics of the party moving sedition, they, as

implicated in the measures for disturbing the

existing order of things, were compelled to fly to

Leontini.

That interest then which Dion, during four

years at the head of affairs in Syracuse, had

B.C.351. foiled to acquire, the family of Dionysius yet
01. 106. }. regained. Hipparinus, son ofthe elder Dionysius

by

*4
Atytjrm b not rat Plut. v. Dion.

P' 983, TfMa\hx* t Died, L 16. c. 31.
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by Aristomache, sister of Dion, arriving in a cri- Diod. i. ig.

tical moment when Cullippus was absent on some viut. »it.

expedition, a revolution was effected in his favor,

and he held the chief power two years. Callippus,

driven to wander with his mercenaries in quest of

new fortune, after an unsuccessful attempt upon

Messena, made himself master of Rhegium, but

soon perished there by assassiuation.

Of the government of Hipparinus in Syracuse,

we learn no more than that it was neither florishing

nor lasting. Nor was it succeeded by a government

either florishing or lasting. Syracuse, so long the

superintending state, being too much distracted to

hold its superintendency, lawlessness and confusion

pervaded the Sicilian Greek Cities. During five

or six years of this confusion, we are without his-

tory of Sicilian affairs. At length, in the third

year of the hundred and eighth Olympiad, answer-

ing to the three hundred and forty-fourth before

the Christian Era, eight years after the death of c 344

Dion, we find the state of Sicily, the result of his ol - ,oU - !•

celebrated expedition for its deliverance, described

by his panegyrist, Plutarch, thus :
‘ Syracuse,

v!t

‘ under no settled government, but, among many Ti,n -

‘ competitors for the sovereinty, passing conti-

‘ nually from tyrant to tyrant, became, through

‘ excess of misery, almost a desert. Of the rest

* of Grecian Sicily, through unceasing hostilities,

4
part was absolutely depopulated and waste. The

4 population of almost every town, which had

4 a remaining population, was contaminated by a

4 mixture of barbarians and mercenary soldiers,

4 who, for want of regular pay, were driven to any

q 2
‘ venture
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chap, venture for subsistence.’ In the coloring of this

xxxn. picture, Plutarch has had in view to prepare his

readers for panegyric of a new hero
;
and yet that

it is little if at all overcharged, appears from other

accounts and from the result, which seems not

Du>d.L »e. ill summed up in these words of Diodorus :

£ The
c- 65. « Syracusans, divided into factions, and compelled

* to submit to many, and great, and various tyran-

* nies, at length came to the resolution of sending

‘ to their mother-city, Corinth, for a general, who
‘ might command respect from all parties, and

* repress the overweening ambition of individuals.’

While Syracuse and most of the Grecian part of

Sicily were in this wretched situation, the Italian

towns seem to have remained nearly in the state

of regular government and prosperity in which the

elder Dionysius left them. We hear of neither

tyrants nor civil war among them, except in the

occupation of Rhegium by Callippus, nor of any

popular discontent. There, on his expulsion from

Syracuse, the younger Dionysius had found an

advantageous asylum. Locri, his mother’s native

city, was mostly his residence. Little disposed to

activity, and little troubled by ambition, he would

perhaps there have passed the remainder ofhis days

in as much ease as was commonly injoyed under

Grecian governments, if the importunity of friends

and partizans, suffering under the actual state of

things in Sicily, and expecting only increased

oppression from any new prevalence of the

Corinthian party, had not again brought him into

action. It was not, however, on any light ground

that lie ingaged in a new expedition to Syracuse.

His
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llis party there was so strong, and things had

been so prepared, that Nesicus, who had acquired

the lead in the government, was obliged to retire

before him. He was again elected general-auto-

crator; and probably became, in consequence of

the confusion of all the regular powers of govern-

ment in the course of the long troubles, a much

more absolute soverein, tho within a much nar-

rowed dominion, than when he first succeeded

his father.
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Diod. 1. lO.

c. 67.

Pint, vit.

Time!, iiiif.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

Affairs of theG rec i a n Settlements in Si ci ly and

Italy, from the Restoration of the younger

Dionysius to the Death of Timoleon.

SECTION I.

Expedition of the Carthaginians into Skill/ under llanno.

Grecian Cities in Sicily under the Government of single

Chiefs. Death of the Widoics of Dion and of the elder

Dionysius. Application for Interference of Corinth in the

Affairs of Sicily. Circumstances of Corinth. Timoleon

appointed to manage the Corinthian Interest Skill/.

1^0 RTU NATE LY for the Grecian interest

in Sicily, the Carthaginian government, whe-
ther prevented by domestic troubles, or ingaged

by greater views elsewhere, made no use of the

opportunities which the weakness necessarily inci-

dent to an administration of a man of the character

of the younger Dionysius, and the distractions

which followed the expedition of Dion, for pro-

secuting by arms any views of ambition there. Its

policy, meanwhile, or at least the conduct of its

officers, was liberal and able. Th^ attachment
even of the Grecian towns in the western parts

was conciliated
; and it appears, from Diodorus,

that those towns shared little in the ruin, which
Plutarch has represented as so universally swTeep-
ing over the iland. Since the decay of the great

naval force which the first Dionysius raised, the

Carthaginians had held complete command of the

sea

:
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sea; and this, in the divided state of the Ci reeks,

produced by Dion’s expedition, would be perhaps

more advantageous to a commercial people than

any extension of territorial command. The first

warlike measures of the Carthaginian government

were professed, and apparently intended, not

against the Greeks, but mccrly to repress the

rapine of the Campanians, who had, with such

faithless violence, settled themselves in Entella,

and, in their settlement, retained, to the annoyance

of their peaceful neighbors, their habit of war, and

appetite for plunder.

Among the Grecian cities unconnected with

Carthage, there seems at this time to have been

regularity of government, and security for indivi-

duals, only where some one powerful man could

hold soverein sway. With his own party that

powerful man had the title of governor, prince, 01

potentate 81
: by an opposite party he would of

course be called tyrant. His power indeed could

be little defined by law
;
he must necessarily act

according to emergencies; and the character of

his administration would be decided by his own

character, and his sense of his own interest. His

situation altogether nearly resembled that of

the feudal barons of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries.

Of those who thus held soverein sway in the

Sicilian Greek cities, Dionysius perhaps was the

most powerful : for tho Syracuse was lamentably

fallen, and in Syracuse itself his authority, tho

little

SECT.

<! 4
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chap, little regularly limited, was ill-settled, yet his
*XX1H

. interest in Italy gave him weight. Next, and

perhaps for power within Sicily hardly second,

were Icetes of Leontini, and Andromachus of

Tauromcnium. Andromachus stood as head of

that party, throughout the Sicilian and Italian

cities, which had always been adverse to the family

of Dionysius
;
and by his success at Tauromc-

nium he had acquired the consideration of restorer,

or, in the antient phrase, second founder of the

interest of that party in Sicily.

Icetes had been a confidential friend of Dion,

on whose death, accompanied by the mercenary

force which had served under him, and those

citizens who desired to avoid the new power in

Son."
11

’ Syracuse, he had withdrawn to Leontini. That

p 983- place had always been, more than any other in

Sicily, well disposed to Dion. Thither therefore

his widow', and his sister, widow of the elder

Dionysius, had retired from the government of

Callippus. At first they were treated with ap-

Jbid. & vit. parent tenderness and respect ; but, after no long

j>. ay*. time, they were imbarked for Peloponnesus, under

pretence of placing them in better security, and,

under orders, it is said, from Icetes, murdered in

the passage. It is among infelicities likely to

attend haughty and morose tempers, like Dion’s,

to fail in the choice of friends. But tho this talc

of horror comes from Plutarch, the panegyrist of

Dion, it seems liable to some reasonable doubt.

The manner of the murder the biographer men-
tions to have been variously reported. If then

Icetes directed it, he did not intend it should be

known
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known that he directed it ;
and how it came to be

known we arc not informed. What temptation

even would lead Icetes to the crime does not

appear. That the unfortunate women perished

in the passage, was probably of public notoriety.

If they perished by accident, party calumny may

have gathered opportunity from it to asperse

Icetes. Hut they may have been destroyed by

the pirates who infested those, seas ; or, in the

opportunity among the Greek republics for the

worst criminals to escape, the crew, to whose

charge they were committed, may have been

tempted to murder them for the small riches they

might carry. In the want of means to ascertain

the fact, if such tales of secret crimes want both

authentication and probability, they can rarely

deserve regard in history; and accordingly many

such, even some of celebrity, have been passed

unnoticed here.

llut tho this shocking tale, related by the phi-

losophical biographer, the panegyrist of Dion, is

of very doubtful appearance, yet the character of

Icetes seems not to have been altogether credit-

able to Dion’s choice of him as a friend. When

the return of Dionysius to Syracuse made the

residence of the more violent of those in opposi-

tion to him unsafe or uneasy there, the most vio-

lent chiefly resorted to Leontini. Men of quieter

and more respectable character generally, and

especially those of higher rank, preferred the

refuge of Tauromcnium, under the government of

Andromachus. Other chiefs held an independent,

or almost independent authority in many of the

smaller

SECT.
1.

Dill, vi l.

Timol. init-

lJiod. I. i5.

c. 68.
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chap, smaller towns. Dionysius, Icetes, and Andro-
xxxm.

_ machus stood as chiefs of three principal parties,

each in a state of war with both the others, and with

such a spirit of animosity pervading all, so inflamed

and maintained by exposition of interest, that com-

position between them was hardly possible.

In circumstances so distressing for all. who

held property, or desired settled life, among the

Grecian possessions in Sicily, the rumour of pre-

paration at Carthage for a new expedition, tho

the Campanians of Entella, who had given suf-

ficient occasion for it, were alone its avowed

object, excited great and reasonable alarm. II nion,

under the lead of any man, or any city of Sicily,

appearing beyond hope, it was proposed, among

the refugees in Tauromenium, to solicit the inter-

ference of Corinth, the mother-city of Syracuse

and of a large proportion of the Dorian Greeks

of Sicily, as what alone could be of authority to

bring the adverse spirits to the coalition necessary

for the safety of all. Precedents of such a mea-

sure were numerous It was generally, among

the Greeks, held reputable, and pleasing to the

gods, for colonies, on important occasions, to

desire a leader from the mother-country. The

Syracusans themselves, no longer ago than the

Athenian war, had admitted Corinthians to chief

commands in their forces. From Tauromenium

therefore communication being managed in Syra-

cuse and other towns, numbers were found to

approve the proposal
86

.

But
w Both Diodorus and Plutarch mention this measure as the

act of the Syracusans. They do not however say it was, and
it
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But Corinth itself Mas at this time distracted sect.

by contest of factions. To resist aggression from >

^

Argos, the government had been driven to the

resource, which we have seen it formerly using, cu.a8.s3.

of employing an army of those adventurers, or,

they might perhaps be called, traders, in military

business, commonly distinguished, after the Latin

phrase, by the name of mercenaries. Under the 16

able and spirited conduct of Timophanes, of one ]>i,Vu’,ii.

of the most illustrious families of Corinth, success

rather beyond hope had attended the Corinthian

arms. His popularity, before extensive, was thus

greatly increased, and with his power, accruing

from command of the mercenaries, gave him great

means for purposes of ambition. What the real

merit of the contest of parties w as, accounts re-

maining not only arc too defective, but too contra-

dictory, to inable us now satisfactorily to gather.

The historian's expressions however imply that

the party through which Timophanes was for-

midable, was the democratical. What we learn

with certainty is that the contention in Corinth

was at this time, as we have seen it formerly, in

the authentic account of Xenophon, violent
;
and

that the party in which Timophanes had been

bred, considered him as not only betraying their

cause, which alone they would allow to be the

cause of their country, but, by the combined

powers

it cannot be supposed, a regular act of the Syracusan people,

under the newly restored administration of Dionysius. Hut

every party of Syracusans, every knot of Syracusans, in and

out of Syracuse, would call themselves, and be called by their

friends, the Syracusans. It is, in the sequel, sjiecilied by

Diodorus, that the communication with Corinth was con-

ducted by the refugees in Tuuromenium.
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chap, powers of popularity, and his influence over a
xxxiii.^

stan(]|ng army, aiming at soverein command, or in

the Grecian phrase, the tyranny of Corinth 87
.

Timoleon, younger brother of Timophanes,

disapproved his conduct and purposes. Tailing

in remonstrance and dissuasion, and seeing the

constitutional powers, or the powers of his party,

unequal to contest with the extensive popularity

of Timophanes, he ingaged in conspiracy against

him. Whether better means really became des-

perate, or the familiarity of the age with assassi-

nation so lessened its horror that it was adopted

mecrly as the reddiest and surest, assassination

was resolved upon. For the manner of the crime

as would be likely for a fact of the kind, .accounts

differ, agreeing about the result. Diodorus says

that Timoleon killed his brother with his own

hand, publicly, in the agora. For a different ac-

count Plutarch has quoted three authors, Timaeus,

Ephorus, and Thcopompus, all cotemporary with

the event. According to them Timoleon intro-

duced the assassins into his brother’s house, under

pretence of desiring a friendly conference; but

tho he considered the murder as a patriotic duty,

yet he yielded so far to nature as to turn his back

Com. Ntp. while the deed was done. The Roman biographer,
vit. rimoi.

eontrary to both these accounts, relates that Timo-

lcon acted indeed in concert with the assassins,

but

*7 The phrases wonipor&Ttvi *xuv ‘avTsv, & uotrat ri*

ayofat vtpinit $v wpocfroiovfAnas on rvpotuvos ip. Diod. 1 . 16.

c. 65 ; clearly indicate a man raising himself by popular favor.

Aristotle, in cursory mention of Timophanes, attributes his

acquisition of the tyranny to his command of mercenaries.

Aristot. Polit. 1 . 5. c. 6.
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but was not present at the assassination, being

employed elsewhere in preventing opposition to

their purpose
u

.

Corinth was still in the ferment which this atro-

cious act produced, when the Syracusan deputies

arrived*9. One party was extolling Timolcon

as a virtuous tyrannicide, whose magnanimous

patriotism was above all praise: the other exe-

crated his deed as a parricidal murder, for which

the laws of gods and men demanded expiation by

his just punishment. The petition of the Syra-

cusans afforded opportunity for a compromize,

in

88 Plutarch in his usual way, has undertaken to describe

the dark scene in Timophanes's apartment, as if it had been

acted before him. The difference of writers about this assas-

sination, the circumstances of which, as it was gloried in by

the perpetrators, and their whole party, were as likely to he

ascertained as those of such deeds commonl y can be, may add

to the lessons alreddy gained in the course of the history, to

be cautious of giving credit to the pretence of exact reports

of any of them.
8,1

This is the account of Diodorus, Who seems always to

have meant to he accurate, especially in dates. Plutarch, on

the contrary, ever straining to make the best story, unsoli-

citous about the consistency or connection of history, reports

that Timolcon hud been living twenty \ ears in solitude and

repentance when he was called upon to undertake the deliver-

ance of Sicily from tyrants. But tho we find Diodorus often

detected by the learned and sagacious Dorlwoll in confounding

the chronology of a year or two, yet, for these times, when
historians and annalists abounded, he would hardly err, con-

cerning so public a fact, so widely as twenty years. If Dio-

dorus however could want support against Plutarch, we gain

for him what is pretty satisfactory from the omission of all

mention of these remarkable matters by Xenophon. Accord-

ing to Dodwell’a exposition of Xenophon's chronology, it was

in the twentieth year before the mission of the Sicilian Crocks

to Corinth, that the Corinthians, with the approbation of the

Lacedaemonian government, made their separate peace with

Thebes. Xenophon’s history is continued sonic- years after,

and has not a word about Timophaues or Timolcon, or any

circumstances of Corinthian affairs suited to their story
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in which, with a wisdom and temper, oftener

found perhaps in Corinth than in other Grecian

cities, both parties agreed. Timoleon’s birth and

rank were eminent; his great talents had been

proved in politics and in war
;
and, according to

one party, he had shown himself peculiarly fit for

the honorable office of delivering Sicily, by the

very act which, according to the other, made him

unfit to live in his own country. His friends and

his enemies therefore concurred in his appoint-

ment
;
with the condition, according to Diodorus,

required by the latter, that, provided his conduct

in Sicily corresponded with his pretensions to

political virtue, he should be forgiven the offence

to the laws of the city and to humanity; but other-

wise, if ever he returned to Syracuse, he should

suffer the just punishment for parricide. Plutarch

has censured it as a weakness in Timoleon, the

only weakness of his great mind, that he felt con-

trition for his brother’s murther. The Roman

biographer has less affected a philosophy like that

of the modern French
;
and relating apparently

nothing without authority from elder writers, he

says the persevering refusal of Timoleon’s mother

to see him after the fact, and her invective and

imprecations against him, of which he was in-

formed, made a most severe impression on his

mind. Thus he was prepared for such a proposal

as that from the Sicilians; which he seems to have

rejoiced in, however offering a field only for almost

hopeless adventure among abounding dangers and

difficulties, having formed his resolution never to

return to Corinth.
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SECTION II.

Expedition of Timoleon to Sicily. Opposition of Greeks and

Carthaginians to the Interference of Corinth in Sicily.

First and second Cumpains of Timideon. Final Retreat of
Dionysius.

The fulsomeness of panegyric, which wc find

among the later Grecian writers, especially Plu-

tarch, is perhaps not less injurious to a great

character than the malevolence of invective, which

abounded among those of the agcOve are ingaged

with, and which Plutarch, for the advantage

apparently of contrast in his pictures, frequently

adopted. It may not be less disadvantageous to

Timolcon’s fame among sober inquirers, that we
know him only from writers ever straining for

eulogy, than to that of the elder Dionysius, that

all detailed accounts of him come from his tra-

duccrs. Timoleon’s history altogether bears the

character more of a tale of a hero of the times

of the Seven before Thebes, than of the authentic

narrative of the actions of a cotemporary of Xe-
nophon, Isocrates, and Aristotle. Nevertheless,

involving a very interesting portion of the history

of the Grecian republics, curiosity cannot but be

aw'ake to it
;
and, in the circumstances of Timoleon

and of Sicily, the real character of adventures,

sentiments, and conduct, might have some tinge

of the romantic. On careful examination, more-

over, we find generally those principal matters

of fact which might be of some public notoriety,

not unsatisfactorily unfolded.

To
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chat. To the outfit of Timoleon’s adventurous expe-
XX XIII. . .

1

'—v—b dition, the Corinthian government would contri-

bute little or nothing beyond the credit of its

name
;

and what could reach Corinth, from

Sicilians friendly to the cause, was probably very

small. His own credit would assist, and possibly

onoli
43 ' h's private fortune. But the force with which he

Diod. 1. 16. left the Grecian shores, including three triremes

piut.’vit. furnished by the Corinthian colonies of Leucadia

p. ™39.
and Corcyra, with which he sailed, professing the

purpose of delivering the Sicilian cities from

tyranny, and ifrenging the Grecian cause against

the Carthaginians, consisted of only ten ships of

war and seven hundred soldiers. In failure of

transport ships, he put his landforce into four of

his triremes
;
an incumbrance which disabled them

for naval action, so that his effective fighting ships

were only six
90

.

To infuse then into his little armament an

inspiration it was likely to want, lie had recourse

to that superstition of which, we find, the ablest

commanders of Greece and Home most availed

themselves. The priestesses of Ceres and Proser-

pine in Corinth gave him their valuable assistance,

in a declaration that those goddesses appearing to

them

** Diodorus alone line given this detail of Timolcou’s naval

force. Plutarch agrees with him in stating it at ten triremes.

Wesseling has supposed that Aristotle, in his epistle to Alex-

ander, 011 rhetoric, has had Timoleon’s lleet in view, where

he says that the Corinthians sent nine triremes to Syracuse

against the Carthaginians. Apparently the learned commen-
tator has not sufficiently followed up the historian s narrative,

or he would have seen, I think, that Aristotle has rather

referred to the fleet stated by him to have been afterward sent

by the Corinthian government, as we shall see in the sequel;

for tnfe immediate purpose of opposing the Carthaginians
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them in their dreams, had given assurance that

they Mould accompany Timoleon to that great

and fruitful iland which was peculiarly sacred to

them. Timoleon hence Look occasion to consecrate

his host ship to the goddesses, and call it hy their

name. \ meteor, more brilliant and lasting than

common, was seen in the skv during his \oyagc.

lie termed it it lamp, held out hy the gods to

guide him
;
and the story afterward passed, that

lliis celestial lamp directed his course across the

Ionian Sea and up the Tarentine (iulph, to his

proposed port, Metapontium. Probably he de-

sired to pass unseen from the land, and for this

advantage must give up that, so important for

undent navigation, and especially for the unbent

'hips of war, of seeing and being near the land
;

whence incouragement from confidence in divine

protection might he more wanted for his people.

Jntelligei.
'

' aching Leon tin i of the negotiation l m
put forward from Tauromenium, and of preparn- Viui! vii

tion at Corinth lor interfering with arms in the
h,,, ‘ I

affairs of Sicily, Icetes, who had interest with one

party among the Corinthians, sent ministers to

counterwork the measure. Meanwhile the Car-

thaginian army under Hanno had crossed from i>i«id. 1 i«.

Africa, and began operations with the siege of
/

Entella. Conquest, such as Hannibal and Imilcon

formerly sought, seems not to have been the pur-

pose of Hunno’s expedition
;

yet, in securing the

Carthaginian command or influence, to extend

them would probably he in his view. Icctcs held

friendly connection with Carthage, which we have

seen not uncommon among the Sicilian Creeks.

VOL, mi, u The
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?66 '

l6-
interferencc of the Corinthians in Sicily, highly

obnoxious to Icetes, was likely to be an object of

jealousy to the Carthaginian government. In

consequence therefore of concert between Icetes

and Ilanno, a Carthaginian squadron was sent to

watch the movements from Peloponnesus. It

seems however not to have been Hanno’s purpose

to provoke hostilities. A single trireme, sent to

Metapontium, met Timoleon there. The Cartha-

ginian remonstrated against the purpose of the

Corinthians to interfere with an armed force in

the affairs of Sicily, where they had no possessions.

Timoleon, little regarding argument, resolved to

use the opportunity yet left open, by the modera-

tion of the Carthaginian commander, for reaching

a friendly Sicilian port, and hastened to proceed

on his way. Nevertheless an invitation from

lihegium, to assist in putting the government of

that city into the hands of the party friendly to

him, appeared of too much importance to be

c. os. neglected, lie went thither, and the object was

gained
;
but he had not time to sail again before

a Carthaginian squadron, of twice his force, en-

tered the harbour. The conduct of the Cartha-

ginian commander was that of one instructed to

promote peace and respect the rights of others.

No way ushqt the power in his hands, he went

ashoTc to meet the Hhegran people in assembly,

and argue, in their constitutional method, the

matters in question between his own government

and the various parties of the Greeks. This

respect, from a Carthaginian commander, for

Grecian laws and customs, Timoleon regarded

only
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only as it afforded opportunity to protit from dis- sect.
ingenuous artifice. As soon as the debates had 11

begun to ingage all attention, nine of his ships

proceeded to sea
;
and then, slipping away him-

self unobserved, he followed in the remaining

one. The Carthaginian, indignant as soon as

the deceit was made known to him, hastened in

pursuit ; but night was alrcddy advancing, and

Timoleon reached Tauromenium without obstruc-

tion. Andromachus, and the Syracusan refugees,

the first promoters of his expedition, greeted his

arrival.

It seems to have been late in the summer for

beginning military enterprize
;
but things had been

01 ,o8 “*

singularly prepared, by war between those against

whom Timoleon meant to direct his arms. Icetes

had besieged Dionysius in Syracuse, but making DioH. i, h>

no progress, withdrew. Dionysius pursued. Icetes,

turning, defeated him, entered the city with his

flying troops, and became master of all except the

iland. Against the extraordinary strength of that

fortress he would not waste his exertions, but he

proceeded to besiege Adranum, the colony of the'

elder Dionysius, now holding connection with the

refugees in Tauromenium.

Information of these circumstances decided the

measures of Timoleon. Marching to relieve the

Adranitcs, he attacked Icetes, with such wc\\-

planned surprize, that, writh very inferior force, he

put him presently to flight. In the instant of vic-

tory then he decided his next measure. Proceed-

ing immediately for Syracuse, he marched with

such speed, it is said, as to outstrip the flying

r 2 enemy

;
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CHAl*
XXXIII.

Dioil. 1. 16.

c. 6q.

Plut. vit.

mol.

p. 241.

enemy
;
and arriving wholly unexpected, he be-

came master of the two quarters which he first

approached, Tyche and Epipolte. The strong

separate fortifications of Neapolis and Achradina

made farther attempt unavailing
;
but he retained

what he had acquired ; and thus the unfortunate

city was divided between three powers at w ar with

each other.

Winter now put that stop, which was usual

among the Greeks, to farther military operations.

The season of leisure for arms seems however to

have been diligently and ably employed in nego-

tiation. The numerous garrisons of small for-

tresses, scattered over the Syracusan territory,

began, in the existing circumstances, to despair of

the cause of Dionysius, to which they were at-

tached. They w'ere vehemently averse to Icctes,

and little inclined to Andromachus
;

but to a

general from the parent-city Corinth, unversed in

Sicilian quarrels, if he might be able to protect

them, they had no particular objection. Timoleon

was reddy with fair promises, and most of them

made terms with him.

This success prepared matters for a greater

acquisition. The chief of Catana, Mainercus,

bears, among antient w riters, the title of tyrant.

Hut Timoleon, we find, never disdained friendly

connection with a tyrant, if it might be useful

;

and Mainercus, beside that he was a brave and

able soldier, with a well-trained little army under

his orders, was, in the biographer's phrase, power-

fully wealthy v\ The accession therefore of this

chief

IloXipiri?? cUi/\ xa» ippufiins, Plut.v.Tim. p. 241,
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chief to the Corinthian interest was altogether sect.

considered as a highly fortunate event 91
. .

11
.

Butin the following spring, while Syracuse was R.c.342.

yet divided between the three contending parties, ol-J-SE- 4-

Dionysius holding the iland, Icetes Achradina

and Neapolis, and Timoleon Tyche and Epipohe,

a Carthaginian fleet, under llanno, entered the

harbour, and landed an army, stated at lifty a.m.x. .|.

thousand men. It was expected that llanno i{i ir

' l”
!)

d ’’

would have the cooperation of Icetes, and their
'•

united strength seemed far to great for either of

their opponents to withstand. Energy indeed, for

whatever it might effect, was not wanting to the

Corinthian party
;
and Mamercus, and the Syra-

cusans of the country garrisons, showed all zeal

in their new ingagcments. The party in Corinth,

which supported Timoleon, hail been also pros-

pering, orreporUof his lirst successes had extended

his interest there
;

for in the existing crisis nine

Corinthian triremes, filled with soldiers, nrrivci

to act under his orders. Still he was, in extreme !,
"i

anxiety, looking round for opportunities of attack

and means of defence, when he was relieved by

the sudden and unaccountable retreat of the

Carthaginian armament. Whether news from

Carthage, or intrigue ably managed by Timoleon,

or dissatisfaction with Icetes (which following

circumstances indicate as probable) or what else

may have influenced llanno, historians have not

undertaken to say. The Greeks, on all sides,

observed

'"I'-

Dioil. ill

AktAmrek tvTv%iaiv. 1
>
1 U t . v. J imol

.

j». -J*'

H 3
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chap, observed the departing fleet with astonishment,

xxxiiij anc| Timoleon’s troops, from expressions of grow-

ing despondency, passed to joyful scoffing and

ridicule.

This inexplicable conduct of the Carthaginian

general produced advantages for Timoleon, which

might not have accrued had no Carthaginian force

appeared at Syracuse. ThelMessenians, who had

refused any intimacy of connection with Icetes,

and nevertheless had formed alliance with the

Carthaginians, now, conceiving themselves de-

serted, listened to proposals from Timoleon, and

joined that which appeared the prospering cause.

Icetes, pressed by an enemy on each side, hope-

less of assistance from Carthage, and fearing

blockade from the increased and still growing

n 1. 10. strength of Timoleon, abandoned, Syracuse with

*' 7a
his adherents, no small portion of the remaining

population of the city, and withdrew to Leontini.

Meanwhile Dionysius, no longer, as formerly,

possessing a fleet commanding the sea, but shut

within his iland fortress, had been losing interest

in Italy, while, with apparently ill-planned and

ill-conducted effort, he was endevoring to serve

his friends, and recover his property and influence,

in Sicily. Ease and pleasure, according to all but

the most evidently malignant reports, far more

than power and pomp, were the objects of his

prevailing passions. A knowlege of his disposi-

tion, as well as of his circumstances, seems to

have beeu the foundation of a negotiation, into

which Timoleon entered with him in the course

of
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of the winter after the departure of Icetes.

Corinth itself was proposed for the place of his

retreat. The Corinthian state had obligations both

to his father and to himself. Some among the

principal citizens were likely to be well affected

toward him
;
and that city, whose graver society

had ingagcd the preference of Xenophon's elder-

hood, might still more, by its gaieties, invite the

yet vigorous age of Dionysius. In the following

spring the iland and its citadel were surrendered

to Timoleon
;
two thousand mercenaries of its

garrison ingaged in service under him; and

Dionysius, with his immediate friends, passed to

Corinth??.

,,;j However, in collating Diodorus with Thucydides or

Xenophon, we may be disgusted with his deficiencies, yet,

compared with the wildness of Plutarch, we find reason often

10 be gratified with his sobriety, clearness, and consistency.

Prom Diodorus we have a coherent account of the transactions

of two summers and two winters after the arrival of Timoleon

in Sicily, before he became master of the citadel of Syracuse,

which he says was managed by capitulation with Dionysius,

without mentioning any assault upon it. Plutarch, a hundred

and fifty years after Diodorus, and near five hundred after

Dionysius, without either vouching any authority or impeach-

ing any, boldly says that Timoleon, within fifty days after his

arrival in Sicily, took the citadel of Syracuse by assault, with

Dionysius in it. Timoleon's first success, after his victory at

Adranum, against a part of the vast city held by Icetes, with-

out approaching the iland, held by Dionysius, seems to liave

served as foundation for this romance.

247

Corn. Ncp.

vit. Tiraol.

B.c.341.
01. 109

Diod. I. id.

Plut. Ac

Cum. Nq>.

vit. Timo).
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ClIAP.
XXXIH.

SECTION III.

Desolation of Syracuse. Difficulty of Timolcon to reward his

conquering Troops. Provocation to Carthage. New Inva-

sion of Sicily by the Carthaginians. Mutiny in Timolcon’

s

Army. Battle of the Crimesus. New Measures of the Car-

thaginians. Measures of Timolcon. Peace, with Carthage.

Syracuse, thus brought completely under the

authority of Timolcon, was still, in buildings, the

largest city of the Greek nation, but, in popula-

tion, compared with its extent of buildings, it

appeared a desert. With this great unpeopled

town, and what territory he could vindicate with

it, at his disposal, it was incumbent 011 Timolcon

lo reward the services of his now large force of

mercenary troops, and to provide for those Syra-

cusans of the Corinthian party, who did not prefer

a residence under the approved and good govern-

ment of Andromachus in Tauromenium. To this

then, if to any period, would apply Plutarch's

description of desolation in Syracuse; such that

the cavalry actually grazed in the agora, while

the grooms indulgently slept upon the luxuriant

v. Tinuii. swarth. The biographer and the Sicilian historian
P.24M47.

jn concurrence ascribe to this period Timolcon s

legislation for the Syracusans. But at this time,

by their concurrent account also, beyond the troops

to whom he issued his orders as a military com-
mander, there were few for whom to legislate.

His employment for the winter seems to have

been the assignment of deserted houses and lands

to his followers; to’ his mercenaries instead of

pay,
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pay, which he had not to give, and to the Syra- sect.

cusans of the Corinthian party in proportion to ,

ni
-

.

their zeal in the cause. With this, some civil

arrangement would be necessary, and it seems

every way probable that he adapted it ably to the

circumstances.

But it was beyond his ability to convert at once

soldiers by trade, and men habituated to revolu-

tions, into sober citizens. Good houses for the

winter would of course be gratifying; but the

lands he gave were little valuable without slaves

and cattle to cidtivate them. With spring there-

fore it became necessary for him again to seek

war. Nor was this difficult to find
;
for between

his followers and those whose lands and houses

they had seized, tho there might be cessation of

hostilities, peace could not easily be established,

lie therefore led his restless people first against Jl.c.340.

Icetesin Leontini; but.finding little hope of reddy j)!w'u.i6.

success there, he quickly turned against Leptines

of Engynne, another of those tyrants or chiefs, to
j

whose rise Dion’s expedition had given occasion. < 72

Leptines, less able to resist than Icetes, came to

terms similar to those made with Dionysius
; sur-

rendered his town, and passed to Peloponnesus.

Meanwhile Icetes had confidence enough in his

strength, or hope enough in a remaining party, to

make an attempt upon Syracuse, but was repelled

with loss.

The expedition against Leontini having been

unprofitable, and Engynne not affording enough

lor the existing need, it was necessary for l irnoleon

still to seek a war. Among the Grecian settlements

no
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chap, no advantageous opportunity offered; those which
xxxiii.

jja(j no j. cia jm for his protection being able to resist

Diod. 1. 16. his power. To provoke the might of Carthage

piu^Tit. seems to have been rash, yet it might be popular;

p M. a. so, want pressing, he sent his mercenaries to

find among the people of the western end of the

iland the large arrears which he owed them. Fac-

tion among the Campanians of Entella perhaps

invited to the measure, and seems certainly to

have afforded the means for bringing under the

power of Timoleon a place whose strength had

baffled the arms of the first Dionysius. The man-
ner in which he then arranged its affairs was thus

:

he caused fifteen principal men to be put to death,

for having been faithful to those ingagements in

which, whether from necessity of circumstances,

or choice as a free people, the Campanians had

bound themselves and their state to Carthage.

With this admonition how they should discreetly

use the gift, he presented the Entellite people, in

the historian’s phrase, with liberty. Nevertheless

in a country where the want of the advantages of

civil government had been so severely felt as in

great part of Sicily, where the expedition of Dion,

in Strabo’s strong phrase, had caused universal

disturbance by setting all against all 94
,
the order

which Timoleon’s energetic apd steddy command
established, and the degree of security which it

gave, would be extensively beneficial and satis-

factory. As soon therefore as it became recom-

mended by the appearance of power to maintain

it, not only many of the Grecian towns looked to

him
’* Erafaji* *ra>T<*f Tpi< drana-f. Strab. 1. 6. p. 2j$.
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1

him for patronage, but, if we may credit his sect.

panegyrist, several of the Sicel tribes, and some '

even of the Sican, solicited his alliance.

Whether Timoleon had foreseen a storm ap-

proaching from Carthage, or his aggression drew

it, is not to be gathered from the very deficient

historians of his transactions. In the next year n c. 338.

however a very powerful armament passed from 01. ttI-4-

Africa to Sicily. The landforce, Africans, Spa- c. 73!

niards, Gauls, Ligurians, Balearians, together with c . 77.

the troops before in the iland, is said to have

amounted to seventy thousand foot, and ten thou-

sand horse; the fleet to two hundred ships of

war. If the landforce has been exaggerated, still

Timeleon’s means were very unequal to meet it.

In the florishing state of Syracuse, under the first

Dionysius, when hands were wanted, for works of

peace or deeds of war, at the call of that popular

leader sixty thousand Syracusan citizens with

forward zeal took either spade and mattock, or

spear and helmet. The voice of all Grecian Sicily,

and it is not from his friends that we have the

account, called and almost compelled him to take

the command for war with Carthage. But now,

when danger so threatened him from that enemy,

represented continually by the later Grecian and

all the Roman writers in such odious colors,

Timoleon, as his most zealous panegyrist acknow-

leges, could persuade no more than three thousand

Syracusans to follow his standard 9S
. Nevertheless

of

“ We have here a curious instance of Plutarch's careleas-

ness of consistency nr arrangement or explanation. He had

just before given an account of sixty thousand new citizens

added
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of whatever activity and courage and policy might

do in his immediate circumstances, Timoleon seems

to have failed in nothing. Not scrupling to try

negotiation with Icetes, now no longer connected

with Carthage, he ingaged him to cooperate against

the Carthaginians,

But with all his exertions, some of them suc-

cessful thus beyond -reasonable hope, adding to

his force of mercenaries, with the auxiliaries from

Icetes, every Syracusan citizen that he could per-

suade, he was unable to collect more than twelve

thousand men. Nevertheless, with this very in-

ferior force, he resolved to seek the enemy rather

than await attack. Indeed a choice only of great

difficulties seems to have been before him. iiis

maroding expedition among the Carthaginian

settlements and dependencies, notwithstanding

the acquisition of Entella, had not inabled him

to settle accounts with his mercenaries. Large

arrears were yet due to them. The promise of

great and reddy plunder allured them to march

;

but, in proceeding by the road of the southern

coast, every new report, as they passed the Grecian

towns, made the Carthaginian force more for-

midable, the prospect of hard fighting greater, and

the hope of reddy plunder less. Irritation being

thus

added to Syracuse by Timoleon. It is probable that this

making of Syracusan citizens took place mostly at a later

period. But from the two circumstances, the smallness of the

numbers that would follow Timoleon s standard, and the

making of Syracusan citizens in great numbers, we may in a

great degree gather the value of the terms the Greeks, and

the Syracusans, as often used by Diodorus and Plutarch to

distinguish the partisans oi Dion and Timoleon from those ot

Dionysius.
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thus twlded to irritation, in approaching the Agri- SECT,

gentine territory they broke out into complete ^

mutiny. 4
It was intended,’ they said,

4

they
4 found, that instead of plunder they were to be
4 paid with wounds, or a final settlement was to

4 be made by their destruction : they would return

4

to Syracuse
;
and when it was known the Car-

4

thaginians were following, they did not fear but
4
there they should obtain their just demands.’

Fortunately the rest of the army had no com-

mon interest with the mercenerais. Even toward

these, however, Timoleon wisely avoided harsh-

ness. -In addressing persuasion and promises to

them, he could little point out any clear prospect

of the future, but he managed to interest them by

talking of their past successful fellowship in arms.

At length he prevailed upon three-fourths of them

to proceed under his orders. About a thousand

persevered in mutiny with Thrashis, the leader of

it, and returned directly to Syracuse. Timoleon

made light of the loss.
4 They had foolishly,’ he

said,
4 deserted glory and large reward, to which

4 he should, in great confidence, hasten to lead the

4 armv. It was nothing impossible, or i/nproba-

4
ble, or unexperienced, that he promised to them

4 and himself. Why should the victory of (ielon,

4

over the same enemy, be the only instance of the
4 kind? 6 ?" A drove of mules, laden with parsley,

the

96 To the vehemence oi' Plutarch’s zeal for his hero’s mili-

tary fame, uc are indebted for most unsuspicious testimony

the tyrannical character of his administration, which was sup-

ported, by four thousand mercenaries, when his popularity was

so deficient that he could obtain no rnoie than three thousand

citizens for his expedition. The strained panegyric aft' i ward de-

generates into puerile absurdity. The replv which Shakespeare

puts
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Diod. 1. 16. the abundant wild growth of the country, com-

pill wit monly used for the soldier to sleep on, was enter-

p^fl. ing the camp. Everything among the Greeks was

an omen of good or evil, and the same thing,

according to circumstances or fancy, might portend

either. Parsley was the material of chaplets

usually hung at funerals over the graves. Timoleon

Avas alarmed. The mules lading might make an

impression on the soldiers mind of the most fatal

tendency. But parsley was also the material

of the chaplet that distinguished the conquerors in

the Isthmian games. With reddy recollection

therefore he cried, * Omen of Victory, I* accept

* you!’ and causing a chaplet of parsley to be

immediately woven, which he put on his ow n head,

animation pervaded the army, while all followed

the example 97
.

The confidence of the Carthaginian general in

his very superior numbers, led him to seek that

quick decision which Timoleon’s circumstances

particularly required. While the Greeks occupied

a brow' overlooking the valley through which' the

river Crimesus flowed, supposing they would await

attack in their advantageous post, he did not

scruple to cross the stream in their sight. Timeleon

seized

puts into the mouth of Henry the fifth, before the battle of

Agincourt, to the wish expressed for reinforcement, admirably
paints the real hero, infusing confidence by showing confidence,

and using perhaps the most powerful argument, in his circum-

stances, to prevent desertion. But Plutarch represents Tinio-

leon absolutely delighted with the desertion of a thousand men,
exhibiting thus rather a fool than a hero, and doing injustice to

a character which, tlio very far from faultless, appears to have
had much of the truly heroic.

97
It was not till four centuries after, near Plutarch’s time,

that pine-leaves were made the material of the Isthmian crown,

parsley remaining still that of the Nemean,
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seized a critical moment, when the Carthaginian

army was divided hy the river, to attack the ad-

vanced body
;
and tho he met with strong resist-

ance, he broke it at length, and put it to flight.

But in the meantime the rest of the army made

the passage, and advanced in good order against

his flank. In danger of being surrounded, his

utmost ability might have failed against well-

conducted numbers, when a violent thunderstorm

came on. Amid repeated flashes of lightning,

hail, of uncommon size, beat full in the faces of

the Carthaginians. Unable to meet the storm,

they were pressed by the weapons of the Greeks,

not equally impeded by it. Confusion arising,

and resistance at the same time to the assault of

SECT.
in.

the elements and of the enemy appearing impos-

sible, all became anxious to repass the river.

Numbers hastening in one direction, while the

noise of thunder overbore the voice of command,

and the aJternacy of gloom and vivid flushes dis-

turbed the sight, and the hail and the wind impeded

action, against an enemy pressing on in a manner

as the associate of the storm, among the various

nations composing the Carthaginian army, an

uncommon kind of tumult arose. Unable to turn

or even to look around against the enemy, some

by mistake, and some perhaps in anger, fought

oneanother. Still all pushed for the glen, anxious

to pass the river. But the foremost, contending

with the swoln current, and afterward with the

opposite steep, could no longer advance with suf-

ficient speed to make way for those who, pressed

by the pursuing Greeks, were still descending.

The
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chap. The crowd in the bottom became in consequence

^.
xxxir

, intense. Many were overthrown, trampled on,

and drowned, and many suffocated by the meer

pressure. To restore order was no longer pos-

sible: the rout was complete, and the slaughter

very great. Report made more than ten thousand

of the Carthaginian army killed, and lifteen thou-

sand prisoners. The extravagance of this however

is indicated by another report, recorded by the

same writers, that onlv one thousand horsemen’s

cuirasses, and ten thousand shields "from slain and

prisoners together, could be collected. The round-

ness of the numbers, even here, might excite

suspicion of exaggeration
;
tho it was said that the

larger part of the shields of the slain were carried

away by the torrent. It is however far likelier

that many more shields were found than bodies

;

for, in flight, to throw away the shield was com-

mon ’ 8
,
and in the authentic account of Xenophon,

Ch nfi.s.6. we have seen a Grecian army compelled, by the
«r iiiisiiisi.

meer v ;0ience 0f a storm, were no enemy pressed,

to abandon thy incumbrance. The victory how-

ever was complete; the Carthaginian camp was

taken, and the booty was rich enough to afford

gratifying reward for the conquerors.

The consequences of the victory of the Cri-

mesus were very great. Timoleon’s credit, how-

ever, in the divided state of the Sicilian Greeks,

his force might be feared, was before very dubious

and little extensive. A small party, long consi-

dered as outcasts, lately indeed receiving accession

through

N Non bene relictu parmulu. is Horace’s well-known

confession.
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through the distractions of the country, but still sect.

apparently a small party, acknowleged him as ..

m
'

.

the representative of the parent-city of Syracuse,

commissioned to liberate Sicily. Among far the

greater part, even of the Syracusans, and even of

those still residing in Syracuse, he was regarded

either with horror, as the patron of their worst

adversaries, or with suspicion and fear, as the

leader of a band of mercenaries and adventurers,

lint, by the victory of the Crimesus, lie acquired

a solid foundation for the claim to be the protector

of the Greeks against barbarians; and the zeal

of his partTzans would appear not wholly unrea-

sonable, when they extolled him as a patriotic

conqueror, rivalling, in merit and in glory, the

first Dionysius, or even Gelon. Trophies, taken

in the battle or found in the camp, were sent to all

the principal Greek cities of Sicily; and the osten-

tatious compliment paid to Corinth of transmitting

a selection of them thither, appears to have assisted

the promotion of Timoleon’s interest there.

Nevertheless the accession to his party', whether

from gratitude for his benefits, or fear of his

power, was not such as to inablc him to prosecute

conquest against the might of Carthage. On the

contrary, to hold his footing in Syracuse required

the most diligent exertion of his abilities, and, as

his measures show, the utmost strecht of his

authority. The crime of the mutineers demanded

his first attention. On their secession from the

army, he had, with reddy prudence, provided for

the quiet of the city, by forwarding directions to

pay their arrears, and to avoid whatever might

vol. vn. s exasperate
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exasperate them. He had now no longer to fear

what they alone could do
;
but it behooved him

still to consider the interest that his more faithful

mercenaries might take in their fate. His severity

against them therefore went no farther than to

require their immediate departure from Sicily.

Not that this was, in effect, a light punishment.

For the business of service in arms for hire, now
become almost as regular a trade among the

Greeks as any other, required, like all others,

character to support it. A body which had

earned the reputation of fidelity, as well as of

valor and skill in arms, would of course be

preferred. Untried men would be the next choice.

Those who had once proved false to their ingage-

ments would be avoided. Thus arose some security

to the employers of mercenaries, from the interest

such troops had in a character. The simple

dismissal of the mutineers by Timoleon, with loss

of character, involved their ruin. Unable to find

a reputable service, and little inclined to peaceful

industry, they turned to piracy. Going to Italy,

they possessed themselves of a town on the coast

of Brutium. But, quickly blockaded in it by the

collected Brutians, they were overpowered, and to

a man destroyed.

Meanwhile the Carthaginians were preparing

to revenge their defeat by measures founded

apparently upon just information of the state of

things in Syracuse, and throughout the Grecian

cities of Sicily. Instead of sending for troops, as

formerly, from the distance of Gaul or Spain, they

resolved to use the opportunity which the long

and
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and violent distractions of the Grecian interest Diod.i.ie

c

furnished, for extending the policy, not wholly

new to them, of employing Greeks against Greeks.

For means to oppose this policy, Timoleon’s

interest in Sicily, notwithstanding the glory of

the victory of the Crimesus, seems clearly to have

failed. Either mistrusting the Sicilians, or unable

to induce them to trust him, he imported five

thousand colonists from Peloponnesus ", among

whom he distributed the lands and houses of the

Syracusans, who had fled or been expelled. This

was an effectual addition of that number to his

mercenary army: the lands and houses were

instead of pay. Thus strengthened, he entered

into treaty with the Carthaginians, and apparently

conducted it ably; for he obtained terms not

unworthy of the fame of the conqueror of the

Crimesus. The country westward of the Lycus <•. 81.

(apparently the same as the Halycus, the boun-

dary prescribed in the first treaty with the elder

Dionysius) being ceded to the Carthaginians, they

ingaged not to interfere to the eastward of that

river. This advantageous treaty confirmed the

power of Timoleon in Syracuse, and added

greatly to his weight throughout the Grecian part

of Sicily.

*> Plutarch mentions an antient writer, Athanis, who

made the number fifty thousand. He was contented himself

to state it at ten thousand. The still more moderate report ol

Diodorus has been preferred for the text.
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CHAP.
XXXIII.^

SECTION IV.

Measures of Timolcon to reduce the independent Grecian Chiefs

of Sicily . Successes
,
and Cruelties. Measures

,
fo rcpeoplc

the Country ; to restore Law and Order. Singular Magis-

tracy. Despotic Character of Txmoleons Administration.

Extent of the Revolution. Prosperity of the new People*

Fate of Dionysius and his Family.

As in making war against the Carthaginians

Timoleon claimed to be the. assertor of Grecian

freedom, the protector of the Grecian interest in

Sicily, so in making peace he claimed equally to

be the patron of all the Greeks of the iland. The

Grecian interest, however, tho divided so that

it would have been weak against the power of

Carthage, was yet no longer in that state of utter

confusion which Dion's expedition had produced.

Almost every town, still under the direction of

some one powerful man, who bore regularly the

title of archon, ruler or chief, had, under such

superintendency, a government of some regularity:

but, as everywhere were two parties, the party

adverse to the chief, would, in the common way

of Grecian party-language, call him tyrant, and be

reddy to concur in any measures for a revolution.

Among such governments, tho each seems to

have had its soverein assembly, some would be cor-

ruptly and some tyrannically administered. We
are however without information of any particular

demerits, cither of the governments, or of those

who presided in them, when Timoleon resolved to

abolish all.

No
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No effectual confederacy existing among those Diod.L i«.

governments, with the smaller he had little diffi-
c' 8a’

culty. Nicodemus, chief of Centoripa, fled at

his approach, and the people received their law

from Timoleon. A message sufficed to make

Apolloniades resign the supreme authority in

Agyrium. The Campanians of ./Etna, obeying

no tyrant, governing themselves under a popular

constitution, but presuming to resist the extermi-

nator of tyrants, as Timoleon is called by his

panegyrists, and being overpowered by him, were

utterly destroyed ’**.

With Icetes chief of Leontini, Timoleon, as

we have seen, had formed friendly connection,

and, in pressing need, had received from him

important assistance. The pretence for hostility

with that chief, according to Plutarch, was a re- riut.«t.

port that he had entered into new ingagements

with the Carthaginians. Diodorus has mentioned

no pretence. In tenderness apparently for

favorite hero, he has hurried over the abominable

tale in these remarkable words :

‘ Timoleon con-

‘ quered Icetes, and buried him.’ From Plutarch s

garrulity, notwithstanding his partiality, wc gain

more information ;
and, however doubtful the

character of the conquered chief, the atrocity of

the conqueror seems not doubtful. Icetes, and

his son Eupolemus, and the principal military

commander under them, Euthymus, were made

prisoners. Euthymus was a man of such excellent

character, so generally esteemed and respected.

09 Kccjxirunv; tKircPuefKieut ou'fUtifi. I)]o<l. 1. if>. C. b a.
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that many of the zealous partizans of Timoleon

interested themselves for him. Gut it was objected

that he had once used a sarcastical expression in

derision of the Corinthians, and this sufficed to

make all interference in his favor vain : Icetes and

his son, and their general, were all put to death.

Nor did the tragedy end so. The fate of the wives

and daughters of these unfortunate men was sub-

mitted, nominally, to the decision of that multi-

tude, collected mostly from beyond sea, which

was now called the Syracusan people
;
and the

miserable women and girls perished by the exe-

cutioner. Unable to excuse, and unwilling to

condemn, Plutarch says coldly, ‘ This was the

‘ most ungracious of Timoleon’s actions’
,0

'.

Leontini being thus secured, it was resolved next

to have Catana. The pretence against Mamercus,

as against Icetes, unless it were only apology after-

ward, was connection with Carthage. We are

indeed at a loss to estimate the value of such

accusation, so loosely stated as we find it by

Plutarch. Timoleon himself had just made peace

with the Carthaginians
;
and it seems very little

likely that Mamercus, who had joined interest

with him against the Carthaginians, when his cir-

cumstances were almost desperate, would, of

choice abandon him, now become the arbiter of

the Grecian interest in Sicily, to connect himself

with the Carthaginians. But if he saw it no longer

possible to hold Timoleon’s favor or avoid his

oppression

;

101 The expression, as coming from a celebrated moralist,

is curious enough to deserve observation in its original lan-

guage: A«kh IS wti tS* TipoXi\ttrof ot*t#p cirai.
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oppression; if he found himself, as in the account

of Timoleon’s panegyrist he seems to have been,

devoted to destruction, then indeed he would pro-

bably seek support from Carthage, or wherever it

might be found. With crime thus problematical,

or rather with imputation undeserving of credit,

his merits are acknowleged. Amid the desolation

of Sicily, when multitudes were wanting security

for private life, he collected a considerable popu-

lation in the deserted town of Catana, and made

it a florishing little state.
.
Of any discontent of

the people with his government, we have no in-

formation; anil Timoleon himself seems not to

have owed so much to any one man, excepting

perhaps Andromachus of Tauromenium, as to

JVIamercus. Nevertheless Mamercus was driven

SECT.
iv.

from Catana. lie found hospitality with llippon,

chiefof Messcna. But Timoleon, claiming to give

liberty to all, would allow none to injoy any liberty

but what he gave. Possibly there had been a party

in Catana desirous of rising to power and wealth

on the ruin of the existing government. There was

such in Messena. Timoleon undertook its patron-

age, and laid siege to the town. llippon, pressed at

the same time by sedition within, and by an enemy

of overbearing power without, attempted flight by

sea, and was taken. It is not from an adverse pen,

but from the panegyrist of Timoleon, that we have l’lui.vit

the account. The unfortunate Hippon had, like
l "‘"

the elder Dionysius, been moderate enough in the

use of power to avoid extensive banishment against

the party adverse to him. He was now delivered

by Timoleon to that party. They proceeded then

s 4
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chap, to put in execution against him a kind of demo*
xxxm.

cratjcai ]aWj which must have had, in some degree,

Timoleon’s approbation, and is not marked with

any reprehension by the moral biographer, llippon

was carried to the great theater of Messcna, and

all the boys from all the schools were sent for to

take the lesson of atrocity, while, with the most

studied indignities, he was tormented to death.

Meanwhile Mamercus, in some confidence, appa-

rently, of merit, both with Timolcon and with that

multitude, which, not without important assistance

from him, was become the Syracusan people, had

surrendered himself; stipulating only for allowance

to plead his own cause freely before the general

assembly of Syracuse, with the condition annexed,

that Timoleon should not appear as his accuser.

Timoleon’s accusation however was unnecessary

:

his interference to preserve some decency of pro-

ceedin'! might have been creditable to him. So

was the assembly composed, and so regulated,

that Mamercus could not obtain a hearing. Shouts

and scoffing drowned his voice. In a mixture of

indignation and despair, throwing off his cloak, he

ran violently across the theater, the place of trial,

with the purpose of destroying himself by dashing

his head against the wall. He was howevy taken

up alive, but being considered as sufficiently tried

and condemned, he was put to death in the usual

way of execution for those convicted of theft.

Not an evil deed has Plutarch found to impute

either to Mamercus or 1 lippon. Nevertheless that

Tm
'' admired moralist relates the shocking tales of their

fate as if they did credit to his hero, and concludes

exultingly,
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cxultingly, ‘ Thus Timoleon abolished tyrannies,

4 and destroyed his enemies.’

Yet it seems probable that Timoleon never

wholly wasted cruelty : his atrocity, of which he

was, on occasion, not sparing, was always subser-

vient to his policy. As he repressed an adverse

party by his executions at Entelia, so he rivetted

an associated party by conceding Icetes, liippon,

and Mamercus, to their vengeance
;
not mecrly

thus gaining their uncertain goodwill, but increas-

ing their dependency on him for protection against

exalted animosity and hatred, and making any

union of the Sicilian Greeks against him more

impracticable. Their final reward, as likely in

such circumstances, was more proportioned to

their desert than to their hope. The mercenary

soldiers and adventurers from Corinth and various

parts of Greece who had no interest in Sicily but

what they owed to Timoleon, were his principal

care. Paid for their services with forfeited lands

SICT.
IV.

and houses, the Syracusans were.obliged to admit

them to all the rights of citizens. Heartburnings Arisioi.ro-
0

. . lit. I. 5. c. 3.

and disagreements arose between the new citizens

and the old, such that arms were taken and civil

war insued. Of this contest no particulars re-

main ;
but that the newcomers prevailed, and that

the lot of the remnant of Syracusans, resting on

the mercy which Timoleon’s policy would allow,

was more than before uneasy and degrading, is

sufficiently indicated.

Henceforward Timoleon treated Sicily as a d;<ki. 1. 18.

conquered country
;

for so it appears even in the

accounts of those who extol him as the deliverer

of
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chap, of the Sicilian Greeks. It is remarkable that not

.

xxlir
~

. a single Sicilian is mentioned by them, in either

civil or military situation, under him. Corinthians

and other forciners are named, and Plutarch, the

pjut. vit. most extravagant of his panegyrists, goes so far as

to say that he could not trust the Syracusans
,0\

How much of the large population, which florished

under each Dionysius, was extirpated or exter-

minated in the troubles preceding Timoleon’s

expedition, and what he himself destroyed or ex-

pelled, history remaining only from his partizans,

we have no means of knowing, but the void al-

together was very great. This he determined to

repair, and certainly he showed himself'grcat in

the business of reparation, not less than of destruc-

B.C.337. tjon. His first measure was to invite adventurers,
v

by proclamation over Greece, with the promise of

lands and houses and the rights of citizens. To

collect numbers thus would not be difficult, from

among the exiles always so abounding in Greece

;

some always from every state, and from some states

sometimes half the people. On the immediate

Uiod. territory of Syracuse, it is said, he established at

“*
once four thousand families, and in an adjoining

plain,

,0* Perhaps Plutarch* professing not to write history, might

claim to omit historical facts at pleasure ;
and with Diodorus,

from carelessness and misjudgement, important omissions are

too ordinary. N either has noticed the war between Timoleon's

mercenaries and the Syracusan people, whose support was the

original pretence for Timoleon's expedition. Indeed to make
any account of it accord with their panegyric of him as the

deliverer of the Sicilian Greeks, must have been difficult.

Yet what Plutarch has acknowledged, of the denial of confi-

dence to Syracusans, and admission of strangers only to power,

possibly among the causes, would however be a reddy and

perhaps necessary consequence of the war, of which we get

information from Aristotle.
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plain, called the Agyrineean, of great extent and

extraordinary fertility, no less than ten thousand.

The arduous business remained to establish civil

order among a mixed multitude, thus new in the

country, and to blend his mercenary soldiers with

these fresh adventurers, and with the remnant of

Syracusans, if any might be, into one mass of

citizens. Nor was this wanting for Syracuse only,

but for almost every Grecian town of Sicily ; all

being now brought under bis power, through revo-

lutions more or less violent and sweeping. In this

very difficult business his principal assistants are

said to have been two Corinthians, Dionysius and

Cephalus. On a revisal of the old laws, those

relating to property and the rights of individuals,

which had obtained under Dionysius, were found

so unexceptionable, that in them little alteration

was found expedient. The political constitution,

which seems to have stood, under the two tyrants

of that name, nearly as it bad been established by

the demagogue Diodes, is said to have been almost

totally altered. There occurs however ground for

doubting the justness of this general assertion, un-

attended with any account of particulars. For had

there not been merit in the institutions of Diodes,

the first Dionysius, who seems certainly to have

had the power, surely would have altered them

;

and the alteration would have been matter for

charge against him among the adverse writers.

That under Dionysius the constitution was good,

the florishing state of the country under him, and

for some years after him, in regard to which all

remaining evidence concurs, will at least afford

SECT.
IV.
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chap, large presumption. But under the constitution of

xx xiii. Timoleon also the country florished. Diodes and

Timoleon equally pretended the warmest- zeal for

democratical sway ;
tho, provident, no doubt, of

those temporary injoyments for the multitude,

which were necessary for ingaging its favor, they

profited from circumstances to rule with severity ;

a severity for which Diodes was famed, and

Timoleon appears to have deserved fame, however

his superior management, or good fortune, averted

the imputation with his party and with posterity.

But it seems not probable that two governments

of democratical form, under each of which the

country florished, could be, upon the whole, very

dissimilar. Timoleon indeed made an addition to

the constitution of Syracuse, the only one of which

we have any particular information, well deserving

notice. However his policy led him to avow him-

self always the champion of democracy, yet, in

settling the government of the country, aware of

the necessity for a balance to the soverein power

of the people, and of the impossibility of giving

sufficient weight to any civil authority for the pur-

pose, he had recourse to the superstition, of the

age. The magistrate to whom he committed the

salutary power of controling popular despotism,

he called the Minister of Olympian Jupiter. What
were the particular functions of this ministry, we

are not informed; but its permanence, through

many succeeding revolutions, and the continuance

of its high estimation, as we are assured by Diodo-

rus, till in his own time, near three hundred years

after Timoleon, its authority was in a great degree

superseded,
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superseded, and its dignity in a manner over- sect,

shadowed, by the extension of the privileges of < <

Roman citizens to all the Sicilians, are satisfactory

indication of the wisdom with which it was adapted

to the temper and circumstances of the people

;

that new or mixed people which was thencefor-

ward to be called Syracusan.

But Timoleon’s care was not confined to Syra-

cuse. Diodorus says, * that he restored liberty to 1. it>-

‘ all the Sicilian Greek cities, rooting out tyrants,
c ' 32 '

‘ and receiving the people into alliance.’ We learn

from much higher authority, in the course of La-

cedaemonian, Athenian, and Theban history, what

such liberty and such alliance were. But Timo-

leon evidently exceeded the ordinary despotism of

Lacedaemon, Athens, and Thebes. The accounts

remaining from his panegyrists, of his introduc-

tion of new' citizens, afford- the best ground for

estimating the amount of his destruction or expul-

sion of the old. Scarcely in any city does the

chief pow'er seem to have been trusted with na-

tives. In Syracuse, as alreddy observed, we do

not find a Syracusan in any authority. Agrigcntum

was, under his patronage, occupied by a colony of

mixed people, among whom were a number of

Agrigentine refugees : but the leaders, those to

whom he committed the commanding authority,

were two Eleians, Megellus and Pheristus. A
similar colony, led by Gorgus of the iland of Ceos,

took possession of Gela. The Camarinaeans seem

to have been more favoured ;
being only compelled

to admit a number of strangers to share with

them the rights of citizens of Camarina. Those

Lcontines,
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chap. Leontines, who neither suffered death with theii

xxxiii.
nor banishment for their fidelity to the cause

in which they had been ingaged with him, pro-

bably not numerous, were removed to Syracuse

The first Dionysius, and Gelon before him, hac

made many such removals
;
but a revolution s<

extensive and so complete, in governments, ir

property, in population, as that effected by Timo-

leon in Sicily, had not occurred among the settle-

ments of the Greek nation since the return of the

Heracleids.

That the government of Timoleon, even in

Syracuse, was highly despotic, is evident from al

accounts. Nepos calls him king, and his com-

piut.vit. mand a kingdom ,0
j. Plutarch says, ‘ he wa.c

p‘1'53. A.
' beloved and venerated everywhere as a founder;

and then follow's the proof
;

‘ neither war noi

* peace was made, law inacted, colony established.

‘ or constitution settled, that was thought rightly

* done, unless he approved.' The same authors

furnish anecdotes, indicating the character of the

administration of this king and founder. We have

seen in Athena, where something nearer to pure

democracy, than perhaps ever anywhere else, hac

practical effect as a lasting government, wha

licentiousness of invective was used in the genera

assembly

103 Cum tantis esset opibus ut etiam invitis imperare posset

tantum auteta haberet amorem omnium Siculorum ut null<

recusants regnum obtineret—Quod cseteri reges imperio vi>

potuerunt, hie benevolentia tenuit. Corn. Nep. v. Timol
Those whom the biographer calls aU the Sicilians were, Fo

the most part, according even to the panegyrists of Timoleon
foremen, brought into Sicily in the room of Sicilians, eithe

destroyed or made outcasts'; and the love was of thcfee wh<

owed to him, and under him only had hope of holding, pro

perty taken by violence from the owners.
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assembly, and what libellous representation in the

theaters, against the truly great Pericles, in the

fulness of his ‘power. Many anecdotes, mostly

preserved with a view to defame the elder Diony-

sius, show that, under his administration in Syra-

cuse, public debate was generally very free. But

under that celebrated destroyer of tyrants Timo-

leon, it was considered as an extravagance for any

one to think of opposing the executive power,

either in the general assembly or in the courts of

laiv. Demaenetus is named as a remarkable in-

stance ofa person venturing, in the general assem-

bly, to impeach any part of Timoleon’s conduct,

whose well-imagined reply shows how little he had

to fear opposition. Not deigning to enter into

any refutation of the charges, he said, ‘ he thanked

‘ the gods who had been propitious to his con-

‘ stant prayer for freedom of speech to the Syra-

‘ cusans.’ Laphystius was presumptuous enough

to institute a suit at law against him, and to re-

quire surety, in regular form, that he w'ould stand

the trial. Timoleon’s warm partizans were so in-

dignant, that they excited tumult and began vio-

lence. The wiser Timoleon restrained them : ‘His

‘ very purpose,’ he said, ‘ in all the toil and danger

‘ he had undergone for the Syracusan people,

* was that the law should be equal to all.’

But that Timoleon, pretending to give universal

freedom, really governed all- witlf despotic autho-

rity, should perhaps less be attributed as blame to

him, than considered as, in some degree, a neces-

sity imposed by the general deficiency, among the

Greeks, of any conception of principles, on which
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chap, that civil freedom might rest, for which they were
xxxirr

‘. so generally zealous. The following anecdote, in

which, even in Trajan's time, Plutarch seems to

have seen nothing but wise decision, marks a de-

ficiency ofjurisprudential principle, which even of

Timoleon’s age might appear now hardly credible.

Timoleon was ingaged with the ceremony of a

public sacrifice, when, in the crowd about him,

one man suddenly stabbed another, and fled. A
third, hitherto a quiet bystander, instantly sprang

to the altar, and, claiming asylum, declared him-

self reddy to confess all. Being told to speak out,

and no harm should befall him, he said, ‘ he had

‘ been sent by Icetes, together with the man
‘
just killed, to assassinate Timoleon ; and they

‘ were going to execute their commission, when

‘ his comrade was stabbed
;
by whom he knew

‘ not.’ Meanwhile the effectual assassin had been

overtaken, and was brought back, insisting
‘
that

‘ he had committed no crime
;
having taken only

‘ just revenge for his father, who had been killed

* in Leontini by him whom he had now put to

(
death.’ It happened that some persons present,

recognizing him, bore testimony to the truth of

his account
;
upon which he was not only set at

liberty without reprehension, but rewarded with

a sum equal to thirty pounds sterling, for having

been, in committing one murder, so accidentally

the means of preventing another. Whether this

story were in all points true, or the confession was

the invention of the partizans of Timoleon, to pal-

liate the cruelties used toward Icetes and his un-

fortunate family, whose partizans could now little

raise
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raise their voices for themselves, yet as transmitted sect.

from Timoleon’s age, and reported in Trajan’s,
. ,

it must deserve attention among indications of

the characters of government and jurisprudence in

both. Not only the principle, of allowing private

revenge to supersede public justice, is admitted,

but incouragement is held out for murder, by

showing that as, in the chance of things, benefit

might result to the public, so instead of punish-

ment, profit and honor might follow to the

perpetra tor.

Nevertheless the result, for which we have satis-

factory testimony, shows the policy of Timoleon

to have been very ably adapted to the temper and

circumstances of the mixed people, for whom he

wras to legislate. The first evidence we have from

history consists indeed in its silence. That his-

torians were not wanting we are well assured.

That they had nothing to report therefore of

Sicilian affairs, during nineteen years after the

establishment of Timoleon’s power, but some Diod. 1. 19.

inconsiderable hostilities between Syracuse and
*" 3'

Agrigentum, and that at the end of that period,

when new and great troubles called their attention,

the Sicilian Greek towns were florishing, nearly

as under the first Dionysius, seems unquestionably

to mark extraordinary wisdom in the institutions

of Timoleon. Diodorus, if our copies give the

number rightly, says that he lived only eight years

after his first arrival in Sicily, and only two after

his victory of the Crimesus. Plutarch is less

explicit on this subject. They agree in asserting

VOL. VII. t that
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chap, that he became completely blind for some time
xxxnL before his death

;
and accounts altogether appear

to imply that the period in which he was active in

administration, and the period in which he lived

honored in the blindness that in a great degree

incapacitated him, must together have been con-

siderably longer than the historian has reported.

If, however, the many who were indebted to

Timoleon for fair possessions in Sicily, some in-

stigated by gratitude, and all by interest, would

extol the living founder of their fortune, amplify

his merit, and extenuate his failings, still more

would his premature death, or even that blindness

which Would render him in a manner dead to

military and civil business, call forth the voice of

panegyric from the zeal or regret, of both friend-

ship and party. Had a revolution quickly followed,

Timoleon ’s fame, turbid even in the accounts of

his panegyrists, might have been still more black-

ened than that of Dionysius or of Phalaris. But

the long peaceful prevalence of that party, to which

he gave possessions and power, secured his repu-

tation. Andromachus, chief of Tauromenium, tho

we are nowhere given to see how his authority was

more constitutional in itself, or less exceptionably

exercised, than that of Mamercus, Hippon, or

Icetes, nevertheless preserving Timoleon’s friend-

ship, retained his own power. From the pen of

his son Timaeus, therefore, one of the principal

historians of Sicily, eulogy only of Timoleon could

be expected. Either gratitude, or hope, or fear,

or all together, might prompt his exclamation, in

the
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the words of the great tragic poet, reported by Sopm.
Plutarch, ‘ O ye divinities, what Cyprian goddess, rmoiT
‘ what god of desire, presides over all his actions !

’ *’ 453 ‘

But recollecting the treatment of Mamercus, of

Hippon, of Icetes, and, beyond all, of the women

of the family of Icetes, as reported by the moral

biographer his zealous panegyrist, we shall hardly

agree with that moralist of four or five centuries

after, in his unqualified admiration and praise.

While Timoleon’s adventure was attended with

such extraordinary success in Sicily, it appears

that the party, with which he was connected in

Corinth, prospered, so that opposition was over- piuc .it.

borne, and the powers of government rested in

their hands. The liberal treatment therefore which

Dionysius found, on first taking his residence there,

may reflect some credit on Timoleon himself. By
the Corinthians, and by others resorting to that

central city, the great emporium of the nation, the

seat of the Isthmian games, Dionysius was treated

with such consideration, that he appears to have

been the most distinguished person of Corinth

and of -Greece. This however excited a jealousy

that threatened his safety : he found it prudent to

avoid the attentions of considerable men; and,

whether led more by considerations of expediency,

or by his natural disposition, he is said to have

affected low company, and frivolous or dissolute

amusement, with a carelessness about serious con-

cerns. But Plutarch himself has had the candor

to avow, that many anecdotes preserved of him,

marked a manly firmness under misfortune. He has ibid,

even reported several, which show very illiberal

i' 2 behavior
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CHAP.
xxxin.

Cic. Time.

Ep. Philipp.

up.Deiuost.

p. 161.

ed. ReisliC.’

behavior toward him, and much good temper,

good sense, and reddy wit in his manner of meet-

ing it. But all did not suffice for obtainingjustice

from the Syracusan government, or pemanence

of protection from the Corinthian. Whether still

under Timoleon, or not till after his death, the

stipulated remittances to Dionysius ceased, and

his consequent distress is said to have driven him

to seek his livelihood by the occupation of a

schoolmaster ; for which probably both his litte-

rary acquirements and his superior maimers gave

him advantages. At one time he was compelled

to fly from Corinth. By birth a citizen of Athens,

the privilege having been given to his father, as w e

have before observed, for himself and all his pos-

terity, the state of the Athenian government how-

ever was not such as to invite him, and he preferred

retiring to the less polished regions of Epirus.

It is difficult to judge what credit is due to

Plutarch’s mention of the fate of the women of

the family. It was in the w'ay of democratical

party- spirit, among the Greeks, to glory in the

most diabolical revenge against an adverse faction

;

and this spirit was cherished among philosophers

under the Roman empire, apparently with the

same view with which it w'as adopted by the

French philosophers of the present age, who

have, in truth, been in almost everything copiers,

tho in atrocity they have at least equalled or

perhaps outdone their masters’04
. It has been

in

"* This spirit seems to have been early caught, on the re-

vival of letters, by some of those learned men, far more on

the continent than in our Hand, who undertook the translation
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in this spirit that Plutarch has held out, ostenta- sect.

tiously, the punishment which the younger I)iony- »

1V~

sius suffered, in the calamities of his family, living

to see the death of his wife and all his children.

The manner in which his sons perished is not pi.u.»ii.

said. The treatment of his wife and daughters,

mercifully concluded by drowning them, appears

to have .resembled that which the unfortunate

daughter of Ilermocrates had sutfered many

years before, from the same party. The story is

related with so much complacency, by the moral

philosopher, that we arc left only to hope his

favorite hero, Timoleon, was not implicated in

the atrocious wickedness. It was, probably, when ArUtoi.Pni.

the family of Dionysius were obliged to fly from
l ' 5- '" 7 '

Locri, that the destruction fell upon that city,

which we find obscurely mentioned by Aristotle.

Timoleon’s history has assuredly deserved to be

better known
;
and the account of such a cotem-

porary as Timaeus, however partial, could not but

have been of high value. Of Dion, who, in the

geographer’s phrase, set all at 'variance with all,

we should perhaps little desire to know more
; nor

indeed of Timoleon for his works of destruction,

which have been so much the subject of panegyric.

Put

of the Greek authors
; and it has led them often to outgo their

originals in violence of expression, and to prefer the most
injurious sense of every dubious phrase. Thus Plutarch’s

A i iWpa£t rv(*»u> (i Aio»titnof) it? iiruDtt virtfCxXo/Atto;, is

rendered by Ithodoman and Wesseling, Hie sec/crn sun

superavit catamitatibus. Those translators cannot but huso
known that rv/anSi does not necessarily imply any see/ern,

and the context would rather imply reference to the splendor

of the first years of his reign or administration.
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chap. But we want information how, through a revolu-

-
_

_'i tion so violent and so complete, he produced a

prosperity and lasting quiet, of which examples,

in all history rare, occur, among the Grecian re-

publics, almost only under the administration of

Sicilian chiefs, and those mostly described by the

title of tyrants.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

Affairs of Macedonia, from the Reign of

Perdiccas Son of Alexander, to the

Establishment of Philip Son of Amyntas.

SECTION I.

Macedonian Constitution. Macedonian Territory. State of
Macedonia under Perdiccas Son of Alexander. Splendid

and beneficial Reign of Archeluus Son of Perdiccas.

\\THILE among the numerous states of
*

’ Greece, and their extensive colonies,

security for civil freedom had been vainly sought

in various forms of republics, and permanence of

public strength had equally failed in experiment

of various systems of confederacy, there remained,

on the northern border, a people of Grecian race,

who held yet their hereditary monarchy, trans-

mitted from the heroic ages. This, as we have

seen formerly, in treating of the times described cb.». s.«.

by Homer, was a limited monarchy, bearing a
ofthl,Hl,t-

striking resemblance to the antient constitution of

England, and, in his age, prevailing throughout

Greece. Of the countries which preserved this

constitution, the principal in extent and power,

and the most known to us, was the kingdom of

Macedonia; whose affairs, for their implication

with those of the leading republics, have alreddy

t 4 occurred
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Poijb. i. 5. occurred for frequent mention ,#
». According 10

Ai^u'de the concurring testimony *of antient writers, who

£4! cm” have treated of Macedonia, the king was supreme,

c?'aa96?’ hut not despotic. The chief object of his office,

Aiei
*&' as 'n the English constitution, was to be conser-

fmi. vator of the peace of his kingdom
;
for which great

purpose he was vested w-ith the first military and

the first judicial authority; he commanded the

army, and he presided over the administration of

justice. But he was to command and to judge

according to established laws. He had no legis-

lative authority but in concurrence with the

assembled people; and condemnation, and the

decision of all more important causes, rested with

popular tribunals
;
in which, as among our fore-

fathers, in what thence bears yet the title of the

King’s Bench, the king presided in person, but

the court gave judgement. Even in military juris-

diction his authority continued to be limited, even

to the latest times of the monarchy 106
. Thus far

our information is positive and clear. What we
want farther to know is, what was the compostion

of the Macedonian people
;
whether there was any

distinction between one part and another, in the

injoyment

The principal passages, in the foregoing history, relating
to Macedonia, occur in ch. 1. s. 1 & 2. ch. 6. s. 3. ch. 7. s. 3.
ch. 8. s. 2 & 5. ch. 9. s. 1. ch. 13. s. 4. ch. 14. s. 2. ch. 15. s. 2.

ch. 16. s. 2, 4, 5, 6. ch. 26. s. 2, 3, 4.m De capitalibua rebus, vetusto Macedonum modo, inqui-
rebat exercitus : in pacee rat vulgi. Nihil potestas regum
valebat nisi prius valuissetauctoritas. Q. Curt. 1. 6. c. 8. s. 25.
yS “Apy,vf ilf Maxifo>lcu ?x9»r, tiSi fllx uMu tajiu Mnxtiir*,

"fX,m< Jiirfowsw. Arr. de Exp. Alex. 1 . 4. p. 86. D. A very
remarkable instance of the restriction upon the military
jurisdiction of the Macedonian kings is related by Polybius,
b.5. p. 375 -
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injoyment of rights, and participation of power

;

and, what is not a little important in the estimate

of any constitution of those times, w hat propor-

tion the number of those who had civil rights bore

to that of those who had none, or next to none,

the slaves. The silence of authors however,

concerning these matters, especially in accounts

of civil wars in Macedonia, indicates that the

Macedonian government was little disturbed with

those pretensions to oligarchal privilege on one

side, and to democratical despotism on the other,

of which we have been observing the evils among

the republics
;

in some of which, as Lacedaemon

and the Thessalian cities, honor and office were

arrogated exclusively to a few families, in others,

as Athens and Argos, the poor oppressed the

wealthy, and in all a division of interests sub-

sisted, frequently interrupting the public peace,

and always threatening the public safety. Ilow

the gradation of rank, necessary in numerous

societies, was arranged, we are not informed, hut

equal law for all freemen appears to have been,

as in our common law, or Anglosaxon constilu-

tion, the first principle of the Macedonian govern-

ment 107
;
whence it has been observed that the

Macedonians w'erc freer in their kingdom than

the Greeks in their republics
,o8

. Time then, not

meerly a destroyer, but often an improver of

human
107

yElc. man yy Folcpihtep pypB, je eajime je eabij.

This has been noticed in note 6 of the first section of the

fourth chapter of this History.

101
I have observed Arrian quoted for this. I think the

observation just, but not exactly Arrian’s, who, tho superior

to most of the Grecian writers under the Roman empire, was
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chap, human institutions, brought them an advantage

u
3(XXIV

'- which seems hardiy yet, in Homer’s age, to have

gained steddy footing anywhere. That popular

attachment to the constitution and to the reigning

family, the firmest support of political arrange-

ment, the most discouraging check to adventure

in revolution, was established among the Mace-

donians. The rules of succession to the throne,

indeed, unfortunately remained so far defective,

as in England before the wars of the Roses, that,

within the reigning family, competition would

often arise, and produce civil war. Yet civil war,

calamitous everywhere and always, appears how-

ever to have been of a less atrocious temper among
the Macedonians, in the struggle for a crown, than

among the republican Greeks, in the contest for

democratical, oligarchal, or tyrannical sway. Half

a people banished or massacred are circumstances

at least not reported in Macedonian history.

Against the constitution, and against the rights of

the royal family, as the keystone of the consti-

tution, the salutary prejudices of the people, the

growth of ages, would allow no competition.

Nor was this steddier form of free government

the only advantage of the Macedonians over their

southern neighbors. In extent of territory, the

Macedonian kingdom far exceeded any of the re-

publican states, and it exceeded most of them in

proportional extent of level country and valuable

soil. Its frontier indeed, except where verging

toward

not intirely free from their common prejudice in favor of that

licentiousness of the republics, whence there was more power
to do ill than security in doing well.
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toward the sea, was of lofty and ragged mountains,

but the interior was mostly champain. As then

the natural division of Greece, by highlands and

gulphs, into small portions of difficult access, had

contributed much to its political division into very

small states, so the freedom from such hindrance

of communication in Macedonia, had produced,

and gave facility for maintaining, the union of

such an extent of fruitful territory under one go-

vernment.

These advantages how ever were not unattended

writh balancing evils. The Macedonians were

unfortunate in their continental situation, nearlv

surrounded by powerful hords of the fiercest and

most incorrigible barbarians. If actual warfare

was sometimes intermitted, yet the danger of it

was unceasing. Nearly excluded then from the

sea, their communication with the more polished

parts of the world was limited and precarious.

Nevertheless the Macedonians appear to have

been not ruder thau many of the republican

Greeks, the Dorians, the Locrians, perhaps the

Arcadians ; and no account shows them so bar-

barous as Thucydides has described the iEtolians.

Under the first Amyntas, when Darius invaded Timc>.i.

Europe, the Macedonian kingdom, tho unable to
*' 3

withstand the vast force of the Persian empire,... Of Hiif.

appears to have attracted consideration from the

Persian commanders as a civilized country, of

some importance among the powers of the age

;

and this was increased under his son, the first mrod. 1.5,

Alexander, after the great defeat of the Persian

army near Plataea. In the Peloponnesian w ar, the

second
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chap, second Perdiccas, son of Alexander, seems to

XXXIV
‘

.

have maintained its former consequence. After-

ward, in the heat of party contest among the

republics, the foul language of democratical de-

bate would sometimes stigmatize the Macedonians

with the name of barbarians. But this is not

found from any others. Among the Greek his-

torians their Grecian blood has been universally

acknowleged. Their speech was certainly Grecian,

their manners were Grecian, their religion was

Grecian ;
with differences, as far as they are re-

ported to us, not greater than existed among the

different republics
'°9

.-

But a practice, apparently originating in the

purpose of obviating an immediate difficulty, con-

tributed much to disturb and weaken the Mace-

donian kingdom. It was usual to provide for the

younger sons of the reigning family, by commit-

ting frontier provinces to their government; where

their situation resembled that of the lords marchers

of the feudal times in western Europe. The re-

venue of the province supported the dignity of the

honorable but troublesome and dangerous office.

The employment was worthy of the high rank of

those employed, and suited the temper of a martial

age. Nor was it probably without its advan-

tages to the state
;
the frontier territory Wig so

defended,

109 We find Isocrates putting the Macedonian name in

marked opposition to the barbarian, and the title of king of

Macedonia, in equally marked opposition to the titles of

tyrant, and despot : ’Afjuma, ru Manfrowr ffarfrtt, ku) Aiowriv,

tv rvpctfw, xad tv
j3ap€afu tt? Affietq xoaiTwrtt.

Panegyr. p. 350. t. 1. ed. Auger, And this was when the

king of Macedonia was allied with the enemies of Athens, to

oppose purposes which the orator desired to promote.
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defended, the interior rested in peace. But, in

progress of ages, the multiplication of these

appanages, which seem to have been generally

hereditary, might reduce the kingdom to weakness

and insignificancy
;
so that it would be no longer

able either to resist forein enemies or control its

own vassals. Accordingly we find, from this

source, jarring interests arising, which not only

produced troubles within the kingdom, but af-

forded opportunity and even invitation for the in-

terference of forein powers. We have “seen one of

the subordinate princes, Amyntas, son of Philip,

becoming an instrument in the hands of the great

monarch of Thrace, Sitacles, for overthrowing the

supreme government of Macedonia
;
and we have

seen the leading Grecian republics, Athens and

Lacedaemon, by turns forming connection with

those princes for nearly the same purpose. It

seems therefore to have been a wise policy of

Perdiccas son of Alexander, after having baffled

the violence of the Thracian monarch, to reunite

those severed principalities with the kingdom, or

bring them under a just subordination. In the

prosecution of this reasonable purpose, he is said

indeed not to have been duly scrupulous of foul

means. The measures by which he acquired the

territory which had been the appanage of his bro-

ther Alcetas, if we should believe the story told

by Plato, were highly nefarious. But in Plato's i’iut Oor

time, books being rare, and authentic history little
s

extensively known, if a statement of facts was

wanted for illustration of moral or political argu-

ment among philosophers, any report was taken,

and
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chap, and whether considered as true or supposed, it

— equally served the purpose. It is therefore neces-

sary to be careful how we take reports, so stated,

as intended by the authors themselves to be taken

for historical truths. The character of Perdiccas,

however, as represented by Thucydides is not

pure. But in his purpose of reuniting the severed

principalities, being thwarted by the reddy inter-

ference, sometimes of Lacedaemon, sometimes of
’ ,0

Athens, sometimes of Thrace, his success seems

! 9 i

4
3.

4 ’ not to have been complete. Nevertheless his

administration was evidently altogether able, and,

tho of various fortune, as of doubtful character,

yet, at his death, which happened about the time

of the defeat and destruction of the Athenian fleet

and army under Nicias and Demosthenes in Sicily,

he appears to have left his kingdom altogether

improved to his son Archelaus.

It appears very uncertain what credit, or whe-

ther any, may be due to report which apparently

had currency many years after in Athens, of the

illegitimacy of this prince’s birth, and of the crimes

by which he acquired or secured the throne.

u>
UC

c.‘ioo.
Thucydides, his cotemporary, likely beyond others

among the Greeks to know Macedonia, calls him

son of Perdiccas, without mentioning illegitimacy,

and speaks of him as the immediate successor,

without any intimation of interfering pretensions.

In a short summary then of his actions, he ranks

him effectually with the most illustrious princes.

Archelaus son of Perdiccas, he says, raised most

of

The authority on which this date is assigned for the ac-

cession of Archelaus will be mentioned in a following note.
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of the present fortifications of the kingdom : he

formed strait roads, and he improved the military

establishment, providing horses, heavy armour, and

whatever else military use might require, more

than all the eight kings his predecessors ,M
.

In the actual circumstances of Macedonia

an improved military was perhaps the first tiling

necessary toward all other improvement. The

Macedonians, like the republican Greeks, were

all soldiers
;

for so the ever-threatening pressure

of hostilities around required : but they did not

live like the republicans, especially the democra-

tical republicans, crowded in towns, leaving the

country to their predial slaves. Confident in

unanimity, all ranks having an interest in the

maintenance of the constitution, as well as in the

defence of the country, they resided on their

estates
;
and, having little commerce, their towns

were small and mostly unfortified. But the ir-

ruption of the overbearing force under Sitalces, CI1.13.S.4.

during the reign of Perdiccas, had made them
ofll“s 111,1

feel their error, or perhaps rather the misfortune

of

1,1
In Plato's dialogue, intitled Ciorgias, one of the inter-

locutors mentions Archelaus, king of Macedonia, as the ille-

gitimate son of Perdiccas, and as having acquired the crown

by the murder of the proper heir, the legitimate son of their

common father. Athenacus has considered this as scandal,

to which lie says Plato was addicted. It is however likely

enough that a story of this kind was current in Athens, and

Plato appears to have introduced it in his dialogue meerly for

illustration of moral argument, by supposed facts, which,

whether true or feigned, would equally answer the purpose of

illustration. What credit therefore Plato himself gave to the

story, which has a mixture of the ridiculous with the shocking,

does not appear; but, on the other hand, in the same dialogue,

it is clearly indicated that Archelaus left behind him the

reputation of a powerful, fortunate, rich, and liberal prince.
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chap, of their continental situation. Unable either to

'—v— withstand his numbers in the field, or to defend

their unwalled towns, they had been compelled,

as we have seen, to abandon their less moveaMe
property, and seek shelter in their woods and

marshes.

The measures of Archclaus, possibly not un-

productive of following evil, seem to have been,

at the time, in an extraordinary degree effectual

for their important object, the security and quiet

of the country. In a turbulent age, he found

means so to obviate war as
# to maintain peace

with dignity. With the Athenian democracy in-

deed, the common disturber of states, as it is

Thucjd. called by the great Athenian historian, he could
i. c. 70. ^ avoid hostilities. The Athenians excited the

B.C.410. people of Pydna, a Macedonian seaport, to re-

Diod*i.
3

i 3. bellion, and supported them in it. Archelaus did
c ' 49

not then hesitate to use the force he had prepared

;

and he was successful : he vindicated his king*

dom’s rights, and he seems to have pushed the

purpose of arms no farther.

The policy then, by which he proposed to

secure to Macedonia so valuable a possession as

its only seaport, will deserve notice. We have

had occasion formerly to observe how very com-

monly, in early times, the dangers of maritime

situation drove habitation to some distance from

the seashore. But spots which the peaceful til-

lers of the soil would avoid, seafaring adventurers

would often in preference covet. Hence the Ma-
cedonian and Thracian shores became occupied by

Grecian colonies, established, perhaps many, with

little
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little violence, and some, tho not quite in the

spirit L-f Penn's settlement in America, yet pos-

r-ibltv v! bout any violence. Peninsulas especially,

ha: ...
" or.-, possessions for the husbandman, unless

pro t ied by a government possessing a power-

till navy, were peculiarly convenient for men

f Hided to pii.uyot commerce. Thus the Thru-

nan Cherfonesc arid the Chalcidic peninsulas

became eaily Grecian land. The settlers who

emigrated with Perdiccas from Argos to Mace-

donia, would probably carry with them some

seafaring disposition, which would however be

likely to be lost among their progeny, led by the

circumstances of their new country to establish

themselves within land. Such, even so late as

fhe beginning of the Peloponnesian war, was the

superfluity of fruitful soil within the Macedonian

dominion, that the prince then reigning, Perdiccas ci.. 13. s. 4 .

.-on of Alexander could furnish settlements for

the whole population of several Grecian towns of

the Chalcidic peninsulas, emigrating at once to

avoid the oppression of the imperial democracy

of Athens. The Macedonians therefore, invited

by the ample opportunities aDd better security of

inland situation, appear to have neglected the

coast, and become almost intirely a nation of

hunters and husbandmen. The widely differing

pursuits and mode of life then of the inland and

the coastmen, led to a difference in habits, in

character, and in personal interests,which produced

a disposition to separation and even opposition in

political concerns. The inlanders lived scattered

VOL. VII. inu
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chap, in villages, subsisting from the produce of their
XXX1V

‘-. lands, warmly attached to their homes, to their

country, to its constitution of government, which

insured their private property and their public

strength, and, for the sake of these, if for nothing

else, to oneanother. The coasters, on the con-

trary, traders and navigators, assembled in towns,

anxious for fortifications that might afford security

for collected stores, careless otherwise of territory,

even for subsistence looking to commerce or

piracy, averse to connection with any controling

government, reddy for communication with all the

world, and little attached to any country.

Such a people, so differing from the rest of the

Macedonians, the Pydnaeans appear to have been.

Archelaus therefore, when, after their rebellion,

he had reduced them to submission, was aware

of the difficulty of assuring their loyalty to the Ma-

cedonian government The policy ofthe Athenian

republic, to obviate revolt among its subject towns,

often denied them the fortifications requisite for

defence against the ordinary dangers of maritime

or any limitary situation. The resource ofArche-

laus, violent it might appear now, but for his age,

mild and liberal, was to remove the town to the

distance of two miles from the shore. There it

might be controled in rebellious purposes by loyal

armies, and not reddily assisted by forein fleets.

Its convenieneies for trade would be somewhat

lessened
;
but they might still at least equal those

of Athens, Megara, Corinth, Argos, and most of

the old maritime towns ofGreece, placed, originally

for
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for security, at a greater distance from the shore, sect.

and yet found capable of florishing by com-
r

'

merce

But with talents for war, and a mind capable

ofthe necessary exertion, the delight of Archelaus,

fortunately for his people, was in the arts of peace.

He had the just discernment to be aware that his

kingdom wanted internal improvement for more

than increase of territory. Nor is it little that is

implied in the cotemporary historian’s concise in-

formation, * that he formed strait roads.’ Till

assured of ability to defy invasion, through a

military force prepared with attachment to the

government and country, as well as with disci-

pline, no prudent ruler of a country, situated like

Macedonia, would make roads. But security

being provided and roads formed, improvements

in agriculture, in commerce, in civilization, in pro-

vincial administration, and in the general comforts

of

m The urgency, formerly, to avoid maritime situation on

account of piracy, is strongly marked even in the circum-

stances of the English sbore3. All the existing towns on the

oousl of Hampshire and the lie of Wight are, comparatively,

-of recent origin. Not one contains the mother-church, or

gives name to the parish. Portsmouth is in the parish of

Kingston, in the middle of Portsea iland, where remains the

church, deserted by its town. With circumstances nearly

similar, Gosport is in the parish of Alverstoke, Lymington of

Polder, Yarmouth of Freshwater, Newtown of Calborn, and

Cowes of Northwood, or rather of Carisbrook, the mother-

church of Northwood. The Cinq Ports may seem some ex-

ception : their m&pfrirae strength indeed would assist for their

security ; but ola Winchelsea alone of them seems to have

trusted in its strength of hands : Hastings and Dover depended

on the protection of their castles. Even at Plymouth, the very

superior situation ofthe present Docktown, and the harbour of

the Tamar, were neglected for the sake of better safety, some

way up the narrower water of the Plym.

U 2
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c h a p. of the people, would reddily follow. Silent how-
xxxiv.

'

ever about these, antient writers have nevertheless

reported what still goes farther to imply them.

Archelaus was sedulous to dispel ignorance and

rudeness, and promote science and the fine arts

among his people. He was the greatest patron

in his age of the learned and ingenious, whom he

invited from all parts of Greece. It cannot but be

creditable to him to have invited Socrates, tho the

Ariit. Riiet- philosopher’s refusal, recorded by Aristotle, has
!. i. c. as- been taken by declamatory writers under the

Roman empire, as ground of sarcasm against him.

The invitation however which Socrates, for the

sake of his fellowcitizens, whose instruction he

had undertaken as a sacred duty, not without

foresight of their ingratitude, refused, Euripides,

the friend whom he is said most to have esteemed

thought not unfit to accept. Euripides lived long

at the Macedonian court; which, by the assem-

blage of talents there, as well as by the security

injoyed under a well-administered free govern-

ment, seems to have been the most desirable

residence, for men of leisure, anywhere to be

found in that age.

In the great deficiency of history concerning

this interesting reign, Ilian’s anecdotes will have

value
; and the more, because his purpose has not

been the eulogy which they effectually involve.

/EUan. nr. He informs us that the celebrated painter Zeuxis,
,4

* was among the artists entertained at the Macedo-

nian court; and that his works, adorning the royal

residence, formed an inducement contributing not

a little to occasion the great resort of strangers,

in
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in the reign of Archelaus, to the capital of Mace- sect.

donia. It appears to have been in the same spirit >

with which he entertained Euripides and Zeuxis

in his court, that Archelaus instituted games,

in imitation of those of southern Greefce
; the

Pythian rather than the Olympian, but appa- i.

rently an improvement on both. Dedicating them
<" ,e ‘

to the Muses, he chose for their celebration the

town of Dium in Pieria, the province to which the

old Grecian mythology assigned the birth and

principal residence of the Muses. These games

were called Olympian, perhaps from the neigh-

boring mountains of Olympus, held, equally the

seat of the Muses and of Jupiter. The adminis-

tration must have been able that, in such a king-

dom as Macedonia, could provide funds for all

that Archelaus. within a short reign, accom-

plished fortifying towns
;

greatly improving the

military; repelling, when occasion required, but

mostly deterring hostilities, and thus maintaining

peace with advantage and dignity
; forming roads

;

promoting litterature, science and arts ; and all so

as to give eminence and celebrity to Macedonia,

among the Greeks of the time of Thucydides and

Socrates.

But, indowed as he was with great and valuable

qualities, Archelaus remains accused, on high

authority, of giving way to strong and vicious im-

passions, which brought him to an untimely end . C. 10.

Report indeed was transmitted, which Diodorus

adopted, that he died of a wound accidentally dm.i. i.

received in hunting. But Aristotle, to whom the
c ' 3,1

best opportunities, which the next generation

u 3 could
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chap, could furnish, must have been open, speaks of a
*—v— conspiracy as undoubted, tho the occasion and

manner were so variously related, as usual of that

dark kind of transaction, that he was unable to

fix his belief of them. All that remains ascer-

B.C.400.9 tained is, that Archelaus, after a short but most
°i-95- >• beneficial reign, was cut off, in the vigor of his

age, by a violent death.

SECTION II.

Disputed Succession and Civil War. Acquisition of the Throne

by Amyntas
,
Son of Philip. BardyHs Prince of Illyria.

Hereditary Interest of the Macedonian Royal Family in

Thessaly. Revival of the Olynthian Confederacy . Antient

Connection of Macedonia with Athens revived and improved.

Grecian Princes, of Lyncestis.

Under the administration of four successive

able princes, theMacedonian kingdom had acquired

a consistency, and under the last of them,with great

increase of internal strength, a polish, that might

have given it splendor in the leading situation to

which it was rising in the civilized world. Arche-

laus seems to have prepared it for producing its

own historians, when his death gave occasion for

troubles and confusion, in which all history of the

country

• Our copies of Diodorus, a» it has been well observed by
the critics, are evidently corrupted in regard to the number of
years, only seven, assigned to the reign of Archelaus

; for the
historian mentions Archelaus as king when ingaged in war
with the Pydnseans, supported by the Athenians, in the tenth

year before that of the ninety-fifth Olympiad, to which he
ascribes his death. frideaux and Dodwell have agreed in

fixing upon the term of fourteen years as probably about the

extent of the reign
;
and VVesseling assents to this conjecture,

which, unable to mend, I have adopted,
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country was nearly overwhelmed, his own repu-

tation, and even his birth thrown into doubt and

obscurity, and the, succession itself of princes after

him, when the restored and increased splendor of

the monarchy excited new curiosity about it, no

longer to be exactly ascertained.

Orestes, son of Archelaus, was an infant when

his father perished. The confusion however on

the occasion, was not such as immediately to dis-

turb the succession. But while ./Eropus, one of

the royal family, claimed the regency, Craterus,

favorite of the late king, and author, whether by

design or accident, of his death, assumed it.

Within four days Craterus was killed, and the

unfortunate boy Orestes did not long survive.

iEropus, accused, by report, of his murder, as-

cended the throne, but little to enjoy it. During

four years who really held the sovereinty remains

unascertained ; and indeed it seems probable that

the country was rather divided between several

competitors than, during any part of that time,

intirely governed by any one prince. In the fifth

year, at length, Pausanias, of another branch of

the royal family, had so far overborne the rest, as

to be generally acknowledged soverein
10

.

During these troubles of the Macedonian king-

dom, the Upper Macedonian principalities, under

the government of Derdas, and Amyntas, tho

probably in some degree affected, seem to have

been preserved from any violent convulsion.

Amyntas,

,# The curious reader may find, in Wessding's Diodorus,

two good notes, and in Bayle, art. Archelaus, a third, on the

uncertainties of this part of Macedonian history.

U 4
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Cic. de off.

I. 2.

29O

Amyntas, who, after being dispossessed by the

king, his uncle, Perdiccas, as we have formerly

seen, had, under the patronage of Sitalces king of

Thrace, not only recovered his principality^ but

contended with his uncle for the kingdom, with

fairer pretensions now asserted his claim against

Pausanias; who, after a precarious reign of

scarcely a year, was assassinated. Report of the

party adverse to Amyntas would of course impute

to him participation, at least, in the crime. All

that seems ascertained is that, in consequence of

it, he became king of Macedonia, nearly about

the time of the successes of Agesilaus king of

Lacedaemon in Asia.

Would Amyntas have been contented to have

held his mountain-principality in secure peace, it

was probably little in his power; and yet the

change to the more splendid situation, ^t the

head of the Macedonian kingdom, was only from

smaller to greater troubles. Pretenders to the

crown remained, holding, in parts of the country,

considerable interest among the people. None

indeed was able by himself to assert his own

cause, but there were neighbouring powers, whose

ambition or rapacity were reddy to profit from

the distractions of Macedonia. On its western

border the Illyrians, in manners and character

much resembling the Thracians, tho apparently of

different race and language, had been brought

more than formerly to union under one dominion,

by the power and popularity of a chief named

Bardylis. Venerated for his courage, activity,

and military talents, Bardylis is said to have

extended
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extended his power and influence still more by

his discovery of the value of a maxim, before

little known among the Illyrians, and not always

duly estimated among the Greeks, That honesty is

the best policy : he was famous for his equitable

division of plunder taken by his armies of robbers.

By his military force, and his fair reputation

together, he had united under his authority all the

Illyrian clans, so that he was become a very for-

midable potentate. While this new power thus

grew on the west of Macedonia, the Olynthian

confederacy, of w hich-we have seen formerly the

rise and the fall, by its alluring policy, still more

than its military force,
1(
pressed the eastern. On

that side, the richest of the Macedonian territory,

and the reddiest for maritime communication,

were all its principal towns. Whether the policy

of Anchelaus, in fortifying these, led to the dis-

memberment of Macedonia, which followed the

defective relics of its history will not inable us to

say, farther than that it seems probable. While

then Bardylis, avowing himself the protector of

Argasus, one of the pretending princes, invaded

and ravaged the country on the western side,

many principal towns on the eastern, renounced

their connection with the Macedonian kingdom,

to become members of the Olynthian confederacy.

If, indeed, we may trust Diodorus, this was not

wholly without the consent of Amyntas ;
who

rather chose that his people should owe protec-

tion to the Olynthians, than become subjects to

his rival, or to the Illyrian prince. Unable, how-

ever, under all the circumstances pressing on

him.

s e c r.

li.

01. !)(>. 4.

Piod. 1. 14

i\ 92.

Cli.afi. S. 2.

of this Hint.

Xen. Uvl.

1 . 5 - u. 2 .

b. 1 1.
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chap, him, to maintain himself in Macedonia, he with-
xxxiv.

(jrew jnto Thessaly. .

Between the wealthy aristocracy, which mostly

governed that fruitful country, and the Macedo-

Ch.18.s 5. nian kings, we have seen connection old and
s

' hereditary. One numerous and powerful family,

Herod. 1. 7. the Alevads, a name said to be derived from a

Oiod.i. 16. king of the country, their reputed ancestor, was

bound to the Macedonian royal family through

the prejudice of connection by blood, claiming the

honor of a common descent from Hercules. The

frequent exercise of hospitality, to which the right

on both sides was also esteemed hereditary and

sacred, upheld and made efficacious this prejudice

of kindred, real, or imaginary. The Thessalian

nobles were frequently entertained at the Mace-

donian court, not without some claim of right to

be entertained there
;
and they esteemed it equally

a duty and a privilege to entertain the Macedonian

kings whenever they might visit Thessaly. Under

these circumstances, no struggle of faction in

Thessaly could be indifferent to the Macedonian

princes, nor any contention for the Macedonian

throne to the great families ofThessaly. Teeming

with inconvenience as such connection might be

to governments capable, by their own Consistency,

and the force of the country under them, of main-

taining complete independency, yet for narrow

territories, with defective constitutions, divisions of

one people under different governments, rather

than distinct nations, such might be the need of

the advantages that they might , overbalance the

evil.

Whether
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Whether Amyntas was considered, by the Thes- sec r.

salian nobility, as the truer representative of the >_

n
~

.

Macedonian branch of the family oftheir common

great ancestor, Hercules, or, in his mountain-

principality, he had better cultivated the connec-

tion, he found favor among them, such as to

incourage him to attempt the recovery of his

kingdom. Probably he relied also upon assistance

from his kinsman Derdas prince of Elymia, a

brave and active soldier, always upon friendly

terms with him. The difficulty seems to have 1)io,loru5 '

J
1. 14. c.

been to obviate opposition from the Illyrian mri
‘

prince, whose acquiescence was however pur-

chased. Argseus, thus deserted by the protector

to whom he owed his throne, was compelled to

fly, and Amyntas became again soverein of

Macedonia.

But the richest and most populous part of his

kingdom, the eastern towns and their cultivated

territories, far more valuable than many times the

extent of ill-inhabited lands of the interior, was

still held by the Olynthian confederacy. He de-

manded its restitution, the historian says, accord- niod. 1. 14.

ing to compact. But the Olynthians, alreddy
c 93 '

risen to that power, which Xenophon has de- a..a6.s.«.

scribed as alarming to all southern Greece, far
ofth“‘ ,, ‘,t'

from disposed to restore acquisitions, were bent

only upon aggrandizement. Not only refusing

therefore to surrender anything, but prosecuting

still zealously their plan of association, and sup-

porting everywhere political intrigue with military

force, they gamed Pella, the largest town of

Macedonia

;
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chap Macedonia; and Amyntas, as Xenophon intimates,

«—

'

was again in danger of losing his kingdom.

It was an unfortunate combination of circum-

stances, that made the overthrow of the most

liberal and advantageous system of republican

government, yet seen in Greece, necessary to the

preservation of the last relics of the patriarchal

constitution, the balanced monarchy of the heroic

ages. The Lacedaemonians, for so much Xeno-

phon indicates, would hardly have undertaken the

war against Olynthus without assurance of coope-

ration from the Macedonian princes; and, with-

out that cooperation, would have been little likely

to have succeeded in it. The Macedonian forces,

whichjoined them, were commanded by the prince

of Elymia, Derdas, who, as we have formerly

Ch. 26. s. 4. seen, at the head of the cavalry, did important

service. On the msuing dissolution 01 the Olyn-

thian confederacy, the Macedonian kingdom re-

covered all its towns. Whether then better to

assure the control of the general government of

the country over them, or merely for a more ad-

vantageous situation, reddier for communication

with the sea, and through it, with all the more

polished countries of the age, Amyntas moved the

Excerpt, seat of government from Edessa or ALgte, where it

“
330! had subsisted from the foundation of the monarchy,

to Pella, which was thenceforward the capital of

Macedonia.

It is almost only when, as in the Olynthian war,

the affairs of Macedonia and of Olynthus have

been implicated with those of the leading Grecian

republics,
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republics, that we gain any information about

them, from the dissolution of the Olynthian con-

federacy, therefore, till some time after the battle

of Leuctra, which so changed the circumstances

of Greece itself, we have no particulars of their

history. But after that battle, Lacedasmon being

no longer able to control Olynthus, and Thebes

of course disposed to support everywhere a party

adverse to the Lacedaemonian interest, the Olyn-

thian confederacy was restored, and quickly so

prospered as to become again formidable to

Macedonia.

We have seen much intercourse formerly, some-

times friendly, sometimes hostile, between the

Macedonian kings, and the Athenian common-

wealth. The event Of the Peloponnesian war,

depriving Athens of the dominion both of the

iEgean sea, and of the towns on the Macedonian

and Thracian shores, removed almost all ground

for farther political connection between them.

But with the restoration of the Athenian marine

by Conon, the pretensions of the Athenian people

to their former sovereinty over so many towns

mround the ^Egean, and to hold a control over all

the commerce of that sea, being revived, Athens

and Macedonia became again interested in each

other’s affairs
;
and Olynthus, formerly subject to

the imperial sway of the Athenian people, and

recently threatening the overthrow of the Mace-

donian kingdom, would, in its new independent

power, be looked upon with jealousy by both.

The peace of Antalcidas, however, which soon

followed, controling the Athenian naval empire,

without
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chap, without establishing the Lacedemonian, relieved

axxiv.
ojyjjthQ8 from immediate danger, and diffused

indeed over all the various members of the Greek

nation, severed by seas from those called imperial

republics, a more real independency than they had

for ages known. *

In the denial of dominion, to which the Athe-

nian people were thus obliged to submit, no por-

tion of their former empire seems to have been so

much and so constantly regretted as Amphipolis

on the Strymon; a conquest, inasmuch as the

territory was usurped by force of arms, but other-

wise a colony, first settled under the protection

and at the expence of the Athenian government.

The Lacedaemonians, however, after it had yielded

twcr.Or. to their arms under the direction of Brasidas, had

added to its population a large body of settlers

from the Grecian town of Cyrene in Africa
;
and

the congress of Grecian states held at Lacedaemon,

a little before the battle of Leuctra, had confirmed

the independency given to it by the treaty of An-

talcidas. ' Athens was a party both to that treaty

and to the decrees of the congress. But through

the event of the battle of Leuctra, with the de-

pression of Lacedaemon, the comparative impor-

tance of the Athenian commonwealth, among the

Grecian powers, was considerably augmented.

Ch. 97. s. a. Another general congress was soon after held at
of tbu Hut.

Representatives ofalmost all the Grecian

states attended, and, among them, a minister from

Macedonia, as a Grecian state The professed

purpose

11
2IvfAfia^af yap Aaxibaific/wp tta\ tSp aX?mp trt/»«X-

QouffiiCf 1T5 w tovtv* A/xiJuaj 0 OtAiirwou vat vp, #** vtjAWv

tri/ntyor.— Afecliin. do legat. p. 2 if), rd llciskc.
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purpose of this congress, like that of the former,

was to obviate the pretensions of any that might

aspire to be, imperial people, and hold command
over other Grecian people, such as Lacedsmon
and Athens had alternately held; a revival of

which both Lacedtemon and Athens now dreaded

in Thebes. With this view it was proposed to

inforce the strictest execution of the provisions of

the treaty of Antalcidas, confirmed by the con*

gress of Lacedtemon, which denied to every

Grecian state the sovereinty over any other

Grecian state. The Athenian representative as-

serted the claim of the Athenian people to hold

the people of Amphipolis, their colony, as their

subjects, to be a distinct case, and imputed in-

justice to the denial of it. There appeared how-

ever little disposition to allow the distinction.

The Amphipolitans, it was contended, not Athe-

nian colonists only but Lacedaemonian, Grecian

people from various parts, had the common right

of all Greeks to be free.

SECT.
1L

A,sell ill. lie

It seems probable that the political connection

was alreddy begun, which we find afterward close,

between Amphipolis and Olynthus, and that the

king of Macedonia found reason again to be appre-

hensive of the growing power of Olynthus. His

deputy in the congress contended strenuously in iwa.

favor of the Athenian claim ; which was at length

allowed by a majority of votes, principally ob-

tained through his arguments and the Macedonian

interest. The advantage resulting to Macedonia,

not perhaps at the time generally obvious, appears

to
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chap, to have been very considerable. The acquisition

xxxiv. 0f Amphipolis to the Athenian dominion, except

as a loss to the Olynthian, could not be desirable

for Macedonia. But the Amphipolitans, regard-

less of the vote of the congress, continued to assert

their independency successfully. At the same time

Amyntas gained the credit, among the Athenian

people, of being a valuable and beneficial ally.

Communication with the commanders of the

Athenian fleet, generally maintained on some part

of the Thracian coast, was of course reddy for

.feii. (]< him ; and he formed a particular intimacy with that
kg,t

' eminent and highly respectable officer lphicrates.

These circumstances would be favorable to the

maritime commerce of Macedonia ; and the con-

stant hostility of Athens, toward Olynthus, would

make both the arms and the policy of Olynthus

less formidable and less troublesome to Ma-

cedonia.

The power acquired by that extraordinary man

Jason, tagus of Thessaly, his military force and

his avowed ambition, could not but require the

attention of a neighboring prince, and especially

one so connected as Amyntas with the princi-

pal Thessalian families. It seems probable that

Jason’s interest was connected with that of those

families. For his great purpose then, the resto-

ration to Thessaly of its antient superiority among

the southern republics, usurped, as the Thessa-

lians might term it, successively by Lacedaemon,

Athens, and Thebes, peace on his northern border

would be necessary. Circumstances however were

such
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such, that not only peace but alliance was main-

tained between Macedonia under Amyntas, and

Tbeesaly under Jason.

The practice subsisted in Macedonia, which, in

the times described by Homer, prevailed through-

out Greece, and, as far as Homer's history extends,

through Asia, for princes generally to chuse their

wives, without their own dominions, among the

daughters of other princely families. Nor were

princely families, boasting high Grecian blood, yet

wholly wanting, among whom the Macedonian

royal house might chuse; for others, beside the

Temenids of Argos, driven to seek, among the

northern wilds, a repose, which the spreding re-

publican system of the southern parts denied, had

been fortunate enough to find, how far repose we

know not, but honor there. The princes of Lyncus

or Lyncestis, a country bordering op, Macedonia

and Epirus, doubtful within the proper boundary

of which, but generally acknowleging some sub-

ordination to die Macedonian kings, claimed their

origin from the illustrious house of the Bacchiads

of Corinth. Of these princes we have seen Arrha-

baeus oppressed by the late king of Macedonia,

Perdiccas, and relieved by the generous policy of

the Lacedaemonian general Brasidas. Amyntas,

in a milder way, succeeded better in the purpose

of establishing an interest in Lyncestis, marrying

Eurydice, grandaughter of Arrhabseus by his

daughter Irra.

Farther of the reign of Amyntas, said to have

been of twenty-four years, we gather only its

general reputation of having been wise, vigorous,

vol. vii. x and

Diod. 1. 15
C.57& 60.

Strati. I. 7.

j>. 326, 327.

Thucvd.

J. 1 . c. 09.

Cl). 4. 8. ».

of this Hint.

Ch. 16. S. 4.

of tliis Hist.

Strab. I. 7.

p. 3*7
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B.C.370. and beneficial. Dying in advanced age, lie left,

01 ' 3-
by his queen, Eurydice, three sons, . Alexander,

who succeeded him, scarcely arrived at manhood,

and Perdiccas and Philip, still boys.

SECTION III.

Reign of Alexander
,
Son of Amyntas. Macedonian Interest

in Thessaly maintained. Accession of Perdiccas
9
Son of

Amyntas . The Family of Amyntas supported by the Athe-

nian General Iphicrates. Breach of Alliance with Athens,

and Connection with Thebes. Illyrian Invasion
, and Death

of Perdiccas.

When the youthful Alexander was called to the

Macedonian throne, circumstances produced bythe

recent assassination of the great tagus of Thessaly,

Jason, pressed for the attention of the Macedonian

government, and especially interested the royal

family. In the administration itself perhaps of

Jason, but very eminently in the events following

his death, was manifested the danger of prepon-

derant standing armies to free governments. Jason

ibdeed had ruled Thessaly with the constitutional

title of tagus, and, possibly, for history tells nothing

to the contrary, with the -constitutional authority.

His successors also, even those for whom crimes

Opened the way, were raised to the same consti-

tutional title and power, as far still as history tells,

ill all constitutional form . Wanting, however, pos-

sibly, Jason’s inclination, and certainly his talents,

to make their administration smooth through

popular esteem and respect, they *soon recurred

to the use of the means of violence, which he had

left
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left to their hands. The worthy Polydamas of

Larissa, whom, even asan opponent, Jason had

always respected, was murdered, with eight of his

principal friends : numbers fled
;
and the tyranny

insuing seems to have been among the most really

cruel of the many, among the various states of

Greece, execrated by Grecian writers.

But these Thessalian tyrants did not overlook

the ordinary and necessary policy of those who

affected sovereinty* in the Grecian republics : they

courted the rabble of the towns
;
and their army,

which served equally by sea and land, was held

at their devotion, through the profits of a general

piracy which they incouraged. The government

of Phene, and its chiefs, appear then to have

nearly resembled those of the northern states of

Africa in modern times. But the nobility, and, in

general the landholders, suffered under their ad-

ministration. These, therefore, looking around for

succour, applied to their hereditary ally and host,

the young king of Macedonia.

Alexander was not deaf to the calls of their

interest and his own. His measures were so well

concerted and so rapid, that, tho the tagus, ap-

prized of his purpose, was prepared to give battle

on the borders, the Macedonian army, evading

him, reached Larissa, the principal seat of the

friendly party, without opposition. The tagus fol-

lowed, but found the united strength of his oppo-

nents such, that avoiding action, he withdrew again

to Pherae. The king, thus left at leisure to arrange

matters with his friends, placed a part of his force

CI1.S7.S.1.

of this Hiit.

Diod. I. 15.

c. 61.

B.C.369.
01. 102.4.
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chap, in Larissa, and a part in Cranon, and, with' the

xxxiv. rest having fulfilled the purpose of his expedition

without bloodshed, he returned into Macedonia.

Pretence for invective, nevertheless, was found by

those who were disappainted by his success. They

exclaimed against what they termed the garrison-

ing of the cities, not only as a measure of tyranny,

but a direct breach of faith, plighted to the Thes-

salians for their freedom. Diodorus, from whom

alone we have the account, has given credit to the

historians of their party. But we have seen enough

of Grecian politics to be aware, and the course of

events, even in the account of Diodorus, shows,

that another party would not only approve, but

earnestly desire the measure, as that without

which their liberty, property, and life itself, would

be utterly insecure.

Meanwhile in Macedonia xhe good government

and tranquility of a few years, closing a reign, like

that ofAmyntas, begun in a train of revolutions

and bloodshed, had not sufficed for radical correc-

tion of the looseness of principle, political and

moral, among the Macedonians, which had given

occasion to those evils, and which such evils have

in themselves a strong tendency to nourish and

increase. Two pretenders to the throne, Argaeus,

who had been competitor \vith Amyntas, and

Pausanias, perhaps son of him by whose death

Amyntas had risen, still had each his party among
B.C.369. thfe Macedonian people. The youthful Alexander,

Diod°i! i5. soon after his return from Thessaly, was assassi-

e-71
’ nated. Concerningthe conspiracy, which produced

this
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this catastrophe, our only trustworthy information, Oeiwntii.

incidentally given by Demosthenes, amounts to p'-JoTed.

no more than that a citizen of Pydna was principal
Hc,5le'

in it. That either,of the pretending princes was

implicated in its guilt is not said, but both were at

the time preparing to prosecute their claims to the

throne •*.

Such was the clouded prospect under which the

right of Alexander devolved to his next brother,

Perdiccas, yet a boy. Pausanias hastened to profit

from the confusion likely to prevail among the

young prince’s friends. Prepared with numerous 1;
62

i>-

j. 1 • . . . Jumui. « 7-

adherents to his cause among the people, he c. 4.

ingaged a force of Grecian mercenaries, and en- ie^i.'p!*i j.

tering Macedonia, he quickly became master of

Anthemus, Therma, Strepsa, principal towns, and

some others of less importance. The expected

confusion among those about the young king fol-

lowed. Some, who had been supposed loyal, went

over to the rising power ; the intention of others

became suspected, and the few of clear fidelity

were at a loss for measures.

In these distressing circumstances, when manly

wisdom and courage failed or were unavailing
>

the queen-mother, Eurydice, resolved to take upon

herself to act for her unfortunate family *, not by

assuming any manly office, tho we have seen, in

the foregoing history, successful examples of such

an

,a The stories of Justin and Atheincus, dealers in wonderful

tales of dark private history, seem unworthy of notice. The
account of Diodorus, in the want of better, we must take,

under correction from what the orators indicate of Macedonian

affairs, and especially the scanty but unsuspicious testimony of

Dempsthenes, reported in the text.
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chap, an undertaking, but in her proper character, as a
xxxiv. womaQ Qgd a mother. Iphicrates then commanded

an Athenian squadron on the Thracian coast, for

the general purpose of maintaining and extending

the empire of the Athenian’ people, but more par-

ticularly for restoring their dominion over Amphi-

polis, still asserting independency. The particular

intimacy of the late king, Amyntas, with that

general, formed the ground of hope for the dis-

tressed queen. She sent her supplication to Iphi-

crates, who in consequence went to Pella. The

interview insuing, which the decency of antient

manners required to be very public, remains

shortly and simply, but interestingly described

by a cotemporary Athenian, who was afterward

ambassador from his commonwealth at the Mace-

donian court, the orator iEschines. The queen-

mother entering the chamber of audience with

both her sons, introduced the young king, Per-

diccas, to the hands of Iphicrates, and placed her

younger boy, Philip, on his knee. Addressing him

then, in the manner usual among the Greeks, as

a suppliant, ‘ she conjured him, by the ties of that

‘ private friendship, borne him by the late king

‘ Amyntas, who valued him no less,’ she said,

‘ than as an adopted son, and by the elaims of

‘ public alliance between the Macedonian king-

‘ dom and the Athenian commonwealth, subsisting
1 of old with the forefathers of the children now
* presented to him, and especially cultivated by
‘ their lost father, to take those children under

‘ his protection.'

The purpose of the queen's pathetic address,

favored
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favored as it might be by the generous feelings

of the Athenian general as an individual, would

obviously be favored also by his consideration of

the interest of his commonwealth. In the cir-

eumstances, and with the views of the Athenian

government, it remained much an object to hold

its interest in Macedonia. With the ’family of

Amyntas the connection was alreddy old : with

the opposing families, it remained to be formed,

and probably they were alreddy ingaged with

hostile powers
;

Olynthus, and perhaps Thebes.

Accordingly Iphicrates interfered so effectually,

whether using the force under his command, or

pnly his influence and the terror of the Athenian

name, that Pausanias abandoned his enterprize,

and the government of the young king, Perdiccas,

was established over all Macedonia.

But when the authority and wisdom of Iphicrates

were withdrawn, troubles, in the existing circum-

stances of Macedonia too likely to attend the

minority of a reigning prince, arose. Female rule,

we have seen, was not unknown among the Asian

Greeks : the examples of Artemisia and Mania

might aflbrd incouragement for the attempt. But

the Macedonian scepter had never been borne by

female hands. The direction of the government

therefore was committed to a prince of the blood

royal, named Ptolemy, and distinguished by the

addition of Alorites. Troubles ofno small amount

followed
; but what precisely they were, and whe-

ther more arising from the ambition of Ptolemy,

or any perverseness of Eurydice, tho both are

accused, while the pretensions of Pausanias and

x 4 Argaeus,
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chap. Argffius, and the hostility of forein powers, ap-
xxxiv.

pear to have been concurring causps, we have

no trustworthy information. It is still only where

the Macedonian affairs have been implicated with

those of the leading Grecian republics,- that We

find light.beaming upon them
;
and even thatligbt,

when given, as through painted glass, by some

celebrated writers of the later antiquity, especially

Plutarch, with a dazzling splendor of coloring,

shows too often but imperfect, incongruous, and

distorted forms

When the Macedonian government, implicated

in domestic troubles, could no longer extend its

protectingarm to the Larissaeans, Pharsalians, and

other Thessalians, who had resisted the tyranny

of the tagus Alexander of Pherae, that tyranny

threatened them again with redoubled violence.

Fortunately, however, about this time, a new pro-

tecting power appeared on their opposite border,

through

14 Trogus, or his abbreviator Justin; for historians, far over

fond of tragical effect, tell of strange intrigues, and horrid

dark crimes ,in which Eurydice was deeply implicated. But

the tales, tho such as, in the violence of faction,among the

(i reeks, appear to have been ordinary, were unknown to

Diodorus and even to Plutarch, or, even by them, thought

unworthy of notice. Diodorus makes Ptolemy Alorites a son

of Amyntas (meaning apparently an illegitimate son) and the

murderer and successor of the eldest legitimate son, Alexander.

But some notice of this crime, had it been real, could hardly

have failed among the orators, especially Demosthenes, who,
as we have seen, mentions the assassination of Alexander;

and, for the succession of Ptolemy, it is clearly marked by
/Esehines to have been only to the regency. VVe find the

republican Greek writers frequently careless in applying the

titles gturiXm and tvpanos, giving them indifferently to kings^

or to regents, or to men in commanding situations who were

neither kings nor regents. Hence apparently has arisen much
of the confusion, found among later writers, concerning the

Macedonian succession.
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through die rise of Thebes to a leading situation sect.

among the Grecian republics. The Theban gb- .

ut
~

.

vernment, with all the energy of recently acquired

pearler, was willing to interfere as a protectress

any#here, for the sake of advancing that power.

Accordingly a strong army marched, as formerly

related, under the command of Pelopidas, to

support the Macedonian party against the tagus. 01.-17. s.*.

Cooperation from the Macedonian government

was of course highly desirable, but the existing

alliance of Macedonia with Athens was adverse

to a connection with Thebes; for Athens had

then lately withdrawn itself from the Theban

alliance, and become the confederate again of

Lacedaemon in war against Thebes. Such being

the obvious difficulty, Pelopidas quitted his army

in Thessaly to act as ambassador from his re-

public at the Macedonian court. In this office his

conduct appears to have been able, not less than

in his famous embassy to the court of Susa ; and

the success was answerable. Not indeed that

it could be a very hard task to show, either

the importance to Macedonia of preserving its

Thessalian interest, or the impolicy of assisting so

ambitious and restless and unscrupulous a govern-

ment as the Athenian, to hold so commanding

a place as Amphipolis on the Macedonian frontier.

The promised support therefore of the Theban

confederacy, in opposition to the Athenian pre-

tensions, with perhaps some stipulated means

for Macedonia itself to hold a commanding in-

fluence in Amphipolis (for the sequel shows this

probable)
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hXv
“duced the regent, Ptolemy to,desert

'—^

^

V* Athenian alliance and ingage in tb$ Jlaeban,

But alliance with a regency,the regency toftof
an ill.settled kingdom, could not but be precanois

;

and Pelopidas desired to give permanencytp the
advantage of the Macedonian connection,,

w

hich he
acquired for his country. It was alreddy becom-
ing a common practice among the Grecian states,

for youths of wealthy families to go, for the com-
pletion of their education, wherever any of those
teachers, afterward dignified with the title of phi-XdC losophers

’
ac(

l
uired fame. Athens drew by far the

greater number. There the great tagus of Thessaly,
Jason, had placed his sons under the tuition of
Isocrates. Thebes, tho no rival to Athens in lit-

terary fame, w as, for politics and war, the focus

p
f everything greatest in Greece, and at this time

it is said to have been also the residence of some
eminent philosophers. To Macedonian prejudice
it would be moreover a recommendation that
Thebes was the reputed birthplace of Hercules,
the great progenitor of the Macedonian royal
race. Opportunity therefore for the king’s younger
brother Philip, with some other youths of the prin-
cipal families, to go, under the protection of such
a man as Pelopidas, to complete their education at
Thebes, might be esteemed, by the queen-mother
and regency, an advantage highly desirable. It
is indeed said, they accompanied his return from
Pell#, not voluntarily, but as hostages, for insur-

ance of due attention from the Macedonian court
to the imperial will, whether of Pelopidas or of the

Theban
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Theban people. But however this may have been, j&mkm.

it seen® probable that the Theban general s able p^ai&W
a^gociation produced effects important and lasting.

Berdiccas, when, arriving at years of discretion,

he assumed the government, followed the line of

policy taken by the regent for him in his minority,

and persevered in it. He supported the Amphi-

politans in their claim of independency ; he sus-

tained a war with Athens in their defence
; and

that he was not unsuccessful in that war is evi-

dent from the result; for the Athenians made

peace with him, leaving Amphipolis free ,s
. For

the other circumstances of this reign, certainly

interesting,

16 Diodorus makes Perdiccas put Ptolemy to death to get

possession of the government. Rut the silence of the cotem-

porary orator concerning such a matter, when relating the

succession of Perdiccas and its consequences, and mentioning

Ptolemy in the situation of regent, renders this more than

questionable ;
and the refutation is still strengthened by the

line of conduct, which, as we learn from the orator, the king

pursued, after he had assumed the government.

It should be observed that the oration whence we gather

all the circumstances mentioned in the text, was pronounced

by Aischinea in defence of himself, when it was most im-

portant for him to conciliate the favor of the Athenian people,

and avoid whatever might give them the least umbrage.

Hence apparently he claims for them the honor of genera!

success in a war in which they were evidently, upon the whole,

unsuccessful, and imputes to their generous confidence in the

uprightness of their enemies, the disadvantageous terms of

the peace. Some partial success of the Athenian forces may
have given some ground for his assertion ;

but we know that,

without ratification from the people, no compact of their

generals was allowed to be valid. When therefore a disad-

vantageous peace was made, we may apparently conclude with

assurance, that their success in the war was not great.

The amount of evident romance, extravagant romance, in

Plutarch's Life of Pelopidas, which has been noticed in a note

to the fifth section of the twenty-sixth chapter of this History,

makes credit difficult for any part, not in some degree

confirmed by other writers. The succession of Perdiccas, the

regency of Ptolemy, and the opposition of the Macedonian

government, under the regency and after it, to the Athenian

claim
*
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ohap- interesting, we vent atfflwrity like thttt-tif ‘the
xxxiv.

C0temp0rary orator, which,’ as usual, deseift usjift

the moment when the Macedonian at&ht^btaefOv

be implicated with those of the leading

republics. According to the shreds ofitiforin^'

Carjst. ap. tidn remaining, while the prince gave his thoe to

fci^p.aso" science and litterature, corresponding with Plato
vei. 508. at- Athens, and unfortunately misplacing his con-

fidence in an unworthy scholar of that philosopher,

the more important concerns of his kingdom,

its military force, its forein affairs, and its civil

economy, were misconducted or neglected. Never-

theless, when necessity became pressing, he showed

no deficiency of spirit. A very inconvenient and

disgraceful claim is said to have devolved on him

Diod. 1. 16. from his father. In the distressing pressures,
c 3

' against which Amyntas had had to struggle, he

had purchased the friendship or forbearance of

the

claim on Amphipolis, are amply authenticated by the co-

temporaiy orator jEschines
; but for the transactions of

Pelopidas in Macedonia, where Plutarch makes him do more
with a word than Hercules with his club, and for Philip's

journey to Thebes and residence there, we wholly want any
comparable testimony. Diodorus is the oldest extant author

from whom we have any mention of them. He places the

embassy of Pelopidas into Macedonia (and here Plutarch

follows him) in the short reign of Alexander. But this, if it

was not refuted by the orator’s better authority, would ill

accord even with his own narrative, compared with his dates.

Of Philip's journey to Thebes he has given two irreconcileable

accounts ; an inconsistency on which Wesseling has two good
notes, in the second volume of his edition of Diodorus, p. 55, 8,

and p. 82. 58.

It is remarkable that Nepos, supposed cotemporary with

Diodorus, neither in his life of Pelopidas, nor in that of

Epameinondas, mentions either Philip or Macedonia ; tho

he speaks of the war of Pelopidas in Thessaly, and of his

captivity in one expedition and his death in anoiher. Never-

theless, that negotiation from Thebes was carried into Mace*-

donia, and ably and successfully managed there, wc seem
* warranted by the account of JEschines to believe.
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the Illyrians, by payment* of money. Whether sect.*
fatMe payments were ingaged for or no, the Illy-

v

m
naps,whose professionwas predatorywar, founded,

concessions, new demands. These Per-

dwcaethrfused : the Illyrians were indignant, and
the veteran Bardylis, perhaps otherwise unable to

appease his turbulent and greedy people, led them
into Macedonia. Perdiccas took the lead of his

forces, to repel the invaders, and, in a battle

insuing, was defeated and slain.

SECTION IV.

Accession ofPhilip, Son ofAmynias. Pretenders to the Throne.

War and Negotiations with Illyrians
,
Paeonians

, Thracians,

and Athenians . Renewed Alliance of Macedonia with

Athens.

By this disasterous event, in the summer of the B.C.360.

third year after the battle of Mantineia, which was OK 105 1

fought in autumn, and the second after the death

of Agesilaus, which happened in winter, the

Macedonian crown devolved to Philip, only surviv-

ing son of Amyntas. According to the account, Corj»t. up.

in itself by far the most probable, and also the p. 349, vel

best authenticated, Philip was then settled in the
i<M‘

government of a frontier province, committed to

him by the late king his brother as an appanage,

according to the antient manner of providing for

the younger branches of the Macedonian royal

family. The recommendation of Plato, it is said,

who had conceived a high opinion of the young

prince, and held great sway with Perdiccas, over-

bore the obvious objections to such dismemberment

of
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CH AP, of the kingdom. Here Philip had been diiligentin

xxttv. training the military strength of the country in a

system of tactics, improved upon the beat pr&etiee

of Greece; and, from the advantage with which

he thus was prepared, immediately on succeeding

to the throne, for meeting the various dangers

pressing upon him, it became afterward a favorite

observation, among the schools of philosophy, that

he owed his kingdom to Plato.

Nevertheless the circumstances around him

were perilous in extreme. More than four thou-

sand Macedonians are said to have fallen with

Diod.Li6. their king in the battle, and the victorious Illy-

rians were pursuing measures to profit from their

success by extensive plunder. Excited by the

desire of sharing in advantages thus opened, the

Pffionians descended from their mountains upon

another part of Macedonia. The unfortunate

people knew not which way to turn to defend, if

they might be at all able to defend, their property.

Thus hope arose for the former rivals of the family

of Amyntas, and they proceeded to put forward

their pretensions. Pausanias, supported by the

great soverein of the Thracian hords, Cotys, suc-

cessor of Sitalces and Teres, prepared to invade

the eastern border. Argaeus had alreddy a party,

not inconsiderable, in some principal towns ; and

the Athenian government, resenting the conduct

of the late king Perdiccas in joining the Theban

confederacy, and opposing the Athenian claim

on Amphipolis, sent a fleet, with a landforce of

three thousand men, under Mantias, to support

him.

Fortunately
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FortmAtety the young king who had to defend s*«t.

his owh daim, and the welfare of that large »

^
ina§drity of the Macedonian people which had a

common interest -with him, against so many for-

midable enemies, was in no ordinary amonnt

qualified for the arduous undertaking. Blessed by &sck de

nature with very superior powers of mind, and, in
le8*l ‘

a degree scarcely less uncommon, with that grace

of person, which gives to mental powers their best

advantage in communication among mankind,

these natural excellencies had been improved by

a very advantageous education. How far this was

gained at Thebes, whether at all at Athens, and

how far at Pella, among the learned Greeks,

especially of Plato's school, whom Perdiccas had

entertained there, all information is very doubtful

;

but that the opportunities must have been very

advantageous, the result, of which we have full Re-

assurance, amply shows. Even among the Athe-

nians, Philip’s eloquence was allowed to be, not

only of the reddiest, but of the most correct, and

his manners were universally admired as singularly

polished and ingaging*
6

.

These

*• Considering the confidence with which the residence of

Philip, as a hostage, at Thebes, is mentioned by Diodonis, as

well as by Plutarch and other later writers, it appears extra-

ordinary that, in all the various mention of him in the yet

extant writings of cotemporaries, Machines, Demosthenes,

and Isocrates, not a syllable should be found, indicating their

knowlege that he bad ever been, in his youth, at Thebes, or

elsewhere in Greece. There is, in the third of the extant let-

ters of Isocrates to Philip, a phrase which Auger has translated

as if the rhetorician meant to say he had never seen Philip

;

but the phrase is far from necessarily meaning so. much

:

Ov yif n! *fortftt. It relates to seeing him

within a particular time, when a particular purpose might

have
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chap. These qualifications, advantageous for^all men
xxxiv. everywhere, were peculiarly so for. a fiance in

Philip's circumstances, and in a.country wberejhe

powers of government were distributed among all

ranks* And his hope rested wholly on the ener-

gies ofl’Jus own mind, and the attachment of lna

Diod. 1. 16. people to him, for he had no allies. He held ffe*
c

*' quent assemblies of the Macedonian people : how

formed, and whether general meetings, or several

assemblies in the several cities, we want to know.

'The fact however, such as it is stated, and the

phrase used by the historian, the same commonly

applied to the general assemblies of a democracy

among the Greeks 17
,
marks the freedom of the

Macedonian constitution. In those assemblies

his eloquence obviated despondency and infused

animation; and wherever he went, the manly

confidence he expressed in his addresses to the

people, incouraged those attached to his cause*

alarmed those disposed to any adverse party, and

won the indifferent. In his free and extensive

communication with individuals, the reddiest affa-

• bility, dignified by justness of manner and obvious

superiority

have been answered by it, and may be paraphrased, * I had
‘ never seen you between the time when you might first have
‘ projected war against Persia, and the time when I first
* wrote totecommend it to you.' Any personal acquaintance

of Philip with Isocrates however this leaves uncertain ; but

that lhe prince’s education, whether at Thebes, at Athens, or

wherever else, was completely Grecian, and excellent, is

unquestionable. We find Machines reproaching Demosthenes

for low illiberally in joking on Macedonian phrases which
Alexander, a boy when Demosthenes was at the Macedonian

court, would be likely occasionally to use
; but no opportunity

was found for any such joke against Philip : bis speech was
purely Grecian.

17
’EwtXvcia.
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superiority of talent, ingratiated him with all. sect.

Sedulou^y then he applied himself- to spred -
IV

~ -

among the Macedonians generally that improved

discipline, which he had alreddy established among

the people of his little principality; and hence is

Safafeto have originated the fame of the Macedo-

nian phalanx. Nevertheless, on a comparison of

his own yet ill-prepared means with the combined

power of his numerous adversaries, aware of their

inadequacy for contest with all together, he re-

solved, with reddy decision, whither to direct the

energy of his arms,- and whither the policy which

might obviate the want of them.

In the course of Grecian history occasion has

frequently occurred to see how rarely the mainte-

nance of conquest, or any use of a conquered

country, was the purpose of antient warfare. The

Illyrians seem to have thought of no profit from

their great victory but plunder, with the means to

bear it off unmolested, for injoyment in their own
country. If they carried their view farther, it was

only to new and extended plunder, or in their

utmost refinement of policy, to being paid for

abstaining from plunder. Those rude conquerors

therefore being gone, the Psonians, who remained

within the country, required Philip’s first attention.

He threatened at the same time and negotiated ;

and, by many fair words, with, it was said, tho

such assertions must commonly rest on suspicion,

a dexterous distribution of money among their

chiefs, without the shame of a public payment,

he prevailed upon them to return quietly home.

Negotiation, upon the same principle, would be

vol. vn. t the
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chap, theeasier vfith the rude monarch of the Thracian
xxxiv.

jjords, because among them, we are told, it was

Herod, i. 5. held, nearly as among the Turks at this day, not

Thucyd. less honourable for princesand greatmat to receive
i- 6. c. 97.

presents> than among other nations, to make them.

A suspension, at least, of the measures of Cotys

in favour of Pausanias was procured
; and thus

Philip was inabled to direct his military force intire

against Argasusand the Athenians, by whom alone

he remained immediately threatened.

But the power and the opportunities of these

remaining enemies were formidable. Methane* a

Grecian colony on the coast of the Macedonian

province of Pieria, the key, on the seaside, to t5»e

richest part of the kingdom, the nearest seaport

both to Edessa, the antient, and Pella, the new
capital, at this time acknowleged the empire of

the Athenian people. There the Athenian fleet

under Mantias, landed three thousand men, whom
Argffius joined with the troops he had collected.

In Edessa itself, a party favored the cause of

Argaeus ;
and, incouraged by the powerful sup-

port of the Athenian republic, its leaders sent him

assurance that, would he only show himself before

the walls, the gates would be opened to him.

Under this invitation Argasusand his alliesmarched

to Edessa, the distance about thirty miles; not

without prospect that by the acquisition of so im-

portant a place, Pella itself, lying between Edessa

and Methone, might be brought under his obe-

dience, and that the submission of the rest of the

kingdom must follow.

But Philip’s friends in Edessa, holding still the

powers
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powers of government, used them watchfully and sect.

ably in Ids cause and their own. When Argseus . ^ .

appeared before the walls, his partisans feared to

stir, and nothing was indicated but reddiness for

vigorous resistance. Disappointed thus ofpromised

cooperation, it became his care that, instead of

making acquisition, he might not incur loss, and

he hastened his retreat for Methone. But Philip;

prepared to profit from contingencies, attacked

him on his march. Argseus fell, and the troops

about him fled. The Athenians, with those nearest

in the line to them, altogether a considerable

tydy, retreated to advantageous ground, where

they repelled assault. Unable however to move,

and unable to subsist without moving, pressed at

length by evident necessity, they surrendered at

discretion.

A victory more complete or more critical was

perhaps never won. To use it was the complex

and difficult task remaining. The most formidable

competitor for the throne was no more, but nume-

rous and powerful enemies remained. To obviate

enmity by benefits, so as to make the farther pro-

secution of the hazardous trial of arms, as far as

might be, needless, became Philip’s object. To

show his disposition, he began with dismissing all

his prisoners without ransom . But among his foes

were Greeks and barbarians ;
and of the former,

two powerful states adverse to him, Athens and

Olynthus, were so hostile to each other, that peace

with both was out of all hope. Could he chuse,

he could hardly hesitate to prefer the friendship

and alliance of Athens, the old ally of his family,

v 3 and
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chap, and less, through interference of near and deep
xxxiv.

jntgjes^ necessarily an enemy than Olynthus ,+
.

With youthful warmth then he seems to,have pro-

posed to overbear the repugnance of the*^Jthenian

people, by a liberality approaching extravagance.

Having, contrary to all common usage of tf|s

times, given unbought liberty to all his prisoners,

he distinguished the Athenian with peculiar Jancf-

Demoit. in ness, inquired after those losses of every individual,
Anstocr

‘ which are incident to defeat in war and the con-

dition of prisoners, caused restoration to be made

or recompence, and provided conveyance for all

Demoit ib. to Athens. Knowing then that, of all their former

*. 3. empire, the Athenians most coveted the recovery

of Amphipolis, he sent immediate orders for a

body of troops stationed there, probably from the

time of his brother Perdjccas, perhaps of Alex-

ander, to be withdrawn, and, with this prepara-

tion, he sent ministers to Athens to propose peace,

and, if a favourable disposition should be found,

to cement it by alliance.

This generous policy was not unproductive of

its proposed effect The infranchised prisoners,

arriving at Athens, sounded the praises of the

young king’s liberality, affability and magnanimity,

which they had so to their surprize, and out of all

common course, experienced. Soon after came the

account of the withdrawing of the Macedonian

troops

14 In the defective accounts remaining of this contest for

the Macedonian throne, Olynthus is not mentioned; but had
the actual government of Olynthus not been advene to Philip,

it would have assisted him in opposition to Argaeus whom
Athens assisted ; and had Olynthus assisted Philip, the notice

of it, if failing from historians, would hardly have failed from

the orators.
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troops from Amphipolis. It was difficult then, sect.

for those who had been most forward for the sup*
.

port of Argfflus against him, to contend that die

interest the commonwealth required still oppo-

sition to him, as successor to the politics of his

pothers, who had connected themselves with die

Thebans and supported the rebellious Amphipoli-

tans, rather than of his father, who had procured

the allowance of the common congress of the

Greek nation for the Athenian claim of dominion

over them, and of so many former kings of Ma-
cedonia, allies and friends, bound in hereditary

hospitality with the Athenian people. A party

nevertheless endevored to interpose impediments.

The right of sovereinty of the Athenian people

over Amphipolis, they said, should be formally

acknowleged by the king of Macedonia. But those

who obtained the lead were more liberal or more

prudent. In return for conduct very uncommonly

generous, to demand of a victorious prince to

debase himself in the eyes of all Greece by a

breach of faith toward those whose common right

of a Grecian people, to the freedom they asserted,

had been once declared by the common voice of

the nation, and still existed in general opinion, a

right of which the Macedonian kings had long

been protectors, they saw was not likely to pro-

duce cordiality in a restored alliance. A treaty of

peace and alliance accordingly was concluded, in

which all mention of Amphipolis was avoided.

Matters being thus accommodated with the

Athenians, Philip had leisure to direct his mea- -

sures against those of his remaining enemies,

y 3 whose
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chap, whose deficiency of policy lessened the danger of

exxiv. their force. Of these, the Illyrians, the least tract-

able and altogether the most formidable, were

fortunately not disposed for newenterpijze* while

the fruit of their former victory remained to be

injoyed. Meanwhile the circumstances ofPjEOJJia.

attracted his attention. According to tradition

Hippocr.dc preserved by Hippocrates, the Pseonians were
spidcm.

once a more cjvj]jzeci an(j powerful people than

the Macedonians. But this seems to have been in

those very early ages, before Homer, when Thrace

was held by a people capable of civilizing the

savages of Greece ;
when the river Hebrus, the

vales of Pieria, and the mountains of Haemus and

Olympus, were the favorite haunts of the Muses,

while the Castalian fountain and the heights of

Parnassus and Helicon were yet less known in

swig. When Thucydides wrote, part of Paeonia

was a province of the Macedonian kingdom,

within the bounds of that called, the Lower Ma-

cedonia. Whether this had been separated, or

they were the highland Pasonians only, who, after

foe battle in which Perdiccas fell, invaded the

plains, we are not informed. It seems however to

have been a powerful principality which, with the

name Of Psonia, was then under foe dominion of

a prince bearing the Grecian name of Agis. This

prince dying, Philip suddenly marched into foe

country
;
and, without resistance from the people,

or claim of any heir to the principality, as far as

extant authors tell, annexed foe whole to his

kingdom.

The succinct and ill-connected narrative of

Diodorus,

Ch. 13* S. 4 *

of thii Uiit

B. C. 359.
Cl. 105. a.
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Diodorus, with all the little incidental informal

tion dropping from the orators, affords but a

glimpse of able and rapid measures, assisted by

popularity of manners and growing popularity

of name, by which this acquisition was effected.

The very silence however of the orators, espe-

cially Demosthenes, enough indicates that, in the

opinion of the age at least, nothing in the trans-

actions was uncreditable to the Macedonian prince.

It is a misfortune for history to be reduced to

conjecture, yet, in the failure of direct testimony, it

may behoove the historian to offer that for which

ground appears. The tradition then preserved by

Hippocrates concerning the Pteonians, and their

settlement within the Lower Macedonia, concur

with the Grecian name of their prince, to imply

that they were a people of Grecian blood and

language; whether originally, or through some

colony, like those which had migrated from Argos

into Macedonia, and from Corinth, into Lyneestis ;

and all the circumstances, here stated, together

may perhaps warrant conjecture, that the prin-

cipality was the appanage of a younger branch

of the Macedonian royal family, which became

extinct with Agis. Thus, on his death, it would

be the right and the duty of the Macedonian king

to reunite it with the kingdom; and by its reunion

the scheme of policy of the second Pcrdiccas,

perseveringly directed to the acquisition of the

.severed principalities, would be completed.

Threatened still by the Illyrians, Philip resolved,

instead of awaiting their
,
inroad, to invade their

•country. The veteran Bardylis headed the Illyrian

y 4 forces,

SECT.
IV.

Diod. 1. i.

c. 4-
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forces,. to oppose him; and, in a battle which

UciMLdt insued, exerting himself with the spirit of youth,

tho said to have passed his ninetieth year, he fell

fighting. Philip’s victory wawcomplete
;
and'he so

pursued its advantages, that, before the end of Jjje

Diod. 1. 16. next year, all the Illyrian tribes, so formtdableiio

B.C.358. his predecessors, were brought to submit to tero|S

01. ioj. 3. 0f pgace which he, in a great degree, dictated

The Macedonian kingdom was extended, if. noi

beyond all antient claim, yet far beyond any late

possession
;
and a very advantageous barrier was

either acquired or recovered, in the lake Lychnitis,

which was to be thenceforward the boundary of

the Illyrian lands against the Macedonian.

Thus this young prince, called to a throne nearly

overwhelmed by two fofein enemies within his

country, attacked by a' third, threatened by a

fourth, and contested by two pretenders, each

possessing an interest among the people, had,

before the end of the third summer, not only

overcome all the more threatening evils, by

defending his dominion, but by a considerable

extension, had acquired for it new power, and,

still more, new security. Uneasy circumstances

yet remained, for him and for his people
; but, to

prepare for an account of them it will be necessary

to revert to the affairs of the Grecian republics,

add especially Athens

15 'Arixap^u (0 QtXivirof) ii; r»>r Matuhfla*, ovrrsMpunf

M»£o» ilpinp frpAf rev; IMvpuvf, wtp&onro; n vTap%vr wapa roif

MomKrti t*« toiff h* attyt'w KaTMipQvpuon. Diod. 1. 10. c. 8 .

Philip's popularity among his own subjects, to which Diodorus
here gives testimony, seems never to have been disputed;

but in vindication of the account given of his accession, it

may be requisite to say somewhat more than could, without

inconvenient
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inconvenient interruption of the narrative, be inserted where SECT,
the matter occurred. IV.

The testimony to Philip's establishment in the government * v '

of a Macedonian province, at the time of his brother's death,

has been preserved by Aitbenasus. For its probability only,

compared with the commonly received story of his accession,

taken from Plutarch, it would deserve high consideration.

Bg£ it has been, in the opinion of some critics, averse to

the contradiction of Plutarch, considerably invalidated by an

expression of Athenseus himself ; Tours two aXqOiMif i^n,

uv aijktq. To gather the just meaning of this expression,

the tenor of the author’s discourse must be observed, which

relates not to Philip but to Plato, and the piece of Macedonian

history has been introduced but incidentally. The passage

runs thus;
1 Speusippus asserts that Plato, who was most Athcn.

4 highly esteemed by Perdiccas king of Macedonia,* (for *• 11. p.249.

certainly we must read Perdiccas instead of the careless tran-

scriber’s ’Af^rta*) * was the cause of Philip’s acquiring his
4 kingdom. Carystius of Pergamus, in his historical memo-
4

rials, writes thus :

44 Speusippus, being informed that Philip

“ had spoken disrespectfully of Plato, wrote in a letter, as if

44
it was not generally known, that Philip owed his kingdom

44 to Plato. For Plato sent Euphraus of Orcus to Perdiccas/'

(n here properly) 44 through whom he persuaded him
44

to allot a principality to Philip. There established, Philip
44 formed a military force, with which, upon the death of
41 Perdiccas/’ again justly,)

44 he came out pre-

“ pared for the circumstances.” 4 Whether this was so/ says

then Athenaeu3 for himself,
4 God knows.’ Now it appears to

me that Athenaeus meant this expression to refer, not at all to

the matters in themselves of public notoriety, namely, that

Philip,at the time of the death of Perdiccas, held the command
of a territory appendant to the Macedonian kingdom, that he

had there prepared a well-trained military force, and that,

thence issuing, he proceeded to assert his rights against his

numerous .enemies ; the doubt expressed by Atbenarus has

been intended to relate to the private history, only, Plato's

interference in favor of Philip, and the effect of such interfe-

rence ; but especially he meant it to relate to the concluding

assertion of Speusippus, so flattering to the idle learned, that

Philip actually owed bis kingdom to Plato. 4 Whether this

4 was so,' Athehseus might well say, 4 God knows tho Jie

considered the rest as undoubted fact, of general notoriety.

It may be farther observed, that every circumstance of

the account of Carystius carries evident probability. The

known favor of Philip afterward to Aristotle, assists to

warrant the account of Athenaeus, of the attachment of

Perdiccas to Plato and his scholars; surcharged, perhaps, but

no otherwise improbable. The well-attested accomplishments

of
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CHAP, of Philip make it likely that, whether known from personal

XXXIV. communication or otherwise, Plato might think highly of him,— and judge him an object for recommendation to the king his

brother's favor. Nor is it unlikely that, in matnrer years,

a preference of Aristotle's very different manner of treating

philosophical, and especially political subjects, might lead

Philip to speak of Plato so far with comparative disrespect,

as to excite the indignation of a zealous follower of PlatQ* as

Speusippus was, and induce him to write a letter that mightirbe
shown and published, stating the fact of the recommendation

of Philip to Perdiccas, with the advantageous consequences,

namely, that a principality was given to Philip, which afforded

him those opportunities through which he was inabled after-

ward to vindicate his kingdom.

But, instead of eliciting truth out of the varying and con-

tradictory accounts of the later antient writers, giving credit

only where it may appear most justly due, it has been a pre-

vailing fancy of critics to employ their ingenuity in torturing

into accordance those who have themselves evidently had no

purpose of accordance, or disposition at all to accord. An
instance in Wesseling may the more deserve notice, because

he is generally acute, and more than most others above

prejudice. Nevertheless, in one of his notes, which 1 have,

in a recent note of my own, observed to contain largely just

criticism, he makes Diodorus responsible for much more
than Diodorus has anywhere said. Diodorus's account of

Philip’s escape from Thebes really wants no violence to make
it accord with the account of his establishment in Macedonia,

just given from Carystius and Spfcusippus. ‘ On the death of
4 Perdiccas/ he says, ‘ Philip, having escaped from his con-
4 hnement as a hostage, took upon himself the government
4 of the kingdom. Tovtou (lIi^*iutov) wtairrof—QiXtwwot 0

4 ah\$k
}
JtaJjpaf ix o/uqpiiof wapiXaCi tv* flourAturn/ Diod.

1 . 16. c. 2. But Wesseling apparently, holding Plutarch's tale in

a respect to which it is not intitled, speaking of Diodorus, says,
4 Auctor dicit Philippum, cognita fratris cade, ex custodia
4 Thebanorum elapsura, regni curam in se transtulisse

;

' thus

implying that he did not leave Thebes till informed of his

brother’s death
;
which the words of Diodorus, well rendered

by Wesseling himself in his Latin text, are far from

warranting.

Among extant antient authors Justin alone tells of an infant

son left by Perdiccas, who succeeded him on the throne,

and for whom Philip long acted as guardian and regent:

Pkilippui diu non regem, sed tutorem pupilli egit
;

till at

length compulsus a populo
,
regnum suscepit . The Delphin an-

notator, Cantel, says boldly to this, Errat Justinus : cumcnim

hostes mminerent undique
,
continuo regia dignitas tilt delala

est. To judge from Justin, even the great work of Trogus has

been
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been a compilation of stories, selected for amusement and
tragical effect, rather than a history, for which political and
military transactions were with any care investigated, or with

any judgement connected. From Justin we have many horrid

tales of the queen Enrydice, wholly unnoticed by earlier

writers, and some of them directly contradicted by the

narxjrtive of Diodorus. Were there any truth in them, had
they even had any popular credit; we should scarcely have
failed of some intimation of them from the orators. However
then we may find occasion often to mistrust the simplicity of

Diodorus, yet Justin can deserve little consideration in the

scale against him, and Justin’s tale of a son left by Perdiccas,

for whom Philip was regent, could hardly be more positively

contradicted by one who could not foresee that it would be

told, than we find it by Diodorus. That writer declares his

purpose to relate the manner of Philip's accession, thus:

Wfatortroc, 0 Afivrrov vifa,—irafi\a£i rqr t*7 v MaxiJoptfr fiataiXiiet»

hat r<n*vT*t xhiaq. Mentioning then briefly his being placed

as a hostage, first with the Illyrians, then with the Thebans,
and noticing the death of Alexander, of Ptolemy, and of

Perdiccas, he proceeds to say, * that, on the death of Perdic-
‘ cas, having escaped from his confinement as a hostage, Philip
1 took upon himself the administration of the kingdom, then
1

in distressful circumstances. The Macedonians were in the
4 utmost perplexity; yet, notwithstanding the general con-
4 sternation and the greatness of the dangers around, Philip
‘ was not dismayed, but proceeded immediately to the mea-
4 sures which the crisis required.* The whole account implies

that the historian understood him to have left Thebes before

the death of Perdiccas, and to have been reddy in Macedonia

for the emergency; and there is not a hint of his having

had, among his numerous difficulties, those of a guardian or

regent.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

Affairs of Athens, from the General Pffece

following the battle of Mantineia, and

of Macedonia, from the Establishment of

Philip, Son of Amyntas, to the Renewal

of War between Macedonia and Athens.

SECTION I.

Revived political Eminence of Athens . Increasing Defect in

the restored Constitution . Uneasy situation of eminent Men.

Opportunity for political Adventurers . Unsteddimss of

Government . Decay of Patriotism . Subserviency of Admi-

nistration to popular Passion. Decay of Military Virtue .

Tyranny ofpopular Sorertint// over subject States.

W HEN the Macedonian kingdom, happily

rescued from civil strife and forein war,

was placed in circumstances to grow in prosperity

and power, the Grecian republics remained in

that state of discord and confusion, of mutual

animosity or mutual mistrust, of separate weakness

and incapacity for union, which we have seen, in

the description of Xenophon, following the death

of Epameinondas, and which the orators suffi-

ciently assure us did not cease. Demosthenes

describes the state of things, about the time of

Philips accession, in terms very remarkably

agreeing with Xenophon’s picture: ‘ All Pelopon-

‘ nesus’, he says, * was divided. Those who hated

‘ the Lacedaemonians were not powerful enough
4

to
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‘ to destroy them, nor were those who had for-

‘ merly ruled, under Lacedaemonian patronage,

‘ able to hold their command in their several

* cities. Peloponnesus, and, in short, all Greece,

‘ was in a state of undecisive contention and

SECT.
I.

‘ trouble.' But, in the fall of the more powerful,

the people of the inferior republics found consola-

tion, and even gratification ; as they were relieved

from dangers, and raised to new importance. For,

as in the Grecian system, unavoidably some state

must take a commanding part, those which had

been secondary rose to the first consideration, and

the lower had their proportion of advancement

;

not in positive improvement, but in a flattering

comparison of power and consequence. Hence,

among other causes, there remained so extensive

an attachment to that system, whence unavoidably

followed such national discord, with its infallible

attendant, national weakness.

We have seen the Athenians, after the resto-

ration of the democracy by Thrasybulus, in the

conscious feebleness of convalescency, generally

submitting their executive government to the

direction of able and moderate men. And for-

tunately, in this period, arose among them men

who would have done honor to any government

in any age. Thrasybulus, Conon, Iphicrates,

Timotheus, Chabrias, valuable to their country as

statesmen, have become conspicuous in history

principally through their military achievements.

The extraordinary estimation of Niceratus, son of

the unfortunate Nicias who perished at Syracuse,

a most steddy opponent of democrarical power,

and
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chap, tod yet always highly respected and esteemed by
XXXV

~

,

the people, has survived through the contentions

of the orators. Isocrates, by his writings, which

have fortunately reached us, has transmitted his

own fame. Under these men, while Thebes

was contending with Lacedaemon for eitfpire

by land, the maritime power of Athens so

revived, that, tho the Syracusan navy might be

superior in the eastern seas of Greece, nothing in

the western could contend with the Athenian.

The strength of Lacedaemon then being broken

by the arms and policy of Epameinondas, and the

energy of Thebes failing with his death, Athens

remained, by her power, and by the reputation of

her most eminent citizens, the most respected of

the republics.

Unfortunately Athens had not a government

capable ofmaintaining a conduct, that could either

hold or deserve the respect which a large part

of Greece was reddy to pay. When, after over-

throwing the tyrannical government of the Thirty,

and of their successors the Ten, Thrasybulus

refused to meet any proposal for checking, in the

restored democracy, the wildness of popular au-

Xcd. Hei. thority, it seems to have been because he saw no

».
*'9?'

4" sufficient disposition to moderation among those

who put forward such proposals. The faults of

both parties had produced violence in both. The

profligate tyranny of the former democracy had

been such (Isocrates ventured, in a chosen oppor-

Isocr. de. tunity, to aver the bold truth to the people in their

restored sovereinty) that a majority, even of the

lower males, had voted for the oligarchy of the

Fourhundred.
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Fourhundred. But the tyranny of the Thirty af-

terward so exceeded all former experience, that,

in natural course, the popular jealousy, on the re-

storation of popular power, would become, in the

highest degree, suspicious and irritable. In this

state of things it was a sense of public weakness,

while the power of Lacedaemon or Thebes threat-

ened, that inforced respect for the counsels of

such men as Conon, Thrasybulus, Iphicrates,

Timothetis, Chabrias, and Niceratus. Neverthe-

less, even under these circumstances, sycophancy

again reared its baleful head. Wise men accom-

modated themselves, as they could, to the temper

of the times, endevoring so to bend before popular

tyranny as not to sink under it. But Thrasybulus

himself, as we have formerly seen, tho honored as

the second founder of the republic, did not escape

a capital prosecution. The great men who fol-

lowed him, began, like the Lacedemonian kings,

to prefer military command abroad, to residence

in the city. Giving their advice in the general

assembly only when pressure of circumstances re-

quired, they avoided that general direction of the

('ii. *25. s.ti.

of this Iiiit.

republic’s affairs, that situation of prime minister,

which Themistocles, Cimon, Pericles, and Thra- I'liooponip.

sybulus himself had held. It has been remarked
*p

i*. c‘.7.

that Conon chose to pass his leisure in Cyprus, p

3

*64,vel

Iphicrates in Thrace, Timotheus in Lesbos,
4l

ci,«i!r
p

Chares in Sigeium, and Chabrias in Egypt, or

anywhere rather than in Athens.

The dereliction of civil situation by the great

political and military characters of the republic,

incouraged the evil which produced it. The field

was
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chap, was left open for adventurers, without other recoin-

xxxv. mendation than reddiness, and boldness of speech,

to take the lead in public affairs ;
and oratory

became a trade, independent of all other voca-

ch. »6. s. a tions. We have seen Iphicrates, appointed by the
oftim H«t.

vo;ce 0f people to a great military command,

requesting a collegue, and for that collegue a

popular orator, unversed in military command?,

and not his friend. Such a choice, which else-

where would be most absurd, was, under such a

government as the Athenian, obviously politic.

The orator-general became responsible, with the

real military commander, for all the consequences

of their joint conduct; and his popularity and

talents, instead of being employed for the ruin,

must, for his own sake, be exerted for the support

and defence of his collegue. Perhaps Iphicrates

drew, from the prosecution of Thrasybulus, the

warning that urged him to a measure, which Xeno-

phon's manner of relating it shows to have been

considered, at the time, as extraordinary. But

shortly after, if not for the business of the field,

yet for that of the assembly of the people, the

connection of- the orator and the general, the

orator commander-in-chief, with a general under

him (it is the phrase of Demosthenes) became

quite familiar \

When the feaj of Lacedtemon or Thebes, long

the salutary check upon this vicious government,

was removed by the event of the battle of Man-

tineia, its extravagances soon grew extreme. The

people

* * riruf ip/ivi, *«* rp*Tvyi( vri nCr*.
Deniostli. „f

', Unm(- p. 17*.
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people in general assembly being soverein, with

power less liable to question than that of a Turk-

ish sultan, who dares not deny his veneration for

Mahomet’s law, or his respect for those appointed

to high situations under it, any adventurer in poli-

tic^ who had reddy elocution, could interfere in

every department of government. Ratification

by the people was required for every measure of

administration. The most delicate forcin interests

were discussed before the people at large, and the

contending orators abused forein [lowers and onc-

another with equal grossness. Unsteddiness then

became a characteristic of the Athenian govern-

ment. Propositions rejected in the morning, says

Isocrates, arc often ratified before night, and con-

demned again at the next meeting of the assembly;

and we find even Demosthenes, the popular favo-

rite of his day, complaining that a measure decreed

was as uncertain of execution as if it had never

been taken into consideration. Assurance there-

Delimit. &

/ilscli. \ ul.

vitr. in Inc.

Dcmoslli.

pro Rlioil.

init.

fore for forein states, of any maintenance of public

faith was impossible. As soon as a treaty was

concluded, it was the business of the opposing

orators to persuade the people that they had been

deceived and misled. If the attempt succeeded,

the consistency of government and the faith of

the republic were equally disregarded : the treaty

was declared null, and those who-had persuaded

to it, rarely escaping capital prosecution, were j,'
'

fortunate if they could escape capital punishment.

Seldom, therefore, tho everything must be dis- w™"**" 1 -

cussed, could there be any free discussion. In the ai,r^,Uft

soverein assembly of Athens, as in democratical & ,L

vol vn. 2 assemblies
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assemblies in England, a common hall of the city

of London, or a county meeting for political pur-

poses, freedom of speech often was denied
; the

people would hear the orators only on one side.

Flatteiy to the tyrant, as we have seen the people

in democracy often called among the Greeks, was

always necessary. Cut honest and plain admoni-

tion, tending to allay popular passion, to obviate

mischievous prejudice, or even to correct popular

misinformation, could rarely obtain attention, un-

less in times of pressing public danger, and alarm

among all parties
2

.

It seems to have been a liberal spirit that, on

the restoration of the democracy by Thrasybulus,

gave the freedom of the city to all who had borne

arms in the contest for it. Nevertheless the pre-

cedent was dangerous for a state where despotic

power, the legislative, the executive, and the

judicial authority, was constitutionally vested in

the whole people. Formerly, tho the large pa-

triotism, which should have embraced the whole

Greek nation, was rarely found among the repub-

lics, yet that narrower political virtue, the love of

the city, was often seen warm. But as, through

the successive alterations of the constitutions

of Theseus and Solon, security for property, and

especially for landed property, was weakened and

at length almost destroyed, attachment to the

Attic soil would proportionally fail. So many

strangers to Attic blood then, admitted among

the citizens, would of course be desirous that the

purity of Attic blood should no longer be the

honorable

* Ai)/*oxpar»a? ouwk, 01m tn irupprif'ta* Isocr. de Pace, p. 1 7^*
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honorable distinction, and would be reddy to vote, sect.

on all occasions, for the admission of others, who >

r '

r i

possessed it no more than themselves. Accord-

ingly the freedom of the city became an ordinary

favor profusely conferred. Perhaps we should Atiau. i. 3

ascribe somewhat to joke in the story of the two
P " J

youths, raised to the once envied dignity ofAthe-

nian citizens, for the merit of their father, an inge-

nious cook, in the invention of some approved

new sauces. Hut the reproach which the cautious

Isocrates ventured to address to his fellow country-

men, will command credit :
‘ Boasting,’ he says, Lurr. tlr

‘ that we hold our country from time beyond all
P,*re

' tradition, we ought to afford example of good

* and orderly government
;
but, on the contrary,

‘ our administration is more irregular, and more

* abounding with inconsistency, than that of many
‘ newly founded colonies. Valuing ourselves upon

‘ antiquity of origin, and purity of Athenian blood,

‘ we give community in the rights of the city, and

‘ in all the honors of that origin and that blood,

* with less consideration and selection than the

‘ mountaineers of Thrace or Italy use in admit-

‘ ting associates to their clans.’ Demosthenes, the

flatterer and favorite of the multitude, has been

led, in the course of his pleadings, to declare, in

still more pointed terms, the amount and the man-

ner of the corruption. Decrees of citizenship, he Demos! Ii.

has not scrupled to assert, were become an article
p . M7.

of trade among the venal orators
;

to be procured

for their forein or metic clients, at prices propor-

tioned to the labor, which deficient claim, or the

z 2 discredit,
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xxxv
discredit, which bad character might implicate

v-»lv— with the undertaking.

Long ago Solon’s laws, for promoting industry

and disgracing idleness, had been obsolete or in-

effectual : a soverein multitude would not work :

Alb. c. a.
they would live by sacrifices, provided by the

' 9- public treasury, and feasts given by the wealthy
of their respective wards, or the daily salary for

xen

attending the courts ofjustice. Clothed, many of

Ath

"

,p
' them, as Xenophon assures us, little better than

J'S s*aves
>
so much more numerous than them-

selves, and uncertain even of their daily food, they
had nevertheless their favorite luxuries, with which

Xen re
^?ey W0ldd not dispense. Not the wealthiest indi-

Ath. c. a
P vidual, says Xenophon, could have his baths, his

dressing-rooms, his places of exercise, and of
meeting for conversation, of a splendor compar-
able to those erected for the multitude of Athens.
The magnificence of the theatrical entertainments

provided for them, as we can judge even from
existing ruins of the theaters, was what nothing
in modern times has approached. The excessive
fondness of the Athenians, for these entertain-
ments, commanded of course attention from those
to whomi the favor of the Many was necessary.
Pericles is said to have been the first, who, by an
act of the people, which he proposed, appropri-
ated a part of the public revenue to the mainte-
nance of theaters, and the provision of theatrical
exhibitions. The example was found so commo-
dious by following orators, that, in process of
time, almost the whole certain revenue of the

republic
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republic became appropriated to theatrical en-

tertainments, together with what at Athens were

nearly congenial, the ceremonies of religious festi-

vals
;
and, when thus the means of former orators

were exhausted, bold ingenuity, pressed to a last

resource, procured the decree which has immor-

talized the name of its mover Eubulus, making it Demotth

capital even to propose the application of the

theoric revenue, as it was called, to any other pur-

pose. It requires remark, however, that Eubulus

is represented as altogether one of the most respect-

able men of his age ; the associate in politics of A'.sell. dr.

the most approved patriots, and a steddy opponent

of the extravagancies of democratical power. Some
light will occur in the sequel on this curious, but

altogether dark subject K

When such was the subserviency of the Athe-

nian government to popular extravagance and

folly, and such the luxuries which the multitude,

living in idleness, commanded, to expect that the

Athenian citizen would obey, as formerly, the call

for military service abroad, or even bear the

restraint necessary for maintaining the antient

discipline and skill in arms at home, would have

been preposterous. The antient law, of every

Grecian state, required, that every citizen should

be trained to arms. Practice with weapons began

in early boyhood. From eighteen to twenty the

Athenian

V 346.

Deinarcli.

in Demo&t

.

p. 66.

3 Some modern writers have undertaken to pronounce judge-

ment very boldly upon this law, and upon Eubulus, its author,

but they have left what remains from the coteniporary orators

upon it, f must own, very dark to me, and 1 must add, I

rather think to themselves too.

z 3
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chap. Athenian youth formed the regular standing gar-
xxxy.

jpjgjjH q£ tj,e cjty an(j coantry j
and thus, even in

peace, had that practice of acting in bodies, which

prepared them advantageously for real warfare.

But in later times the young Athenians, of their

fathers, intent on more profitable employment for

them, learnt to obtain excuse very extensively

from this duty. Formerly the service of the

panoply, or the phalanx, the first name describ-

ing the armor of the individual, the latter the

formation of the body, was jealously vindicated

as the exclusive privilege of the citizen. The

most laborious service, and generally the most

dangerous, but of overbearing efficacy, it was con-

sidered as that on which rested the superiority

of Greeks to barbarians, the safety of eveiy

Grecian state against neighboring Grecian states,

afld even the security of dominion, in every one,

ovdr resident foreiners, and the slaves which,

generally in Grecian states, far outnumbered the

freemen. In the perpetual wars of Greece, how-

ever, the reiterated calls upon the citizen, to leave

all his domestic concerns for service to the state

in arms, becomingmore severely felt as civilization,

and the arts contributing to the comfort of

private Hfe, improved, it is not wonderful that any

expedient, which might obviate such a pressure,

became popular. The hazardous resource thus

of employing mercenaries, as we commonly find

them termed from the Latin, soldiers by profes-

sion, ingaged for hire, and forming what we call

a standing army, grew into common use among

all the republics. Men in the uneasy and perilous

situation
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situation of generals, under a democracy, would sect.

be likely to approve and promote the change; for .

1
.

an army of soverein citizens, impatient of control

always, would in its turn, of course, but indeed

whenever it pleased, command and judge its

generals ; whereas a hired army had no pretence

but to obey while paid; and, when dismissed* had

no legal authority to command or judge those

who had been its legal commanders.

For about ten years after the restoration of

the democracy by Thrasybulus, Athens, without

forein dependencies and unassailed at home, had

no occasion for military exertion. But her ingage- ch.a4S.4-

ment in confederacy with Thebes against Lace-
ofth,* Hlsl '

dsemon, and, still more, the revival of her empire ch.Q5 S.1-

over other republics, resulting from Conon’s
ofl,mlllil

victory, produced necessity for again employing

forces of land and sea. After so long a desuetude,

however, when affections had been ingaged by

domestic interests and the luxury of public en-

tertainments, and passions by political intrigues

and the contentions and flatteiy of orators, the

call to arms was little satisfactorily heard by the

Athenian people. Instead of jealously asserting

their exclusive right to the honors of the panopoly,

they would make the metics, not Greeks only, but

Lydians, Syrians, barbarians of various countries, x«opb.

share with them its labors and its dangers, and,
n *p '

with these, of course, unavoidably its honors.

For this change indeed the admission of so many

strangers to the rights of citizens, on the first

restoration of the democracy, seems to have

prepared the way. Nevertheless, in the first wars,

z 4 against
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against the Lacedaemonians, and then against the

Thebans and their allies, tho mercenary troops

were mostly employed, yet a part still of the

army was Athenian; both citizens and metics

served under Iphicrates and other generals in

Peloponnesus. Gradually, however, the soverein

citizens more and more dispensed with their own

service
;
and when the fear of Thebes and Lace-

daemon ceased to press, they would, at least on

any ordinary occasion, serve no more. They did

not so soon refuse themselves wholly for the

ordinary service of the navy; where the labor

and danger were reckoned generally less, and the

hope of profit through means accruing, as will

be hereafter seen, from the command which the

Athenians possessed of the Aegean sea, was con-

siderably greater. But, in time, this also, through

the same indulgence of the soverein people to

themselves, was extensively avoided. Thus the

glory of the Athenian arms, won at Marathon,

at Salamis, and in so many battles since, by sea

and by land, was in a manner renounced; and

the maintenance and extension of the republic’s

empire abroad, if not its defence at home, was

committed to men ingaged for pay, from whatso-

ever country they could be collected.

Such, according to the remarkably agreeing

testimonies of cotemporary writers, of different

views and opposite interests, was the state of the

Athenian government, when the decline of the

Lacedaemonian power, and the Theban energy,

left Athens, principally through her navy, and

the revenue which it commanded from numerous

little
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little commercial republics, the first potentate of

Greece. While the contest between Thebes and

Lacedaemon lasted, Athens could disregard the

treaty of Antalcidas, and other following conven-

tions, whose purpose was to establish the inde-

pendency of every Grecian commonwealth. That

purpose indeed was evidently enough impracticable.

In universal independency, the incessant strife,

of each with its neighbors, was found to produce

greater evils than the admission of the superiority

of one; and partial superiorities would arise, while

the general superintending power was denied.

Piracy meanwhile, with the endless opportunities

afforded, by the division of the ilands and shores

of the iEgean among almost numberless soverein

powers, threatened the annihilation of maritime

commerce. For it was not confined to the private

adventure of men in the situation of outlaws.

There w'ere states, powerful among those of

Greece, which (like the barbarians of Africa, who

have been tolerated to the shame of modern

Europe) avowed piracy. It was a trade that

suited equally republics and tyrants. Of the for- Druutst. in

mer, Alopcconnesus particularly is mentioned as

principally subsisting by it
;
tho Athens itself is

not without its share of imputation
;
and Alexan-

der, tyrant of Pherae, is said to have acquired ni«i.i. 14,

the wealth which inabled him to hold the tyranny,
' u5

chiefly by his share of the plunder of the Grecian

seas and shores, for which he sent out fleets and

armies. The smaller maritime states, therefore,

feeling their insufficiency for the vindication

severally of their own security, and little disposed

to
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chap, to concede enough to oneanother for coalition in

any firm confederacy, were prepared for submission

to a protecting power.

In this situation of things, the conduct of such

men as Conon, Thrasybulus, Iphicrates, Chabrias,

and Timotheus, acquiring the reputation of libe-

rality for the Athenian government, most of the

ilands, and many cities of the Asiatic and Thra-

cian shores, to have the protection of the Athenian

navy for their trade, and perhaps not less to avoid

its oppression, became again tributaries, and really

subjects of the Athenian people. The assessment

of the just Aristeides was restored, not without

some degree of general satisfaction
;

recom-

mended, not only by its moderation, but proba-

bly also by the advantageous regulation, from

which he had derived renown. Athens thus

became again the head of a great confederacy.

Timotheus alone, in his various commands, is

said to have acquired to it seventy-five cities, of

importance enough to have each its representa-

tive in the congress, or, in the original term,

synedrium, which assembled at Athens. Never-

theless, the little information remaining to us, on

the interesting subject of the constitution of this

assembly, and the privileges of its members, as

they stood indeed at a somewhat later day, does

not show them calculated to give the security to

the subordinate states, that could make the Athe-

nian empire satisfactory to those under it. To
Demorth. have protection against all enemies, they re-
i>ro Rhod-

nounCg(j tjje right of separate war and peace,

binding themselves by oath to have the same

friends
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friends and enemies as the Athenians. To provide

for a just attention to their interests in the coun-

cils of the soverein people, their deputies at Athens

had their separate assembly to consult together on

their common interests ;
and either in common, or

severally, as occasion required, they communi-

cated with the executive council of the Athenian

republic, the Eivehundred. They were admitted

to the general assembly of the people, only with

the approbation and through the introduction of

the Fivehundred
; and only under restrictions,

nearly as forein ambassadors, they were allowed

occasionally to address the soverein people. Rut
they had no vote

; and in all other points they

were upon the footing of foreiners, excluded from
all rights of Athenian citizens. Nevertheless, for

the reddiness with which so many little states

appear to have admitted again the supremacy of

the Athenian people, tho abundantly indicating

uneasiness in their former independency, this re-

storation of empire, like its original rise, was

honorable to the Athenian name.

While Athens, with this empire growing beyond

sea, was held in check and alarm at home by La-

cedaemon or Thebes, the administration was so

generally discreet, and the willing attachment of

the synedrian allies was so obviously important,

that the means of tyranny, which the imperial

republic held, seem to have been little used. Even

the old title of the subordinate ally, hypecobs,

nearly synonymous with subject, or dependent, a

term familiar in the time of Thucydides, appears

to have been avoided. The Grecian word which

wc

jEiohin.

de legal.

P-947-

I
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chap, we render ally, thus becomes, with the writers

,

xxxv
'

,

after the age of Epameinondas, a term often of

double and often of doubtful import ; being used

indifferently to imply independent soverein states,

or the tributary allies. Nevertheless we have for-

ch.a8.s
;
4. merly seen, while Thebes was successfully con-

18
' tending with Athens for the lead of the democra-

tical interest through the Greek nation, and even

aiming at a maritime rivalship, three of the most

powerful of the synedrian confederated states,

whether suffering real evil, or seeking only pro-

spective good, revolted. This possibly may have

been taken as ground for new severity by the

soverein people, when the rebelling states were

compelled again to submit to its authority. After

the battle of Mantineia, when the decay of Theban

influence over the confederacy, whose councils

Epameinondas had been able to guide, became

manifest, an altered disposition toward the subject

Xeu. re»p. states appeared. Interested adventurers in politics

». a’stseq quickly saw the opportunity, and hastened in con-

tention to profit from it. The former empire of

Athens, and the advantages which the body of

the people derived from it, became the favorite

topics of declamation in the general assembly.

The people heard with eager attention, when it

iwcr.df was asked, ‘ Whence was the want of energy,

£*188.
‘ that the fleets brought no treasures home? Why

—

>

94- ‘ was free navigation allowed ? The Athenian navy
1 commanded the seas. Why then was any repub-

‘ lie permitted to have ships, and maritime com-

‘ mcrce, that would not pay tribute as formerly?’

Thus wrought into fermentation the public mind,

with
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with a favorite object in view, would no longer t«kt. dr

bear contradiction. To urge the injustice of arbi- j’T7',>. &
trary exaction would have been dangerous for the

190

most popular orator. Even for showing the im-

policy without venturing to name the iniquity

of such measures, none could obtain a hearing.

Fleets therefore were sent out, under the imperial

mandate of the people, with general instructions

to bring home tribute. For command in such en-

terprize, military ability and experience were little

requisite; and, as the cautious Isocrates did not Isocr. dc

scruple publicly to aver, men of such mean esti- “.jois.

mation, that, for managing any private concern,

none would trust them, were commissioned, with

dictatorial powers 4
,
to conduct the affairs of the

republic with the Greek nation. A soverein mul-

titude, and the orators who, by flattery, ruled the

soverein multitude, would be likely to allow great

indulgence to those ordered, without limitation

by any precise instructions, to extend empire and

bring home money. Complaints insuing, endless,

from the injured allies, were generally disregarded.

Money, judiciously distributed among the officers

of the courts which ought to take connisance of iwr. <ir

such complaints, was generally necessary even to

bring the matter to a hearing
; and then any jus- ^ mp

tice in decision was very uncertain. Fraud, rapine,

all sorts of iniquity and violence not only went

unpunished, but the people often showed them “ Iflorratc.*,

selves even amused with the attested reports of
ul ,U| ’

enormities, .committed by their tribute-gathering

armaments.

AvTOKfeiropeit;

.
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XXXV.

SECTION II.

Projects for improving the Athenian Revenue. Affairs of the

Athenian Colony of Amphipolis. Produce of the Thracian

Gold Mines. Summary >/' Affairs of the Olynthian Con-

federacy. Opposition of Olynthian and Athenian Interest.

Alliance of Olynthus with Amphipolis.

The renewal of the old tyranny of the Athenian

republic, over its allies and subjects, was profes-

sedly what gave occasion to that curious treatise,

of

h

thS?Hi*t'
formcrIy n°hced, which remains to us from Xeno-

phon, on the revenue of Athens. His plan, more

immediately concerning the revenue, as a necessary

foundation for the rest, extended however to a

general improvement of the government. Far from

visionary, like Plato’s, it might nevertheless have

been difficult, or even impossible to execute
;

less

from any inherent impracticability, than from its

interference, real or apprehended, with the existing

pri\ te interests of t, \ erful men. That from which

Xenophon proposed the greatest, or, how ever, the

most immediate advantage, was an improved

management of mines of the precious metals
;
and

this appears to have been always a favorite pur-

pose of those who actually held the principal

direction of the popular will. But tho the objects

were similar, the principles, on which it was pro-

posed to pursue them, were widely different.

Xenophon’s first purpose, what he considered as

most important, was to obviate all necessity for

that oppression exercised by the Athenians against

others ; not only as the oppression of others was

abominable,
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abominable, but as the evil would recoil on them- sect.

selves. His project therefore was confined to the
XT‘

mines of Attica. But the individuals to whom the

working of these was alreddy ingaged, not indeed

in perpetuity, but for terms of which they hoped

renewal, would strenuously oppose any proposal for

alteration of management. The Attic mines more-

over gave only silver, whereas those of the Thracian

mountains, in the neighborhood of Amphipolis,

afforded gold. For the superiority therefore, real or

imaginary, of the object, and for avoiding inter-

ference with the private gains of fellowcitizens,

perhaps friends and relations, persons however

whose votes and influence might be important,

they disregarded violence against any others.

We have formerly observed the Thracian mines Ch. n.s.

.

furnishing the first temptation for the Athenian oftl,i,Hi‘, •

republic, almost immediately on its rise to empire,

and while Cimon, son of Miltirdes, yet commanded

its forces, to oppress those whom it had under-

taken, as a sacred duty, to protect. The people

of >.lu little ‘iland of Thasus were driven, by the

injustice of the Athenian government, to a re-

nuntiation of alliance, which was resented and

punished, as rebellion, against the sovereintv of

the Athenian people. The Thracian mines were

then seized, as the proper possession of the

Athenian people
;
and, to secure it, a colony of

no less than ten thousand persons, Athenians, and

citizens of the allied republics, was sent to occupy Timcyd.

the neighboring territory. The resentment of the
' '' 1 10u

surrounding Thracians, so exerted as presently to

produce the total destruction of this numerous

colony,
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chap, colony, seems to mark a sense of injuries, such as
xxxv.

(hey had not experienced from the less powerful

ilanders of Thasus. The calamitous event however

did not deter the Athenian people from new pur-

suit of so inviting an object. Under the able and

benign administration of Pericles, the colony led

by Agnon, father of the unfortunate Theramenes,

was apparently conducted with juster policy ;
and

the town which he founded, with the name of

Amphipolis, quickly became florishing.

Put the people of this colony, collected from

various parts of Greece, respecting the Athenian

government under Pericles, and attached to their

leader Agnon, would be little likely to retain any

firm attachment to a government tyrannical and

capricious as that of Athens afterward became.

ch. 1 6. s.4. Accordingly when Brasidas marched into Thrace,
S, 6,of this

° J ’

Hi»t. little more than ten years after the foundation ot

Amphipolis, disaffection was reddy
;
and, with the

assistance ofa large party among the citizens, that

able soldier and politician gained this favorite

colony from the Athenian empire to the Lace-

daemonian. By the treaty of peace however, which

soon followed, while the other Grecian towns on

the Thracian shore had their freedom assured,

paying only the assessment of Aristeides for the

maintenance of the Athenian fleet, Amphipolis, as

an Athenian colony, was restored unconditionally

to the dominion of the Athenian people. Seven-

teen years it seems to have so remained, when the

battled AigoSpotami gave it again, with all the

other transmarine possessions of Athens, to be

dependent on Lacedaemon.

According
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According to Herodotus, who says he made Herod. 1. e,

inquiries upon the spot, the Thasians drew from
& 4*' 47 ‘

their Thracian mines, a yearly revenue of from

two to three hundred talents
;

at a medium per-

haps fifty thousand pounds ;
which he appears to

have reckoned, for them, very considerable. It

seems probable that the Athenian government,

while it held Amphipolis, tho always intent upon

the mines, yet distracted by various troubles, never

worked them to any great profit. The Lacedae-

monians, implicated with a great variety of new

and great concerns, and especially allured by

prospects of golden harvests in Asia, were likely

to be indifferent to adventure among the Thracian

mountains, of a kind for which their institutions

peculiarly unfitted them. We have seen them so

neglecting even the highly cultivated settlements

of the Thracian Chersonese, touching almost on
Cli a^ s ,

Asia, that they nearly became the prey of neighbor-
c|j 2

a®d
g j

ing barbarians. Towns therefore farther removed °f this mat.

from the countries whither their principal solici-

tude was directed, would still less be objects of

any very earnest care. Thus apparently the Am-
phipolitans were left to make the most they could

of independency; and it appears they defended

themselves against the Thracians, and managed

their intestine disputes, but were little able to

vindicate the possession, and carry on profitably

the working of the mines, which seem to have

been abandoned.

It was in this dereliction, by the Lacedaemonians,

of their dominion over the Thracian colonies, that Ch a(5 s fl

the growth of Olynthus, which we have formerly ^ Jj

“

t

f

vol. vr r. a a noticed.
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chap, noticed, and the rapid extension of its confederacy,

xxxv.
a]most overwhelmed the Macedonian kingdom,

and became formidable to Lacedaemon itself. On

the dissolution ofthe confederacy, which the united

arms of Lacedaemon and Macedonia effected, the

towns not before belonging to the Macedonian

kingdom, received the gift of nominal indepen-

dency, each holding its separate government; but

under conditions of alliance, which made them,

with Olynthus itself, effectually subject to Lacedae-

mon. Taught by experience then the importance

of maintaining its interest in Thrace, the Lacedae-

monian government, to hold the Thracian towns in

subserviency, resorted to the common policy of

the age, giving their patronage to a party in each,

which, for the sake of that patronage, would obey

Or. isocr. their commands. Perhaps then it was that, under

Lacedaemonian patronage, new colonists, princi-

•'p.DeniMt! Pa% from the Grecian town of Cyrene in Africa,

p-'6*- were established in Amphipolis, in number so

large, that occasion thence was afterward taken to

call it a Lacedaemonian colony. The Lacedemo-

nian authority was thus altogether so maintained

in those northern parts, that while so many of the

southern republics joined Thebes in war against

Lacedaemon, a body of Olynthian horse, as we

Suw!'HiIt **ave formerly 8eell
»
served with the Lacedemonian

armies in Peloponnesus.

B.C.351. But when after the battle of Leuctra, fought
01-,0!, a

about eight years after the dissolution of the

Olynthian confederacy, Lacedaemon, pressed by

the war with Thebes, became less and less able to

stretch a commanding arm to the northern shore

of
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of the jEgean, those raised to power under La- sect.

cedaemonian patronage, began to totter in their .
1I-

situations, and the prospect of success in opposition

to them invited ambitious, and perhaps patriotic

citizens. Olynthus, in its glory, had been the ally

of Thebes. The party which had then led its

councils, would of course seek to share in that

patronage which Thebes, become the leading

state of Grteece, was extending on all sides, and

most reddy to give in opposition to Lacedaemon.

Thus it seems to have been that the administration

of Olynthus reverted to that party. But Thebes,

separated by many intervening states, and pos-

sessing little naval force, tho. she might check

exertions of Lacedaemon against them, was little

able herself to prevent the Olynthians from taking

their own measures in their own concerns. To

restore their dissolved confederacy therefore be-

coming their object, it was quickly effected to a

very considerable extent
;
how far upon the former

model we do not learn; but so that Olynthus

became again a very powerful city, with influence

spreding over perhaps the whole of that fruitful

part of the continent called the Chalcidic, and most

of the towns of the three adjoining peninsulas.

Olynthus thus reviving in opposition to the

decaying power of Lacedaemon, while Athens,

to check the alarming growth of the Theban

power, became the ally of Lacedaemon, the in-

terest of the Olynthian would be placed in neces-

sary opposition to that of the Athenian people.

About eight years after the battle of Leuctra

followed that of Mantineia. In the state of things,

afterA A 2
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after that event, the Athenian people, no longer,

as before, restrained by the dread of Thebes,

looked for empire wherever their fleets could sail.

Among many and greater objects then, which their

orators put forward in the general assembly, in

a manner more adapted to promote their own

interest with the Many than the popularity of

the Athenian name in Greece, or indeed any

real interest of Athens itself, the recovery of their

colony of Amphipolis became a favorite point.

But in two successive congresses of the Grecian

states, as we have formerly seen (for, in unfolding

the complicated interests of Greece, repetition is

often unavoidable) the claim, which the Athenian

people asserted, of sovereinty over the Amphipo-

litan people, was denied. In a third congress it

was at length allowed, through the interest prin-

cipally of Amyntas king of Macedonia, father of

Philip. The Amphipolitan people nevertheless

resisted, and being supported by the Olynthian

confederacy, . the able Iphicrates was in vain

placed at the head of an armament to reduce

them to obedience. It was among the imprudent

boasts of the Athenian orators, in flattery to their

soverein the Many, that they had been formerly

lords, not of Amphipolis only, blit of Olynthus

too. Circumstances indeed abounded to admonish

the Olynthiahs, for their own safety, to support

the Amphipolitans, and the Amphipolitans, if

they would avoid the dominion of the Athenian

people, to profit from the reddy alliance of Olyn-

thus. But the Amphipolitan people, a recent

colony, were divided, less in the manner of the

old
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old republics, into the parties of the Many and sect.

the Few, the rich and the poor, than according to v

n
'

.

their various origin, as established under Athenian

patronage or Lacedsmonian, or accustomed to

receive protection from Olynthus or from Mace-

donia Now however the Athenian interest had

been long overborne; Lacedfemon was utterly

without means to support friends across the

Aegean
; the king of Macedonia had abandoned

his interest, in favor of Athens. Thus, for those

averse to the sovereinty of the Athenian people,

the patronage of Olynthus only remained, and

accordingly the connection between Amphipolis

and Olynthus became intimate.

SECTION III.

Armament under Timotheus. Expedition proposed to Asia ;

diverted to Samos. Measures of Timotheus against Olynthus.

Cooperation of the King of Macedonia . Injurious Conduct

of Athens toward Macedonia .

Affairs in Lesser Asia, the most favorite of all B.C.359.

fields for military adventure, drawing the atten-
OL 105 3

tion of the leading men of Athens, gave a tem-

porary relief, from the pressure of their ambition,

to the Grecian states on the northern shore of the

JEgean. Ariobarzanes, satrap of Phrygia, having

ingaged in that extensive revolt of the western

provinces of the Persian empire, which we have

formerly seen excited by a Greek, Evagoras of *

Cyprus, desired to strengthen his military with

Grecian troops. Evagoras was the ally, and

adopted citizen of Athens. Ariobarzanes, forming

A a 3 connection
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Demoitii. connection with the Athenian people, accepted
proittwi.

ajso t^e jj0n0r 0f becoming one of them. The

Athenian government, professing to hold inviolate

its peace with the Persian king, nevertheless sent

an armament to cooperate with the citizen-satrap

in rebellion; and Timotheus, for so inviting a

field as Asia, did not refuse the command. His

instructions forbad, in general terms, whatever

might be contrary to the articles of the treaty

with Persia
;
but it was common, as we have for-

cb.i3.S-1. merly seen, for the satraps to make war effectually
Hut.

agajngt the king, pretending it to be only against

oneanother.

Timotheus was on his way to join Ariobarzanes,

when intelligence reached him of the dissolution

of the confederacy of the revolted chiefs. The

tide thus turning in favor of the royal cause, pro-

duced revolt on the other side. In the iland of

Samos, as in many Grecian states of the Asiatic

main, was a party which preferred the patronage

or sovereinty of the Persian king to that of the

Athenian people. Cyprothemis, head of that

party, assisted by Tigranes, the king’s com-

mander-in-chief in Lesser Asia, effected a revo-

lution, by which he became chief of the iland.

Timotheus was still on the Asiatic coast when

news of this revolt reached him. He hastened

then to Samos, overbore Cyprothemis, and, with

the reestablishment of democratical government,

restored the dependency of the Samian upon the

Athenian people.

It was about this time that Philip, king of Ma-

cedonia, had completed his successes against the

Illyrians.
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Illyrians, and established security for his western sect.

border, hitherto so much threatened. Olynthus -

in
' _

and its confederacy remained his most dangerous

and troublesome neighbor. A plan was concerted,

between the Athenian and Macedonian govern-

ments, for the reduction of Olynthus by their

combined aims. But with regard both to the lead-

ing circumstances, and to the stipulations on both

sides, we are left by antient writers wholly in the

dark. Timotheus commanded still the Athenian

fleet. For the Asiatic service perhaps it was need-

less to put the republic to expence in maintain-

ing troops ; volunteers being probably reddy for

adventure, under a genial of the reputation of

Timotheus, in a field where so many Grecian

soldiers of fortune had found large success. But

for the war in Thrace, where stubborn resistance

was in near view, and far less amount of gold

even in distant prospect, volunteers would not be

found, without an expence which the orators dared

not propose. For that service, accordingly, we

And Timotheus was without a landforce. This

deficiency, however, the king of Macedonia un-

dertook to supply. A Macedonian army and the Dcmois.

Athenian fleet together laid siege to Potidsea, the
ol,nth *'

contest for which had given birth to the Pelopon-

nesian war. Potidsea was so critically situated,

near Olynthus, as to give great opportunity for

intercepting its communication with the sea, and

completely commanded the way by land into the

fruitful peninsula of Pallene, full of commercial

towns, and altogether the best territory of the

confederacy. Yielding to the Macedonian arms,

a.a 4 it
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chap, it was conceded to the Athenian general, and

y
*

'

.

an Athenian garrison was placed there. Torone,

the principal town of the neighboring peninsula

of Sithonia, was presently after taken by the

confederate forces, and also received an Athe-

nian garrison. Olynthus was thus so circum-

scribed in territory, reduced in strength, and

checked in maritime communication, that its ruin

seemed hardly avoidable.

For the next event, the hinge on which the fol-

lowing history of Athens and Macedonia turns,

the historian wholly fails us, and the orators, to

whom we owe certain knowlege of the important

fact, have avoided all detail and all circumstances.

The purpose of Athens, in the Olynthian war,

evidently was conquest
;
nor have the orators dis-

guised it. The views of Philip are less obvious.

To reduce or even overwhelm the power of Olyn-

thus, which could not but be inconvenient and

dangerous to Macedonia, w'ould be among them
;

but to establish the power of Athens, over the

whole Macedonian coast, on its ruin, without any

recompence for Macedonia, would seem to be

carrying to excess the generous policy, by which he

had formed his first connection with the Athenian

government. Athens had long possessed Methone,

the nearest seaport to both his capitals
;
and Pydna

was die only maritime town remaining to the

CI1.33.S. 1. kingdom, preserved, as we have formerly seen, by
of uni, Hut.

tjie p0)jCy 0f Archelaus. But those who obtained

the lead in Athens had no disposition for liberality

toward Macedonia. The term of the command
of Timotheus seems to have been expired. Who

led
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led the Athenian fleet we are not informed. It Unuosiii.

went however to Pydna, and giving its assistance

to that party, which we have observed generally

powerful in all the Grecian maritime towns, ad-

verse to connection with the government of the

adjoining country, inabled it to effect a revolt, and
assured it of the support and protection of the

Athenian people. Philip sent ministers to Athens,

to complain of the gross injury, and demand re- “re-
paration; but he could obtain none. It is obvious

that a change must have taken place among the

leading men in the Athenian administration ; and
this indeed the exultation expressed by Demos-
thenes, in the acquisition to Athens and loss to

Macedonia, while he avoids notice of all the cir-

cumstances, assists to prove. Justification of the

profligate measure seems to have been no more
attempted at the time, than by the great orator

afterward. But the forms of a democratical go- n ( .„ lo„ (l

vernment gave facility for procrastination, and for
u< ,“

1
’-

shifting responsibility from shoulder to shoulder,

while insult was added to the injury, by profes-

sions made, in the name of the republic, of the

purpose of still honorably maintaining peace and

alliance.

SECTION IV.

Expedition under Iphicratcs against Amphipotis. Supercession

ofIphierates by Timotheus. State of the Thracian Chersonese.

Acquisition of Amphipolis to the Athenian empire. Honor*

to Chahdemus of Euba:a.

Farther cooperation from the king of Macedo-

nia, in making conquests for the Athenian people,

being
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chap, being no longer now to be expected, prosecution

J
cxxv

v

.

of hostilities immediately against Olynthus was

suspended; and it was resolved to direct the

energy of the republic to the conquest of Amphi-

polis, in the hope apparently that, Olynthus, in

its reduced state, could not, and the king oi

Macedonia, notwithstanding the provocation given

him, would not interfere. Eminent men, we have

seen, could not live at Athens in quiet: they must

lend themselves continually, not only to public

service, but to popular passion. Many circum-

stances strongly recommended Iphicrates for the

command against Amphipolis. None had more

military experience, or higher military reputation.

He had then the extraordinary advantage of close

connection with the great soverein of Thrace,

Cotys, the successor of Seuthes, Sitalces and

Teres, by having received his sister in marriage 5
.

Among the Amphipolitans themselves, moreover,

a mixed people, with an Athenian party, a Mace-

donian party, an Olynthian party, and a Thracian

party, esteem for him was extensive. And farther,

for his important services formerly to the Mace-

donian royal family, he was likely to be respected

beyond others at the Macedonian court. Those

then who led the Athenian counsels, while they

evaded redress of injury, desiring nevertheless to

obviate

1 Demosthenes calls Iphicrates of Cotys (Or. in

Aristocr.) which is generally understood to mean brother-in-

law. Cornelius Nepos calls the wife of Iphicrates daughter

of Cotys. There can hardly be a doubt in preferring the

coteiuporary orator's authority. But, if the father of the

Cotys, of whom be spoke, was also named Cotys, which

seems not improbable, the biographer's error would be only

deficiency of explanation.
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obviate obstruction to their purposes from resent-

ment, the popular vote directed Iphicrates to take

the command of the fleet on the Thracian station-

But the favoring party in Amphipolis was not

such, that success could be reasonably expected

from a fleet alone, without a landforce. Troops

therefore were to be provided
;
and the command

by land and sea, being, in the usual manner of the

antients, committed to the same officer, the levy*

or rather the hire of a mercenary force, was to be

managed by Iphicrates. Of those who made the

command of mercenaries, reddy to fight the battles

of any state, their profession, Charidemus of Oreus

in Euboea was eminent, and he was recommended

to Iphicrates by his conduct, in a service alreddy Drmostli

of three campains under him. That officer, with h

the body attached to him, was therefore ingaged,

and the fleet and landforce proceeded together to

Amphipolis.

The losses, and consequent weakness of Olyn-

thus, the increased and daily growing power ol

Athens, the formidable appearance ol the ar-

mament, the reputation of the general, and his

popularity, had together such an effect, that the

Amphipolitans presently listened to negotiation.

Terms were agreed upon
;
even the gate was

^
named of which possession was to be given to

the Athenian troops, and hostages were delivered

by the Amphipolitans to insure performance oi

the conditions. Through what jealousy or what

intrigue the Athenian people defeated their own

fond hope, so long entertained, and now* so nearly

fulfilled, we have no information. limotheus,

hustilv.
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chap, hastily ordered to supersede Iphicrates, arrived

,

xxxv
'

.

in the critical moment. Alarm and hesitation of

course arose among the Amphipolitans. Their

confidence had rested, not in the Athenian people,

but in Iphicrates, supposed capable of answering

for the Athenian people. The character of Timo-

theus might perhaps have been not less respected

than that of Iphicrates
;
but it was made ineffica-

cious by a decree which presently followed him,

commanding that the hostages, which had been

specially intrusted to the faith of Iphicrates, should

be sent immediately to Athens. This profligate

decree however was rendered vain, by the provi-

dent integrity of Iphicrates; who, in surrender-

ing his command to Timotheus, had committed

the hostages to the general of the mercenaries,

Charidemus; and, apparently with the consent

of Iphicrates, we may hope also with the tacit

approbation at least of Timotheus, they had been

restored to their friends
6

.

The ungracious office remained for Timotheus,

to take up the negotiation, necessarily resigned,

with his command, by Iphicrates. But the Am-
phipolitans would no longer treat with an agent

of

* It is remarkable enough how, in relating these transac-

tions, Demosthenes, the favorite orator and minister of the

Athenian democracy, has adopted and incouragcd the profli-

gate sentiments of the Athenian democracy. Ilis object being

to incense the Athenian people against Charidemus, he has

not imputed to him any dishonesty
; it sufficed to describe an

honorable deed, adverse to the interest of the Athenian re-

public. It is then perhaps not less remarkable that the fas-

cination of his oratory, even in the dead letter, has wrought
upon some modern writers, especially the good Rollin, all

the effect that could have been desired upon the Athenian
multitude.
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of the Athenian government, tho that agent was sett.

Timotheus. Force was therefore again to be .

1V
.

employed but the reddy means of effective force

were done away, by the same violent and impro-

vident measures, which had overthrown an almost

concluded negotiation. It seems probable that

Charidemus, and the troops under him, had

ingaged with Iphicrates, whom they knew, for

little or no present pay, under promise of large

profit from success in enterprize. Disappointed

of hope nearly realized, and altogether dissatisfied

with the Athenian government, they refused now
to serve under Timotheus, to whose personal cha-

racter it is little likely they would have objected.

Meanwhile the Olynthians, greatly relieved by the

cessation of pressure from Macedonia, exerted

themselves to provide support for the remains of

their confederacy, against the arms and the policy

of Athens. They ingaged large assistance even

from the Thracian hords
;
and marching with the

utmost Grecian strength they could assemble, they

were so superior by land, that Timotheus found it

expedient to imbark and withdraw.

It behooved him then to find enterprize within

the limits of his commission, and not beyond his

means, by which, if possible, he might maintain

his credit with his wayward soverein. Against

Olynthus no hope remained; but the circum-

stances of the Thracian Chersonese, formerly

under the Athenian dominion, allorded some

prospect. That rich territory, once held by the

celebrated Miltiades, nearly as an independent

principality, afterward brought under the direct

dominion
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dominion of the Athenian people by the great

Pericles, at this time acknowleged a barbarian

soverein. The principal object of Pericles seem

to have been to provide a resource, which the

circumstances of the Attic government required,

for occasionally disburdening the country of a

superfluous growth of free population. For where

industry became considered as the virtue of slaves,

the number of citizens must necessarily be limited.

Many then, who could not, or would not maintain

themselves by sober industry at Iiome, might, in

the Chersonese, through adventure more suited

to their disposition, find subsistence, and some

even affluence. Land highly fruitful was nearly

open for occupancy : the Thracians valuing it the

less, as the Greeks far the more, for being nearly

surrounded by the sea. The reddy sword indeed

was necessary to guard the spot to which value

might be given by husbandry
; for the Thracian,

little solicitous about the possession of land, was

in his vocation fighting for plunder. The wants

then of warring and mountainous Greece, and

especially of rocky and restless Attica, made

cultivation profitable, wherever the soil was advan-

tageous for produce, and the situation for export,

and means occurred for procuring slaves to perform

the labor. It was from the countries around

the Chersonese that the Grecian slavemarkets

were principally supplied; and inroad, and vio-

lence, and surprize, such as, in the course of this

history we have had occasion to notice as ordinaiy

with the Greeks, would provide either hands

for husbandry, or an object of trade, for which,

not
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not in Greece only, but in all the richest countries, sect.

within the sphere of Grecian navigation, there was >— -

—

a constant demand. Agriculture, thus, in alliance

with commerce, florished, so that the Chersonese

became, next to Euboea, the chief resource for

supplying Athens with bread
;
and Sestus, the Arist. riici.

principal port for exportation, was called the
' ,v c

corn-bin of Peiraeus.

But tho the Chersonesites had a double advan-

tage in their peninsular situation, which made the

escape of slaves, as well as the approach of hostile

armies, difficult, yet, through some deficiency in

their policy, they remained always unequal to their

own defence against the thirst of plunder and un-

ceasing enmity of the Thracians, from whom their

country had been usurped. The gift of indepen-

dency which, on the conclusion of the Peloponne-

sian war, they received from Laceda;mon, brought

them shortly in danger of utter ruin ; from which

they were saved, as we have formerly seen, by
|

the private adventure of a Lacedaemonian exile,

Clearchus. That able and enterprizing soldier of

fortune being called by more alluring adventure

elsewhere, their dangers and sullerings recurred,

and again thev owed their relief to the voluntary cu.u •*

exertion of a Lacedaemonian officer, vested indeed

with more regular authority, Dcrcyllidas. If then

the Athenians, when, through Conon’s victory,

they recovered naval empire, were to require tri-

bute again, nowhere apparently, if protection were

duly given in return, might it be required on fairer

claim than from the Chersonese ;
not only as its

Grecian inhabitants were mostly settled under

Athenian

(Jb. 34- S i

of thii Hi*t
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chap. Athenian protection, but as they never ceased
xxxv. want protection. Little able, with their own

means, to profit from independency, again restored

to them by the peace of Antalcidas, it was for-

tunate for them that, tho the barbarism of the

Thracian people was little improved by any com-

munication with the Greeks, yet the Thracian

princes had gained better views of their own in-

terest. They had discovered that more profit

might be made by protecting, than by plundering

the Grecian settlements on their shores. The

Chersonese was, in consequence, without effort,

as far as appears, revindicated to the Thracian

dominion
;
and the Grecian towns florished, while

Demostii. the Thracian monarch drew from their lands a

revenue of thirty talents yearly, and from their

trade three hundred; making together not less

than six hundred thousand pounds sterling.

This revenue, from a country colonized from

Athens, and made effectually Grecian, the Athe-

nians, leaders and people, might not unnaturally

see in the hands of a barbarian prince with some

mixture of indignation and desire. But the bar-

barian prince, Cotys, had acquired it apparently

as rightfully, at least, as they had ever acquired

any dominion beyond Attica
;
and moreover they

Demostii. had admitted him to alliance with them, and even

Arirtocr. ucknowleged benefits received from him, by the

double compliment of associating him in the

number of Athenian citizens, and presenting him

with a golden crown. It seems probable that

Timotheus, however unlimited his commission to

prosecute the interests of the Athenian people,

was
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was restrained by such considerations; and that sect.

two or three sea-port towns, which, tho destitute of .

n’~

landforce, he added to the republic’s sovereinty,

were not torn from the dominion of the Thracian

prince.

With the accomplishment of these acquisitions

the term of Timotheus’s command appears to have

ended. It is remarkable that, as in reporting mea-

sures, contrary to all faith, against Macedonia, the

orator, tho extolling the deed, has avoided naming

the doer, so in reporting similar measures, which fol-

lowed against the king of Thrace, the name of the

officer, directing the business, is omitted. Attempts

were made, by the Athenian fleet, to gain some iinnonh.

towns from the dominion of Cotys. Iphicrates did

not scruple to take the direction of the fleet of the

king his brother-in-law, against the officer com-

manding the fleet of his own country, to oppose

them, and he opposed successfully. In the failure,

which there has been so often occasion to notice,

of historians, we owe some interesting facts to the

very profligacy of the times. The orators have

little scrupled to avow matters indicating the

grossest ill-faith in their party, if so the assertion

of any claim to have promoted the good of the

Athenian people might be assisted. At the same

time it appears creditable to a large portion ol

the Athenian people, in these profligate times,

and yet marks a strange versatility and incon-

sistency in the government, that Iphicrates, who

in the service of a forcin prince, had so opposed

the measures of an Athenian armament, could

presently after return to Athens, and w ithout being

vol. vu. a n called
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chap, called to any account for his conduct, resume his

.
xx*v

~

,

former importance there. It seems probable that,

against the Thracian towns, as before against the

Macedonian, measures were ventured without re-

gular instructions ofjust authority
;
and failing ol

success, it was judged not advisable to stir the

question, how they had failed, in fear of exciting

the farther question, why they had been under-

taken.

Dcniostli. Charidemus, with the troops attached to him,

®sj).

tocr
" lately serving under Iphicrates, had passed into

the Olynthian service, and a squadron of ships was

intrusted to his command. No battle is noticed

by the orator, from whom alone we have the

account, when Charidemus was made prisoner by

the Athenian fleet. Vengeance against him, as a

deserter, apparently might be expected from the

soverein Many of Athens, were they still under the

same guidance as when he refused to serve under

their general Timotheus, and ingaged in the ser-

vice of their enemies, the Olynthians. But, on the

contrary, he was presently taken into the repub-

p. 625. lie’s service: he was even recommended to the

people to be appointed to the command-in-chief

in Thrace; it was urged in his favor that he alone

held that influence with the Amphipolitans, which

might draw' them from the Olynthian to the Athe-

nian interest, and that he w'ould effectually exert

that interest. Not long after, Amphipolis was

actually brought over to the Athenian interest;

but how, the orator, who desired that Charidemus

should have no credit with the Athenian people

for it, has avoided to say. It seems likely that

Iphicrates
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1

Iphicrates was the principal mover, lind Chari- sect.

demus his dexterous instrument. Some treachery >—^—

.

to Olynthus is strongly implied in the orator’s

account
;

but, according to the principles wc find

always asserted in his orations, treachery, whence

advantage accrued to the Athenian people, was

no matter for reproach to any one. That for

some service Charidcmus was esteemed to have ivmosth.

- in Anstocr,

deserved highly of the Athenian people, we have

direct information from the orator his violent

enemy. Testimonies in his favor, transmitted to n.ia

Athens by persons in the highest situations in the

republic’s service, or pronounced by them before

the people, were numerous. Accordingly he was

rewarded with the freedom of the city : but this,

tho probably valuable to him, being become a vul-

gar honor, he was farther presented with a reward

reserved yet, by the custom of the republic, lor

merit in high station, a golden crown, placed on

his head before the assembled people, in pursu-

ance of their decree. lie was thought worthy ol

a particular privilege, to which the frequency ol

the crime of assassination among the Greeks,

gave high value; a decree making any person

who should attempt his life amenable to the

Athenian courts from all the territories of the sub-

ject allies of Athens 7
. Little as this may appear

among us, or among any, familiar only with the

liberal

7
It is one only among numerous instances of om'im-Ih 1,1

neelifrencc in Diodorus, that lie lias omitted all mi-Miyii "« M*

important an occurrence as the recovery of Amplupn is t" 11

dominion or alliance of Athens, tho. in the ol Ins

rative, lie speaks of that city as actually recount'

.

« B
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c h a J
1
. liberal government of modern Europe, it seems to

,

xxxv
. have required a far greater exertion of influence

at Athens, and to have been esteemed a much

more extraordinary favor, not only than admission

to the freedom of the republic, but than the honor

of a golden crown.

S E C T I O N V.

Restored Extent of the Athenian Empire. Maladministration

of Athens, (trowing Oppression of the Allies. Revolt of

Rhodes
,
Cos, Chios

,
and Byzantium

,
and War in-suing, com-

monly called the Social or Confederate If or. Revolt of

fluban : Summary History of Kuban : Interference of Thebes

in Kuban. Expedition under Timotheus
,
and liberal Com-

position of the Affairs of Euboea

B

ar impending from

Macedonia.

The empire of the Athenian people was now

again approaching the extent which it had ob-

tained before the Peloponnesian war. Their navy

was not less preponderant
;

all the Hands of the

iEgean were tributary. The cities of the Asiatic

main indeed, preferring the more liberal patronage

of the Persian satraps, appear to have found that

patronage effectual, both for their security and

their prosperity, and far more favorable to their

civil liberty than their former subjection to the

Athenian people. But on the Thracian shore all

was subject to Athens except Olynthus, which,

with the small relics of its confederacy, maintained

a precarious independency; and the towns, of the

Chersonese, which were under the patronage of

the Thracian, nearly as the Asiatic of the Persian

Jking. Toward all these the ambition of the

Athenian
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Athenian people was continually- excited by the

leaders of the high democratical party, and the

Chersonese appears to have been the iirst object.

But with ambition in excess, the republic's

affairs were now misconducted in excess. Military

commanders of high reputation led its armaments;

orators, among the most celebrated of antiquity,

were contending for popular favor, and yet who

directed the administration does not appear; or

rather it appears that there was no regular admi-

nistration. Never was more complete democracy.

Every measure of executive government was

brought before the assembled people. Candi-

dates for the first places in public favor ucro

numerous, and none held a decided lead. To

flatter the multitude, and to flatter excessively,

was the burthensorne, disgraceful, and mischiev-

ous office principally incumbent upon all. There

was a constant canvas for popular favor, which

nothing perhaps, in modern Europe, has resembled

so nearly as the contest for the representation of

a county in England, especially Middlesex. Amid

so general and constant a fermentation of the
o

popular a mind, which those who have had most,

experience of contested elections in England will

perhaps best, and yet but inadequately conceive,

the three great men, whom all the respectable

part of the community respected, anil whose cha-

racters have been transmitted singularly pure from

so corrupt and calumnious an age, Jphicrates,

Timotheus, and Chabrias, unfortunately were not

perfect friends: they did not lead opposite (ac-

tions, but they seldom completely coalesced hi

b n public

Denjoxt. in

ArMocr. &
Olvnth. \
•JTlfi ffV*-

rxiw;. iV

Philipp

Xrnnpli,

ill .ml.

Isnrriitrs

lit .ml.

I h'lmis'li

vrift srii-
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chap, public business. Their influence thus was not

i
x**v

-
^ what it ought to have been. In public calamity

and danger, the public mind would turn to them

;

but, in prosperity, those who would flatter more

were better heard, and public affairs at least ap-

peared yet prosperous.

In every Grecian town of the Chersonese, as

in Grecian towns everywhere, there would be an

Athenian party, or a party reddy for any revolu-

tion
;
but in every town also were those, and per-

haps mostly a majority, . interested in preserving

the actual state of things. Expcncc then, such as

the republic, if not unable, was unwilling to pro-

vide, would be necessary for the preparation and

maintenance of a force equal to the proposed

conquest
;
for the restless and imperious Many of

Athens would neither serve nor pay, but rather

require distribution to themselves from the public

treasury
;
and the wealthier Few were constantly,

and not unnecessarily, intent upon obviating or

evading the evils of the arbitrary and oppressive

system of democratical taxation. Even the quiet

and cautious Isocrates, who never sought military

or civil honors, who had more extensive friendships

and fewer interested enmities than perhaps any

man of his time, could not avoid the pressure of

the tyrannical law of exchange. Under authority

of that law, a person, required by a decree of the

iwcr. de people to equip a trireme for public service, called
iwnimt.

Up0n Isocrates, at the age of eighty-two, to take

the burthen from him, or make a complete ex-

change of property with him. Perhaps Isocrates

could afford the expence, better than many others

who
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who had been compelled to bear it, and yet pos- sect.

sibly not better than the person who brought the .

v‘

action of exchange against him. Isocrates how-

ever, as the less evil, took the burthensome office,

while the other, such was the inequality of that

kind of taxation, escaped, for the time at least,

all payment, all risk, and all further trouble.

A people in the circumstances ofthe Athenian,

possessing power to tax others and spare them-

selves, would be likely, in the use of such a power,

to exceed moderation. When the assembled Many

were told that the treasury was empty, they would

be indignant, and their indignation was always

dangerous. Those who managed the administra-

tion at home endevored to put the blame upon

those commissioned to collect tribute from the

allies abroad. They said there could be no money

in the treasury, ifnone was brought in. Jleproaches )» <J«

and threats then commonly followed against the

commanders of the tribute-gathering squadrons.

‘ If there was not dishonesty,’ it was insisted,

‘ there was negligence. The tribute should be

‘ more exactly collected : the requisition should

‘ be extended : no state which had any maritime

‘ commerce should be excused the payment : free

‘ navigation should be allowed to none who re-

‘ fused tribute.’

Against such effusions of popular sovercinty,

the party for which Xenophon and Isocrates

wrote, and with which Iphicratcs, Timothcus, and

Chabrias acted, vainly remonstrated. On the

other side it was urged that
1 men whom the ik'iwi'Oi.

‘ people might trust, men of their own soil,

B B 4
‘°U«hl
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chap. ‘ ought to command the fleet, and direct the tri-

.

XXXVi
,

‘ bute-gathering business.’ The people decreed

accordingly, and oppresion and insult to the

Beilin, allies increased. The commander of the tribute-

dcchereou. gathering fleet made his own terms with all the

,, ' 96
‘ numerous maritime states of the shores of the

iEgean. Paying him as he required, they were

to have protection for their commerce : not so

paying, they would be open to depredation from

pirates, especially the greatest of pirates, the com-

mander of the Athenian fleet. The peculation was

reduced to a system. Every man in the fleet,

according to his rank, had regularly his share.

The treasury profited little : but every individual

seaman being interested in the corruption, and the

fleet being a large part of the commonwealth, not

only to bring any to punishment was seldom pos-

sible, but the peculator, through the interest he

acquired by allowing a share in peculation, was

generally safer than the honest commander, who

would dare to deny to those under him the wages

of corruption.

About six years before the acquisition of Pydna

to the Athenian empire, while the extravagance

of popular sovereinty was yet restrained by the

fear of Thebes, three of the most powerful of

the allied states, Rhodes, Chios, and Byzantium,

nevertheless feeling the pressure of that sovereinty

cii. 28.8.4. indignantly, had revolted, as we have formerly
-nim Hist.

0 r .
. /

seen, against the Athenian, and mgaged in the

lsocr. de Theban alliance. The same three states now, with

the addition of the newly florishing commonwealth
nio<u.i6. 0f Cos, united in confederacy to resist a dominion

which
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which they considered as intolerably oppressive sect.

and degrading
;
and they ingaged in their alliance .

v
.

Mausolus, prince of Caria, who suffered with them

from Athenian exactions upon the commerce of

his subjects. Measures being then concerted, they n.c. 35H.

joined in declaring to the Athenian government,
0L ll>i J

‘ that they were resolved thenceforward to pro-
e
tect their own commerce with their own fleets,

‘ and wanting thus nothing from the Athenian

* navy, they should of course pay no more tribute

‘ for its support.’

This declaration was as a stunning blow to the

public mind at Athens, l’elt as an injury, it

excited indignation ; but it excited also universal

alarm. The multitude became furious, while the

more serious and informed entertained perhaps

more apprehension. Ilow to maintain the navy,

necessary to the preeminence and wealth of the

republic, and which that very preeminence and

wealth made the more necessary to its safety;

how either to pay mercenary troops, or persuade

the people to take military service upon them-

selves; how to feed the numbers habituated to

profit from the various business of building, fitting,

and equipping ships, and to share in the exactions

of the commanders; and, what pressed perhaps not

less than all these, how to appease or withstand

the popular indignation, should the lunds fail for

public sacrifice and, theatrical exhibitions, were

considerations urgently interesting all who pos-

sessed property at Athens. The circumstances of

the moment nevertheless offered what, as the first

emotions of alarm subsided, might not only elate

the
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the Many, but incourage the ambition of leading

men. The power and influence of Athens might

be esteemed at this time predominant among the

Grecian states. Lacedaemon and Thebes were

become inert. The rising means of Olynthus were

severely checked by Athenian garrisons almost

blockading the city itself
;
and Macedonia, hardly

yet reckoned formidable, was, by the loss of Pydna,

nearly deprived of means to communicate with the

sea, but at the pleasure of the Athenian people.

The interest of a party, powerful among the Many,

met these considerations, and the result of popular

deliberation was a decree, declaring ‘ that the rebel-

‘ lion of the allies should be repressed by arms.’

We find it the frequent reproach of Demos-

thenes to the soverein people of Athens, that they

were quick and spirited in resolving, but slow and

deficient in executing. Little seems to have been

done in prosecution of the decree against the rebel-

lious allies, when the alarming intelligence arrived

of a revolt still more nearly interesting the common-

wealth. Of all dominion beyond the bounds of

Attica, that of Euboea was most important to the

Athenian people. On the produce ofEuboeaAthens

principally depended for subsistence. Nevertheless

acivil waramong its towns, for some time nowgoing

forward, had been little noticed by the Athenian

government, perhaps reckoning it rather good

policy to leave them at full liberty, if they had no

other liberty, to vent their passions and waste their

strength against oneanother. But as soon as it was

announced that a Theban force had entered the

iland, and there was great danger that the whole

would
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A'ould be subjected to Thebes, indignation, with sect.
alarm, pervaded Athens. v.

Why the people of Euboea, the largest iland

of the Aegean sea, whose principal city, Chalcis,

so fiorished in the early ages, as to establish, in

Italy, Sicily and Thrace, colonics the most nu-

merous of any one Grecian state, were, through

all the more splendid times of Greece, mostly in

a state of subjugation, and always ot insignificancy,

seems not to be completely accounted for. The
form of the country, indeed, was evidently a

contributing cause
;

divided, like the neighboring

continent, by lofty mountains into portions not

commodiously accessible from each other. Chal-

cis, on the Euripus,. was, from early to late times, simi>. 1 lo.

the largest and most powerful city, and it main-

tained generally a fortunate harmony with Eretria,

its nearest neighbor, and next to itself in im-

portance. Oreus, at the northwestern, and Cu-

rystus at the southeastern end of the iland, fol-

lowed
; and tho some smaller towns might ciaim Drmosth.

independency, the whole effectual dominion gene- j!! t.J',

rally rested with these four. Wars and seditions

among the people probably gave occasion to the

early colonies from Athens, of which both Chalcis

and Eretria are said to have been. Before the first

Persian invasion, we find the greatest part of

Euboea was under the dominion of Athens. In

proof of the impoftance of that dominion, we have

observed Thucydides remarking, that when, in the

wane of the Athenian affairs, in the latter year? of

the Peloponnesian war, among the disturbances

of the revolution of the Eourhuudred, Eub<ca

revolted,
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chap, revolted, Athens was more agitated than by the
xxxv.

newg £jje destruction of all the best military and

naval force of the republic, under Nicias and

Demosthenes, in Sicily.

With the reduction of Athens by the Lacedae-

monian arms, Euboea became of course, with all

Greece, dependent on Lacedremon
;

but after

Conon’s victory at Cnidus, it reverted again to

the dominion of Athens. The rise of Thebes to

eminence among the Grecian states, gave much
occasion to division among the Eubcean cities, but

little to any assertion of independency. Bordering

as Euboea was on Boeotia, divided from it only

by a water at times fordable, the discontented

. under Athenian sovereinty would of course look to

Thebes for patronage. Connection between some

of the Eubcean towns and Thebes, appears to have

been of long standing. So early as toward the be-

ll. C. 357. ginning of the war between Thebes and Lacedm-

c1i.2fi.Vu.
mon, we have seen a party in Oreus faithful even

of 1 iiia Hist. Thebes in distress, and prevailing even while a

Lacedaemonian garrison held their citadel. With

the advancement then of the Theban power, under

Pelopidas and Epameinondas, when Theban pa-

tronage became extensively desired among the

Grecian states, Theban influence spred over all

Xrn. lid. Euboea. It had been under the patronage of the
i 7 c. 5- Athenian democracy that Themison of Eretria

became the leading man of that city, with power

so preponderant and lasting, that, with some Gre-

jEjd,. con. cian writers, he Had the title of tyrant of Eretria.

p

U
478.'i. 3.

Nevertheless when the Theban democracy under-
«d. Reiikc. took the patronage of those Athenian citizens

whom
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whom the Athenian democracy hail driven into
banishment, Themison, in concert with the Theban
government, assisted the exiles to get possession
ofOropus, an Attic town on the confines of Brnotia,

which they continued to hold under the protection
of Thebes. Afterward, however, when Thebes
became less able to protect and Athens more able
to revenge, Themison seems to have had the skill

to make his peace with the Athenian government,
so that Eretria returned quietly to its former de-
pendency on Athens, tho Oropus remained under
the dominion of Thebes.

Hut when the revolt took place among the allies,

on the eastern side of the iEgcan, Euboea was ripe

for similar measure. The troublesome and danger-

ous sea between them, how ever, with the command
which the Athenian navy held in it, made com-
munication difficult, and mutual support uncertain.

The Eubttsans therefore negotiated with Thebes
;

fallen indeed since the death of Epameinondas, yet

still in power and reputation considerable. The
passage of the narrow strait separating Euboea

from Boeotia was easy. A Boeotian force was

welcomed by the two principal cities. Chains and

Eretria; and, tho there was, in every town, an

Athenian party, yet the revolters had the supe-

riority throughout the iland.

On news of this rebellion, the Athenian people

being hastily summoned, consternation and dismay

pervaded the assembly. The usually forward talk-

ers, accustomed to accuse the best men nt the

republic, and arrogantly to claim all political

wisdom

cii.ifl.s.
;i

of thii Hist
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CHAP.
XXXV.

Demost. tie

Cherson.

p. 108 .

jEttch. con.

Ctesiph.

P- 479*

wisdom and probity to themselves, fearing now to

be silent, yet feared to speak. Such circumstances

invite and urge forward conscious worth. Timo-

theus, so often the leader of the republic’s forces

to victory, the surety of its faith in negotiation,

diffident generally and backward in debate, now

mounted the speaker’s stand. ‘ What !
’ said he

(we may perhaps trust Demosthenes for the words,

which he probably heard) * are the Thebans in the

* iland, and is there a question what should be

* done? Will you not cover the sea with your

‘ ships ? Will you not, breaking up instantly this

* assembly, hasten to Peiracus and go aboard?’

This energetic address, from a man so re-

spected, surprized the people into animation and

energy
;

for so only now could the Athenian

government be directed. The wisdom of the

ablest, in cool argument, availed nothing: sober

reason were in vain applied to: the fate of the

republic depended on the popular passion that

could be in the moment excited. Fortunately the

quick and just judgement of Timotheus, which

could excite the feeling that the moment re-

quired, was able also to conduct it to its proper

end. Of the animating speech, reported by the

greatest of the cotemporary orators, the fortunate

result remains reported in panegyrical strain by his

principal rival. * Only five days,’ says iEschines,

‘ after the Theban forces landed in Euboea, the
1 Athenians were there. Within thirty the The-

‘ bans were compelled to a capitulation, under

‘ which they quitted the iland
; and the Athenian

‘ democracy
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democracy gave freedom to the Eubocan towns, sect.
‘ which it was the purpose of the Theban demo- .

*
‘
cracy to inslave.

’
'

We shall be aware that a Theban orator would
have given a different turn to his account of the

same transactions. If his candor, or the notoriety

of the facts compelled him to admit all the success

that the Athenian orator claimed for the Athenian

arms, he would still have asserted the good prin-

ciple of his own and the bad of the Athenian

democracy; he would have contended that the

Thebans, solicited by the Eubceans themselves,

went to restore to them the freedom which the

Athenians had oppressed, l’or the reiil character

of the Euboean war, the account of Diodorus may

deserve attention; apt as he is to be misled by

party-writers, but least disposed to partiality

where the Theban and Athenian democracies

were in opposition. * The Eubceans,' he says, di.mI. i. a

* torn by faction, called in, some the Thebans,
r ' 7 '

‘ some the Athenians. War pervaded the ilanil,

‘ iu little conflicts, without any general action.

‘ After much slaughter on both sides, and war
‘
carried into every part of the country, the people,

‘ hardly at length admonished by their sufferings,

‘ settled into concord, and made peace with one-

‘ another. The Boeotians then withdrew, and in-

‘ terfered in their affairs no more/

Comparing this account with what remains from

the orators, we may gather that while the Euba*ans

contended only among themselves, the Athenian |> :,,j. ^

government, as w'e have observed before; was

little solicitous about the event, Like some of

the
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Pcmosth.

de cor,

jEschin.

ut ant.

chap, the modern, or, rather, late Italian governments,
xxxv.

as amenc|s for the wan t of other liberty, it indulged

the people in that of killing oneanother. But as

Strab. & soon as the Thebans interfered, jealousy became

at once violent. Under the wise guidance ofTimo-

theus, however, preponderancy being restored to

the Athenian interest, the Theban troops were

reduced to such straits, without any military action

that caught much the common eye, as to be glad

to have means, under a capitulation, to leave the

Pcmosth. iland. The liberality then, shown toward the

SLSIin. vanquished party of the Euboeans, is eulogized by
ut ant

both the orators. Apparently the popular temper,

chastened by alarms and dangers, restrained the

noisy adventurers in the field of oratory, and al-

lowed a just influence to the magnanimity and

humanity of Timotheus. It was settled, that every

town should acknowlege, as formerly, a political

subjection to Athens, and, for the benefit of pro-

tection against each other, as well as against

foreiners, pay a tribute, but of fixed amount; that,

for the purpose of a regular and just superin-

tendency of the general concerns of the iland,

every town should send its representative to reside

at Athens, and attend the council and assemblies,

as occasion might be
;
but, for the management of

affairs meerly civil, each was to preserve its former

constitution, and its own independent administra-

tion. All then being highly jealous of oneanother,

and the governing party in every one jealous

of another party among their fellowcitizens, all

conscious of the want of a superintending power,

and no other more desirable and sufficiently

powerful
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powerful appearing, all were led to attach them- sect

selves again, by a subjection in a great degree — —

<

voluntary, to the imperial democracy of Athens.

Thus the most pressing of the dangers, which

had threatened the republic, was averted, and

hope began again to soar high in the popular mind.

Nothing was seen remaining to prevent the

direction of the full force of the state against the

contumacious allies, whose resistance, hitherto so

distressing, could not, it was supposed, then be

maintained much longer. They being subdued,

not only the empire of the Athenian people might

resume its former extent and splendor, but the

public view might, with fair expectation ot suc-

cess, be extended to farther conquest. Such, as

the’ cotemporary patriot Isocrates informs us,

were the intemperate purposes which a large part Am..|<

of the ill-judging multitude were, at this season,

led to hold. On the return of the force under

Timotheus, from its truly glorious expedition, the

city was given up to gladness, and the greetings on

the joyful occasion were still going forward, when

the vain hopes of the ambitious were checked,

and the just gratification of the more moderate

turned again into anxiety and apprehension.

Ministers arrived from Amphipol.s with the«
alarming news, that Olynthus and Maceooma

were united in confederacy, to carry their arm*

against that favorite colony of the Athenian people,

so recently recovered to their dominion, and that

it must fall, without that speedy support «l'» >

they were sent to supplicate.

VOL- VII
c c
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

Affairs of Athens and Macedonia, from the

Renewal of Hostility between them, to the End
of the War between the Athenians and their

Allies, called the Confederate or Social War,

SECTION I.

siHutnee of Macedonia with O/i/nthus against Athens.

Negotiation between Athens, Macedonia and Olynthus.

Hostilities prosecuted. Successes of the Allies.

I
N all Grecian history there is scarcely any
period more interesting than that with which

we are now ingaged, and for that interesting

period we are almost without an antient historian.

The Sicilian annalist, Diodorus, fuller on the

concerns of his native iland, assists, for the general

history of Greece, principally by the ground he
affords for connection and arrangement of ma-
terials given by others, especially the orators, but

even for this he often fails. Occasional assistance

we gain from Plutarch, but the orators furnish

incomparably the richest mine. The testimony
of an orator however must be received with
much caution. For facts indeed, of general no-
toriety among those before whom he spoke, his

first object, persuasion, would generally forbid gross

falsehood. Hut whatever he might venture to dis-

guise would receive a coloring from the purpose

of
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1

*

of his argument : where he might venture to fei<r», sect
even fiction maybe suspected. Toward ascertaining .

T -

truth, adverse orators, in the scanty opportunities

offering, should be compared ; the course of events,

the character of the times, the characters of par-

ties, the character of the orator himself, his pur-

pose in the moment, and the opportunity fin-

answering him, should be considered. The task

indeed of the modern writer, on this portion of

history, thus becomes laborious, and sometimes,

from an unsatisfactory result after all labor, irk-

some; but to do any justice to the subject it

must be undertaken. Those who, like Rollin and

some others, give intirc confidence to Demos-
thenes, may produce an amusing romance, with

touching panegyric and invective, but their narra-

tive will be very 'vide of real history '.

The war against Olynthus, prosecuted with such

advantage to Athens, while she had the benefit

of cooperation from the Macedonian arms, had

nearly slept since that cooperation had been re-

pelled by the insolently injurious aggression at

Pydna. The situation of Macedonia meanwhile

uas

1 One cannot but wonder in what confident 1 Jlollin has

represented even the private ehai actor of I)emo\thcnfs good

and even perfect. Auger, whose translation of the orators has

obtained wide estimation, eulogizing, after the maimer which

i9 not new with the French school, the politic, of l)<mo>-

thenes, and reckoning him a consummate patriot, admits, tic

with professed regret, that his private chaiaeUr did noi

assort with his public reputation ; ‘Jo suis far In'- she ±.i\y

‘ pour Fhonneur de Demostheno, (ju'il nous ait lab-' !•**-

‘ mcme des preuves de sa mauvaise foi, et d«- -o' 1 detaiit

4 de probite/ Note on his translation of the >pcci h on the

Embassy, p. 230.

c c 2
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chap, was such as could not but excite apprehension
'XXXM.-i and anxiety in its government, and among its

people. After having lost Pydna, its last seaport,

it had seen Amphipolis pass, from the alliance of

Olynthus, under the dominion of Athens. We iind

PhiT°a

h Demosthenes rating the importance of Amphipolis

p. 70. & to the welfare of Macedonia very high. ‘ While
3

‘ the Athenians,’ he said,
1
held Amphipolis and

‘ Potidma, the king of Macedonia could not reckon
‘ himself safe in his own house.’ W hen with Am-

phipolis and Potidiea then, Mcthone and Pydna

also were subject to Athens, and all the rest of the

Macedonian coast was held by the Olynthians,

against whom he had waged war for Athens, the

danger to himself and to his people must have been

great indeed.

It was scarcely possible for two powers more

to have interests unavoidably interfering, jealousies

in consequence necessary and extreme, hostile dis-

position therefore ever reddy, and real conciliation

impracticable, than Macedonia and Olynthus;

they were as Scotland formerly and England, or

even worse ; they must be completely united, or

ever hostile. As then Olynthus was in a way to

be subdued by Athens, but not to be united with

Macedonia, and, in subjection to the Athenian

empire would be still more dangerous than in

independency, it seems to have been fortunate for

Macedonia, that the Athenian government, by

conduct apparently little less impolitic than pro-

fligate, prepared the way for what was of all things

most desirable, but otherwise most impracti-

cable. Terms of alliance with the Macedonian

kingdom,
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kingdom, which the ambition of the Olvnthian sect.
leaders, in the prosperity of their cmifoderary v

1

,

would have scorned, were looked upon, in the

present pressure, with more complacency. Philip

used the open opportunity. Peace was made n„.j. in.

between the two governments, and an alliance
i,",..,..

followed, the express purpose of which was to ul "a-

profit from the existing embarrassment of the

Athenians, in unsuccessful war against their allies,

for driving them iutircly from the shores of Mace-

donia and western Thrace.

This alliance appears to have been a complete

surprize upon the administration of Athens; who
seem to have depended upon the speculation, that

friendly connection between Macedonia and Olyn-

thus was impossible. The occasion was fair for

reproach to that party which had so embroiled the

republic, and great contention of oratory insued.

Of the particulars no information remains; but

we find that the result was not altogether favor-

able to those who, by the nefarious aggression

at Pydna, had forced a valuable ally to become

a dangerous enemy. Tho not driven from their

leading situation, they were either unable, or, in the

existing circumstances, fearful to follow up their

own measures; which nevertheless they would not

abandon. The decree which the so\ ercin multitude

was at lengtli persuaded to ratify, declared, ‘ That

‘ no military force should at present be diverted e >•/

‘ from the important purpose of reducing the r<
-

‘ bcllious allies; but that negotiation be entered

1 upon for obviating the injury threatened ny the

4 Olvnlhians and Macedonian-.
* f
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Olynlli. 2 .
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Thcopomp.
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fit Suid.
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In pursuance of this decree, ministers were sent

into Macedonia ;
and, in return, ministers came

both from Macedonia and Olynthus. The Mace-

donians appear to have been received with some

due respect ;
but the spirit of freedom, in the re-

publicans of Olynthus, was ill accommodated to the

spirit of dominion in the republicans of Athens.

These, holding the Olynthians themselves as re-

bellious subjects, heard with scorn the arguments

of their ministers in favor of the freedom of Am-
phipolis, decreed by successive congresses of the

Greek nation. Philip’s ministers are said to

have proposed that the Macedonian forces should

be withdrawn from Amphipolis, provided Pydna

were restored to Macedonia. The Athenian ad-

ministration however coming to no conclusion,

yet pressing for a cessation of hostilities, Philip

declared, in a letter to the Athenian people, if an

oration of the time, transmitted among those of

Demosthenes, may be trusted, ‘ that he would

‘ conquer Amphipolis for them 1
.’ But the orator

has carefully avoided notice of stipulations, which

Philip, taught by experience, when he conquered

Potidaja and Torone for them, would hardly fail

now to annex to such a promise. The proposals

however, of which the orator has avoided an

account, appear to have excited serious attention,

and produced much discussion. But the party,

bent upon war and conquest, provided that de-

cision should be delayed, while ministers from

the republic went again into Macedonia; and,

they

2 The character of the oration on llalonesus, in which this

is found, will occur for future notice.
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they naming the ministers, nothing was con- seer.

eluded*.
v

L

Meanwhile measures were put forward by the

Macedonians and Olynthians for confirming their

alliance, of the need of which the circumstances

of their unsuccessful negotiation at Athens had

afforded abundant proof. In this business \vc iind

Philip still pursuing that system of liberality ap-

proaching extravagance, by which we have seen

him accomplishing his first connection with Athens,

and persevering while Athens allowed the connec-

tion to hold. Anthemus, a principal town of

Macedonia, in the neighborhood of Olynthus, had

formerly, in the early part of the reign of Amyntas,

been among those which renounced their connec-

tion with the distracted kingdom, to join the then

fforishing Olynthian confederacy. On the disso-

lution

3 Should the reader, having; perchance looked at the account

of these negotiations in Rollins Anlient I listen ,
or in Roland's

Life of Philip, suppose that 1 ha\cnot related them so lolly

and clearly as antient authorities would warrant, and especially

that 1 have been deficient in exposing the wiles and i.dsehood

of Philip, I would request him to look into Demosthenes,

rather certainly into the original, hut even Poland s trans-

lation, and see whether even Poland's I)<.most hems will

warrant half what i* to he found in Poland’s Pile nl Philip,

for which the authority of Demosthenes is there claimed.

The good sense, and even perspicacity which Rnllm has

shown in treating the early part of Grecian hc-tniy, m-. ih to

have been bewildered when he lost those invaluable guides

the cotemporary historians l or Sicilian histoiy he has

bowed to Plutarch, and for Macedonian he lias been imbued

with all the venom that Demosthenes could have wwh-j to

infuse into the Athenian multitude. Demosthcm- huii^n is

no such unfair historian. His credit and tin* red* v me.ms oi

conviction forbad. Guarding only against tin- m.i nut >

his coloring, for facts necessarily of public
11,1

trust him generally; tho occasion will ocem in tie a<ju >

notice some important and curious exrepti ,,n <‘-

( c 4
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Diod. 1 . 16.
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lution of that confederacy it was restored to the

kingdom, of which, before its defection, it had

been a member from time immemorial. Philip

now, resigning his right of dominion, allowed it to

become again a member of the confederacy of

which Olynthus was again the head*. The

knowlege of a strong predilection among the

Anthemuntines for the Olynthian connection, was

probably among Philip’s inducements to such a

concession.

On the other hand we are told that, among the

Amphipolitans, there was a Macedonian party of

such fervent zeal, that they paid divine honors to

Philip, as a hero or demigod, the lineal descendant

of the god Hercules. Among parties, extravagance

is apt to be mutual : a beginning on one side ex-

cites it on the other. Where it began among the

Amphipolitans we are without information
;
but it

seems to have pervaded them. The party adverse

to the Macedonian interest, holding the principal

power in the city, proceeded to violences, which

are no otherwise described by the historian than as

very offensive, and giving large and repeated pro-

vocation for the direction of the Macedonian arms

against them. Hence apparently, omitting, for the

present, the nearer concerns of Potidaea, Methone

and Pydna, the united arms of Macedonia and

Olynthus were directed against Amphipolis.

Tor this interesting period much of our infor-

mation comes from most consummate politicians,

the Athenian orators
;
but we wholly want for it

writers

* Thus I think the orator’s phrase, ph
ifin, may be, with most exactness, represented.
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writers with the military knowlege, as well as the

candid impartiality, of Thucydides and Xeno-
phon. We learn however that the art of sieges

had been much improved since the Peloponnesian
war. Battering engines, then little known, or, from
inartificial construction and unskilful application,

little efficacious, were now brought to considerable

perfection, and into extensive use. Tlie siege of

Amphipolis being formed, by the united forces of

Olynthus and Macedonia, under the orders of the

Macedonian king, battering engines were applied

against the walls, and a breach was soon made.

Some bloody assaults followed. According to

Diodorus, the town was taken by storm. The
cotemporary orator’s words indicate a capitula-

tion
;
where, his purpose being to excite odium

against both Philip and the Amphipolitans of the

Macedonian and Olynthian party, he attributes

the loss of the place to treachery. The fact, as far

as we may best gather it, seems to have been that,

when, after repeated assaults at the breach, de-

fence became at length desperate, the leaders of

the Athenian party could no longer hold their

authority over the Many, less deeply interested in

the event. The friends of Macedonia and Olyn-

thus then, regarded as those who alone could

avert impending destruction, acquired a leading

influence ;
and the surrender of course followed,

which the orator, pleader for the Athenian in-

terest, equally of course called treachery.

On this occasion the humanity and the mag-

nanimous liberality, which had before shone

in Philips conduct, were again roiwpicuouv

Kxecutions,
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chap. Executions, so common among the Greeks, and
xxxvi.

not jeagt araong the Athenians, were totally

avoided. The violent only of the Athenian party

either were banished, because they could not be

safely trusted in the place, or voluntarily with-

drew, because they could not trust themselves

among their fellowcitizens. According to Philip’s

custom, all prisoners of war were freely dismissed.

None of the remaining inhabitants suffered for

party opinions or past conduct. The king’s usually

ingaging affability and civility were extended to

all
; but those who had exerted themselves in the

Macedonian cause were rewarded with marked

attention. In uniting Amphipolis to the Macedo-

nian kingdom, no violence appears to have been

put upon its municipal constitution : it became a

member of the Macedonian state nearly as our

colonies, holding their several constitutions, are

members of the British empire.

The necessary arrangements being made in

Amphipolis, Philip marched to Pydna. A large

party there had remained attached to the Mace-

donian connection, and with this party matters

had been so prepared, that the Macedonian army

no sooner appeared before the town than the gates

were opened. This important place being thus

easily recovered to his kingdom, Philip proceeded,

without delay, to employ his military force ^and

his military abilities where the interest of his new

allies the Olyntliians most pressingly wanted them.

In conjunction with the Olynthian forces he

formed the siege of Potidsea. A majority of the

people were enough dissatislied with Athenian

sovereinty
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sovereinty to have renewed, long ago, their con- sect.

nection with Olvnthus, but that an Athenian ^

—

garrison restrained them. Presently therefore

after the united forces of Olynlhus and Macedo-

nia appeared before the place, the Athenians and

their friends found themselves obliged to seek

personal safety, by withdrawing into the citadel.

The town immediately opened its gates to the

besiegers, and the citadel, being invested, was

soon reduced to surrender at discretion.

We have many times seen, and we shall again

have occasion to see, how very wretched, among

the Grecian republics, commonly, was the con-

dition of prisoners of war, and how deplorable

the lot of a town taken. The elder Dionysius had

been giving examples ot liberality and clemency
(

not only in forein but even in civil war, scarcely

heard of before among the Greeks. This is so un-

contested, that it may seem to have been in envy

of his superior character that his reputation has

been otherwise so traduced. Philip, who appears

at least to have equalled him in nobleness ot sen-

timent and conduct, has met with nearly an equal

share of such malice. The clearest courage, and

extraordinarv military talents, have been his un-

disputed merits
;

yet, in the checkered accounts

of him, his generous anxiety to obviate, bj, a

liberal policy, the necessity for using arms, so

shines through all the clouds of party invert, vc,

that it seems to have been really the mon; 1«
im-

minent part of his character. Conceding 1 otlf *’ **’

with all its appurtenances, to the Olynt lllins ’
1C

was careful to require that the Athenian prisoners

should

Drmu'dll

OKlltli. !

p. Hj. io.

lit

AriGocr.

1*. b.rA
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ciiap. should be his
;
aware how necessary his interference

Y v V"v t
*

- ‘

would be against the revenge of the Potidaeans of

the party adverse to Athens, v\ ho had been held

in a subjection so severe, that we find it marked

by a term implying subjection approaching to

slavery. Philip not only gave his prisoners pre-

sent security, but liberally supplied their wants

;

and then, without requiring anything of the ran-

som, which we have seen the republics, in their

utmost liberality to prisoners of war, requiring of

oneanother, he furnished conveyance for them to

Athens 5
.

'• Modern writers have sometimes made antient history

wonderful, on the claimed authority of antient writers, who
really give them no warrant for miracles. Thus Leland,

in his life of Philip, says, ‘ The Amphipolitans were obliged
1
to surrender themselves to the mercy of the conqueror,

‘ whom they had provoked by an obstinate defence, tho, by
4 an unaccountable inconsistency of conduct, they continued
1 to pay him divine honors/ The wonder will vanish when it

is observed there were at least two, hut rather three or even

four parties in Amphipolis. Diodorus, tho not always so clear

and explanatory as might be wished, has given here all

necessary explanation : Tou* /xL (tup A/xp»wroX»T&b) ixxorplug

vpog uvtov (top <J>*Annroif) hatesifAtvovg sppyxhvert, toTg ofi&otg

<pt\atffyuvruq It is obvious that the aAA#Tpiug vrpog

avrop hatttlfcsppi would not be those who paid him divine

honors, and that the uXho* were not those who obstinately

resisted him.

Hut, tho Leland seems to have resigned his judgement

often most weakly to the presumptuous liveliness of his

French predecessor in the history of Philip, yet we some-
times find from him sober criticism, apparently his own,
which docs him credit. ‘ The revolt of Pydna/ he says,

* afforded Philip a fair occasion of marching against that city,
4
to reduce it to his obedience. The siege was formed, and the

‘ Pydmcans, unsupported by their new sovereins ’ (the Athe-
nian people)

4 were soon obliged to surrender. Libanius and
* Aristides have both asserted that, at the very time w'hen
4
the people were performing those solemn rites, by which

4 the terms of their capitulation were ratified, Philip ordered
4

his soldiers to fall on them without mercy, and thus cruelly

‘ massacred
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‘ massacred a considerable number of the citizens. But such
an instance of barbarity would not, it may reasonably be

‘ presumed, have been omitted by Demosthenes, who repre-
‘ sent

?
d

.

a11 the actions of this prince in the blackest li<*ht ;

i

18

,

1
!' co

.

nsislc»t with the tenor of his actions :%/
c

at ™ his humanity was, on many occasions, made to vield
to his policy (even for this accusation, however, I must sav

l know not what good authority is to be found), 4 vet miucces'

t f
l'y barbarity was neither consistent with his" temper nm

t
*
lls 1!jterest. It seems therefore more reasonable to suppose
that he accepted the submission of the inhabitants without
inflicting any extraordinary severities, and without disgracing

‘ his present to the Olvnthians, to whom he now gave up
Pydna, by putting them in possession of a ritv depopulated,
and polluted by the blood of helpless wretches, who bad
laid down their arms and yielded themselves to his mercy.*

Leland s Life of Philip, hook 1. scot. a.

it is enough indicated l»y Demosthenes that Pydna was
recovered to the Macedonian kingdom through a partv
among the people, without any great dlort in arms. ] bat no
execution of rebels, whom all law and policy would condemn,
followed, were too much to conclude from the nicer silence

of one habituated, like Demosthenes, to the operation of the
cruel law of treason of the Athenian and other surrounding
republics; but that the report of Aristides and Lihanius, ii

even it had such executions for some foundation, was gross! v
cxaggcraled, Leland seems with good reason to have judged.

Demosthenes, who, with all his lire and vehemence, was a

wise and discreet speaker, would not rLk the assertion of

lalsehoods sucli as Aristides, who had less eminence io Kill

from, might lia/ard ; hut he was most ingenious in I lie u-c of

hints and half-sayings, to raise or to confirm m'uijJuIuiis ii -

ports that might promote his purposes, without incurring the

imputation of asserting falsely. Such we find concerning those

who served Philip's cause at Amphipolis and at Pydna: Kai

’icatriv (oi OXvvQioi) £ r *A^^voX^ruv itroUi<rt rov$

avTcif tv}v irix tv, xxl TIvhccSvv tov$ i>7ro$i£a.[jitt6V$. Olyiith. 1
. p. in.

* The Olynthians know what he did to those Amphipolitans
1 who surrendered their town to him, and to those Pydmeans
4 who admitted his troops/ If by such hints he could c*\cite

any mistrust of Philip’s frequent friendly proposals to the

Athenian people, or obviate, in any degree, his growing popu

larity, it would be so much gained to his cause, without ri-.k.

On this indeterminate phrase of Demosthenes seems t" b.iw*

been founded the story that Plutarch has preserved, ot ui- rit

for its moral tendency, tlio utterly unlikely to he tru.-. I he

Macedonian soldier*, says the biographer, n-wled the Am-
phipolitans, who surrendered their town, v.uh tic* name ol

t: rutois.
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CHAT.
XXXVI. SECTION II.

Cotys, King of Thrace. Expedition of Philip into Thrace.

Acquisition and improved Management of the Thracian

Gold-mines. Affairs of Thessaly, liberal Conduct of Philip

in Thessaly, and Advantages insuing.

By these rapid measures the scheme of oft’ensivc

operations concerted between the Macedonian

and Olynthian governments was completed. The

Athenian republic was deprived of every tributary

dependency on the northern shore of the iEgean,

from the border of Thessaly to the Thracian

Chersonese; unless some small seaports, strong

on the landside by situation, and subsisting either

by commerce or piracy, might find it necessary

yet to respect the Athenian navy, and hope it

needless to respect any other power. Meanwhile

the Athenians had made no progress in then-

distressing war with their allies. Philip therefore

proceeded

traitors. The Amphipolitans complaining to Philip of this,

he told them 1 they must not mind it : his soldiers were plain

‘ men, who always called things by their names/ The incon-

sistency of this with the deep and unremitted policy so fre-

quently attributed to Philip, is obvious. But as the plain

account of Diodorus, compared with all that remains from

the orators, leaves no room for doubt but that it was a party

from of old friendly to the Macedonian interest, that delivered

Amphipolis to Philip, it does not appear that the imputation

of treachery could at all attach upon them.
Leland has followed the common reading of the passage of

Diodorus, which says that Philip gave Pydna to the Olyn-

thians. But the supposition of Barbeyrac and Wessrling, that

Pydna has, in that place, been inserted, by the carelessness of

transcribers, for Potida?a, is so warranted by Gemistius Pletho,

by the scholiast on Demosthenes, citing Tlieopompus, and

even by Demosthenes himself, who, in the second Philippic

(p. 70.) mentions Anthemus and Potidaea, as given by Philip

to tlie Olynthians, without any notice of Pydna, that 1 have

no scruple in following their proposed correction.
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proceeded to use the leisure, which the cmbar- sect.

rassment of that war to the Athenian government * ,

afforded him, for improving the acquisitions lie

had made; and he directed his attention partial- 1. 1 «-

larly toward those gold-mines, which seem to have Yu
given Amphipolis, in the eyes of the Athenians ol '

themselves, its principal value.

The Amphipolitans, even when supported hy

a close political connection with Olynthus, yet

always threatened by the claims and growing power

of Athens, appear to have been either unable or

fearful to profit from the riches, which the

mountains of their neighborhood contained. In

this neglect of the mines by others, the people of

the iland of Thasus, their first Grecian possessors,

again directed adventure to them, and lmd now a

factory there. It seems probable (for, in the Joss

of the many Grecian histories of the time, we are

reduced to rest upon probability) that the lha-

sians purchased the forbearance, and perhaps the

protection of the nearest Thracian princes, by the

payment of a tribute. Thus the Thracian mines,

in the hands of the people of Thasus, would pro-

duce a profit to those princes, which would never

have accrued through their own people; anil here

appears probable ground for the war, which Gre-

cian writers report to have insued, without noticing

its cause, between the king of Macedonia, and the

soverein of all the Thracian hords, the successor

of Seuthcs, Sitalces, and Teres, whom those writers

have described by the name of Cotvs

This

o The king of Macedonia, in his letter t<> the

people, extant among the works of Demo-ilirm-x.

A thornan

calls thi*

priiKT
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Chap. This prince is said, first among the Thracian

kings, to have deviated from the antient rough

way of living of his nation, of which we have seen

ch. 93. s. 6 . an authentic picture from Xenophon, and to have
of link H«t.

get^ exampie 0f a soft an^ enervating luxury.

His purpose, however, altogether seems to have

be§p good ; he desired to improve the ignorance

and rudeness of his people, by introducing Grecian

science and arts among them. But, whether aware

of the gross corruption of Grecian manners, and

the extreme evils of Grecian politics, or habitually

disliking confinement within the walls of a to\vn>

the favorite scenes of his luxury, and even of the

conviviality, in which, after the disposition of his

nation, he delighted, were the banks of rapid

streams among shady woods, chosen, as the ac-

count indicates, with taste and judgement, and

improved at great expence by art; probably

o'aC Grecian art, having been what Greeks might ad-

''»
i»- 53'- mire. The misfortune of a supervening derange-

ment of understanding, rather than any original

deficiency, seems early to have checked his im-

provements and thrown his government into con-

fusion. He is said to have fancied himselfinamored

of the goddess Minerva, and sometimes to have

supposed her his bride. Athens, as her favorite

seat, had a large share of his respect; and his

disordered imagination led him to insist that he

would

prince Sitalces. Whether either Sitalces or Cotys may have

been rather name or title, or whether the Thracians may
have borne several names, ns the antient Romans, or several

titles, as some of the modern orientals, or what else may
have occasioned the variety in the appellation, is fortunately

of little consequence, the person being sufficiently ascertained

under either name.
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COTYS, KJNO OF TURAC

,

"would wait at table upon his ^
IpWcrates, the geecratof

he,p«^ U«

These anecdotes, from a COtemponlJi

to the fabulous, are probably notwboWy
unfounded.

Another from a far more respectable cotetnporary

,

may deserve attention, as It maiVs bofo foe cba*

racter of Cotys and that of the government of the

Grecian commercial colonies
; showing the free-

dom of those colonies, while tributary to the

lhracian prince, and expecting protection from
him. Wanting money to raise a force of mercenary
troops, Cotys applied to the rich citizens of the Amtut.

commercial'town of Perinthus, on the Propontis,
(t:co“ ' "

for a loan

7

. This being refused, he requested that
the Perinthians would undertake to garrison some
towns for him, so that lie might safely withdraw
his own troops, for the service for which he would
otherwise want the new levy. The Perinthians,

thinking they saw here opportunity for advantage

with little hazard, consented : once in possession

of the towns, they would keep them, or be paid

their own price for restoring them. Pcrinthian

citizens accordingly marched to the several places.

But Cotys obviated the perfidy by concealing an

overbearing force in every town, so that the

Perinthians, on entering, were made his prisoners.

The plan being everywhere successfully executed,

he sent information to the Perinthian government,

that he had no purpose of injury to them or then

fellou-

7 That Perinthus was among the tributary town- <>i 1 1n*

dominion of Cotys, is marked by Demosthcno.-., m the il
L'

Ariatocr. p. O74, (>73

VOI-. VII. L) D
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chap, fellowcitizens
;

if they would remit him the loan
xxx\i.

]le ^ac| desired, all should be released. Thus he

obtained the money, and on his side was faithful

to his bargain.

Cotys however was no emulator of the military

virtues of his ancestors. When Philip invaded the

nut. Thracian territory, if we may believe Plutarch for
Apuphiii. ^ aneC(iote> Cotys fled, and wrote him a letter.

Probably Teres and Sitalces could not writei The

simple mention of a letter from Cotys is said to

have excited wonder and ridicule among the

Macedonians alreddy beginning to esteem them-

selves a superior people. Of its contents we are

no farther informed than that they drew a smile

from the polite Philip, who proceeded unopposed

to Onocarsis, one of the Thracian prince’s favorite

forest residences, on which much expence had

been bestowed, and still found no resistance pre-

pared. His object then being not to oppress a

weak prince, or conquer a wild country, but only to

provide security for that territory in the neighbor-

hood of Amphipolis, containing mines of the pre-

cious metals, which he reckoned, as the Athenians

had reckoned them, an appendage of his new

acquisition, he turned his march to Crenida*.

It would be under the impression rather of an

opinion of possible future advantage, than in any

expectation of great immediate profit, that Philip

proceeded with his usual discernment and his

usual liberality, to take measures for an improved

management of that much coveted possession.

No way oppressing the Thasian settlers, he pro-

vided for them the protection, which they were

likely
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likely to want, against the tierce votaries of sect.
Mars and Bellona around them, and which they ,

u '

might be still more anxious to have against the

abler conduct of the tribute-gathering generals of

Athens. By incouragement, he added greatly to j>„u. i ,n

the population of the place
;
and, as a pledge of

1

future attention, he gave it, from his own name,

that new appellation of Philippi, under which it

acquired fame, some ages after, through the de-

cision of the fate of the civilized world, by the

victory which Octavius and Antony obtained there,

over Brutus and Cassius.

It was not without great expence that lie im-

proved the manner of w orking the mines. The

abundance of subterranean waters, increasing as

-the veins of ore were pursued deeper, had con-

fined the scanty means of the Thasians to super-

ficial labors, and to adventure daily less promising.

In the want of the astonishing powers of the steam-

engine, which give such advantages to the modern

miner, Philip did what might be done by the best

mechanical art of his age, assisted by numerous

hands. With well-directed perseverance he is

said so to have succeeded at length, as to draw

from his Thracian mines a revenue of a thousaiul n;,„i.

talents, nearly two hundred thousand pounds

yearly. Small as this sum appears now for great

political purposes, the Thracian mines seem sup-

posed by some later antient writers, and have

been more confidently asserted by some modern,

. to have furnished a revenue sufficient to give him

a preponderancy among the potentates of his time.

But, from mention of the Macedonian revenue

d d 2 remaining
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chap, remaining from Demosthenes, it appears that the
xxxvl

j^g 0f Macedonia, at least till late in his reign,

could not be a very wealthy prince
;
and that the

produce of the Thracian mines never made any

very considerable part of his revenue. The cus-

Dcmosiii. toms of some seaports in Thessaly are mentioned

p. 15. as an important source : even his share 01 prizes

made by his cruizers was considerable to him

:

but of the mines no notice of any cotemporary

orator is found. Importance is attributed by De-

Di’inostii. mosthenes to the possession of Amphipolis, only

p '70 for the security of Macedonia. Indeed it is obvious

that, tho the produce might be considerable in the

end, the expence, at first, would greatly reduce,

or perhaps even overbear the profit
;
and, after

all, possibly, the plain between the mountains and

the sea, one of the most extensive and fertile of

that fine part of the world, when duly cultivated

under the protection of a benign and steddy go-

vernment, would be a more valuable accession to

the Macedonian kingdom, than the mines at their

utmost improvement.

B.C.357. In the next spring, while the Athenians were
01. 105. J.

s^jj ingaged in doubtful war with those Grecian

republics which they called rebellious allies, and

at the same time distracted by contests of their

orators at home, affairs in Thessaly called the at-

tention of the king of Macedonia. We have seen

Ch. 34. s. a. his father, Amyntas, owing his throne to his here-
of this Hist. „

ditary interest among the principal families of that

s.3 productive country, and his eldest brother, Alex-

ander, repaying the obligation by protecting those

families against the tyranny of the tagus, Alexander

of
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of Pherae. During the insuing troubles of sect.

Macedonia, the tagus had again extended his au- -
II-

thority, among the townships where it had been

reduced to constitutional, or perhaps narrower

than constitutional bouuds. With the restoration

of tyrannical power, grievances were renewed and

augmented
;
insomuch that the crime, by which

the tagus perished, gave general satislaction, and

a momentary popularity accrued to the assassins,

llut the supreme dignity, to which they succeeded,

hazardous in the best-balanced government, would,

in the defective constitution of Thessaly, be

hazardous in extreme. To carry the necessary

authority, and hold with it popular favor, would

require the greatest talents united with the

greatest prudence. The new tagus, Tisiphonus,

and his brother, Lycophron, w ho is said to have

shared his authority, were soon found not less

tyrants, tho far less able rulers, than Alexander.

The Alevads, whom we have had occasion

alreddy to notice, connected by hereditary bos-

pitality and intercourse of good offices, ami, as

they flattered themselves by blood, with the

Macedonian kings, looked with satisfaction tow ard

one in whose conduct, with uncommon vigor

and uncommon prudence, had been seen united

such uncommon liberality as in that of Philip.

They solicited his assistance, and he marched to

their relief.

We have now seen too much of the Athenian

democracy to be surprized that it should make

common cause with the worst tyrants that ever

oppressed a Grecian people. Nc\trlliclc.v

* 1 mnO
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chap, must recollect that, in Athens, were always two
xxxvi.

or more part;eSj an(j that not all Athenians, and

often not a real majority, approved the profligate

measures, for which the authority of the soverein

people was in legal course procured. Often also

the government became, through imposition upon

the folly of the soVerein Many, so implicated,

that the best citizens would be at a loss to decide

between what its necessities, in the actual state of

things, required, and what should have been done

in circumstances offreer choice. The power of the

king of Macedonia, growing, in a manner, out

of the injustice of Athens, was becoming an object

of jealousy perhaps not wholly unreasonable.

That party which had excited the injurious con-

duct toward him, professing to be the high

dcmocratical party, watchful of course of all his

measures, led the people to vote assistance to

the Thessalian tyrants against him
;
but they were

Demojth. unai>le to procure effect to that vote, and none

Diod. 1. iG. Was sent. Diodorus, whose account receives
v. 14.

support even from the hostile orator, relates what

followed thus :
‘ Philip,’ he says,

‘ marching into

‘ Thessaly, defeated the tyrants
;
and acquiring

‘ thus freedom for the cities, he showed a libe-

‘ rality which so attached the Thessalians, that,

1
in all his following wars and political contests,

‘ they were his zealous assistants, and continued

‘ such afterward to his son.’ Tisiphonus and

Lycophron continued to hold the chief authority

in Phene
;
but in Pharsalus and Larissa, the prin-

cipal seats of the Alevads, and nearly throughout

the rest of Thessaly, the king of Macedonia was

thenceforward
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thenceforward looked to as the protector of the sect.

constitution of the country
8

. * i]—

SECTION III.

Affairs of Thrace. Different ricas of Parties in Athens unt-

ccrning Forein Interests . Measures for reeoierin " the

Dominion of the Thracian Chersonese. Charidetnus of

Fuhcca, Citizen of Athens, and Son-in-law of the Kins of

Thrace. Assassination of the King of Thrace , approx ul

and rewarded by the Athenian People.

The Athenians had now been ingaged two

years in war with their allies, upon terms so e<]iial,

and with consequences so little striking, that no

account of the transactions has been transmitted.

Indeed the ambition and avarice of the people

seem to have been so variously directed, in rapid

succession, from one object to another, as this or

that set of orators prevailed, anti occasionally in-

terrupted in all by the momentary prevalence ot

those who desired quiet, that, with much under-

taken, little was or could be done. Hut while great -Hi.

public purposes were thwarted or neglected, each

party would pursue its own objects, amid all in-

terruptions and disappointments, with persevering

ardor and watchfulness. Thus, tho the decree tor

assistance to the tyrants of Thessaly produced

them no assistance, and even the confederate war

in a manner slept, yet the active spirit of Athenian

politic*

* Demosthenes himself lias been lol t‘»
's

-

*’!

terms, Philip's assistance to the Iljes>alian' ^‘-'» 1

tyrants : ©iTTaAcK — itt* tw rvp*m**> _

P J* 4
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oil ap. politics was busy. That party which had em»

^XXV1
'. broiled the republic, both with its independent

ally the king of Macedonia, and with its subject

allies the Chians and others, now found a newr

object to ingage a preference of their attention,

ivnuvith. Miltocythes, a prince of the royal family of

r fi35- Thrace, raised rebellion against Cotys, the actual

soverein, the ally of Athens, who had been

honored, by the Athenian people, with the two

p- most flattering presents yet in use toward forem-

ens, the freedom of the city and a golden crown.

Notwithstanding this, and notwithstanding the

complicated circumstances and adverse events of

wars, in which the republic was alrcddy ingaged,

that party, which had distinguished itself as the

war-party, persuaded the people to undertake a

new war, in support of the rebel against his king,

their ally and fcllowcitizcn. J ust ground for the

measure the able advocate of the party, Demos-

thenes, has utterly failed to show’. Nor did suc-

cess immediately reward the iniquity. The first

commander commissioned to put it forward,

Ergophilus, was superseded before he had done

anything of which notice has reached us. % The

next, Autocles, was not only soon recalled, but

prosecuted, and condemned for deficient zeal in

the dishonest business. Successful in a measure

so generally gratifying to the Athenian Many as

the prosecution of an eminent man, the party

were still unable to procure the appointment of a

commander hearty in their cause.

After that train of mysterious circumstances,

formerly noticed, the capture of the chief of

mercenaries,
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mercenaries, Charidemus, by the Athenian fleet, sect.

the insuing acquisition of Amphipolis to the , ^
ir

Athenian dominion, and the honors that followed

to the captive general from the Athenian people,

that officer, with his band of mercenaries, had

passed into the service of Artabazus, satrap of

Bithynia, who was in rebellion against the king of
iV:*7,Vi"i s .

Persia. Whether then the military adventurer |7 1

?.
4

•'

Avas unreasonable, or the satrap faithless, disagree-

ment arising between them, Charidemus was with-

out means for the remuneration to his troops,

for which they reckoned him responsible to them.

The difficulty and danger, immediately insuing,

he obviated by dexterous management, through

which he raised contribution from the towns of

vEolia, which were within the Bithynian satrapy.

But in a wide country, with the government

hostile, tho his small numbers, with superior

discipline, might resist direct assault, he had to

apprehend being at length starved into a submis-

sion, which must be destructive to him. Prom

these threatening circumstances lie avus relieved

by a new favor of the Athenian people, a decree,

directing their new commander on the llcllespon-

tine station, Ccphisodotus, to transport him and

his troops to the European shore. Such a decree

would not be the measure of the party promoting

the rebellion against the king of Thrace, aa Inch

on the contrary was ended by it : for Charidemus

Avas taken, with his troops, into the king «t

Thrace’s service; and Miltocythes, seeing hi>

rival thus strengthened, and the Athenian people:

issuing decrees indicating that he was to exput

no
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chap, no more support from them, abandoned his
xxxvi. . -oenterpnze 9

.

Charidemus, who, through the force of mer-

cenaries attached to him and his reputation for

military and political abilities, had risen to be one

of the most important characters of the age, was,

pemosth. if we should believe the invective of Demosthenes,

i».
691. the son of a woman of Oreus in Euboea, by an

p GG8
- uncertain father, and began his military career in

the lowest rank in the lowest service, a slinger in

the lightarmed. His first eminence, according to

the same authority, was in the command of a

small pirate ship, in which he did not spare the

allies and subjects of the Athenian people. The

profits of his skill, activity and boldness, in that

line, inabled him to raise a considerable landforce,

reddy for adventure under his orders, in the cause

of any state among the almost numberless around

the Grecian seas, which were now in the habit of

employing such troops. From the silence of the

orator, his vehement enemy, about any previous

service, it should seem that the first in which

he ingaged was the Athenian, under that highly

respectable general Iphicrates. The same orator’s

testimony, then, still in the midst of invective, is

positive to the advantageous circumstances alreddy

noticed, that, after having acted three years under

that great man's orders, Charidemus was not only

again

9 The orator’s words Tpxiput 1vvopia-att vpur, Demosth.

in Aristocr. p. 672, seem fully to imply a decree of the people

authorizing the conduct of Cephisodotus ; and such a decree

was obviously adapted to produce that despair of Miltocythes.

which he attributes to a decree of the Athenian people. Or.

in Aristocr. p. 655.
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again ingaged by him for the critical service of skc r.

the siege of Amphipolis, but trusted as his most’. !|’_

confidential friend; that his services were re-

warded, hy decrees of the Athenian people, nidi

the freedom of the city, the honorary gift of a

golden crown, and the still more extraordinary

favor of a decree of privilege for the protection ot

his person against assassination. And tho the

recommendation of him to the people for the high

trust of commandcr-in-chief oi the republic s torces

in Thrace was unsuccessful, yet that the very

proposal could be ventured, for one not born an

Athenian, largely indicates a superiority of reputa-

tion. The esteem, which it thus appears he held

with the aristocratical party in Athens, would no

doubt assist to recommend him at the court ot

Thrace
;
and such was his estimation there, that,

apparently to secure his services for the support ot

a vveak.prince on a tottering throne, he received in

marriage the daughter of Gotys, niece ot the "ilc

of Iphicrates.

Imperfectly as the military and political trans-

actions, of these times, have been transmitted,

yet the views and principles ol the contending

parties in Athens, remain largely indicated in the

works, which wc have the advantage to po^ess,

of an orator of each party, Isoc rates and Demos-

thenes. The party for which the former wrote, and

with which Iphicrates acted, adverse to the op-

pression of subjects, and to injurious and insulting

measures against independent allies, proposed to

repair, as far as might be, the error ol al.eiiat-

jng Macedonia, by improving the old connection
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c h a p. with the king of Thrace, and by supporting the

xxxvx
~. • Thracian monarchy as a valuable balance against

the growing weight of the Macedonian. But the

other party, whose leading orator Demosthenes

afterward became, were not discouraged by their

defeat. The right of the Athenian people to the

rich dominion of the Chersonese, was a topic on

which they were likely to be favorably heard, and

nearly secure against contradiction, which might

afford opening for the charge of corruption, or of

disaffection to the popular cause. The intrigues,

however, of the party, its orator would not dis-

close. We can only draw conjecture concerning

them from the events, for which also we are nearly

confined to those which his purpose in public

speaking led him to mention. The next transac-

tion, of which we find notice, is, that Charidemus

besieged and took two Grecian towns of the

Chersonese, Crithote and Eleiis. The tenor of the

orator’s information sufficiently indicates that a

party in those towns, holding correspondence with

the war-party in Athens, had led them to rebel-

lion against the king of Thrace, in hope of support

from the Athenian people ,0
.

Not
10 Demosthenes, in his oration against Aristocrates, having

in view to incite the Athenian people to the utmost against

Charidemus, speaks of these two towns as the last remaining to

the Athenian dominion in the Chersonese. But the tenor of

his following argument shows that the conduct of Charidemus,

on that occasion, was not, at the time, considered as any act

of hostility against Athens. Indeed it appears that Charide-

mus never ceased to hold his connection with that party in

Athens with which he had originally been connected, which

would not have ventured to countenance an act of notorious

hostility against the republic. But if, as is probable, a

powerful party in those towns remained always connected

with
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Not long after this, Cotys was assassinated, in tv,....,,.,

the midst of his court, such as a Thracian court
might be, by two brothers, Heraeleides and
Python, citizens of the Grecian town of .Knus
in Thrace. Both escaped, and both found places

of refuge for assassins. Python went to Athens,

presented himself to the assembled people, avowed

the deed, and glorying in it, demanded the reward

which the Athenians, universal patrons of demo-

cracy, had been accustomed to give for tyrannicide.

The motive to the crime, according to the orator,

was private revenge for the death of the father of

the assassins
;
which however, for anything said

to the contrary, might have been suffered in legal

course and for just cause. The Athenian people

however were persuaded to adjudge the murder

of the king, their fellowcitizen, to he highly meri-

torious. They decreed the freedom of the cilv

both to the bold petitioner and to his absent ac-

complice ;
and they added for each the honor of a

golden crown. Obviously the party of Iphicrates

did not then guide the popular voice. It were

indeed somewhat saving for the general credit

of the Athenian people, might we believe, what

the orator would not avow, but his account

affords ground to suspect, that a political pur-

pose did combine with the passion ot revenge,

in prompting to the atrocious deed, and that the

assasMii

with that party in Athens of which Demosthenes became the

leading orator, this would be ground sufficient for his assertion,

to the Athenian people, that Charidernus had wrong*-*! thorn

by reducing towns, friendly to Athens, under the dominion <>l

the king of Thrace. In the sequel we shall find a Oiaridunus

intimately connected with Demosthenes of which notice uil!

be taken in its plac**.
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assassin confided in a party in Athens, from whose

intrigues and incitement, rather than from any

general sentiment deliberately held among the

people, he derived his reward. Yet, on the other

hand, when we find the greatest orator known to

fame recalling to popular recollection both the

assassination and the public approbation of it,

solemnly given in a decree of the soverein

assembly, when we find this brought forward not

for reprobation, but as just and solid ground on

which public measures should be thereafter taken,

it must be difficult to find apology, even for the

people. l;or the orator, it may be doubtful whether

the impolicy of his doctrine should most excite

wonder, or its flagitiousness indignation and

disgust.

SECTION IV.

Ccphisvdotus Athenian Commander in Thrace . Political Prin-

ciples of the Athenian Administration . Rebellion incouragcd

in Thrace. Admirable moral Principle of* the Thracians

.

Athenodorus Athenian Commander. Pressure upon the young

King of Thrace . Mission of Chabrias to Thrace^
and liberal

Composition of Differences .

When the unfortunate king of Thrace was mur-

dered, his son and legal successor, Kersobleptes,

was yet a boy. Those then who had persuaded

the Athenian people to cherish and reward the

assassins of the father, were not slow in endevors

to profit from the weak age of the son. War with

.Thrace was not avowed ; the pressure of the con-

federate war and the strength of the opposing

party,
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party, forbidding; but, as before against both sec
Thrace and Macedonia, while peaceful purpose ,_

lv
_

was still pretended, the most injurious anil insult-

ing hostility was committed. In the wealthy com-
mercial town of Perinthus, opportunity, such as

before at Pydna, inviting, Ccphisodotus led the

fleet thither. Fortunately Charidernus was at hand
to assist the councils of the young king his

brother-in-law
; and to his abilities and superior

acquirements the Thracians had the moderation

and prudence to defer. He went to Perinthus; the iwm!
party proposing revolt there was checked, and the

purpose of the Athenians was defeated. Cephi-

sodotus received then orders to besiege Alopecon-

nesus, a town situated at the southern extremity

of the Chersonese, and, equally as Perinthus,

within the acknouleged dominion of the Thracian

king. Nevertheless, in directing their ofliccr to

take possession of this town, the Athenian rulers

did not scruple to aver that the hostility was not

at all intended against the king of Thrace, Cut

only against the pirates, robbers and ilrowners, as

the orator calls them, who found refuge there'*.

Charidernus, however, judging that, within the p. wi.

Thracian dominion the Thracian government

should undertake the repression of wrong rather

than an Athenian officer, marched to Alopecon-

nesus. Cephisodotus, hopeless of success through

violence, entered into negotiation with him, and a

treaty was concluded. Of the terms we have no

information,

1* The similarity of the French professions in invading

Egypt, and on other occasions, cannot hut occur to the

reader.
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v n a p. information, except that they were dissatisfactory

xxxvi^
tjje jjjgjj (jerilocratical party, who procured the

recall of Cephisodotus, and brought him to trial

for his life. To institute prosecution against the

officers commanding the republic’s forces was now

become so ordinary, that of itself it seems to

involve no reasonable presumption of any guilt

;

but Cephisodotus appears to stand exculpated by

the failure of the orator to specify any objection

to the treaty, or misconduct of any kind in his

command, if the treaty was not objectionable.

Neverthless death, in the usual form of Athenian

prosecution, was the punishment proposed in the

inditement
;

and, of the multitudinous court, a

majority of three votes only saved his life. His

condemnation to a fine, the delight of the Athe-

nian Many, to the amount of five talents, about

a thousand pounds, his friends were unable to

prevent.

The leaders of the party, at this time governing

Athens, which prosecuted Cephisodotus, proposed

to oppress the infant monarch of Thrace, and

decreed high reward for the assassination of his

father, are not named by antient writers, but its

principles, should we doubt Isocrates, or did the

fact? reported leave them dubious, we learn from

authority, utterly unsuspicious, that of the great

Dementii. orator who became its advocate. ‘ The troubles
“ Arulocr'

‘ andjealousies of your neighbors,’ we find Demos-

thenes telling the Athenian people, ‘ are the best

‘ foundation and surest support ofyour poiver and

‘ dominion.’ Mentioning then the frequent wars

and unceasing discord of the principal Grecian

aities,
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cities, he says ‘ they are what Athens should SE
v
CT

always rejoice to see.’ Coming afterward to the .
'—,—

consideration of the concerns of the Athenian

people in the affairs of Thrace, he does not

scruple to contend, in direct terms, that ('ha-

ridemus, brother-in-law of the Thracian monarch,

and trusted by him with the situation of his first

minister and commander-in-chief of his forces,

should nevertheless, being also an Athenian citizen,

have betrayed the king and people of 1 hracc to

the people of Athens. ‘ Charidemus,’ he says,

* ought to have made the Chersonese yours ; and

‘ not only so, but, when Cotys was assassinated,

1 he ought to have consulted you how the Thracian

‘ throne should be disposed of; and, in common

‘ with you, he should have established one king

‘ or several, as your interest might require.’

When talents, like those of Demosthenes, were

prostituted to the purpose of so instructing the

soverein Many of Athens, that the scepter in its

hands should be ill wielded cannot appear won-

derful ;
nor will candor attribute the vices of the

government to anything in the natural character

of the people. Profligate conduct only could be

expected, when a party, avowing such principles,

carried a majority of votes in the general assembly.

Accordingly, not only ratification of the treaty

made by Cephisodotus with Charidemus was

denied, but Miltocythcs, who had before taken

arms against Cotys, was now incouragal to re-

sume them against Kersobleptes. T c -u ’a ,in

adventurer was still the support of the llirannn

monarchy. He got possession of the persons o

VOL. vii. E 1
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chat, the rebellious Miltocythes and his son. Aware
xxxvi.

0f a deficiency in the Thracian policy, which,

tho highly honorable to the Thracian character,

was of a kind to be highly dangerous to any

government, he committed his prisoners to the

custody of the Cardians.

After observing, in the Greeks, founders of

science and fine taste among mankind, the shock-

ing deficiency of moral principle, and all the

horrors of practice insuing, which so darkened

and deformed the brightest days of that illustri-

ous people, it is a phenomenon equally surprizing

and gratifying, a meteor, not surely out of the

course of nature, yet seemingly out of all analogy

within human comprehension, that we find among

the barbarian Thracians : enemies of science and

useful industry, votaries of the horrid imaginary

deities of war and rapine, they held, in opposition

to the Greeks, principles of the purest morality

and humanity, and carried them in practice even

to excess. ‘ Charidemus knew,’ says the same

great orator who has reported with compla-

cency the murder of Cotys, and the honors granted

by the Athenians to his assassins, ‘ that, had
1 Miltocythes been surrendered to Kcrsobleptes,

* his life would have been secure: because
' THE LAW OF THE THRACIANS FORBIDS TO
* kill oneanother.’ The Thracians, it ap-

pears, not only abhorred that flagitious and base

assassination, so familiar among the most polished

of the Greeks, but all killing of those who had

been once admitted to friendship; so that even

treason against the state did not, in their idea,

justify
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justify capital punishment. Nothing; can he found,

in the history of mankind, more honorable to

human nature than such principles, followed up

by such practice, anions' such barbarians. Those

eulogies of Scythian virtue, which might otherwise

appear extravagance of fancy, imagined, by Greek

and Roman writers, only for the purpose of re-

proaching, with more powerful effect, the profli-

gacy of their own polished ages, scein thus in no

small degree warranted. From such barbarians

may seem to have been derived that generous

spirit of chivalry of later times, which held it

meritorious to seek combat everywhere, yet a

sacred duty to spare the lowly and relieve the

oppressed ;
and from such barbarians, could wc

trace our origin to them, we might be proud to

derive our stock.

Whether Miltocythes was really more criminal

or unfortunate, we are without means to judge

,

any farther than as the support of a considerable

party, among the Thracians, might speak in favor

of his pretensions, arid, on the contrary, the total

omission of so able an advocate as Demosthenes to

state them, implies their deficiency. The conduct

of Charidemus, however, appears to have been

prudent ;
and nothing, even amid the orator * in-

vective, affords fair presumption that it was in any

point unjustifiable. To have shocked the gene

rous principles of the Thracians, by ddivtrin.,

Miltocythes to the executioner, would have been

impolitic ;
but to have allowed the means of re-

newing attempts against the actual government,

would have been to betray the high trust confide

I E 3
t0
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c hap. to him. The Cardians, to whom he committed his

xxxvi.
j]justrjous prisoners, were distinguished for perse-

vering assertion of their independency, against all

claim of dominion of the Athenian people. Only

obloquy would thus be earned from the Athenian

orators
;
but it seems to warrant the presumption,

that the Cardians would not acknowlege the sove-

reinty of the Thracian kings but upon liberal terms.

It were however too much to expect that they

should be wholly free from the ordinary vices of

the republican Greeks. In revenge apparently for

the purpose of reducing them under the subjec-

tion which they abhorred, or perhaps judging it

necessary for the prevention of so great an evil,

they put Miltocythes and his sons to death. We
have the account only from the great orator, who

adds that the execution of those princes was ren-

dered shocking by circumstances of studied cruelty.

Too consistent however as this is with what we find

ordinary among the Greeks, it should perhaps not

be admitted without some allowance for the ob-

vious and avowed purpose of the oration, to incense

the Athenian multitude against those who had

disapproved the patronage granted to Miltocythes,

and the honors to the assassins of Cotys.

The party in Athens, however, which had so

perseveringly coveted the dominion of the Cher-

sonese for the republic, or for themselves, was not,

by the death of Miltocythes, deprived of resources.

The branches of the royal family of Thrace were

numerous ; and most of them, like Seuthes son

c^»3-*-6. of Sparadocus, known to us through the service

' of Xenophon under him, appear to have held

appanages,
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appanages, such as those of the Macedonian

princes, by which they might be formidable to

the king on the throne. Two of the blood royal

of Thrace, Bcrisades and Amadocus, were con-

nected with Athens by marriage ;
a sister of the

former being wife of Athenodorus, an Athenian,

and two sisters of the latter being married to

Bianor and Siigon, Thracian Greeks by birth, but

adopted citizens of Athens' 5
. These were now-

excited to rebellion against Kersobleptes. V\ hat

hopes were held out to them we do not learn, but

we have explicit information of the purpose of the

ruling party in Athens, from the great orator who

became one of its leading members. It was,

first, that Athens should gain the sovereinty of the

Chersonese, and of all the Grecian towns, as far

as the Euxine, and then that even the wild re-

mainder of the extensive country should not be

given to the two friendly princes, but divided

between all the three; that so, through their

separate weakness and mutual animosity, all might

be always dependent on Athens.

To carry this purpose into execution, the

party obtained at length the appointment of a
r commander-

» Leland has supposed, I know not on what authority,

that Berisadcs and Amadocus were younger broU.c-rs of

Kersobleptes, and intitled to divide the sovereinty of 1 hracc

IS?

2

. It « amply marked by Demosthenes <tbaU ey

were not so nearly related, either to Kersobkptesoteuc

.other; nor am I aware of anything m .any *rnUen t author to

warrant the supposition that the kingdom •

,
( t

gaily so divisible. Younger brothers of Xcnoblo ^
themselves have managed any such contest d

^ tha|

Demosthenes expressly says (or. in ArisO
’ jj^inated.

Kersobleptes was a boy when bis father was

h E 3

lVmnslIi.

in Ari>UHi.

|>

|> <*.»4

p. 67(1
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chap, commander-in-chief zealous in their cause, Athe-
•^XXV1'- nodorus; apparently him who had married a sister

of the Thracian prince. They feared however to

press their interest with the people so far as to

ask the service of Athenian troops
; and, if they

obtained any money, it was in very inadequate

amount. A fleet, the wealthy as usual being

charged with the equipment, was reddily granted

For raising and maintaining a landforce, they

probably hoped that the influence of an Athenian

general, and the zeal with which Bianor and

Simon and Berisades and Amadocus would sup-

port him, might suffice
;
so that they might have

the credit of making a great acquisition to the

Athenian empire, free of cost to the people. The

measures seem to have been ably concerted

:

a large force of mercenaries was raised; and

Kersobleptes was so pressed, that he was reduced

to treat about the surrender of the dominion of

the Chersonese to Athens, and a division of the

remainder of his dominions. If the orator might

be believed, the treaty was concluded. But from

the sequel it appears probable that, increase of

troubles arising for the republic, Charidemus

found opportunity to protract the negotiation.

Evidently no surrender had been made, either

to the Athenian republic, or to the Thracian

princes, when the want of pecuniary supplies,

which we have seen, in better times, crippling or

deranging the measures of the greatest Athenian

commanders, so disabled Athenodorus, that he

Demoith. could neither command nor persuade his troops

p. 677. to continue their service. This being once known

to
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to Kcisobleptes and Charidcmus, no surrender

was likely to follow.

The sudden and total failure of the expedition

under Athenodorus, after great hopes raised, ap-

pears at least to have assisted to produce a change

ofmen and measures in the government of Athens.

The sway reverted once more to that party which,

with Isocrates and Xenophon, always repro-

bated a policy oppressive to allies, and injurioj.s

to all neighboring powers. Chabrias was sent,

without any new force, to take the direction of

the republic’s affairs in Thrace. 1 1 e found Kcrso -

blcptes and Charidemus, as Demosthenes himself

confesses, disavowing the treaty pretended to

have been concluded by them; but disavowing

equally any purpose of enmity to the Athenian

people, and professing, on the contrary, a ruddi-

ness and desire to renew alliance upon any equi-

table terms. Chabrias meeting them with onlyjust

views, a treaty was presently concluded. Wlial

advantages were stipulated for Athens, the oralm,

as the treaty was managed by those adverse to his

party, would not say
;

hut he has mentioned a»

matter for complaint, as of injury to the Athenian

people, that the dominion of the Chersonese, with

the undivided sovercinty of Thrace, remained to

Kersoblcples.

sti i

IV.

r^tin'su

iii Ansli'O

Y i>7.
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CHAP.
XXXVI.

SECTION V.

Slowness ofthe Athenians in the Confederate War. Expedition

under Chares: Death of Chabrias. Characters of Chares

and of the Athenian People. Offensive Operations of the

AUies. Exertion of the Athenians. ReliefofSamos. Trial

of Timotheus and Iphicrates.

When the affairs of Thrace were thus, for the

present, composed, the confederate war still held

a threatening aspect. The states, combined to

resist the sovereinty of the Athenian people, had,

not without some thought and preparation, in-

gaged in a contest in which failure, as from all

experience they must expect, would bring a lot

the most severe. Ships, such as the antients

used in war, being soon built and equipped,

they had raised a fleet capable of balancing the

naval power of the imperial republic, and dis-

puting with it the command of the iEgcan. At

Athens, on the contrary, hitherto, through the

opposition of opinions, the contention of parties,

and the fluctuation of a commanding influence in

the general assembly, decrees for the prosecution

of the war were slowly, interruptedly, and at last

defectively carried into execution. To repair and

augment the fleet, and to ingage mercenary troops,

would be necessary; while the existing force could

ill be spared from the important business ofawing

the remaining allies and subjects, and preventing

Di«a. 1. 16. farther defection. Enterprize therefore, through

olios.}, the first year, was confined to depredations on

commerce, and invasions without view beyond

plunder.

At
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At length, after the establishment of peace with

Thrace by Chabrias, some serious consideration,

among all men, of the waning state of the repub-

lic’s affairs, appears to have led to a coalition

of parties, apparently through concession of the

moderate to the high democratical, or war-party.

Chares, the most eminent officer of that party,

was appointed to the command; Chabrias con-

sented to serve under him M
,
and it was resolved

SECT.
v.

H.C.t/,7-
01 U)[y

J

to carry attack first against Chios.

Assistance meanwhile for the Chians, from their

confederates, was reddy ;
and so powerful, that

the meditated blow must be rapidly struck, or it

would be obviated, and before invasions and sieges

could be undertaken, the command of the sea

would be to be vindicated. The landforce, under

Chares and Chabrias, being small, the cooperation

of the fleet was necessary to any measures against

the city of Chios. The resolution was therefore

taken to force the way into the harbor. In this

enterprize Chabrias led
;
and, not being duly sap-

ported, he was overpowered. Others, ingaged uitli

him, found personal safety by throwing them-

selves into the sea. Thinking this an example at

all risk to be discountenanced, Chabrias refused

to quit his ship, and fell fighting. The loss of the

Athenians,

4 Diodorus joins Chabrias in the command with Chares,

assigning him however the second place According

Nepos, he served as a private individual, bu ,
C' L’M

.

’
.

more respected and more consulted, says the ,0K,,'P
’j

any officer of the amiament. The sequel of the w

ever, would rather
_

mark l«m W have he d ll» «

might in that situation he called, as the biographer calls lnm.

priiatus.
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CHAP.
XXXVI.

Arislot.

rhct. I. 3.

c. to.

Athenians, beyond the valuable life of Chabrias,

appears not to have been great, but the enter-

prize wholly failed, and, in the course of that year,

nothing farther of importance was attempted.

Wanting a regular history of this time, it may

be gathered, from the scattered information re-

maining, that the loss of Chabrias to the repub-

lic, in its existing circumstances, was as great as

that of one man could easily be ,J
. The Roman

biographer seems justly to rank him among the

first characters that Greece had produced. Aris-

totle has left an anecdote indicating the exalted

estimation in which he was held, and which yet

had not secured him against a criminal prosecu-

tion. Even Demosthenes has been led to high

eulogy of him ; and it is remarkable that, in an

age of such licentiousness, and such violence of

party-spirit, detraction of him is found from none

;

while

15 Diodorus has related the death of Chabrias among
events of the first year of the confederate war, Ol. 105. 3. but

this is hardly to be reconciled with what we have from the

cotemporary orator concerning the transactions of Chabrias

in Thrace. Indeed Diodorus seems often, in reporting matters

summarily, to have gone on beyond the year of which he was
particularly treating. Thus we shall shortly find him, in

regard to the siege of Methone, stating its beginning perhaps

in the proper place, but proceeding immediately to relate

its conclusion, which probably did not happen till the next

year, when be again relates the same story more circum-

stantially. For all such matters I miss, in this part of the

history, my valuable assistant for them in the former part,

Henry Dodwoll. Reiskes gleanings of chronology are little

satisfactory : Congessi hunt' indicew, lie says, t.v abservath

Schotti, Sf Corsinii Sc Tay/nri , in schedis . Universe pramonen-

durn duco hos (res andores interdvm in turnis discrcparc ; dins

radem eventa retvstioru anno
,
aim juniora fucientibus. Ob-

serving tbeu that the Attic year began at midsummer, he

says, those writers may seem to Hiller by a year; when they

really differ only by a month.
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while of Chares, whose associate anil advocate sec. i.

Demosthenes afterward became, no good remains
.

v
. ,

reported even by his own party. Favorite as he

was of the multitude, and always the most eminent

military man of the high democratical party, yet

we find him vehemently decried by those later

writers who have favored that party ; while his

opponents, not Chabrias only, but Timotheus and

Iphicrates also, have received from them large

eulogy. It is to the candor of Xenophon that the

character of Chares is indebted for refutation of the

sarcasm, which Plutarch has not scrupled to attri-

bute to Timotheus, ‘ that Chares was lit only to be

‘ a baggage-carrier.' Xenophon describes him, in
J

his service in Peloponnesus, during the Ihoban

war, an active, enterprizing, brave, and aide ollicer.

Less equal to greater commands, he was. never-

theless, according to the observation of a cotem-

porary writer, more made for the limes than his
i(i \

1

more virtuous and higher-gifted opponents. It was “ 1 "

probably not a discovery peculiar to Chares, that,

in the Athenian service, real merit little found its

just reward or credit: but he, less than most others,

scrupled to take advantage of the vices ot the

Athenian government ;
careless of toe duties of

command, indulging himself to excess m the grati-

fications it might furnish, and diligent principally

in watching and flattering the fancies and passions

of the people. In figure, in bodily strength, and m

speciousness of conversation, support* H !>}
)0(

ness of manner, he confessedly excelled. -on

fident thus in his power to maintain popuat

favor, he even made a parade of luxury, carrying

about
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chap, about with him, on forein command, a train of

.

.x.xxvi.

.

musicians, dancers, and harlots. Public money

and private fortune he spent freely together, on

the ministers of his pleasures and the supporters

of his conduct, the leading orators, framers of

decrees, and all who gave their time to the courts

ofjustice. Thus not only he obviated resentment

of his profligacy, but became and remained,

longer perhaps than any other since the great

Pericles, the most popular man in Athens. ‘ And
‘ this,’ says the same cotemporary writer, the

Chian Theopompus, ‘ was no more than fair
; for

‘ just so the Athenian people live themselves. The

* young men pass their time in hearing music and
* conversing with prostitutes : the elder in playing

' at dice, and other such dissipation
;

and the

‘ people, whose imperial voice disposes of the

‘ public money, require more for public banquets

‘ and distributions of meat, than remains for all

‘ public services.’

With such claim for public favor, Chares, not-

withstanding his failure at Chios, remained com-

mander-in-chief of the republic’s forces. Zeal,

however, for the prosecution of the war, seems to

have become less general, and exertion in con-

sequence deficient. The allies meanwhile were

B.C. 356. active. In the next spring, while Chares had only

d' J¥S
s'xty S^‘PS» they put to sea with a hundred, and

*.7.
* proceeded to offensive operations. Imbrus and

Lemnus wrere ilands allowed, even by the peace

of Antalcidas, to remain under the dominion of

Athens. These they plundered, and then pro-

ceeded against Samos, perhaps the richest of the

republic’s
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republic’s remaining tributaries. The critical cir

cumstances of the commonwealth then either pro-

duced a renewal of the coalition, or gave it new
vigor. Iphicrates and Timotheus consented to

serve with the favorite general of the multitude.

If we should trust the Latin biographer, Mencs-
theus, son of Iphicrates, who had married a

daughter of Timotheus, was appointed to the

command, and the illustrious veterans imlmrkcd

with him, only to assist with their advice. It ap-

pears however that responsibility, and of course

effectual command, rested with them. Sixty tri-

remes were rapidly equipped, and hastened, under

their orders, to join the fleet of equal number

under Chares.

Nf|»

\ Tmiotli

i\ I pit n i

The fleet of the allies then w ould no more quit

the harbor of Samos, but lying there, assisted in

the prosecution of the siege. The Athenian com-

manders, judging attack upon it in its station too

hazardous, sailed for the Hellespont ; which, of

two desirable events, could hardly fail to produce

one: if the enemy followed, Samos would be

relieved; if they did not, Byzantium might be

assailed, weak in the absence of its principal force

at Samos. The result answered expectation. The

course taken by the Athenian fleet was no sooner

ascertained, than alarm, in some degree pervading

the allies, was among the Byzantines vehement ;

and it was quickly resolved by all, to postpone

enterprize against their enemies, for protection ol

their friends.

They reached the Hellespont before the Athe-

nians had entered it, but found them in a situation

to
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chap, to dispute the passage. It happened that the wind
„jcxxvi. became violent, yet not adverse to their course,

which they resolved, at all hazards, to pursue;

the disturbance of the elements, if it should not

become extreme, being favorable for their purpose

of progress, and adverse for that of the enemy to

prevent it. The storm then did increase, so that

Iphicrates and Timotheus concurred in opinion,

that the danger ol attempting action overbore all

reasonable hope of advantage from it. Chares
held, or affected afterward to have held, a con-

trary opinion. Action however was avoided, and
the enemy passed up the Hellespont, molested

only by the storm. The project against Byzantium

was then necessarily abandoned, but the great

object of the reinforcement for the fleet, the relief

of Samos, was fully accomplished.

Nevertheless Chares, thinking the opportunity

favorable for ruining his collegues, whom he con-

sidered as his rivals, resolved to use it. In his

letters to the sovercin people, he averred that the

enemy's fleet would have been destroyed, but for

the failure of Iphicrates and Timotheus in their

obvious duty. The suspicious and irritable mul-

titude was inflamed : Timotheus and Iphicrates

were recalled, and put on trial for their lives. We
have an anecdote from Aristotle, implying the

conscious integrity of Iphicrates, and the notori-

Arijtoi. ous profligacy of his opponent :
‘ My speech,’

e

h

fo.

1-3
' ^ veteran general, whose rhetorical talents

j“'- are noticed by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, ‘ must
p- »5- * take its way through the middle of the actions of

‘ Chares.’ But when a party-purpose was to be

served,
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served, calumny of every kind was vented by the

accusing orators, with a licentiousness of which a

conception can be gathered only from perusal of

their extant works. Aristophon, who conducted

the prosecution, averred that the accused generals

had taken bribes from the Chians and Rhodians.

We find it asserted by a later orator, that Timo-

theus confessed having received money from the

Lesbians. He would however hardly confess a

dishonorable transaction. It was ordinarily in-

cumbent upon Athenian commanders to find sup-

plies for the force under them, by taking money

wherever it could he obtained. Such courts then

as those of Athens could not always enter into

very accurate examination, and would not always

require the most regular proof. Hold assertion

would suffice to excite suspicion, and suspicion

often, even where party-views did not warp,

would suffice to decide the vote. Not in the sovc-

rein assembly only, but in the courts of justice*

also, freedom of speech was always liable to be

overborne by the turbulence oi party. Against

such injustice Iphicrates is said to have pro-

vided himself in a way, which the licentiousness

only of democracy could admit, and only the

profligacy of democracy could in any degree jus-

tify. Some daring youths, whether of low or high

rank is not said, but known favorers of his cause,

attended the trial, with daggers under their ( loaks,

which they managed to show, so far as to inti

midate his opponents. We have seen exactly the

same thing practised under the tyranny of t u

Thirty, and mav very possibly have been repeated

J
in

SECT.

Dinardi

wiat. ill

Deim^lti

f’ulvJHi

Strut. I u

Ch.n.S.ft.

uf this Hist
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chap, in the lawlessness of the following democratical
>• ^-xxxvi.

sovereinty. But in attending to such stories, even

where the fact may be perfectly eredible, we must

guard against the coloring which may be given,

by a cotemporary, through party interest or pre-

judice, and by a late writer (and it is from a very

late writer among the antients that the story in

question comes,) through utter inexperience of the

character of republican times. The result of the

trial however affords some presumption in favor

Com.Nep. of the report. Iphicrates was acquitted; while

Timotiii. Timotheus, than whose reputation hardly a purer

has been transmitted from antiquity, and who, if

i’-
247- the averration of jEschines to the Athenian people

was not exaggerated, had in the course of his

long services, added to the republic’s empire

seventy-five cities, of consequence enough to be

represented by their several deputies in the as-

sembly of the allies, was condemned in a fine of

nearly twenty thousand pounds sterling. This

operating as a decree of banishment for life, he

spent the remainder of an honorable old age at

Chalcis in Euboea 17
.

17 Diodorus speaks of Timotheus and Iphicrates, without

discrimination, as condemned to pay many talents ;
not

specifying the sum, nor mentioning any consequence. But

the acquittal of Iphicrates, positively asserted by Nepos,

receives confirmation from Demosthenes, in his oration

against Aristocrates, so far at least as to show that he was

not driven into banishment ; and the biographer’s account is

farther supported by the cotemporary orator, Dinarchus, who

mentions the amount of the fine on Timotheus. Dinarch.

or. adv. Demosth. p. n. t. 4. or. Gr. ed. Reiske.
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SECTION VI.

Deficient Supply to the Armament under Chares. Irregular

Measure of the Armament. Peace with the Confederates.

The political victory of Chares was, for the mo- B.c.;i<j6.

ment, decisive: he remained sole commander of
01 lut'

1

the great armament on the Asiatic station, lh.it

that great armament, of which the landlorce was

wholly mercenary, wanted great funds for its sup-

port; and his friends at home either dared not ask

the people for supplies, or could not obtain them,

lie was therefore to find them, in the way to

which we have seen the most renowned com-

manders before him driven, often to the great

interruption of the public service, by exactions

from any states weak enough to be reddily com-

pelled to pay them, or, like Athcnodorus lately,

he must dismiss his forces. But those allies who

had principally supplied former commanders, were

now the enemy, to contend with whom the sup-

plies were wanted; and to dismiss his forces

would have been to ruin at once the public-

service, the power of his party, and his own

greatness.

An extraordinary resource happened to occur.

The satrap of Bithynia, Artabazus, whose rebel-

li„„ against the king of Persia Charidemus had

assisted, was now again threatened writ over- pm .«

bearing numbers, marching from the interior |>r

vinces?Report made them seven hundred thousan

fighting men. Hopeless of resistance with any

SrtJrn force he could collect, Artabasus saw

VOL. VI 1 .
F F
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chap, his ©nly safety in Grecian troops, could he obtain

<_l,

—

j them timely in sufficient number. Need thus

pressing, probably his offers were high. The
temptation sufficed for Chares, who, with the

whole armament placed under his command for

the reduction of the rebellious allies of the Athe-
nian people, went to Bithynia to assist Artabazus.

Demosthenes, w'ho became afterward the leading

orator of the party of which Chares was the prin-

cipal military character, bound to apologize for

his friend, has been reduced to plead his deficient

authority over those he was appointed to com-
mand, and even to hazard imputation against the

Athenian people. In the failure of remittances
Demos'h. from home, he says, it was impossible to retain

P-4G. the unpaid and starving troops; they would go
into the satrap’s service, and Chares did not lead,

but was led by them. The historian Diodorus,
following probably some elder writer, calls it a
very irregular measure ,a

. Chares however did
Di«d. not disappoint the satrap’s hope, or his own. The
flieopomp. royal army was defeated

; and the amount of

L

P
u
A
p!'afii.

reward for the important service inabled him to

conciliate so many orators, and so to gratify the
Athenian people with sacrificial suppers, that
he obtained, not pardon, but approbation and
applause.

In this extraordinary state for a government to
exist in, alarm arose for all G reece, but especially
for Athens. Report came that great naval pre-
paration was making by the Persian government
in the harbors of Phenicfa. The purpose was not

declared;

Tlfafn vapaCito
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declared, but it was said that the great king, in.

censed at the support given to rebellion in his

dominion by Charidemus, but more especially
afterward by Chares, would send his 1‘henician

fleet, of three hundred ships of war, to assist the

revolted allies of Athens against their oppressors,

and revenge the Persian name for the defeats

formerly suffered from the Athenian arms.

SF.Cl.

VI.-

Under this disadvantageous impression nego- Im«i i.

tiation was opened with the hostile confederates,
p Vsi>.

who seem to have made no difficulty of entering

into treaty. Ministers from their several states r '7 H -

came to Athens, and a decree of the Athenian

people authorized negotiation with them. All the

better men of the republic, and men of property

in general, desired to use opportunity, thus far

opened, for making peace with all powers, with

whom the republic was at war, and putting an

end to the system of war and troubles. Hut

Chares, and the orators his associates, had ac-

quired such command over the Many, that none

in opposition to them could speak in the general

assembly. Disapproving voices, and the tumult p "yt >7‘-

of overbearing numbers, prevented their being

heard. Denied, by this violence, their right of

addressing the soverein assembly in the way

which the constitution prescribed, the peaceful

recurred to the resource, with us so familiar, of

circulating their opinions and arguments among

the public by pamflets. In earlier times, as «c £*• 4
y

3

have- formerly seen, when writing and reading cn. u.s 1 .

were less familiar, poetry was commonly used lor n, lfj

.

r,

such purposes. Now the form of an oration, such ,b"

asF F 2
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chap, as might be spoken from the bema, was preferred

;

xxxvi.
^ antj J80crates in this crisis published his oration

intitled ‘ On Peace;’ for its matter one of the most

interesting, as it is also one of the most inge-

niously composed, and most exquisitely wrought

and finished, of any remaining from him'?. In

this publication, managing argument with much
art and delicacy, and introducing public facts to

support it, he proceeds by degrees to strong im-

putation against those, whom he describes only as

having possession of the public ear, and the direc-

tion of the affairs of the commonwealth. Bad men
he calls all

; notorious drunkenness he mentions

of some, and peculation he repeatedly imputes
dc t0 t*lem Senerftlly-

* Ruin,’ he says, * must come
p.17’8. ‘ upon the commonwealth, if counsellors and

‘ measures are not changed. The decree just

* made concerning peace will avail nothing, unless

‘ a general reformation follow. Peace should
‘ be made, not with the Chians, Rhodians, Co'ans

‘ and Byzantines only, but with all mankind; and
‘ not upon the terms now offered for Jour consi-

‘ deration, but upon the liberal principle formerly

* established by the king and the Lacedaemonians,’

(the convention commonly called the peace of An-
talcidas,) ‘ requiring that all Grecian states should
‘ be independent, and garrisons of the troops of

p. 184. ‘ other states allowed nowhere. Not justice only,
‘ but the republic’s interest requires it. Were we

‘ just

19
I he oration on peace has been a favorite of Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, who has chosen it for exemplification of the
authors powers and best manner in political discourse, in
preference to the more artificially adorned compositions of his
earlier age.
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‘ just to others, we should neither have war with sect.

‘ Kersobleptes for the Chersonese, nor with Philip
. \

r

‘ for Amphipolis
;
but when they see us never

‘ contented with what we possess, but continually

4 grasping at what does not belong to us, they are

4

reasonably fearful of us for neighbors. Opporlu-

* nity is abundantly open for increasing the power

‘ and wealth of the republic in better ways.

4 Colonies might in many parts be established,

4
as many have been, without injury to any

;
and

4
this would more become those ambitious of

‘ being esteemed, the first people of Greece, than,

‘ what now is the favorite purpose, to be eminent

‘ by making continual war with hired troops. Far

‘ from such extravagance, it should be our care i«* r. <ir

‘ not only to make peace, but to maintain it. Hut itio.

‘ this will never be till we are persuaded that quiet

is more profitable than disturbance, justice thun

injustice, the care of our own, than grasping at

what belongs to others. Of these things, never

theless, none of your orators has ever dared to

speak to you, while, on the contrary, some have

not scrupled to contend that, tho injustice may r >»»

be shameful, yet it is profitable, and even neces-

sary ;
that uprightness, honorable indeed, is how-

ever a starving virtue, beneficial to others rather

than to its owner. It were easy to show such

arguments as false as they are disgraceful
1'.

The popular passion now is to commarn a

the world, and yet avoid arms ;
committing tie

iqB.

- «. .toll however In the *q»elM BmUmm .vow

ing these maxims.
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chap. ‘ honor and safety of the republic to vagabonds,

,

*XXV1,
,

‘ deserters, runaways for all crimes, reddy always

* to leave our service for better pay in any other.

‘ Hence we are obliged to indulge such miscreants

* as if they were our children. Ifcomplaint conies

‘ to us against them of rapine, violence, every kind

' of disorder, not only we do not resent their

i»ocr. <ie ‘ misconduct, but rather seem amused with it:

p.300. ‘ and while in want, many among us, ourselves

‘ of daily necessaries, we oppress our allies with

‘ exaction of tribute to pay these common enemies
1 of mankind. Those of our forefathers who made
‘ themselves most obnoxious by their ambition,

‘ went to war however with a treasury able to

‘ support it, and they carried arms themselves

;

‘ but you, poor as you are, and numerous as you
‘ are, will, like the great king, have your hired

‘ armies. They, when they sent out a fleet,

‘ employed foreiners and slaves to pull the oar,

‘ and themselves took shield and spear
;
but now

‘ those who aspire to be lords of Greece go ashore,

‘ in forein parts, in the garb of galley-rowers 11
,

‘ while the vagabonds, whom I have described,

‘ bear the honors of the panoply.’

p *oa— The orator adverts afterward to the pains taken

to persuade the people that the desire of peace

marked a disposition to oligarchy, while the pro-

moters of war were all sure friends of democracy

;

to

11
'rmifio'io*xol’Tfs—remum in niauibus babentes. Auger.

This seems Ihe bold guess of a Parisian, the idea gained from

the wherries on the Seine. Had Auger ever been at Marseille,

euch a notion would surely have been corrected. The uncer-

tainty of the meaning of the term imifivut has been noticed

in a former note.
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to the unsteddiness of administration and l're- s

quency of contradictory measures ; to the care- v_

lessness and profusion with which the rights of the

city were given to strangers ;
to the neglect of the

important law, making it death to give money for

votes to obtain offices, so that the most important

situation in the commonwealth, that of general, on

which rested not only the supreme military com-

mand, but the principal direction of executive

government, was obtained by the most notorious

bribery; to the departure from antient practice

in electing, to the same exalted office, men inca-

pable of speaking from the bema, and dependent

upon professed orators to communicate with the

soverein assembly for them. ‘ It may bo asked,

he proceeds to observe,
“ How, with all this niis-

* management, do we existr How is it that weaie

‘ inferior to no Grecian state in power: I answer,

< because our adversaries arc no wiser than our-

< seiveS( They make allies for us by their tyranny,

‘ as we for them by ours ;
and so we are ba-

4 lanced.’ .

The most difficult subject, yet that on which

he laid principal stress, was the tyrannical empire

which the Athenians asserted over the Jtgean

requiring, from every iland and every shore, tnbute

JL,Lior, ,o sail on «l,e badness o «>-

mer« without interruption from the Athenian

Heels maintained for the purpose ofF sue"i
inter

roption. This he insisted ought wholly to g

up’;
not only as the injust.ee was flam* h« a-

the object was neither attainable, nor desirable

2% he proceeded to show I,
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chap, supported, by reference to all past experience,

jtxxvi.
both Qf ihe{r own and of the Lacedaemonian

government.

Drawing toward his conclusion, he spoke more

at large of those actually holding popular favor,

and directing the republic’s affairs.
4

Pericles/ he

isocr. d« said, ‘ took the administration when the constitu-

p*sm-
* ti°n was alreddy injured considerably, yet he
4 used his power in no degree for his private

‘ profit ; but, on the contrary, leaving his own
* estate, at his death, less than he received it from

‘ his father, he carried into the public treasury

‘
eight thousand talents (toward two millions ster-

‘ ling) exclusively of the dedications and sacred

* money. But these men so differ from him, that

‘ while they dare tell you their care of the public

4
interest is such as to prevent all attention to

‘ their own, we see those neglected affairs of their

4 own so improving as formerly they would not

‘ have ventured to pray the gods for : while we,

p. “54.
4

for whom they profess so much care, are faring

‘ worse than the people of many states under

‘ obligarchal government. None live in any ease,

‘ but the whole city abounds with complaint

:

4 some being obliged to decide publicly their

4

poverty and wants
; some lamenting them among

‘ their friends
; all, who have anything, feeling the

‘ pressure of troublesome duties, expensive offices,

‘ requisitions for contribution to the treasuiy, or

* demands for change of property; altogether

‘ bringing so many evils, that those of some estate

‘ live more uncomfortably than those in absolute
4
poverty.

4
1 wonder
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*
I wonder then you cannot see that there is no i«*r. a*

*/

Pbcy
1

race of men more evilminded toward the people p. g&i.

‘ than ill-principled orators and demagogues. It

* is for their interest that, in addition to other

4
evils, you should be scanty even of daily ncces-

*
saries. For they observe that those who arc able

1

to live upon their own, are attached to the re-

* public, and look tc better men for advice on its

* concerns
;
but those who depend for their liveli-

‘ hood upon the pay of juries, and general assem-

* blics, and emoluments in whatever way thence

*
arising, are compelled by want to look up to

* them, and are always reddy to thank thnm lor

‘ tlie accusations, prosecutions, sycophancics ol

4 every kind, wbicii they put forward. They would

4 therefore gladly set? all the citizens in that

4 penury, through which themselves are powerful.

4 And of th?> you have the most evident demon-

4 stration ; lor you *ee all their mcasuic? directed,

4 not to provide an independent livelihood lor the

4 needy, but to bring all, who posse-* anything, to

4 one level of want.

He finishes then with summing up his advice

for mending the evil state of thing- reducing it

10 two points :
‘ First,’ l.n says, ‘ with regard to t-

• (Tovornrnc'iil at homo, «o must take such men, ior

« advisers or. public nflairs, as wo should desire

• for our private concerns; we must cease to

• reckon sycophants friends of the people, and

1 men of worth h'lends ot oilman h\. Jh<n, or

• forein interests, wc must treat nliio as trien s,

• and not. while we give them independency in

• words, permit our generals, in fact, to use them

vor. vii. 0 o
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4
as they please

;
knowing now from experience,

4
that tho we are stronger than any one state

4 among them, we are weaker than all united.

* We should show our equal aversion to all tyran-

4
nical power: we should imitate and emulate

4
the regal authority of Lacedaemon

;
where the

4
kings arc more restrained from committing in-

4 jury than any private persons, yet so honored,
4
that those who, in battle, show any unreddincss,

* in their defence, to lose their lives, are subjected

4
to greater ignominy than those who quit their

4 ranks and abandon their shields. Such is the

4 supremacy that it should be our. ambition to

4 obtain among the Greeks : and it might be
4

ours, would we show that our power is directed,

4 not to their subjection, but to their preserva-
4

tion.’

This is a picture of the party of Chares by an

adversary, but by a most respectable adversary :

checked also by the irritable jealousy of the

soverein people whom he w as addressing
;
and it

is contradicted by nothing, but on the contrary

supported by everything, remaining from anti-

quity, tho far most remains from those partial to

the opposite, as more the democratical cause.

There is appearance that this appeal to the reason

of the Athenian people had considerable effect,

but it was very far from having complete success.

The party of Chares, that they might not be com-

pelled to treat, as the other party desired, with all

those with whom the commonwealth was at wTar,

and thus abandon their system, hastened to make

peace with the confederates. Arrangement clearly

would
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would have been reddier, friendly connection and ,f
KC1

confederacy might more easily have been re- .

n
•

stored, could those have had the direction, on the

part of Athens, who had always shown themselves

adverse to the tyrannical system which had oc-

casioned the war. With those of the political prin-

ciples publicly avowed by the orators of the party

of Chares, the allies would of course treat with

diffidence, and not reddily ingage in any new

alliance.

Accordingly the terms were, tor Athens, very

disadvantageous and even degrading. Every ob-

ject, for which the war had been undertaken, was

abandoned. The claim of the Athenian people,

penally to military command over the forces, and

to political authority over the states ot Rhodes,

Cos, Chios and Byzantium, was given up for ever.

Ships were no more to be required from them to

swell the Athenian fleets, nor pecuniary compo-

sitions instead. The Athenian tribute-gathering

squadrons were no more to visit their ports, nor

were their subjects any longer to be liable to the

intolerable inconvenience of being summoned to

the courts of Athens by others, or necessitated to

go thither to solicit justice for themselves. Nor

does it appear that, in return for so complete a

renuntiation of long exercised sovereinty, together

with, what was far more important, the revenue

which so contributed to the power of the imperial

republic, anything was conceded by the allies.

Demosthenes, afterward apologizing lor the con
^ Khw) .

duct of his friends on this occasion, admits that

the terms of the treaty were not what the icpuoho

might
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might have expected
;
but he says, the blame was

due to those who terrified the people into accept-

ance of them, by spredding the alarm, which he

asserts to have been unfounded, of war threatened

from Persia. The success, however, of the party

of Chares in their principal purposes was com-

plete. Not only they obviated treaty for peace

with Macedonia, with Thrace, with Thebes, with

any except the revolted allies, but they so held

their influence that they could soon ingage the re-

public to pursue the purpose, to which Isocrates

so energetically objected, of conquest with mer-

cenary armies. Hut circumstances meanwhile oc-

curred, deeply involving the interest of all Greece,

to which it will lie necessary to give some attention,

before we can proceed with the particular history

of Athens.
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